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Preface

Preliminary remarks
What makes a language ancient? The term conjures up images, often romantic, of archeologists feverishly copying hieroglyphs by torchlight in a freshly discovered burial chamber;
of philologists dangling over a precipice in some remote corner of the earth, taking impressions of an inscription carved in a cliff-face; of a solitary scholar working far into the
night, puzzling out some ancient secret, long forgotten by humankind, from a brittle-leafed
manuscript or patina-encrusted tablet. The allure is undeniable, and the literary and film
worlds have made full use of it.
An ancient language is indeed a thing of wonder – but so is every other language, all
remarkable systems of conveying thoughts and ideas across time and space. And ancient
languages, as far back as the very earliest attested, operate just like those to which the
linguist has more immediate access, all with the same familiar elements – phonological,
morphological, syntactic – and no perceptible vestiges of Neanderthal oddities. If there was
a time when human language was characterized by features and strategies fundamentally
unlike those we presently know, it was a time prior to the development of any attested
or reconstructed language of antiquity. Perhaps, then, what makes an ancient language
different is our awareness that it has outlived those for whom it was an intimate element
of the psyche, not so unlike those rays of light now reaching our eyes that were emitted by
their long-extinguished source when dinosaurs still roamed across the earth (or earlier) –
both phantasms of energy flying to our senses from distant sources, long gone out.
That being said, and rightly enough, we must return to the question of what counts
as an ancient language. As ancient the editor chose the upward delimitation of the fifth
century AD. This terminus ante quem is one which is admittedly “traditional”; the fifth is
the century of the fall of the western Roman Empire (AD 476), a benchmark which has
been commonly (though certainly not unanimously) identified as marking the end of the
historical period of antiquity. Any such chronological demarcation is of necessity arbitrary
– far too arbitrary – as linguists accustomed to making such diachronic distinctions as Old
English, Middle English, Modern English or Old Hittite, Middle Hittite, Neo-Hittite are keenly
aware. Linguistic divisions of this sort are commonly based upon significant political events
and clearly perceptible cultural shifts rather than upon language phenomena (though they
are surely not without linguistic import as every historical linguist knows). The choice
of the boundary in the present concern – the ancient-language boundary – is, likewise
(as has already been confessed), not mandated by linguistic features and characteristics of
the languages concerned.
However, this arbitrary choice, establishing a terminus ante quem of the fifth century, is
somewhat buttressed by quite pragmatic linguistic considerations (themselves consequent
xv
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to the whim of historical accident), namely the co-occurrence of a watershed in language
documentation. Several early languages first make a significant appearance in the historical record in the fourth/fifth century: thus, Gothic (fourth century; see WAL Ch. 36), Ge’ez
(fourth/fifth century; see WAL Ch. 14, §1.3.1), Classical Armenian (fifth century; see WAL
Ch. 38), Early Old Georgian (fifth century; see WAL Ch. 40). What newly comes into clear
light in the sixth century is a bit more meager – Tocharian and perhaps the very earliest Old
Kannada and Old Telegu from the end of the century. Moreover, the dating of these languages
to the sixth century cannot be made precisely (not to suggest this is an especially unusual state
of affairs) and it is equally possible that the earliest attestation of all three should be dated
to the seventh century. Beginning with the seventh century the pace of language attestation
begins to accelerate, with languages documented such as Old English, Old Khmer, and
Classical Arabic (though a few earlier inscriptions preserving a “transitional” form of Arabic
are known; see Ch. 8, §1.1.1). The ensuing centuries bring an avalanche of medieval European
languages and their Asian contemporaries into view. Aside from the matter of a culturally
dependent analytic scheme of historical periodization, there are thus considerations of
language history that motivate the upper boundary of the fifth century.
On the other hand, identifying a terminus post quem for the inclusion of a language in the
present volume was a completely straightforward and noncontroversial procedure. The low
boundary is determined by the appearance of writing in human society, a graphic means
for recording human speech. A system of writing appears to have been first developed by
the Sumerians of southern Mesopotamia in the late fourth millennium BC (see WAL Ch.
2, §§1.2; 2). Not much later (beginning in about 3100 BC), a people of ancient Iran began
to record their still undeciphered language of Proto-Elamite on clay tablets (see WAL Ch.
3, §2.1). From roughly the same period, the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing system emerges
in the historical record (see WAL Ch. 7, §2). Hence, Sumerian and Egyptian are the earliest
attested, understood languages and, ipso facto, the earliest languages treated in this volume.
It is conjectured that humans have been speaking and understanding language for at
least 100,000 years. If in the great gulf of time which separates the advent of language and
the appearance of Sumerian, Proto-Elamite, and Egyptian societies, there were any people
giving written expression to their spoken language, all evidence of such records and the
language or languages they record has fallen victim to the decay of time. Or the evidence
has at least eluded the archeologists.

Format and conventions
Each chapter, with only the occasional exception, adheres to a common format. The chapter
begins with an overview of the history (including prehistory) of the language, at least up to
the latest stage of the language treated in the chapter, and of those peoples who spoke the
language (§1, h is t o ri c al an d c u l t u r a l c o n t e x t s). Then follows a discussion of
the development and use of the script(s) in which the language is recorded (§2, w r i t i n g
s y s t e m s); note that the complex Mesopotamian cuneiform script, which is utilized for
several languages of the ancient Near East – Sumerian (WAL Ch. 2), Elamite (WAL Ch. 3),
Hurrian (WAL Ch. 4), Urartian (WAL Ch. 5), Akkadian and Eblaite (WAL Ch. 8), Hittite
(WAL Ch. 18), Luvian (WAL Ch. 19) – and which provides the inspiration and graphic raw
materials for others – Ugaritic (WAL Ch. 9) and Old Persian (WAL Ch. 28) – is treated in
most detail in WAL Chapter 8, §2. The next section presents a discussion of phonological
elements of the language (§3, p h o n o l o g y), identifying consonant and vowel phonemes,
and treating matters such as allophonic and morphophonemic variation, syllable structure
and phonotaxis, segmental length, accent (pitch and stress), and synchronic and diachronic
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phonological processes. Following next is discussion of morphological phenomena (§4,
mo rp h o lo g y), focusing on topics such as word structure, nominal and pronominal
categories and systems, the categories and systems of finite verbs and other verbal elements
(for explanation of the system of classifying Semitic verb stems – G stem, etc. – see Appendix 1,
§3.3.5.2), compounds, diachronic morphology, and the system of numerals. Treatment of
syntactic matters then follows (§5, s y n t a x), presenting discussion of word order and
coordinate and subordinate clause structure, and phenomena such as agreement, cliticism
and various other syntactic processes, both synchronic and diachronic. The description of
the grammar closes with a consideration of the lexical component (§6, l e xi c o n); and the
chapter comes to an end with a list of references cited in the chapter and of other pertinent
works (bi bli o g rap h y).
To a great extent, the linguistic presentations in the ensuing chapters have remained
faithful to the grammatical conventions of the various language disciplines. From discipline
to discipline, the most obvious variation lies in the methods of transcribing sounds. Thus, for
example, the symbols ś, .s, and .t in the traditional orthography of Indic language scholarship
represent, respectively, a voiceless palatal (palato-alveolar) fricative, a voiceless retroflex
fricative, and a voiceless retroflex stop. In Semitic studies, however, the same symbols are
used to denote very different phonetic realities: ś represents a voiceless lateral fricative while
.s and .t transcribe two of the so-called emphatic consonants – the latter a voiceless stop
produced with a secondary articulation (velarization, pharyngealization, or glottalization),
the former either a voiceless fricative or affricate, also with a secondary articulation. Such
conventional symbols are employed herein, but for any given language, the reader can readily
determine phonetic values of these symbols by consulting the discussion of consonant and
vowel sounds in the relevant phonology section.
Broad phonetic transcription is accomplished by means of a slightly modified form of
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Most notably, the IPA symbols for the palatoalveolar fricatives and affricates, voiceless [ʃ] and [tʃ] and voiced [] and [d], have been
replaced by the more familiar [š], [č], [ž], and [] respectively. Similarly, [y] is used for the
palatal glide rather than [j]. Long vowels are marked by either a macron or a colon.
In the phonology sections, phonemic transcription, in keeping with standard phonological practice, is placed within slashes (e.g., /p/) and phonetic transcription within square
brackets (e.g., [p]; note that square brackets are also used to fill out the meaning of a gloss
and are employed as an element of the transcription and transliteration conventions for
certain languages, such as Elamite [WAL Ch. 3] and Pahlavi [WAL Ch. 30]). The general
treatment adopted in phonological discussions has been to present transcriptions as phonetic
rather than phonemic, except in those instances in which explicit reference is made to the
phonemic level. Outside of the phonological sections, transcriptions are usually presented
using the conventional orthography of the pertinent language discipline. When potential
for confusion would seem to exist, transcriptions are enclosed within angled brackets (e.g.,
<p>) to make clear to the reader that what is being specified is the spelling of a word and
not its pronunciation.
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hand in the success of the first edition. We wish too to acknowledge our debt of gratitude
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Roger D. Woodard
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Preface to the first edition

In the following pages, the reader will discover what is, in effect, a linguistic description
of all known ancient languages. Never before in the history of language study has such a
collection appeared within the covers of a single work. This volume brings to student and
to scholar convenient, systematic presentations of grammars which, in the best of cases,
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professionalism, her wise and expert guidance, and her unending patience, also to her predecessor, Judith Ayling, for permitting me to persuade her of the project’s importance.
I cannot neglect mentioning my former colleague, Professor Bernard Comrie, now of the
Max Planck Institute, for his unflagging friendship and support. Kudos to those who masterfully translated the chapters that were written in languages other than English: Karine
Megardoomian for Phrygian, Dr. Margaret Whatmough for Etruscan, Professor John
Huehnergard for Ancient South Arabian. Last of all, but not least of all, I wish to thank
Katherine and Paul – my inspiration, my joy.
Roger D. Woodard
Christmas Eve 2002
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chapter 1

Language in Ancient
Syria-Palestine and
Arabia: an introduction
roger d. woodard
Pedra
It seems no work of man’s creative hand,
By labor wrought as wavering fancy plann’d,
But from the rock as by magic grown,
Eternal, silent, beautiful, alone!
Not virgin-white like the old Doric shrine
Where erst Athena held her rites divine;
Not saintly-grey, like many a minster fane,
That crowns the hill, and consecrates the plain;
But rosy-red as if the blush of dawn
That first beheld them were not yet withdrawn;
The hues of youth upon a brow of woe,
Which man deemed old two thousand years ago.
Match me such marvel save in Eastern clime,
A rose-red city half as old as Time.
John William Burgon

Often rehearsed, sometimes parodied, there remains something hauntingly arresting about
John William Burgon’s sonnet in praise of Petra, Jordon’s “rose-red city,” lying at the threshold of the Arabian Peninsula, on the southeastern fringe of ancient Syria-Palestine (the term
is used herein to denote the region encompassing the modern political states of Jordon, Israel,
Lebanon, and Syria; on the notion of “Syria-Palestine,” a geographic construct popularized
by W. F. Albright, see Dever 1997). Now home to a Bedouin community, Petra was once the
thriving capital city of the ancient Nabataeans, whose kingdom flourished in the late centuries BC and the early centuries AD. Arid Petra’s prosperity flowed not only from the desert
caravans that passed through the city, located at the nexus of intersecting trade routes, but
from its abundant water supply, captured by an elaborate system of Nabataean-engineered
ducts, dams, and cisterns. Strabo, the first-century (BC and AD) Greek geographer, knew of
just such a Petra: “The chief city of the Nabataeans is called Petra, for it lies in a place that is
otherwise smooth and flat, but guarded by encircling rock [Greek  (pétra)]. It is steep
and sheer on the outside, but on the inside it possesses no short supply of streaming water,
both for the fetching and for irrigating gardens” (Geography 16.4.21).
A bit further along, Strabo, in commenting on the Arabian harbor town that he calls Leuke
Kome (
 ‘White Village’), asserts that “to and from this place camel-caravaners
journey safely and easily, going into Petra and out of Petra, with so many people and camels
that they are not at all different from an army” (Geography 16.4.24).
1

2

The Ancient Languages of Syria-Palestine and Arabia
These prosperous Nabataeans left behind abundant language evidence, and much of it,
but by no means all of it, comes from Petra itself. Linguistic life among the Nabataeans, as
throughout most of the ancient Near East, was complex. Some of the nomadic peoples living
in the vicinity of Petra were speakers of the Ancient North Arabian language of Hismaic
(see Ch. 8, §1.1.2). Ancient South Arabian (see Ch. 7) must have been commonly heard in
Petra on the lips of traders traveling with the frankincense-, myrrh-, and nard-laden camel
caravans coming north from South Arabia – as were undoubtedly other tongues from even
more distant locales. The principal inscriptional language of the Nabataeans themselves was
Aramaic, the lingua franca of the time and place. The Nabateans were, however, an Arab
people and speakers of Old Arabic (see Ch. 8, §1.1.1): Old Arabic names and forms surface
in Nabataean Aramaic inscriptions, and the earliest text written in Old Arabic language is
written with the Nabataean Aramaic script. This Nabatean script is in fact the historical
source of the present-day Arabic writing system.
The frenetic complexity of living Petra’s linguistic milieu lies placid beneath the stone
city’s Nabataean Aramaic inscriptional remains. This language, Aramaic, shares at least two
traits in common with the other languages that comprise this volume. First, Aramaic and
the other languages concerned are members of a single language family – the Semitic family.
Second, each of these languages is written using a consonantal script – a writing system
in which each symbol represents a single consonant and in which (to generalize slightly)
vowels are not explicitly represented.
With regard to the first trait (Semitic family membership), the language profile of SyriaPalestine and the Arabian Peninsula differs somewhat from that of the neighboring regions
of Mesopotamia and Northeast Africa (treated in the companion volume, The Ancient Languages of Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Aksum) where both Semitic and non-Semitic languages
were indigenous in antiquity, and many (though not all) of the non-Semitic languages are
well attested and well understood (though, we should note, the Egyptian language is AfroAsiatic and, hence, ultimately related to Semitic; see Appendix 1 at the end of this volume).
Syria-Palestine and Arabia, in contrast, are places where only Semitic languages are attested
in antiquity, with the possible exception of what has been called Byblic.
Byblic is a language attested by only a small number of inscriptions. In the course of
his excavations at the site of the ancient city of Byblos (Biblical Gebal) on the coast of the
modern state of Lebanon, the French archeologist Maurice Dunand unearthed inscriptions,
on bronze and stone, executed in a previously unknown script. Many of the symbols are
of a hieroglyphic nature, some apparently descended from or inspired by characters of the
Egyptian hieroglyphic script; the Byblian script thus bears the tag Pseudo-Hieroglyphic, or,
less commonly, Proto-Byblic. The script, judging by the number of identified symbols (114
by Dunand’s analysis), is likely syllabic. As early as 1946 (a year after Dunand’s publication
of the inscriptions), the decipherment of Byblian Pseudo-Hieroglyphic was announced by
a distinguished French philologist, Edouard Dhorme, who read the language of the script as
Phoenician. Dhorme’s proposed decipherment and others which have followed (see Daniels
1996:29–30 for discussion of subsequent attempts) have not been received with confidence
and the script and its language still reside in the undeciphered file.
While Syria-Palestine and Arabia might thus be viewed as places of relative linguistic homogeneity (vis-à-vis Mesopotamia and Northeast Africa), within the domain of the
Semitic family itself they prove to be linguistically quite heterogeneous regions. The Semitic
family is divided fundamentally into an East Semitic and a West Semitic branch; on at
least the West Semitic side, further subdivisions can be identified. Each of the several constituent groups of the Semitic family is represented within the geographic space that is SyriaPalestine and the Arabian Peninsula, with the possible exception of the subgroup to which
Ge’ez (Ethiopic) belongs, depending upon how one subcategorizes that aspect of the family
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(see below). Eblaite, a language of second-millennium BC northern Syria is East Semitic
(and is treated together with the Mesopotamian East Semitic Akkadian languages in WAL
Chapter 8, owing to its close relationship to those languages). Aramaic (Ch. 6) and the
Canaanite languages of Phoenician (Ch. 4), Ugaritic (Ch. 2), and Hebrew (Ch. 3), along
with lesser-known Canaanite languages (dubbed “Canaanite dialects”), such as Moabite,
Ammonite, and Edomite (Ch. 5), are West – specifically Northwest – Semitic languages; all
were spoken in Syria-Palestine. The early languages of Arabia are Ancient South Arabian
(Ch. 7) and Ancient North Arabian (Ch. 8); their geographic distribution within Arabia
is self-evident. Ancient North Arabian is now commonly bracketed with the Northwest
Semitic languages to form a Central Semitic group within West Semitic. Some Semitists
would include Ancient South Arabian in this same Central cluster; others would identify
a separate South Semitic group, within West Semitic, in which South Arabian and Ge’ez –
languages separated by the Red Sea – share membership (on Ge’ez, see WAL Ch. 14).
In his De inventoribus rerum (On the Invention of Things), the Italian Renaissance scholar
Polydore Vergil examines the question of Quis primus literas invenerit? (“Who first invented
letters?”), exploring what the Greek and Roman authors had to say on the subject. Invoking
the Greek historian Diodorus Siculus, Vergil tells his readers (translation here and below is
that of Copenhaver 2002):
Diodorus . . . seems to attribute the invention of letters (about their inventor I note great disagreement
among the relevant authors) to the Egyptians, writing thus: The Egyptians claim that they discovered
letters, the motions of the stars, geometry, and most of the arts. Some maintain that a man named
Menon invented them in Egypt. But one must not fail to mention that instead of letters they used
pictures of animals which in fact represented mental notions. (1.6.2)

A bit further along, Vergil rehearses the views of Eusebius, the third-/fourth-century bishop
of Caesarea, who himself cites the Jewish historian Eupolemus:
Eusebius believes that Eupolemus actually relates the true origin of letters when he affirms that Moses
(who lived long before Cadmus, according to the same Eusebius in his Chronicle and in book 10 of
the Preparation for the Gospel) first taught letters to the Jews, that the Phoenicians got them from the
Jews and finally that the Greeks got them from the Phoenicians. (1.6.6)

While the Egyptians may or may not have invented writing (see the Introduction to The
Ancient Languages of Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Aksum), the consonantal writing systems
used to record the ancient Semitic languages of Syria-Palestine and Arabia – the second
shared trait noted above – almost certainly have their common origin in the land of the
Pharaohs, where their inception was crucially dependent on the Egyptian script (pictorial,
as Diodorus claims, though representing sounds, not mere “mental notions”; see WAL Ch. 7,
§2.1). The ancestor of these various Syro-Palestinian and Arabian writing systems is the socalled Proto-Sinaitic script, likely devised within Egypt by a Semitic people living there
during the early second millennium BC (see Darnell et al. 2005:90–91; Hamilton 2006).
The earliest-known examples of the script come from Wadi el-Hol in Upper Egypt and date
to c. 1850 BC (see Darnell et al. 2005:86–90). Slightly less ancient examples (c. 1700 BC)
come from Serabit al-Khadem in the Sinai Peninsula – preserved in inscriptions produced
by Semitic workers in the turquoise mines of the region. Fundamentally, this script was
devised by assigning to pictorial symbols of the Egyptian writing system the value of the
consonant that begins the Semitic name for the object symbolized (the so-called “acrophonic
principle”; see Ch. 4, §2). On the basis of existing evidence, the creation of the Proto-Sinaitic
consonantal script may perhaps be dated to c. 2000 BC.
We should mention that very recent work has revealed an earlier use – perhaps c. 2400
BC, or earlier still – of Egyptian symbols used with Egyptian (rather than Semitic) phonetic
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values to spell Semitic words. These Semitic-language inscriptions, recording spells used for
protection against snakes, were found in the pyramid of the Pharaoh Unas in the Egyptian
city of S.aqqārah; they would appear to preserve a third-millennium BC form of Northwest
Semitic (see Steiner 2007).
A form of the Proto-Sinaitic script is attested in Syria-Palestine as well; its occurrences
in the latter region, dating to c. the seventeenth century BC and later, are given the name
Proto-Canaanite. An offshoot of the Proto-Canaanite script – perhaps quite an early one –
gave rise to the Arabian writing systems, both South (see Ch. 7, §2) and North Arabian (see
Ch. 8, §2); the South Arabian consonantal script evolved further into the Ethiopic syllabary
of Ge’ez (see WAL Ch. 14, §2). By the fourteenth century BC, the Proto-Canaanite script
had also spawned the writing system that is best attested from the remains of the city of
Ugarit on the Syrian coast – unique among Canaanite scripts both in the cuneiform-shape
of its symbols and in the addition of three syllabic characters to the script’s repertory of
consonantal letters (see Ch. 2, §2).
Elsewhere in Syria-Palestine the Proto-Canaanite script continued to evolve, with its
curvilinear, pictorial propensities dissolving into more conventionalized linear forms beginning in about the eleventh century BC, and being used to record the Canaanite language
of Phoenician (see Ch. 4, §§1–2). It is this Linear Phoenician script that would be acquired
for writing Aramaic (c. eleventh century BC; see Ch. 6, §2.1) and then Hebrew (c. tenth
century BC; see Ch. 3, §§1–2) – and not the other way around as Eupolemus, per Eusebius,
imagined.
And what of Eusebius’ Cadmus, long preceded by Moses? Cadmus is the Phoenician prince
of Greek tradition who sailed west through the Mediterranean in search of his abducted sister
Europa. The Linear Phoenician consonantal script is the source not only of the Aramaic and
Hebrew writing systems, but of the Greek alphabet as well, and Cadmus is one of several
figures to whom the Greeks gave the credit for introducing writing to Greece. But that story
must await another volume.
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chapter 2

Ugaritic
dennis pardee

1. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS
Ugaritic is the only well-attested example known today of the West Semitic languages spoken
in the Levantine area in the second millennium BC. The position of Ugaritic among the
Semitic languages has been a matter of dispute, in part because of a confusion of categories,
namely between literary and linguistic criteria. Literarily, the poetic texts show strong formal
(poetic parallelism), lexical, and thematic affinities with Biblical Hebrew poetry. Linguistically, however, Ugaritic is considerably more archaic than any of the well-attested Northwest
Semitic languages, and probably descends directly from a Levantine “Amorite” dialect. All
indications are that it is not more directly related to East Semitic (Akkadian) than to West
Semitic. Within the latter branch, it shares certain important isoglosses with Northwest
Semitic as opposed to Arabic (e.g., roots Iw → Iy) and with Canaanite as opposed to
Aramaic (e.g., /d./ → /s./). The isoglosses shared with Arabic (e.g., consonantal inventory)
represent for the most part features commonly inherited from Proto-Semitic.
Ugaritic is a one-period language, attested only for the last part of the Late Bronze Age,
approximately 1300–1190 BC. This is because the writing system in which known Ugaritic
texts are inscribed was not invented (at least according to present data) until the early
thirteenth century, whereas the city of Ugarit – virtually the only site where Ugaritic texts
have been discovered – was destroyed early in the twelfth century. In recent years it has
become clearer that the greatest number of texts date from the last few decades of the site
and there is, therefore, no basis on which to define a “late” Ugaritic over against the main
body of texts (contra Tropper 1993b), for the main body of texts is late Ugaritic. The only
clear strata of the language are the poetic dialect in which most mythological texts are written
and the prose dialect used for everyday communication and administration.
Virtually all Ugaritic texts have been discovered at the site of the ancient city of Ugarit,
modern Ras Shamra, excavated by the French more or less continuously since 1929 (Yon
1997). The site had been inhabited since the Neolithic period (Contenson 1992), but texts
are presently attested only for the Late Bronze Age; the Middle Bronze levels, where finds of
Akkadian texts are to be expected, have hardly been penetrated. In recent years, Ugaritic texts
have been discovered at neighboring Ras Ibn Hani, a suburb of Ugarit (Bordreuil et al. 1987).
From rare mentions of Ugarit in texts from other sites (Mari, el-Amarna), it is clear that the
inhabitants of the city were of so-called Amorite stock, for they bear Amorite names and
maintained cultural relations with the other Amorite kingdoms of the eighteenth century BC.
The area under the control of Ugarit was limited on the north and east by important
natural boundaries (the Jebel al-Aqra on the north and the Jebel Ansariyeh on the east),
with occasional control of areas bordering these boundaries (e.g., southern portions of the
5
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state of Mukish to the north). The southern boundary was at the southern extremity of the
Gebleh Plain, and also varied (e.g., at times including the kingdom of Siyannu). The average
territory may have been approximately 2,000 sq. km. (Saadé 1979:33).
There are approximately 50 mythological texts in poetry and some 1,500 texts in prose
(including decipherable fragments). The primary types of prose texts are (i) religious (ritual,
pantheon, votive); (ii) ominological (astral, malformed births, extispicy); (iii) medical
(hippiatric); (iv) epistolary; (v) administrative (contracts, lists of many sorts); and
(vi) didactic (abecedaries, exercises).
The prose texts originated largely from the palace administration of the city of Ugarit. The
administration was headed by a king, often in vassal position to a king of a larger political
entity, particularly the Hittite king in the period documented. Many of the letters emanate
directly from the royal family; many of the ritual texts specifically mention the king; most of
the administrative texts deal with one aspect or another of royal control of the resources of
the kingdom (real estate, taxes, management of royal goods, working of royal raw materials,
etc.). The hundred-plus epistolary documents, in particular, reveal the Ugaritic that was in
everyday use in the city.
Because they provide a mythical and literary background to the Hebrew Bible, the poetic
texts have made Ugarit famous. They are, however, comparatively few in number and the
poetic dialect presents many difficulties of interpretation. Several of the tablets bearing the
major mythological texts are signed by a scribe named Ilimilku who some now suspect
may have lived near the end of the kingdom of Ugarit, rather than nearly a century earlier,
the generally accepted view (Pardee 1997:241 note 3). The poems that he and other scribes
wrote down had in all likelihood been passed down by oral tradition for centuries.
The nature of the corpus and of the writing system places limits on our ability to describe
the language. The number of texts is relatively small and virtually all are damaged to some
degree, leaving few long stretches of text for analysis. This is especially true of the prose texts,
which were usually written on tablets smaller than those bearing the major mythological
texts. There are no prose narrative texts as yet from which to derive a narrative prose syntax.
The poetic texts are largely narrative rather than lyrical, but are of little use, because of their
archaic form, for projecting a prose syntax. The upshot is that phonology is described largely
in terms of graphemes; morphology is to a significant degree reconstructed; reasonably
comprehensive descriptions of morphosyntax and of poetic syntax are possible; the prose
discourse syntax particular to letters is reasonably well known, while narrative prose syntax
is known primarily from narrative sections of letters.
The Ugaritic language was only one of at least eight languages (and/or writing systems) in
use at Ugarit. The one other Semitic language attested is Akkadian, the international lingua
franca of the time, in which approximately 2,000 texts are written in syllabic cuneiform,
primarily epistolary, legal, and administrative. A number of texts have also been found in
Sumerian, Hittite (written in standard syllabic cuneiform and in hieroglyphic), Egyptian,
Hurrian (written in Ugaritic consonantal cuneiform and in standard syllabic cuneiform),
and Cypro-Minoan (not fully deciphered).

2. WRITING SYSTEMS
2.1 The consonant alphabets
The Ugaritic writing system is unique in that it adapts the cuneiform principle (wedges
inscribed in clay) to represent graphemes of a consonantal type for the purpose of writing a
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West Semitic language. The Semitic consonantal writing system had been devised some two
to four centuries before the earliest attested Ugaritic texts, and there is no particular reason
to believe that it was not in use at Ugarit before the invention of the Ugaritic cuneiform
characters. Indeed, it is not unlikely that the cuneiform system is a representation in clay of
a linear alphabet (i.e., one written with ink), though presently available data do not allow a
precise description of the origin of the cuneiform alphabet of Ugarit.
At present, three consonantal systems are attested at Ugarit: (i) the long alphabet, well
attested by abecedaries; (ii) the short alphabet, very rarely attested and of uncertain composition (no abecedary has yet been discovered representing this script); (iii) a South Semitic
type alphabet, presently attested at Ugarit by a single abecedary (RS 88.2215), showing South
Arabian character order (i.e., h, l, h., m . . . ), very similar to an abecedary discovered in 1933 at
Beth-Shemesh in Palestine but only recently deciphered (bibliography in Bordreuil-Pardee
1995b; 2001, text 32).
The long alphabet was clearly intended for writing Ugaritic, for virtually all texts, whether
in prose, in poetry, or of a didactic nature, are written in it. The short alphabet shows merging
of phonemes (and thus graphemes) on the Phoenician model (e.g., /š/ and /t/ written t), and
the few texts in consonantal cuneiform discovered beyond the borders of Ugarit appear to
be written in variants of the alphabet script (Dietrich and Loretz 1988; cf. Bordreuil 1981). It
seems, therefore, to be an adaptation of the long alphabet to a Phoenician-type consonantal
repertory. The language of at least one text written in this system has been identified as
Phoenician (Greenstein 1976; Bordreuil 1979). Though the abecedary in South Arabian
order consists of the same number of signs as the basic consonantal repertory of the long
alphabet, it shows several variant sign forms and was not, therefore, a simple reorganization
of the Ugaritic script along South Arabian lines. Because only abecedaries are attested in
this version of the script, one can only speculate as to the language that it was used to
convey.
Several examples of the (long) consonantal alphabet written out partially or in full (i.e.,
abecedaries) provide our oldest witnesses to the concept of a repertory of consonants existing
in a fixed order. The Ugaritic abecedary consists of twenty-seven symbols denoting the
consonants of the language, plus an additional three characters appended to the end. The
Ugaritic symbols follow the order customary for the later Northwest Semitic alphabets,
which, however, contain only twenty-two signs:
Semitic abecedaries

Northwest Semitic
d h w z h. t. y k
l m
n
s  p s. q r š
t
Ugaritic
a b g h d h w z h. t. y k š l m d n z. s  p s. q r t ǵ t
˘
ı u s̀


b g

The five extra signs of Ugaritic (h, š, d, z., ǵ) are dispersed at apparent random within the
˘
order, seemingly suggesting the invention of the Northwest Semitic alphabet for a language,
such as Ugaritic, which had a larger consonantal inventory than those of the well-known
first-millennium languages.
 s̀) appended to the end of the abecedary
The origin of the three additional signs (ı, u,
is in dispute. The patent similarity of form between the Ugaritic symbol transliterated s̀,
and the s-character of the later Northwest Semitic script makes a common origin likely, but
the reason for the addition of this sign to the Ugaritic alphabet is unclear (compare Segert
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Table 2.1 The Ugaritic cuneiform consonantal script
Character

Transcription

Character

Transcription

a
b
c
x
d
e
f
g
h
j
i
k
s
l
m

a
b
g
h
˘
d
h
w
z
h.
t.
y
k
š
l
m

V
n
Z
ñ
o
p
P
q
r
u
G
t
y
w
z

d
n
z.
s

p
s.
q
r
t
ǵ
t
ı
u
s̀

1983:201–218; Dietrich and Loretz 1988). In function, s̀ is like Ugaritic s, but only in certain
words – other s-words are never written with s̀.

2.2 The syllabic characters
The typification of the Ugaritic script as “consonantal” requires some qualification. The
initial character a and the two “supplemental” characters ı and u function as syllabic
symbols, having the CV value of glottal stop plus the vowel a, i, or u. The reason for the
presence of these syllabic alif (the name of the Northwest Semitic character for the glottal
stop) signs is uncertain (perhaps they were added for the purpose of writing a language such
as Akkadian, which permits syllables to begin with vowels; Akkadian texts written with the
Ugaritic script have been found, but they are rare). To represent a syllable-final glottal stop,
ı is used. The situation presents difficulties, however, for a syllable-final glottal stop seems
sometimes to quiesce, sometimes to be followed by a very brief vowel (compare “secondary
opening” in Biblical Hebrew). See Verreet 1983:223–258; another hypothesis is proposed by
Tropper 1990b.

3. PHONOLOGY
3.1 Consonants
The Ugaritic consonantal system is typically described in terms of graphemes rather than in
phonetic terms. By comparison with the later West Semitic languages, and in comparison
with other contemporary languages (Akkadian, Egyptian, Hurrian), however, the phonetic
system can be approximated (see Tropper 1994a; Gordon 1997):
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Ugaritic obstruents

Bilabial
Stops
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Fricatives
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic

Interdental

p
b

Dental

Palatoalveolar

t
d
t. (/t’/)
t (/θ/)
d (/ð/)
z. (/ð’/)

s
z
s. (/s’/)

Velar

Pharyngeal

 (/ʔ/)

k
g
q (/k’/)
š

h (/x/)
˘
ǵ (//)

h. (/  /)
(/ʕ /)

Glottal

h

The fricative transcribed š may be lateral fricative / / instead.
In addition, the following sonorants occur:
Nasals
Liquids
Glides

Bilabial
m
w

Dental
n
r, l

Palatal
y

In comparison with Arabic, Ugaritic had one fewer consonantal phoneme, there being no
sign for ∗d., which had shifted to .s. The Ugaritic writing system made no distinction between
š and ś. Indeed, there being no evidence from graphic confusions within Ugaritic for the
survival of ∗ś (unlike Hebrew), it appears likely that it had merged with /š/ (Blau 1977:106;
Tropper 1994a:29–30).
The graphic system does not correspond precisely to the phonetic one. The symbol z.
is used for etymological z̄. (/ð’/), but certain words containing etymological z̄. are regularly
written with symbol ǵ (e.g., nǵr “guard” from the root NZ.R), probably expressing a phonetic
shift, itself reflective of a dual articulation of z. (dental and laryngeal; cf. Aramaic /ð’/ ≈< q >
→ /ʕ /; Segert 1988). The use of the symbol z. for /t’/ is not nearly as widespread as has been
claimed (see Freilich and Pardee 1984), appearing only in CTA 24 and probably in RIH 78/14
(Bordreuil and Caquot 1980:352–353; Tropper 1994b; Pardee 2000:859–71).
Etymological /ð/ poses particular problems: it is sometimes written with the character
d, but usually with d. Apparent confusion of /ð/ and /z/ characterizes certain roots: for
example, ndr/nzr “vow” (both in Ugaritic); dmr/zmr “sing”; dr/zr “seed/arm.” Though there
is, therefore, certainly evidence for disparities between the graphic and phonetic systems, the
situation was probably not as confused as some have thought. Examination of the confusions
claimed by Tropper 1994a reveals that the interpretations of the texts, and hence of the
phoneto-semantic identifications, are sometimes either dubious or faulty: for example, šır
and tır are not the same word (Tropper 1994a:38) –the first is “flesh, meat,” while the second
denotes a kinship status; the two terms only become homophonous in Hebrew with the
coalescence of /š/ and /θ/.

3.2 Vowels
Because the Ugaritic writing system does not include vowel characters, Ugaritic vocalic
phonology represents an uneasy truce between description and reconstruction. It has this
feature in common with all of the pre-Christian era Northwest Semitic languages; however, those attested in the first millennium BC either make use of matres lectionis (“mothers
of reading,” consonant characters used to signal the presence of a vowel) and have later
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vocalization systems on the basis of which some retrojection can be done (Aramaic, Hebrew), or else have later congeners in which matres lectionis are used (late Phoenician, Punic,
Neo-Punic). The reconstruction of the Ugaritic vocalic system must rely, therefore, on two
types of internal sources: (i) the “extra” alif signs in the Ugaritic script (see §2.2); and
(ii) Ugaritic words in syllabically written texts. The latter appear in three distinct forms:
(i) the so-called polyglot vocabularies (Ugaritic words written in ancient “dictionary” entries); (ii) Ugaritic words in Akkadian texts; and (iii) proper names. For the first two types,
see Nougayrol 1968: texts 130–142 and indices pp. 351–352, and Huehnergard 1987; the
third type is more difficult to use for reliable results because of the presence of archaic
elements in Ugaritic names and of non-Ugaritic names. If one wishes to reconstruct a form
or a word where these internal sources are silent, one must rely on comparative Semitic
considerations.
The Ugaritic vocalic system is assumed to have consisted of the same six phonemes
reconstructed for Proto-Semitic, /a/, /i/, /u/, /ā/, /ı̄/, /ū/, to which two secondary long vowels
were added by monophthongization, /ê/ < ∗/ay/ and /ô/ < ∗/aw/. There is no evidence for
secondary lengthening of the short vowels (e.g., /a/ → qames. in Biblical Hebrew), nor for
any shifts of the long vowels (e.g., the “Canaanite shift” /ā/ → /ō/). Apparent anomalous
uses of the alif signs may indicate the presence of glide vowels following certain of the
laryngeal and pharyngeal consonants (Verreet 1983), though these data are susceptible to
other interpretations (Tropper 1990b).

4. MORPHOLOGY
4.1 Word formation and word classes
Like the other Semitic languages, Ugaritic morphology is of the inflecting (or fusional)
type. The traditional view according to which a Semitic word consists of a consonantal
root + internal vowel(s) + additional morphemes still has merit today. Though there are
clearly nominal roots, which include a vocalic element (e.g., kalb- “dog”), and verbal roots
in which vocalic variation is the rule and which serve as the basis for nominal derivation (see
below), both types of roots generate derivatives. Morphology thus consists of an abstract
entity known as a root, which exists in concrete form as a set of consonants, usually two or
three, which in a nominal root may include a vowel, and which is modified by internal vowel
change (ablaut), by suffixation, and/or by prefixation. Thus, a Ugaritic dictionary, organized
by root (according to the tradition of Semitic-language dictionaries), will begin with the
simplest form attested, either a verb or a noun, and will proceed from this simple form
through the attested verbal forms (if any such exist), then through entries characterized by
suffixation, then through those characterized by prefixation and/or by further suffixation:
for example, MLK “to rule,” mlk “king,” mlkt “queen,” ∗mmlkt “kingdom.”
Though it is not a useless thing to analyze an old West Semitic text according to the grammatical categories commonly used for the modern languages of scholarship, a descriptive
analysis of these languages gives three primary categories of words: nouns (see §4.2), verbs
(see §4.4), and particles (see §4.6). There is, nonetheless, a significant degree of overlap
within these categories (e.g., verbal nouns and particles derived from nouns) and there are
clearly definable subcategories (e.g., adjectives and adverbs). The three-division description is nevertheless important, for the elements belonging to overlapping categories and
to subcategories are clearly definable according to one or other of the primary categories
(e.g., verbal nouns will have nominal morphology along with certain syntactic and lexical
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features of verbs; adjectives will have nominal morphology not verbal morphology; verbal
adjectives will have nominal morphology along with certain syntactic and lexical features
of verbs, etc.).
Nouns and adjectives are marked for gender, number, and case, but not for definiteness
and only partially for state. These grammatical categories are expressed by affixation. Internal
vowel variation and prefixation function primarily in nouns to mark lexical categories rather
than grammatical ones.
Verbs are marked for aspect/tense, for person, for voice, and for mood. There are
(i) two aspects – perfective and imperfective, the first marked only by suffixation, the second by prefixation and suffixation; (ii) three voices – active, middle, and passive, marked
by internal vowel change and by prefixed consonantal morphemes; and (iii) five moods, all
marked by suffixation to the imperfective verb. The position of the person markers indicates aspect/tense; in other words, person is expressed by suffixation in the perfective, by
prefixation in the imperfective.
Particles are characterized by the absence of the morphological markers of nouns and
verbs. This is completely true, however, of only the most basic particles, for many are
secondarily derived from nouns or pronouns and may thus include markers characteristic
of the nominal system.
The following presentation of the morphological categories will follow this three-way division, with an attempt to delineate clearly the overlapping categories and the subcategories.
In the ensuing discussions and tables Ø is used to indicate forms that are expected to exist
but that are not attested in the texts presently extant, while -ø is used for forms without a
consonantal indicator of a morpheme otherwise indicated consonantally in the paradigm
or for a form ending with hypothetical zero vowel.

4.2 Nominal morphology
4.2.1 Nominal formation
Nominal forms may consist of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ROOT + internal vowel(s): for example, MaLK- “king”; DaKaR- “male.”
Nominal prefix + ROOT + internal vowel(s): for example, maL aK- “messenger.”
ROOT + internal vowel(s) + nominal suffix: for example, RaaB ān- “famine.”
Combinations of 2 and 3: for example, aLiYān- “mighty.”

There are also a certain number of reduplicated (e.g., qdqd “top of head,” ysmsm “beauteous”) and quadriconsonantal (e.g., rgz “walnut”?) nominal forms.
The most common nominal prefixes are m- (concrete entities), t- (abstract entities); much
rarer are - and y- (both for concrete entities).
The most common nominal suffixes are -n (-ān-, more rarely -an-) and -t (perhaps, as
in the later Northwest Semitic languages, -ı̄t- and -ūt- for abstracts).
The data are inconsistent on the matter of whether nouns of the qatl/qitl/qutl types
had monosyllabic or bisyllabic stems in the plural (as in Hebrew: melek < malk, məlākı̄m
< malak-). Either the bisyllabic plural base was in the process of development from an
originally monosyllabic one (Sivan 1992), or else the plural stem was already bisyllabic in
Proto-Ugaritic and the second vowel was inconsistently elided in Ugaritic (Huehnergard
1987:304–307).
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4.2.2 Case
Case-markers are suffixed and consist of a combination of vocalic and consonantal elements. A triptotic case system – nominative, genitive, accusative – is used in the singular,
a diptotic one – nominative, oblique – in the dual and plural. This system is consistent
with case systems known from fully vocalized languages and is demonstrated internally
by the reasonably consistent use of the appropriate alif sign (see §2.2) in writing nouns of
which  ([ʔ ]) is the final consonant: for example, sg.masc.nom. ksu =[kussaʔ u]; sg.masc.gen.
 =[rapaʔ ūma]; pl.masc.obl.
ksı =[kussaʔ i]; sg.masc.acc. ksa =[kussaʔ a]; pl.masc.nom. rpum
ʔ
rpım =[rapa ı̄ma].
There is no separate case for the expression of the vocative. There are two lexical vocative
markers, l and y (cf. Arabic ya), but a noun may be vocative without the use of a lexical
marker. There is some evidence that the oblique case was used in the plural (Singer 1948)
and one datum (ksı “O throne”) for the genitive in the singular, perhaps by analogy with the
case that normally follows the preposition l (Bordreuil and Pardee 1991:158).
The accusative case is used both for the object(s) of transitive verbs and for various
adverbial notions.
There are some nouns, particularly those bearing a nominal suffix containing a long vowel
(e.g., -ān, -ı̄t) that have a diptotic singular system: -u nominative, -a oblique (Liverani 1963;
Huehnergard 1987:299.)

4.2.3 Gender
Gender is marked by suffixed morphemes: the singular masculine by -ø; singular feminine by -t (= [-(a)t-]); plural masculine by lengthening of case-vowel (lengthened genitive
singular = plural oblique); plural feminine by -t (= [-āt-]). The dual morpheme was probably attached to the singular stem, masculine or feminine.

Several nouns that take feminine agreement do not bear the -t- morpheme (e.g., um
“mother”); while the plural morphemes do not correspond in every case to the sex/gender of
the entity devoted (e.g., grnt, pl. of grn “threshing-floor,” probably masculine as in Hebrew).

4.2.4 Number
Singular, dual, and plural are productive number categories, marked by variations in the
case-vowel, with affixation of -m to the dual and plural (for the problem of the quality of the
vowel after this -m on the dual, see Huehnergard 1987:298, who posits that it was originally
i on the dual, a on the plural).

4.2.5 Definiteness
There is no quasi-lexical marker of definiteness in Ugaritic (cf. h- in Hebrew), though the
unusually frequent use of hn in one text may be a precursor of such a development (Liverani
1964:181–182; Pardee, 1984a:218, n. 23).

4.2.6 State
A fifth grammatical category, morphosyntactic in nature, is useful in describing the ancient
Semitic languages; this is the category of state. There are two primary states, absolute and
construct; a third, the pronominal state, is useful in describing some of the later Northwest
Semitic languages where vowel reduction is prevalent, and will be referred to briefly here.
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Table 2.2 The Ugaritic noun: absolute state
Singular

Masculine
Nominative

malku

Nominative

Genitive

malki

Oblique

Accusative
Feminine
Nominative

malka
malkatu

Nominative

Genitive

malkati

Oblique

Accusative

malkata

Dual

Plural

malkāmi
or malkāma
malkêmi
or malkêma

malakūma
or malkūma
malakı̄ma
or malkı̄ma

malkatāmi
or malkatāma
malkatêmi
or malkatêma

malakātu
or malkātu
malakāti
or malkāti

Absolute describes a noun in unbound form, construct a noun bound to a following one in
the genitive relationship, and pronominal a noun bound to a following pronoun also in the
genitive relationship.
An example of typical masculine and feminine nouns in the absolute state, indicating the
markers of case, gender, and number, is presented in Table 2.2. Note that in the dual and
plural numbers, variant forms occur. The vowel /ê/ is from earlier ∗ /ay/ (see §3.2).

4.2.6.1

Construct state

In Ugaritic, the case-vowel is preserved in the first word(s) of genitive phrases (in traditional
grammar the head noun is called the nomen regens, the second noun the nomen rectum).
Thus, in the singular, the genitive relationship is marked only by the genitive case-vowel on
the second element of the phrase. This feature is shared with, for example, classical Arabic,
whereas in other Semitic languages the first word also shows some form of modification
(e.g., Akkadian šarru becomes šar in construct, Hebrew dābār becomes dəbar; for another
view of the Ugaritic data, see Zevit 1983; refutation by Huehnergard 1987:300–301). In the
dual and the plural the -m of the nomen regens is usually dropped in construct.
Singular
Dual
Plural

4.2.6.2

malku qarı̂ti
malkā qarı̂ti
mal(a)kū qarı̂ti

“The/A king (nom.) of the/a city”
“[The] two kings (nom.) of the/a city”
“[The] kings (nom.) of the/a city”

Pronominal state

The case-vowel is also preserved in the pronominal state, again in contrast with Akkadian
where the case-vowel drops; here Hebrew shows remnants of a system similar to the Ugaritic
one (dəbār kā for dabar + V + ka).
Singular
Dual
Plural

malkuhu
malkāhu
mal(a)kūhu

“his king” (nom.)
“his two kings” (nom.)
“his kings” (nom.)

4.2.7 Adjectives
Adjectival morphology is identical to that of nouns. An adjective used independently (“substantivally,” according to the traditional grammatical term), not as a modifier of a noun,
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functions itself as a noun. When an adjective modifies a noun, it agrees in gender, number,
and case with the noun. It is by this morphosyntactic feature that adjectives are most clearly
differentiated from nouns, for a noun used to modify another noun does not vary in gender
 mt hy (lit. “[The] woman, a
(e.g., the phrase “the woman is a man” in Ugaritic would be att
 retains its feminine marker and mt its masculine marker). Attribuman [is] she”), where att
tive adjectives normally follow the noun they modify; predicate adjectives either precede or
follow the noun.
The primary adjectival suffix is the so-called gentilic or nisbe ending consisting of vowel
+-y (= [-yy-]) + case-vowel. The quality of the first vowel is uncertain. The only apparently

explicit indication shows [u], qnuym
“people who work with royal purple dye or with lapis
lazuli” (CAT 2.73:17 [line 39 in Pardee 1983–1984]).
Comparative and superlative adjectival markers do not exist and such notions must thus
be expressed lexically (e.g., by forms of the root MD “much”) or syntactically (e.g., nmt šnt
ıl, “the best years of El” [CAT 1.108:27], a substantified adjective in construct with a noun,
lit. “the good ones of the years of El”).
 .sdqh
A nominal genitive formation is often used in place of an adjectival one, e.g., att
(= [ʔ aθθatu s.idqihu]) “the wife of his legitimacy” = “his legitimate wife” (CTA 14:12
[Gordon 1965:113, §13.22]).

4.2.8 Numerals
In Ugaritic, numerals belong to nominal categories: cardinal numbers are nouns, ordinals
adjectives. Numbers in texts may be either fully written out or expressed by number signs,
using the same system as is used in Akkadian texts (a single vertical wedge = “1,” a single
oblique wedge = “10,” etc.).
The Ugaritic repertory of numerals is largely similar to the standard West Semitic inventory:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
20
100
1,000
10,000

Cardinals
ah
 . d/ah
 . t and šty
tn/tt
tlt/tltt
arb
 /arb
 t
hmš/hmšt
˘
˘
tt/ttt
šb/šbt
tmn(y)/tmnt
tš/tšt
 šr/šrt
 šty šr/šrh
tn šr/šrh etc.
 šrm etc.
 (pl.)
mıt (sing.)/mat
alp

rbt

Ordinals
(where different)
?
rb
tdt

With the exception of words containing an alif sign, the vocalism of numerals can be reconstructed only from comparative data.
The primary distinctive feature of the Ugaritic numerals is in their morphosyntax: as
opposed to the other ancient Semitic languages, where the numerals 3 through 10 observe
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chiastic concord (i.e., incongruent gender agreement, feminine-looking numbers with masculine nouns and vice versa), the distribution of numbers marked with - versus -(a)t shows
less regularity.
Other features of numerals deserving special comment:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The formant šty is used for for the number “one,” as in Akkadian, not just in the
number “eleven” as in Hebrew.
The only attested forms of the absolute case of the number 2 are tn and tt (tnm
is adverbial, “twice,” in CTA 18 IV 22, 33; 19 II 78; CAT 1.104:18, 20). This form
constitutes an isogloss with Akkadian (šine) against the other West Semitic languages
(e.g., Hebrew šnayim). See Pardee 2000:195.
The alternate form with -h of the 10-word found in the cardinals of the teens is not
used only to modify feminine nouns as in Hebrew. Moreover, the presence of h in
the Ugaritic spelling shows that the origin of the element was consonantal, though its
form (i.e., the vowel[s] with which the consonant is associated) and its function are
uncertain.
The ordinals may have a long vowel between the second and third radicals, though
its quality is unknown; hence the difference between 6 and 6th: respectively tittu
(< ∗ tidtu) versus tadı̄tu, or the like. The ordinals are certainly not formed with the
nisbe suffix (as in Hebrew), for that morpheme appears in Ugaritic as -y (see §4.2.7).

Fractions are very poorly known: h.st appears in prose in the meaning “half ” of a given
˘
quantity (CTA 34:10) while ns.p apparently means “half ” of a (sheqel-)weight in administrative texts.
In a mythological text (CTA 14 I 16–20) one finds a series of D-stem passive feminine
participles of denominative verbs formed from numbers, designating a series of women:
mtltt, mrbt, mhmšt, mtdtt, mšbt “the third one . . . the seventh one.” From context these
˘
forms refer back to mtrht (line 13) “the married one,” namely “the third woman (taken in
marriage),” “the fourth ˘. . . ,” etc. These words are thus neither fractions nor multiplicatives,
as has often been claimed.
In the number phrase, the noun denoting the counted entity may be either in the same
case as the number (i.e., the numeral and the noun are in apposition) or in the genitive case
(Blau 1972:78–79).
In poetry, several cases are found of the ordinal number preceding the noun it modifies,
in apparent contradiction to the rule that attributive adjectives follow the noun they modify
(Gordon 1965:48–49, §7.44; Blau 1972:79). It is likely that such constructions were genitival;
in other words, the adjective was in construct with the noun, rather than appositional, as
is the case when the attributive adjective follows the noun it modifies, though the semantic
nuance of the genitival construction is unknown. One encounters, for example, b šb ymm
(CTA 17 I 16), probably [bi šabı̄ʕ i yamı̄ma] “on the seventh of days.”) Rarer is a prepositional
formulation: hn šb[ ] b ymm (CTA 17 V 3–4), probably [hanna šabı̄ʕ a bi yamı̄ma], literally
“Behold on the seventh among days.”
The preposition l is often used to join the unit to the ten in compound numbers, as in
tn l šrm “twenty-two” (Pardee 1976:302).

4.3 Pronouns
In their function as replacing nouns, pronouns share features with nouns, though they are
not as consistently marked for case, gender, number, and state as are nouns and adjectives.
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4.3.1 Personal pronouns
Ugaritic possesses both independent and clitic personal pronouns.

4.3.1.1

Independent personal pronouns

The primary function of independent personal pronouns is to express the grammatical
concept of person on the noun side of the grammar (person is expressed grammatically in
verbs, but not in nouns); this function entails the marking for gender. Case is also marked,
apparently diptotically, though the oblique forms are rarely attested. Nominative case forms
are as follows:

1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Singular

Dual

Plural

ank/
 an

at

at

hw
hy

Ø
atm

Ø
hm
Ø

Ø
atm

Ø
hm
Ø

In the oblique case, separate forms are attested for only the following:

3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Singular

Dual

Plural

hwt
hyt

hmt
Ø

hmt
Ø

These forms function both as accusatives (i.e., direct object of a transitive verb: kbd hyt
“honor her”; kbd hwt “honor him” (CTA 3 III 7, VI 20)) and as genitives (tbr dıy hwt
“he broke the pinions of him”; tbr dıy hyt “he broke the pinions of her” (CTA 19 III 122,
144))’.
The first- and the second-person forms consist, as in most of the Semitic languages, of
 followed by the pronominal element proper. The vocalization of these
a deictic element an
forms can then be approximated as follows:
Singular

Dual

Plural

1st com. [ anāku] (<[ an + āku])
2nd masc. [ʔ atta] (<[ʔ an + ta])
[ʔ attumā] (<[ʔ an + tumā]) [ʔ attumu] (<[ʔ an + tumu])
ʔ
ʔ
2nd fem. [ atti] (<[ an + ti])
ʔ

ʔ

 already shows the dropping of the consonantal
The optional first-person singular form an
element -k-, though its vocalization is unknown ([ʔ anā], as in Aramaic, or [ʔ anı̄], by analogy
with other first-person pronominal forms, as in Hebrew?).
The third-person singular forms consist of an augmented form of the primitive pronoun:
[hu] > [huwa], [hi] > [hiya].

4.3.1.2

Clitic personal pronouns

Proclitic and enclitic pronouns, clearly related historically to the independent forms just
cited, are also attested. Historically speaking, finite verbal forms (see §4.4.2) are made up
of a pronominal element providing the notion of person, plus the verbal element. These
pronominal elements were suffixed in the perfective, essentially prefixed in the imperfective:
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1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

PERFECTIVE
Singular Dual
Plural
-t
-ny
-n
-t
-tm
-tm
-t
Ø
-tn
- ([-a]) - ([-ā]) - ([-ū])
-t
-t
- ([-ā])

IMPERFECTIVE
Singular Dual Plural

nnttttttyy-/t- y-/tytt-

As it is absent in the other Semitic languages while being attested in Egyptian, the first
common dual -ny (also attested as a genitive enclitic) appears to be an archaic retention in
Ugaritic. Other dual forms indicated were apparently differentiated from identically written
plural forms (or singular in the case of the 3rd fem. perf.) by vocalic pattern.
Enclitic personal pronouns are also attached to nouns, with a genitive function, and to
verbs, with a primarily accusative function (occasionally dative). Here the second person is
marked by -k- rather than by -t-:

1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Singular
-y/-/-n
-k
-k
-h
-h

Dual
-ny
-km
Ø
-hm
-hm

Plural
-n
-km
-kn
-hm
-hn

The forms indicated for the first person are distributed according to function: -y/-φ
is genitive (i.e., attached to nouns); -n accusative (i.e., attached to transitive verbs). The
former set is distributed according to the case of the singular noun to which the genitive
suffix is attached (nom. = -φ; gen./acc. = -y); the -φ form is assumed to have arisen
through syncope (∗ [-uya] → long vowel, usually identified as [-ı̄]). This distribution differs
from early Phoenician, where the suffix on nominative/accusative nouns is identical (i.e.,
orthographic -φ), -y only appearing in the genitive. As with the independent and prefixed
pronominal elements, most of the dual forms were apparently differentiated from identically
written plural forms by vocalic pattern.
Accusative enclitic pronouns on imperfect verbs show a great deal of variation because of assimilation to -n verbal forms and apparent reanalysis. For example, singular third masculine can appear as -h (= [-hu]); as -n (= [-annu] < [-an] + [hu]); as
-nh (= [-annahu] < [anna] + [hu]); as -nn (= [-annannu]; apparently from [-anna] +
[nnu], through reanalysis of [nnu] as a pronominal suffix); and finally even -nnn (apparently
= [-annannannu], through double reanalysis). See Pardee 1984b:244–245, n. 14.

4.3.2 Relative pronouns
The relative pronoun is composed of ∗ d ([ð]) + vowel, nearly always written with d, marked
for gender and number, though the forms are not used consistently. This particle is directly
related to the dū dā dı̄ series in Arabic and to the ze h /z ōt series in Hebrew (used sporadically
as a relative pronoun there), and its basic function is therefore deictic, as is shown in Ugaritic
by the enclitic use of -d in demonstrative pronouns and adjectives (see §4.3.3) and in
adverbials. The gender and number categories indicated here represent agreement between
the relative pronoun and its antecedent:
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d (sg. masc.)

dt (pl. masc. and fem.; not used consistently,
interchangeable with dt)
dt (sg. fem., also interchangeable with dt)

4.3.3 Demonstrative pronouns
The primary demonstrative pronouns and adjectives are compounds consisting of the deictic
particle hn (probably essentially the same particle as the Hebrew definite article and as the
deictic particle hēn/hinnēh in that language), to which explicating elements are joined: either
the relative pronoun d (cf. Arabic ıllādı̄) in the case of the proximal demonstrative; or k,
of uncertain origin, in the distal. The forms are identical to those of the demonstrative
adjectives, and the two categories are defined, therefore, by their syntactic characteristics:
Proximal
Distal

hnd ∼ hndt
hnk ∼ hnkt

The forms with and without -t are not distributed consistently according to gender, and the
-t may thus be the enclitic particle and not the feminine morpheme -t.
Though the usage is rare and to date attested only in the oblique case, the third-person
independent pronouns could also be used as demonstrative adjectives, apparently, as in
Hebrew, with a distal connotation: for example, mlk hwt “that king” (CAT 1.103:43); h.wt
hyt “that land” (CAT 45 , 55 , 56 ; for the reading of line 45 , see Pardee 1986:119, 124).

4.3.4 Other pronouns
The other pronominal elements do not show the primary morphological characteristics of
nouns and thus overlap with the category of particles. They are included here in order to
provide a complete picture of pronouns.

4.3.4.1

Interrogative pronouns

The attested interrogative pronouns are my “who?” and mh “what?” Comparing mh, of
which the -h is consonantal, with Biblical Hebrew mah leads to the conclusions that (i) the
gemination following the Hebrew pronoun represents assimilation of the -h; and (ii) the
presence of the <h> in the orthography is therefore historical writing (this solution appears
more likely than positing a Proto-Hebrew form man and identifying the orthographic <h>
as a secondary mater lectionis).

4.3.4.2

Indefinite pronouns

The indefinite pronouns and adjectives are mn/mnk and mnm. As presently attested, mn
and mnk denote human entities (“whoever”), mnm inanimate ones (“whatever”). The basic
particle was plausibly [mVn] with the distinction between human and nonhuman referents
expressed by ablaut (e.g., [min-] for humans, [man-] for nonhumans); -k and -m are
expanding elements of uncertain semantic content. Because “enclitic” -m may be attached
to any part of speech, it would not be surprising to encounter the form mnm applied to
humans; it would have been distinguished from the nonhuman reference by its characteristic
vowel.
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4.4 Verbal morphology
The verbal system represents an archaic form of West Semitic, one with an N-stem; a D-stem
(characterized by the doubling of the middle radical); a causative stem in Š; t-stems built
off the G-, D-, and Š-stems; as well as some less well-attested stems. For discussion of the
conventional classification of Semitic verb-stems, see Appendix 1, §3.3.5.2.
As in the other Semitic languages, the basic verbal form can itself express various sorts of
action. The primary opposition is transitive versus intransitive. Of the latter sort, there are
two primary types: verbs of motion and stative verbs. Verbs of motion are themselves of two
primary types: verbs that express only motion and those that express either the motion or
the state achieved (e.g., qm “arise” or “be standing”). Stative verbs also can denote either the
state itself or the attainment thereof (e.g., qrb “be near” or “become near,” i.e., “approach”).
These distinctions are reflected in the verbal system: only transitive verbs can be passivized
and tend to take double accusatives in the causative, single accusatives in the D-stem. Stative
verbs are factitivized in the D-stem, cannot be passivized in the G-stem, and have a stative
participial form rather than the active one. Verbs of motion cannot be passivized in the
G-stem, appear rarely in the D-stem, and are transitivized in the Š-stem, where they take
the single accusative construction. There are of course, a certain number of verbs that either
cross-categorize or defy classification.

4.4.1 Verb-stems
The attested verbal stems are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

G-stem: base stem, or simple stem; active and passive voices.
Gt-stem: -t- infixed after first radical of G-stem; middle/reflexive in function.
D-stem: doubled middle radical; factitive in function; active and passive voices.
tD-stem: t- prefixed to D-stem (see Huehnergard 1986); middle/reflexive in function.
N-stem: preformative n-; middle/passive in function.
Š-stem: preformative š-; causative in function; active and passive voices.
Št-stem: -t- infixed after š- of causative stem; middle/reflexive in function; the few
forms attested indicate that the form may no longer have been productive.
L-stem: lengthened vowel after first radical and reduplicated second or third radical;
intensive or factitive in function.
R-stem: reduplication of both radicals of biconsonantal root, of second and third
radicals of triconsonantal root; factitive in function.
tR- or Rt-stem: t prefixed to first root consonant or infixed after first root consonant
of R-stem; factitive-reflexive in function.

The following examples are given with vocalization in order to illustrate the phonetic
distinctions between the forms (see below). Many details of the vocalizations are, however,
still uncertain. Here, an asterisk before a G-stem form indicates that the verb is only attested in
Ugaritic in the following derived stem (and does not indicate that the form is reconstructed).
1.

2.

LH
. M “to eat (something)” (G-stem transitive, lah.ama); LH
. M “to provide (someone)
with food” (D-stem, lih.h.ama); ŠLH
. M “to cause (someone) to eat (something)” (Šstem, šalh.ima).
RH
. S. “to wash” (G-stem transitive, rah.as.a); (I)RTH
. S. “to wash oneself ” (Gt-stem,
irtah.as.a)
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

NTK “to pour out” (G-stem transitive, nataka); NTK “to pour forth” (N-stem,
nattaka < nantaka).
∗
BKR “to be the first born” (G-stem stative, bakura); BKR “to promote (someone) to
the status of first born” (D-stem, bikkara).
∗
KMS “to squat” (G-stem intransitive, kamasa); TKMS “to collapse” (tD-stem, takammasa).
RB “to enter” (G-stem verb of movement, araba); Š RB “to cause (someone) to enter”
(Š-stem, šariba).
RH
. Q “to be far off or to move far off ” (G-stem stative, rah.uqa); ŠRH
. Q “to cause to
be far off ” (Š-stem, šarh.iqa).
QL “to fall” (G-stem intransitive, qāla?); ŠQL “to cause (something) to fall” (Š-stem,
šaqı̄la); (I)ŠTQL “to cause oneself to fall” → “to arrive” (Št-stem,  ı̄štaqı̄la).
RM “to be or become high” (G-stem stative, rāma); RMM “to raise” (L-stem, rāmama).
∗
KR(R) “to turn” (G-stem verb of movement, karra); KRKR “to turn, twist, snap” (said
of what one does with the fingers) (R-stem karkara); cf. the adjectival form YSMSM
“beautiful” < YSM (G-stem stative yasuma “to be beautiful”).
∗
YPY “to be beautiful” (G-stem stative, yapiya); TTPP “she makes herself beautiful” (only form attested of Rt- or tR-stem, titêpêpı̂ < ∗ titaypaypiyu or tı̂tapêpı̂ <
∗
tiytapaypiyu).

4.4.2 Verb conjugations (aspect/tense)
There are two verbal conjugations marked for person, gender, and number: one is characterized by stem + pronominal element and expresses acts viewed as complete (perfective,
often called the “perfect” though the term is technically incorrect), the other is characterized by pronominal element + stem (+ affix) and expresses acts not viewed as complete
(imperfective, often called the “imperfect”). The pronominal elements (see §4.3.1.2) were
joined to the verbal elements in an archaic stage of the language. This description of the form
and function of the two verbal conjunctions is accurate for the prose texts. In poetry the
distribution of the two forms just described has thus far defied complete description. Usage
seems to reflect an older stage of the language, when the zero-ending imperfect form (see
§4.4.6, 4) functioned as a preterite, like Akkadian iprus. In the West Semitic verbal system, the
permansive came to function as perfective, the “subjunctive” (iprusu) as an imperfective, and
the preterite as a jussive (and, particularly in Biblical Hebrew, as a frozen preterite after wa-).
In spite of the problems of description and categorization of the verbal system in the
poetic texts, many scholars, e.g., Tropper 1995, have preferred to classify the Ugaritic verbal
system on the basis of poetic usage, rather than on that of the prose texts (similar attempts,
of course, have been made in the classification of Biblical Hebrew). It appears legitimate
to see in the poetic texts remnants of a previous stage of the language (plausibly closer to
East Semitic), remnants that seem not to be used consistently because they are no longer
representative of the spoken language, while the prose texts reflect spoken Ugaritic in the
thirteenth–twelfth centuries BC. Only in these prose texts is a reasonably consistent system
visible (cf. Mallon 1982).
The Ugaritic verbal system is here classified as aspectual, rather than tensed, primarily
because of its similarity to the prose system of Biblical Hebrew (Pardee 1993a, 1993b, 1995).
While tense is a real-world phenomenon (past–present–future), aspectual systems include a
greater degree of subjectivity; in other words, the speaker may express a situation as complete
or incomplete according to several criteria. Because of the nature of tense, aspectual systems
cannot ignore temporal considerations; accordingly, a language may not be identified as a
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tensed language simply because it reflects real-world temporal considerations. On the other
hand, a language may be classed as aspectual if it ignores real-world temporality, as in the
use of the imperfect in Biblical Hebrew prose to express past-tense iteratives (e.g., yišma
“he used to hear”).
The perfective may have been characterized by internal ablaut for active (katab-) versus
stative (katib-, katub-), but all internal evidence is for the katib- type (writings of the middle
radical with : lık =[laʔ ika] “he sent”; šıl =[šaʔ ila] “he asked”). Syllabic writings attest some
katab- forms (Huehnergard 1987:319–320).
The imperfective was characterized by internal ablaut, perhaps for active (yaktub-)
versus stative (yiktab-, yaktib-). There are few data for these differentiations, but those
that do exist tend to agree with the data from the later West Semitic languages, making
the conclusions plausible. In addition, the imperfective is also marked, by affixation to the
stem, for mood (see §4.4.4). The Barth–Ginsberg Law of a-dissimilation (yaktab → yiktab)
was operative in Ugaritic.
No certain evidence exists for a present-future form corresponding to Akkadian iparras
(Fenton 1970).

4.4.3 Voice
Active verbs are of two primary types, transitive and intransitive (e.g., halaka “he went”;
mahas.a  êba “he smote the enemy”). The concept of transitivity is not a useless one in
˘
Semitics,
for not only do certain verbs take complements that correspond to what in other
languages would be direct objects, but distinctively marked passive forms, used almost
exclusively for verbs that in other languages would be qualified as transitive, are common.
Though lack of vocalization in Ugaritic makes identification difficult, it is likely that all
transitive forms (i.e., G-stem transitive verbs, D-stem, and Š-stem) had passive forms that
were differentiated from the active by ablaut (for a contrary view on the G-passive finite
forms, see Verreet 1986:324–330; brief refutation in Tropper 1993a:478–479). In addition,
the N-stem, basically an intransitivizing and deagentifying stem, can be used as a passive
(such a usage of the t-stems, which became common in Hebrew, is not clear in Ugaritic.)
Passives are attested for finite forms (e.g., tšt ıšt “fire is placed” [CTA 4 VI 22]) as well as
for participles. There is as yet no evidence for ablaut-passive imperatives, though there was
almost certainly an N-stem imperative (RS 34.126:13 ıbky and ibid. 18 ıšhn, the first of which
˘
appears to function as a passive “be bewept” [Bordreuil and Pardee 1991:157–159]). On the
basis of comparative data, one would not expect a passive infinitive necessarily to have existed.
Between the two extremes marked by the clearly transitive and passive forms, there is a
whole middle range of forms denoting reflexivity, reciprocity, advantage or disadvantage to
actor and so forth. These notions are clearest in the t-stems (Gt, tD, and Št). The primary
function of the N-stem in Ugaritic, as in several of the Semitic languages, was for the
expression of patient-oriented acts and it is thus used for both the passive and the middle.

4.4.4 Mood
Verbal mood was in Ugaritic, as in the other West Semitic languages, marked by variations
to the imperfective stem.

4.4.4.1

Imperative

The imperative in Ugaritic does not have the preformative element characteristic of the
imperfective, but the fact that its stem-vowel is identical to that of the imperfective leaves
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no doubt as to the historical linkage of the imperative to the imperfective. Its form is thus
root + stem-vowel (+ additional pronominal element). The question of an additional
vowel between the first two radicals is unresolved: imperfective yaktub-; imperative kVtubor ktub-. In the case of kVtub-, the quality of the first vowel is unknown. Is it always identical
to the stem-vowel or sometimes different? To the basic imperative element may be added
the -a(n)(na) elements; see §4.4.4.2. The imperative existed only in the second person and
 + jussive).
only for positive commands (negative commands are expressed by al

4.4.4.2

Other moods

All other moods are marked by affixation to the full imperfective stem (the stem
YKTB/yaktub- will be used below for stem):
Nonimperatival moods of Ugaritic

Jussive
Indicative
Volitive
Energic 1
Energic 2

YKTB + 
YKTB + u
YKTB + a
YKTB + (a)n
YKTB + anna

yaktub
yaktubu
yaktuba
yaktubVn
yaktubanna

The morphosemantic values of these moods are largely derived from comparison with
other Semitic languages, for the forms are not used consistently in the poetic texts and the
prose texts have not yet furnished sufficient material to establish usage with certainty. Because
of the absence of vowel indicators, the usage of one mood or another can be determined
only when the root ends in alif or yod: the form of alif will indicate the quality of the
following vowel, while the presence or absence of yod may indicate the presence or absence
of a following vowel (yabniyu = < ybny >; ∗ yabniy → yabni = < ybn >). These III-weak
roots (see §4.4.6) thus provide us with the primary internal data on the aspectual and modal
systems in Ugaritic, but inconsistency of usage, particularly in the case of III-y roots, also
creates a significant degree of uncertainty.
The -a form does not function primarily as a marker of syntactic dependency (Verreet
1988), but as a volitive (Tropper 1991; 1993a:473–474; Pardee 1993b), and its traditional
classification – namely “subjunctive” – borrowed from Arabic, is thus not appropriate (this
is to be understood not as a claim that the -a form cannot appear in subordinate clauses,
but as a denial that such is its principal function).
The two energic forms are only distinguishable when followed by a suffix (see §4.3.1.2) and
their semantic import is uncertain. The distribution of these suffixed forms clearly indicates
the existence of two energic forms, -an and -anna (as in Arabic). Whether there also existed
a similar form built on the “indicative” (-u+n(a)), as apparently in old Canaanite (Rainey
1996, II:234–244), has not been determined.
Mood distinction in forms containing a suffixed pronominal subject element (e.g., pl. 3rd
masc. yaktub + ū) is variable in the later languages and impossible to determine in Ugaritic
(except where the distinction was marked by consonantal -n – there the problem is the
precise function of the -n).

4.4.5 Strong verb paradigm
The G-stem of the Ugaritic strong verb is illustrated in Table 2.3 (particularly doubtful reconstructions are indicated with one or more question marks); KTB is the root meaning to “to
write.” More extensive paradigms, with proposed vocalizations, can be found in Segert 1984.
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Table 2.3 The Ugaritic verb: G-stem

Singular
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
Dual
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
Plural
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Perfective

Imperfective

Jussive

katabtu
katabta
katabti
kataba
katabat

aktubu
taktubu
taktubı̄na
yaktubu
taktubu

aktub
taktub
taktubı̄
yaktub
taktub

katabnayā (?)
katabtumā
Ø
katabā (?)

naktubā (?)
taktubā(ni)
Ø
yaktubā(ni)
taktubā(ni)
taktubā(ni)

naktubā?
taktubā
Ø
yaktubā
taktubā
taktubā

naktubu
taktubū(na)
taktubna (?)
yaktubūna
taktubūna
taktub(ā)na (?)

naktub
taktubū
taktubna (??)
yaktubū
taktubū
taktubā (??)

katabtā (?)
katabnū
katabtum(u)
katabtin(n)a
katabū
katabā

Imperative

kutub(a)
kutubı̄

kutubā
Ø

kutubū
kutubā (?)

The third-person dual and plural imperfectives often have preformative t-, rather than
y- (Verreet 1988). The presence of different forms in similar texts appears to show that
t-preformative cannot in and of itself mark a distinction either of gender (masc. vs. fem.) or
of number (dual vs. pl.): for example, t rbn gtrm “the gtrm will enter” (CTA 33:9); yrdn gtrm
“the gtrm will descend” (CAT 1.112:18); cf. tln ılm “the gods will ascend” (CAT 1.112:8).
Second-person feminine dual forms are not attested, but the graphic identity of thirdperson masculine and feminine pronominal forms indicates that a distinction would, in any
case, have been vocalic and thus indeterminable in the consonantal orthography.
The N-stem imperative had i in the preformative syllable: for example, ıšhn ([ʔ iššaxin-] <
˘
∗ ʔ
[ inšaxin-]) “be hot!” (RS 34.126:18, cf. ıbky “be bewept!” in line 13; Bordreuil and Pardee
1991:157–158). The same holds for the Gt perfective: thus, ıtdb, generally taken as a scribal
error for ıtbd ([ʔ ı̂tabada] < ∗ [ʔ iʔ tabada]) “it has perished” (CTA 14 I 8).
The Gt and tD were apparently characterized by different stem-vowels in the imperfective,
 (tD) “ask, importune” (Huehnergard 1986).
i versus a: yštıl (Gt) versus yštal
It is highly unlikely that there existed an H-causative (Hebrew Hiphil) or a  -causative
(Aphel) alongside the Š-causative (Merrill 1974; Tropper 1990a).

4.4.6 Weak verbs
In Ugaritic, a weak verb is in essence one that contains an alif; one that at a proto-stage
contained ∗ y or ∗ w in any of the root positions; or one which contains a geminate (i.e.,
C1 C2 C2 ). Some peculiarities of the weak verb roots of Ugaritic are outlined below. Roman
numerals are used to designate the position of the weak consonant in the root (1st, 2nd, 3rd).
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Some I-alif roots show vagaries in orthography that indicate some form of mutation
 d, both
of the alif (quiescence, “secondary opening”?): for example, yıhd versus yuh
˘
˘
meaning “he seizes” (see Verreet 1983; Tropper 1990b).
I-y/w roots have all (with very rare exceptions) become I-y in the perfective. Most
 ([ʔ arid-])
imperfectives show a bisyllabic stem, with a in the prefix syllable: thus, ard
ʔ
“I descend”; YD ‘“to know” has i in the prefix syllable, ıd ([ idaʕ-] “I know,” probably
reflecting an a stem-vowel, because of the final guttural, and the Barth–Ginsberg Law
(see §4.4.2).
Hollow roots have no consonantal element in the slot occupied by consonant II in

triconsonantal roots. Most attested imperfectives have preformative vowel a: abn
 apparently repre([ʔ abı̄n-]) “I understand.” The root B “to enter” is written with u,
 u ([ʔ ubūʔ u]) “I enter” (indicative), ub
 a ([ʔ ubūʔ a]) “that I might enter”
senting [u]:ub
(-a volitive). See Pardee 1988:221.

III-y/w roots have shifted almost entirely to III-y; exceptions are attested for ašlw

“I relax” (CTA 14 III 149) and atwt
“you have come” (CTA 4 IV 32). The zeroending imperfective (jussive, historical “preterite”) has apparently monophthongized
(∗yabniy → yabni) but, as noted above, usage is not consistent in the poetic texts, and
use of historical writing (i.e., [yabni] = <ybn/ybny>) may be at the origin of some
forms. See Verreet 1988 (and Sivan 1982 for III-weak nominal forms).

4.4.7 Nonfinite verbals
There are two productive forms, the infinitive and the participle, which are associated with
the verb but not marked for aspect or person. These forms belong by their morphology
to the noun side of the grammar, by their syntax to both the noun and the verb (i.e.,
complementation can be either accusatival or genitival).

4.4.7.1

Infinitives

There was one abstract verbal noun (infinitive). The pattern in the G-stem does not seem
to have been fixed (Huehnergard 1987:320), though it is likely that katāb- was the most
 ([bi šaʔ āli], the preposition b + infinitive). The
common for strong roots; compare bšal
infinitive in the derived stems was formed by ablaut: no m-preformative infinitives are
attested. The nominal character of the infinitive will, of course, have appeared also in its
case morphology and morphosyntax.
Though there is a syntactic usage corresponding to the so-called infinitive absolute
construction, there does not seem to have been in Ugaritic a productive separate form
so used in contradistinction to the verbal noun. One will note that it is the katāb- form that
became the infinitive absolute in Biblical Hebrew, whereas this form functions frequently as
a verbal noun in Ugaritic. Where discernible (i.e., in III- roots), the infinitive in “absolute”
usage ends in u, homophonous with the nominative, though its origin may be different:
hm ǵmu ǵmıt ([himma amāʔ u amiʔ ti]) “If you are indeed thirsty” (CTA 4 IV 34 [Gordon
1965:79, 121, §§9.27; 13.57]).

4.4.7.2

Participles

Each verbal stem has at least one corresponding verbal adjective (participle). If the stem is
transitive, there will be a participle for each voice, the active and the passive. In addition,
it is likely that the G-stem had two stative verbal adjectives, for a total of four: thus, active
kātib-; stative katib- and katub-; passive katūb-.
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All the derived stems except the N-stem form the participle with a prefixed m-. The
D-stem had u in the preformative of the participle (cf. mu-na-ah-hi-mu, the syllabic writing
˘ ˘
of the personal name mnh.m “the one who brings comfort”).
The morphology of the verbal adjectives, is like that of the other adjectives and the nominal
case system could in most instances specify a participle where ambiguity was potential. For
example, rah.uqu, with final -u, could only be a stative participle, while rah.uqa could be either
verbal or adjectival, but only the latter if the word could be construed as in the accusative case.
Several nouns, nonparticipial in form, are built from the Š-stem: for example, štqt “she
who causes to pass on”; šmrr “that which causes bitterness” (i.e., “venom”).

4.5 Adverbs
Adverbials may be expressed by adverbial lexemes or by adverbialization of a noun, that is,
by prefixing a preposition, by suffixation of an adverbial morpheme (see §4.6.2), or by using
a particular form of the noun. Adverbial lexemes are either etymological nouns of which
the derivation is clear (e.g., t “now,” ln (l +-n) “above”) or particles (e.g., tm, “there”). The
accusative case was the primary case used for adverbialization of nouns: for example, qdqd
“on the head,” ym “for a day,” šmm “to the heavens.”

4.6 Particles
4.6.1 Deictic particles
The standard presentative particle is hn (conventional translation “behold”). The basic
element is h-, for alongside hn one finds hl, hln, hlny (on expanding particles see §4.6.5).
It is likely that this particle hn is at the origin of the Phoenician/Hebrew definite article
(ha + gemination), while variant forms thereof appear in other West Semitic languages
(e.g., Arabic  il- and the Aramaic postpositive article, if from h or the like).
In epistolary usage, the functions of hn- and hl- are distinct in that only the latter is used in
a clearly local sense of “here” (RS 15.174:7; RS 29.093:11) whereas both function deictically,
“behold.” This analysis of previously known texts is reinforced by the following recent
examples in which hl- appears immediately before hn-: RS 92.2005:9 hln hn mn (“Here,
behold with me”); RS 94.2497:5 hlny hnn b bt mlk (“Here, behold in the house of the king”).
Rhetorical “now” is expressed by a form of this deictic particle with affixed -t (see §4.6.2).
The deictic element -d- (< /-ð/) was quite productive, functioning independently as a
relative pronoun (see §4.3.2) and enclitically as part of the demonstrative pronoun and
adjective (see §4.3.3), and as an adverbial (see §4.6.2).

4.6.2 Adverbial particles
As noted in §4.5, adverbials may be expressed by adverbial lexemes or by adverbialization
of a noun (i.e., by prefixing a preposition, by use of the accusative case, or by suffixation of
an adverbial morpheme).
The following are examples of adverbial particles: hn, hnn, hnny “here”; hl, hlh, hlny
 “also.”
“here,” tm, tmn, tmny “there”; ht rhetorical “now” (probably hn + -t), and ap
 “where?”; ık(y) “how?”; lm (probably l “to/for” + m
Interrogative adverbs are ıy and an
“what?”) “why?” The particle ık is often used as a rough equivalent of lm: for example, ık mǵy
 “how is it that gpn-w-ugr
 have come?” (not: “how have gpn-w-ugr
 come?”) (CTA 3
gpn wugr
III 33). The interrogative particles normally come at the head of the sentence. Judging from
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passages difficult to understand if taken as declarative, it is likely that interrogation could
also be indicated by voice inflection. There is no interrogative particle in Ugaritic such as
Hebrew hǎ- which marks a following phrase as a question.
 (primarily volitive). The particle ın
Negative adverbs are l (primarily indicative) and al
is used, as in Hebrew, primarily to negate nominal phrases; bl is rare, attested primarily in
poetry and with nouns.
The primary asseveratives and negatives were written the same but probably had different
 = [ʔ al] “must
vocalizations: l = [lā] “not” and [la] “indeed” (Huehnergard 1983:583–584); al
ʔ
not” and [ allu] (?) “must.”
Prepositional adverbialization is extremely common: for example, l (preposition) +lm
(noun) = “for a long time.”
The two most common adverbial suffixes attached to nouns are -m and -h. The first
cannot be defined precisely, for it appears on virtually all parts of speech. One common
occurrence is on adverbial nouns, perhaps only augmenting the adverbial accusative. The
second corresponds to the locative/directive he in Biblical Hebrew and is used both locally
and temporally: thus, šmmh “to the heavens,” lmh “for a long time.” Note that, in contrast
to Hebrew where the hê is written without mappı̄q, the Ugaritic -h is consonantal.

4.6.3 Conjunctions
The most common coordinating conjunction is w-, capable of linking phrases at all levels
(word, clause, sentence, paragraph). The conjunction p (cf. Arabic fa) occurs more rarely,
 “also” (and expanded forms) functions
usually with a notion of cause-and-effect linkage; ap
most commonly at the paragraph level, and is in all probability a form of p produced
by prefixing [ʔ ]. The conjunction u functions both independently and correlatively (u . . .u
“either . . . or”) and probably covers two lexemes: (i) [ʔ ū] “and”; (ii) [ʔ ô] (< ∗ [au]) “either/or.”
The most common subordinating conjunction is k “because, when, if ” (comparable to
Hebrew kı̄), expanded with -y and with -m (same meaning), and rarely with -d (the same
particle as the relative pronoun), with no appreciable change of meaning. Both ım and hm
are attested as conditional conjunctions meaning “if.”

4.6.4 Prepositions
Ugaritic overlaps significantly with the other West Semitic languages in its prepositional
system. Some of these are primitive particles (e.g., b “in,” k “like,” l “at”); others are derived
 r “after”);
from clearly identifiable verbal or nominal roots (e.g., l “upon,” th.t “under,” ah
˘
still others are combinations of the two processes (e.g., l + pn “in front of,” b + yd, “in
the hand/control of,” b + tk “in the midst of ”). One also finds similarities in nuances and
translation values (e.g., b = “in, within, through, by the intermediary of, by the price of,”
etc.). The status of compound prepositions (i.e., those formed of two primary prepositions)
is as yet uncertain: the only example attested to date is l + b, apparently meaning something
like “within,” though the identity of the first element is uncertain (Rainey 1973:56; Freilich
1986:119–130).
The primary peculiarity of Ugaritic is the absence of a prepositional lexeme expressing
the ablatival notion “from, away from.” This absence is compensated by a complex system
of verb + preposition combinations, where the translation value of the preposition can
be determined only by usage and by context (Pardee 1975, 1976, with a discussion of
prepositional semantic ambiguity). The prepositional system as a whole appears to function
primarily to denote position rather than direction, a stative notion rather than a motional
one. Directionality and motion were supplied primarily by the verb. What this means in
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practice is that virtually any preposition may appear in expressions of the ablative and the
modern reader must depend on elements other than the preposition itself to reach a proper
interpretation of a passage. The following passage is instructive, for it includes a preposition
with “opposite meanings” in the expression of a “from . . . to” situation, but along standard
Ugaritic lines – that is, by means of different verb + preposition combinations (yrd l
 . “he descends from the
“descend from,” ytb l “sit upon”): yrd l ks ıytb l hdm w l hdm ytb l ars
throne, he sits upon the footstool, and [he descends] from the footstool, he sits upon the
earth” (CTA 5 VI 12–14).
There are also certain functional differences between Ugaritic and the other Semitic
languages: for example, the increased use of m “with” to denote the end-point of a trajectory;
l used to form compound numbers. Moreover, different lexemes occur: for example, z.r
“back,” yielding “on top of ”.
The substantive following a preposition is, as nearly as can be determined, always in the
genitive case (as in Akkadian, Arabic, etc.). This is shown for Ugaritic by nominal phrases
spelled with a final alif character: for example, l ksı [lê kussaʔ i] “to the chair/throne”; b nšı
[bi našāʔ i] “in his lifting, when he lifts.”
The case system still being in force, no prepositional particle has developed in Ugaritic to
mark the direct object of a transitive verb, such as, for example, Phoenician yt, Hebrew ōtand et/ēt).

4.6.5 Enclitic particles
Ugaritic makes use of a baroque array of enclitic particles (Aartun 1974, 1978), the disentanglement of which is made all the more difficult by the absence of vocalized texts. These
particles can be joined to all parts of speech and are capable of accretion one to another
(e.g., h+n+n+y). Particles that apparently have little more than an “emphatic” function
may develop a paradigmatic function alongside particles of more precisely definable origin:
for example, hnd “this” = h (deictic particle) + n (particle) + d (relative pronoun), alongside
hnk “that” = h (deictic particle) + n (particle) + k (particle). The principal enclitic particles
are these:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

-d = relative pronoun that can function as a compounding element with nouns
(e.g., šbd, “sevenfold”) and with other particles (e.g., hnd “this”), and is expandable
(e.g., šbıd, also “sevenfold”).
-h = adverbial (see §4.6.2).
-y = enclitic particle, particularly as expander to another particle (e.g., hn+n+y).
-k = enclitic particle, particularly in hnk “that.”
-m = enclitic particle used on all parts of speech (see §4.6.2 for use with adverbials).
-n = enclitic particle used on all parts of speech. One particularly striking usage is the
“n of apodosis” (Hoftijzer 1982); in certain omen texts characterized by a repetitive
protasis–apodosis structure, the first word in the apodosis, if a singular noun in the
absolute state, has enclitic -n (Pardee 1986:126, 129; Tropper 1994b:466–469).
-t = enclitic particle, particularly as expander to another particle (e.g., ht < hn+t with
assimilation; hn+d+t).

4.7 Compounds
Compound verbs are virtually unknown in old West Semitic, and compound nouns are rare
(the primary case cited for Ugaritic is bl mt “not death” used in parallel with h.ym “life” in
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CTA 17 VI 27). Complex prepositional phrases, made up of a preposition and a common
noun, are certainly well attested (see §4.6.4, and the list and discussion in Pardee 1976:306–
310), but it is in most cases dubious that the complex phrase had evolved as a lexical entity
of which the compositional elements were no longer perceived.

4.8 Derivational processes
Because Ugaritic is a poorly attested one-period language, it is hardly possible to describe
synchronic derivational processes. Viewing the language comparatively, however, it appears
clear that the known state of the language reflects a number of such processes, for one can
spot certain morphemes of which the function is best described as derivational.
Within categories, the generating of new particles by particle accretion is perhaps the
clearest derivational process (better so termed perhaps than as compounding), though the
semantics of the process are unclear in most cases.
Across categories, the nominal system, particularly the m- and t- prefixes and the -n suffix
noted in §4.2.1, and certain ablaut forms (e.g., qattāl to express a nomen professionalis),
usually reflect a deverbal notion rather than an inner-nominal process. The suffixing of
particles to nominal elements, to the extent that these particles were not perceived by native
speakers as lexical items, also represents a form of derivation.
Across subcategories, the case of the nisbe ending, by which nouns are transformed into
adjectives (see §4.2.7), is the clearest case of a derivational morpheme.

5. SYNTAX
The relative dearth of prose texts mentioned in the introduction makes it difficult to ascertain a normative prose syntax, while the lack of vocalized texts makes some aspects of
morphosyntax difficult to ascertain precisely.

5.1 Word order
On the phrase level, there are two primary nominal phrases: the genitival and the adjectival.
The genitival phrase is the common Semitic construct state: X of Y (see §4.2.6.1).
The first element is in the case required by context, the second in the genitive. It can denote the various relationships well known elsewhere (subjective genitive, objective genitive,
genitive of identification, genitive of material, etc.). No lexical or pronominal element may
intervene between the members of a construct chain, only enclitic particles.
The adjectival phrase is of two types, (i) the phrase-level or attributive, in which the
adjective follows the noun and agrees in gender, number, and case; and (ii) the sentencelevel or predicative, in which the adjective may either precede or follow the noun and agrees
in gender, number, and case. An attributive adjective modifying any member of a construct
chain must come at the end of the chain (e.g., h.br ktr .tbm “the companions of Kothar, the
good ones” [CAT 1.108:5]). Apparent attributive adjectives preceding the noun they modify
are most frequently substantives in construct with the noun (nmt šnt ıl “the excellent ones
of the years of El” = “the most excellent years of El” (CAT 1.108:27)).
In nominal sentences, word order is essentially free with fronting used for topicalization.
Thus hw mlk will denote “he, not someone else, is king” (an “identifying” sentence), mlk hw
“he is king, he is not something else” (a “classifying” sentence).
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In the simplest verb phrase, consisting of verb + pronoun, the subject pronoun is part of
the verbal form itself, suffixed in the perfective, prefixed in the imperfective. The primary
variation occurs through addition of an independent pronoun for “emphasis,” creating a

 šnt “as for you, you may tarry but as for me,
formal casus pendens (e.g., atm
bštm w an
I’m off ” (CTA 3 IV 77)). The independent pronoun may precede or follow the verbal unit.
The simple verb phrase is by definition a sentence: subject + predicate (imperfective) or
predicate + subject (perfective).
In verbal sentences one finds fronting for topicalization as in, for example, the following
(RS 34.124:25–28 [Bordreuil and Pardee 1991:148]):
ybnn
hlk
m mlk
amr

wybl
hw mıt
hrs.
˘
Yabninu went to king of Amurru and he took he one hundred of gold
subject : verb :: verb : subject
“Yabninu (not someone else) went to the king of Amurru, and he took, did he,
one hundred [pieces of] gold”
According to one study, there is a strong tendency in poetry to place the object phrase
close to the verb, either before it or after it (Wilson 1982:26).
The verb is usually fronted in subordinate clauses where the subject is known (CAT 2.16:
6–8):

ky
rbt
l
pn
špš
umy
td
My mother must know that I entered to face of Sun
“May my mother know that I have entered before the ‘Sun’ ”

The subject–verb(–object–modifier) order is regular in the first clause of apodoses in texts
of the omen and hippiatric genres (the basis structure of sentences in both genres is protasis–
apodosis). This order cannot be demonstrated to be the result of influence from another
language (Pardee 1986:128–129), and probably reflects, therefore, systematized topicalization (Tropper 1994b:469–471), though the general absence of w- of apodosis (see §5.3.2) and
the presence of -n of apodosis (see §4.6.5) in these texts must be included in an explanation
of the phenomenon.
On the basis of present evidence, therefore, it is impossible to say that Ugaritic is a primarily
VSO language, though, as in Biblical Hebrew, this is certainly the case in subordinate clauses.

5.2 Coordinate clauses
Coordination is indicated most commonly by w-, by p- when effect is denoted (for coordinating conjunctions see §4.6.3). Asyndesis is fairly frequent at the sentence (and paragraph)
level, common at the phrase level.

5.3 Subordinate clauses
The principal types of subordinate clauses are (i) relative, (ii) conditional, and (iii) a variety
of temporal/circumstantial, causal, resultative, and completative (object) clauses most commonly introduced by k ([kı̄]) when lexically marked (the conjunction is written both k and
ky [Pardee 1984a:214–215]). The whole concept of “subordinate” clause is rendered murky
by the frequent use of the so-called w (or more rarely p) of apodosis (see §5.3.2) – that is,
heading the main clause with w or p when it follows the “subordinate” clause. The details
have not been worked out for Ugaritic, and the state of the corpus renders a comprehensive
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view difficult; points of similarity with Biblical Hebrew indicate that the overall situation in
Ugaritic may not have been dissimilar (cf. Gross 1987).

5.3.1 Relative clauses
Explicit relative clauses are marked by a preceding d/dt. Relative adverbials are usually

d b grn “the leaders who are at the threshing floor” (CTA 17 V 7).
marked: for example, adrm
Unmarked relative verbal clauses are difficult to spot because the notion of person is marked
in the verb, and subject is by definition included in both verbs. An example upon which


there is general agreement is yd mh.st aqht
ǵzr tmh.s alpm
ıb “The hand [that] struck Hero
˘
˘ IV 220–221).
Aqhat will strike the enemy by thousands” (CTA 19
The relative pronoun functions at both the phrase level – il d pıd “god of mercy” (CTA 4
II 10 and frequent) – and at the sentence level – subject (A), object (B), adverbial (C) below:
A. ıl . . .
d
yšr
god- . . . who he sings
“the god . . . who sings” (CAT 1.108:2–3);
B. skn
d
šlyt
tryl
sacred stone that she caused to ascend Tarriyelli
“Sacred stone which Tarriyelli offered” (CAT 6.13:1–2)
C. mt
hrnmy
d
ın
bn
lh
Man Harnamite who there is not son to him
“the Harnamite man to whom there is no son” = “who has no son” (CTA 17 I 19)
Note the relative genitive construction.
h.ry . . .
d
k
nm
nt
nmh
‘H
urraya
.
.
.
who
like
beauty
of
Anat
her
beauty’
.
“whose beauty is like Anat’s” (CTA 14 VI 289–292)
The relative pronoun may either have an explicit antecedent, as in the examples just cited,
or be used “absolutely”: for example, p d ın b bty ttn “For what is not in my house shall you
give” (CTA 14 III 142).
The conjunction k(y) does not function as a relative particle (see §5.3.3).

5.3.2 Conditional clauses
Conditions may be marked by hm or (less frequently) ım and tend to precede the main
clause. Conditional clauses may be unmarked. A lexical distinction between real and irreal
conditions is as yet unknown. The main clause following the conditional clause may or may
not be preceded by the so-called w or p of apodosis (for [A] below see Bordreuil and Caquot
1980:359–360; Pardee 1984a:222; and for [B], see Bordreuil and Pardee 1991:147):
A. hm ymt
w
ılh.mn
ank

If
he dies and I indeed fight I
“If he should die, I will go on fighting on my own” (RIH 78/12:19–22)
B. ım ht
l
b ms.qt
ytbt
qrt p
mn
If
behold to in distress she/it is sitting city and what

lıkt
I sent
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lh.t
bt
mlk
amr

I
tablet of daughter of king of Amurru
“So if the city is remaining undecided, then for what reason did I send a letter
regarding the daughter of the king of Amurru?” (RS 34.124:20–24).

5.3.3 Other subordinate clauses
Temporal/circumstantial phrases may be expressed as a true clause, that is, as conjunction +
finite verb (k tdbr “when you speak”), or as a prepositional phrase consisting of preposition +
 “in [his] asking” = “when he asks”).
infinitive (b šal
Causal and resultative clauses are not nearly so frequent as in Biblical Hebrew. Causal
clauses, particularly, are often difficult to distinguish from temporal/circumstantial clauses.
A reasonably clear example of each, respectively, follows:
A. tšmh . . .
atrt

...k
mt
al
 ıyn
˘
She rejoices . . . Athirat . . . that is dead/has died most mighty
“May Atirat rejoice because Mighty Baal is dead” (CTA 6 I 39–42)
B. mn (!) krt
k
ybky
What
Kirta that he weeps
“Who/what is Kirta that he should weep?” (CTA 14 I 38–39)

bl
Baal

The principal marker of completative (object) clauses is k(y):

umy
td
ky
rbt
l
pn
špš
My mother must know that I entered to face of Sun
“May my mother know that I have entered before the ‘Sun’ ”

A particularly common word order in letters is a construction in which a casus pendens
is followed by a subordinate clause marked by k(y), with the main clause coming only after
these two clauses

lh.t
šlm
k
lıkt
umy
ht
mny
Tablet of well being that conj. she sent my mother behold with me

kll
šlm
everything is well
“As for the letter of greeting, as for the fact that my mother sent [it], behold with
me everything is fine” (CAT 2.34:5–7)
For this interpretation of the structure, see Pardee 1977:7–8.

5.4 Agreement
Personal pronouns agree in (i) person, gender, and number with an appositional verbal
 ah
 . wy “I give life” [CTA 17 VI 32]); and (ii) gender, number, and case with an
form (ank
 umy

 ah
 “you are
appositional or predicate noun (at
“you, my mother” [CAT 2.30:20–21]; at
˘
my brother” [CTA 18 I 24]) and with predicate adjectives (dbh.n ndbh. hw “the sacrifice [-n
of apodosis], sacrificed is it”) (where ndbh. is an N-stem participle; CTA 40:9 and parallels).
The relative pronoun agrees in gender and number with its antecedent; whether the case
of the relative pronoun itself is decided by the case of the antecedent or by the function of
the relative pronoun in its clause cannot be determined (cf. Arabic, where case agreement
is decided in the relative clause).
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Adjectives agree in gender, number, and case with the modified noun. Demonstrative
pronouns agree in gender and number with the antecedent (case unknown), while demonstrative adjectives agree in gender, number, and case with the modified noun.
Interrogatives and indefinite pronouns do not show agreement.

6. LEXICON

Ugaritic fits the common Semitic and common West Semitic pattern in kinship terms (ab
 “mother,” etc.), tree names (arz
 “cedar,” etc.), geographical terms (nhr “river,”
“father,” um
etc.), with some notable peculiarities: for example, h.wt ([uwwat-]) “land (geographical–
 . “earth, ground” and bld “homeland.”
political entity),” alongside ars
When deciphering a Ugaritic text, one finds points of lexical contact with all of the Semitic
languages. Because of the small number of texts, the image of the Ugaritic scholar deciphering
a text on the basis of various Semitic dictionaries is not totally false, though with the increase
in number of reasonably well-understood texts, inner-Ugaritic lexicography is becoming
more practicable. The apparent heterogeneity of the Ugaritic lexicon may be explained in
two ways: (i) the archaic nature of the language (cognates with other Semitic languages
will thus be largely with retentions in those languages); (ii) the relatively poor corpus of
texts in the languages with which Ugaritic appears most closely related linguistically (thus,
if Hebrew and Phoenician were attested more extensively, there would be fewer exclusive
isoglosses between Arabic and Ugaritic).
The principal motion verbs are useful language/dialect isoglosses (e.g., for all the similarities between Hebrew and Aramaic, the systems of motion verbs are quite different in
the two languages). Here Ugaritic falls directly in the Hebrew/Phoenician group: hlk “go,”
yrd “descend,” ly “ascend,” b “enter” (alongside rb), ys. “exit,” tb “return.” Some verbs of
movement that can also denote the state attained are: qm “arise,” škb “lie down,” md “stand,”
rkb “mount.” Primary motion verbs peculiar to Ugaritic are tb “go away,” mǵy “go to, arrive
at” (apparently < MZ.Y), and yštql “he arrives,” used only in poetry and in the imperfective.
Expressions of existence resemble most closely the later Northwest Semitic pattern: there
are positive and negative quasi-verbs, ıt and ın, respectively, corresponding, for example,
to Hebrew yēš and ayin/ ē y n, as well as the verb kn (nmn ykn “there will be prosperity”
[RIH 78/14:3, Bordreuil and Caquot 1980:352–353]), which corresponds to the regular verb
“to be” in Phoenician (and Arabic) and to the more strongly marked verb “to be stable” in
Hebrew.
In spite of the cosmopolitan nature of the city of Ugarit, there are relatively few readily
identifiable loanwords: h.tt “silver” is an apparent example from Hittite, kh.t “chair, throne”
an example from Hurrian.
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chapter 3

Hebrew
p . k y l e mc c a r t e r , j r .

1. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS
1.1 The position of Hebrew within the Semitic languages
Hebrew, the language of ancient Israel and Judah and their descendant Jewish communities,
is a Northwest Semitic language. Northwest Semitic and Arabic constitute Central Semitic,
which is a subgroup of West Semitic, one of the two primary divisions of the Semitic branch
of the larger Afro-Asiatic family (Appendix 1, §§1–2). Within Northwest Semitic, Hebrew is
classified as Canaanite as distinct from Aramaic. Other members of the Canaanite subgroup
include the dialect of the city-state of Ugarit (cf. Ch. 2, §1) in the Late Bronze Age (c . 1550–
1200 BC), and the languages of Israel’s immediate neighbors in the Iron Age (c . 1200–586
BC), namely, Phoenician (Ch. 4) and the Transjordanian languages of Ammonite, Moabite,
and Edomite (Ch. 5).

1.2 Stages in the development of Ancient Hebrew
Although linguistic features found in the limited surviving evidence for the Canaanite
dialects of the Late Bronze Age anticipate some of the distinctive characteristics of Iron Age
Hebrew, it is unlikely that Hebrew emerged as a discrete language before the end of the Late
Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age. Prosodic and linguistic studies suggest that
the earliest poetry preserved in the Hebrew Bible may have been composed before the end
of the second millennium BC, and this poetry represents the first identifiable phase of the
language, which is called Archaic or Archaic Biblical Hebrew (before c . 1000 BC).
No extant inscription that can be identified specifically as Hebrew antedates the tenth
century BC, and Hebrew inscriptions in significant numbers do not begin to appear before
the early eighth century BC. Nevertheless, the Hebrew of the Iron Age inscriptions that do
survive, especially those from Judah, is essentially the same as the Hebrew found in the biblical
Primary History (Genesis–2 Kings) and the original portions of the books of the pre-exilic
prophets. This form of Hebrew constitutes the classical phase of the language, which is known
as Classical or Biblical Hebrew (BH) and corresponds to the speech of the kingdom of Judah
from its formation to the Babylonian Exile (c . tenth–sixth centuries BC). The Hebrew of
post-exilic Judah, which is represented by inscriptions of the Persian and Hellenistic periods
and especially by the later biblical literature (c . sixth–second centuries BC), is called Late
Classical or Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH). The Samaritan Pentateuch, which seems to have
been independent of Jewish tradition by the late second century BC, is also an important
witness to the Hebrew of this period.
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The Hebrew of the early post-biblical period is represented by the Hebrew of the Dead Sea
Scrolls and especially that of the Mishnah and other rabbinical literature. As noted below
(§1.3), the literary documents from Qumran exhibit substantial continuity with Late Biblical
Hebrew, while the few nonliterary documents stand much closer linguistically to Rabbinic
Hebrew. From the viewpoint of the development of the language, there is a distinction
between the Hebrew of the early rabbinical works – the Mishnah, the Tosefta and certain
other, primarily halakhic compositions (c. first–third centuries AD) – and that of the later
rabbinical works – the Jerusalem and Babylonian Talmuds and certain other, primarily
haggadic compositions (fourth century AD and later). Viewed as a whole, this phase in the
development of the language is called Middle or Rabbinic Hebrew (RH). Another important
witness to Hebrew in late antiquity is the Hexapla, the six-column critical edition of the
Old Testament compiled by the Church father Origen of Caesarea; in his second column
(Secunda), Origen produced a Greek transliteration of the Hebrew text that reflects the
pronunciation of the first half of the third century AD.
In this chapter, primary attention is given to the classical phase of Hebrew (BH), but
important divergent or innovative features of the other ancient phases of Hebrew (LBH and
RH) are noted. The subsequent phases of the language – Medieval Hebrew and Modern or
Israeli Hebrew – fall outside the scope of the discussion.

1.3 The speech communities of Ancient Hebrew
In a general sense, the emergence of Hebrew as a discrete language corresponded to the
emergence of Israel as a discrete polity in the central hill country of Palestine in the last
centuries of the second millennium BC. By the tenth century BC, two Hebrew-speaking
states had been established, Israel to the north in the Samarian hills and portions of central
Transjordan and Galilee, and Judah to the south in the Judaean hills with its capital at
Jerusalem. The modest corpus of surviving inscriptions from the northern kingdom is
sufficient to show that its dialect displayed features that were significantly different from
that of Judah, as it is known from a more generous inscriptional corpus and, indeed, from
the Hebrew Bible itself.
The two Iron Age states survived until 722 BC in the case of Israel, when its capital,
Samaria, fell to the Assyrians (precipitating the extinction of the northern dialect), and
until 586 BC in the case of Judah, when Jerusalem was destroyed by the Babylonians.
Despite these catastrophes, Hebrew endured as a spoken and literary language in Palestine
throughout the second half of the first millennium BC. During this period the use of Aramaic
increased steadily in the larger region, becoming the regnant language of both Samaria and
Galilee, and, beginning in the third century BC, Greek was introduced to many of the major
cities of Palestine. Nevertheless, Hebrew persisted, alongside Aramaic, as a spoken language
in Judah (or Judaea) proper into the rabbinic period.
Although Biblical Hebrew, Late Biblical Hebrew and the Hebrew of the literary
manuscripts from Qumran constitute a unilinearly evolving dialect, descended from the
language of pre-exilic Judah, Rabbinic Hebrew exhibits features that set it apart from this
development. Since most of the literature of Rabbinic Hebrew is highly technical in character, it was once supposed that it was a language spoken only by scholars or even an artificially
confected language that was never spoken at all. But the discovery and linguistic analysis of
the nonliterary or quasi-literary documents from Qumran – especially the Copper Scroll
and the Halakhic Letter (MMT) – and of the Bar Kochba correspondence from the Wadi
Murabba‘at and the Nahal Hever show that Rabbinic Hebrew was a popularly spoken language in the early centuries of the Common Era. Although many of the features of Rabbinic
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Hebrew that diverge from Biblical Hebrew can be traced to contemporary influences, such
as the prevalence of Aramaic and Greek, many others seem to be dialectal survivals from a
much earlier period, when an ancestral form of Rabbinic Hebrew existed alongside Biblical
Hebrew. The beginning of the demise of Rabbinic Hebrew as a spoken language is probably
to be traced to the Roman suppression of the Second Jewish Revolt in AD 135 and the accompanying depredations, including the deportation of many Jews and the flight of others
into the Aramaic-speaking Galilee. Even under these conditions Hebrew continued to be
heard in some circles, but the primary language of Jews in the Roman diaspora was Greek
just as the primary language of the long-established Babylonian diaspora was Aramaic. In
Palestine, too, Rabbinic Hebrew was eventually replaced by Aramaic as a spoken language
and survived only as the scholarly language of the Galilean exile community.

2. WRITING SYSTEMS
2.1 The Hebrew consonantal script
The earliest inscriptions unambiguously identifiable as Hebrew are written in a distinctive
form of the consonantal writing system that served as the national script of both Israel and
Judah in the Iron Age. This Hebrew script arose as a branch of the Phoenician, through
which it was descended from the archaic consonantal script of the second millennium
BC. The intermediary role of Phoenician is shown by the fact that the two scripts share a
sign inventory that is fully representative of the consonantal phonology of Phoenician but
insufficient to represent all the consonantal phonemes of Hebrew. In particular, only one
sign corresponds to the Proto-Semitic phonemes /š/ and /ś/, a situation that is adequate for
Phoenician, where the two consonants have merged (see Ch. 4, §3.1), but not for Hebrew,
where they remain distinct (see §3.1 below).
After the Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BC, the Hebrew script fell into
disuse. Hebrew came to be written primarily in the Aramaic script, which, like the Aramaic
language, was widely used in both the Neo-Babylonian and Persian Empires. Like the Hebrew
writing system, the Aramaic had arisen as an early branch of Phoenician, so that it provided
the same consonantal inventory as the old Hebrew script, and its adoption for writing
Hebrew was straightforward. It was out of the Aramaic script tradition that the standard
biblical book hand, known as the “square script” or simply the Jewish script, eventually
developed. This writing system is shown in Table 3.1.

2.2 Vowel representation
Whereas Phoenician orthography was purely consonantal, the earliest Hebrew inscriptions
exhibit a rudimentary form of vowel representation, with certain letter signs (wāw, yôd and
hē’) being assigned a secondary use as vowel markers. At first this use of matres lectionis
(“mothers of reading”) was confined to final long vowels, with wāw representing final ū,
yôd representing final ı̄, and hē’ representing final ā, ē or ō. Eventually, internal vowel letters
began to be indicated on a sporadic basis, with wāw representing internal ō (contracted from
∗
aw) or ū, and yôd representing internal ē (contracted from ∗ay) or ı̄. During the second half
of the first millennium BC, wāw gradually replaced hē’ as the marker of final ō.
By the last century before the Common Era, the tendency to represent vowels plene (i.e.,
“fully” or with matres) reached its most elaborate development. Nevertheless, this development, though observable in the Samaritan Pentateuch and numerous biblical manuscripts
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Table 3.1 The Hebrew alphabet

a
b
g
d
h
w
z
j
f
y
k
l
m
n
s
[
p
x
q
r
c
v
t

Letter name

Transcription

Phonetic value

’ā´lep
bêt
gı̂mel
dā´let
hē’
wāw
záyin
h.êt
.têt
yôd
kap
lā´med
mēm
nûn
sā´mek
‘áyin
pēh
.sādēh
qôp
rēš
śı̂n
šı̂n
tāw

’
b
g
d
h
w
z
h.
.t
y
k
l
m
n
s
‘
p
s.
q
r
ś
š
t

[ʔ]
[b], [v]
[g], [γ ] or [ʁ]
[d], [ð]
[h]
[w]
[z]
∗
[], [H]
∗
[t’], [t]
[y]
[k], [x] or []
[l]
[m]
[n]
[s]
[ʕ]
[p], [f]
∗
[s’], [t] or [ts ]
∗
[k’], [k]
[r]
∗
[ ], [s]
[ʃ]
[t], []

from Qumran, is not reflected in the Hebrew Bible as transmitted in rabbinic tradition.
In their efforts to standardize the sacred text, the rabbis elected a conservative tradition,
giving authority to older manuscripts with “defective” spelling, so that the biblical books
were preserved in an archaic orthography. In this way, rabbinic authority gave rise to the
manuscript tradition that, in essential form, has survived into modern times. Although this
tradition can safely be regarded as a faithful representation of the Hebrew language of the
first millennium BC, the linguistic information it provides is accurate and complete only
within the limits of the orthography of the Hebrew-Aramaic consonantal script.

2.3 Systems of biblical vowel notation
Because of its many ambiguities with regard to pronunciation, the biblical manuscript
tradition was reinforced from an early date by an oral tradition that provided a guide to
vocalization for use in liturgy and study. As Hebrew continued to develop regionally, the
pronunciation traditions in the eastern (Babylonian) and western (Palestinian) Jewish communities began to diverge. By the second half of the first millennium AD these oral traditions
had given rise to distinctive systems of “pointing” (nı̂qûd), graphic conventions for representing pronunciation fully by placing diacriticals above or below the text. The Babylonian
tradition was fixed by a superlinear system developed in the sixth century AD and refined
in the eighth–ninth centuries. The original Palestinian system, which was developed in the
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Table 3.2 The Tiberian representation of the principal Hebrew vowels
Masoretic
diacritical

hı̂req
.sērê
səgōl
patah.
qāmes.
h.ōlem
qibbûs.
šûreq

Probable
phonetic
realization

Tiberian
representation
without mater

Tiberian
representation
with mater

Tiberian
representation
with final mater

[i]
[e]
[]
[a]
[ɔ]
[o]
[u]

–, bi or bı̄
, bē
Ã, be
· ba
9,
· bā or bo
;,
—, bō
· bu or bū
?,

y–, bî
, bê
yÃ, bê

h=ø , bēh
hÃ, beh

/B, bô

· bâ
h ;,
h—, bōh

WB, bû

sixth–eighth centuries, was also superlinear. The extant documents using both of these systems provide important information about the development of Hebrew in late antiquity,
although only a few manuscripts with Palestinian vocalization have survived. The older
Palestinian system was superseded by a primarily infralinear and especially rigorous system
developed in Tiberias, which enjoyed its most creative period between the late eighth and
early tenth centuries AD. The Tiberian system of vowel notation is the only one that survives
in active use, and it is regarded as authoritative in Jewish tradition, though a superlinear system developed for the Samaritan Pentateuch has a similar role in the Samaritan community.
The Tiberian pointing is reinforced in its mission of safeguarding the integrity of the text
by the Masora, a body of detailed annotations produced by scholars known as Masoretes
(ba‘ălê hammāsôret, literally, “masters of the tradition”); the text of the Hebrew Bible, when
equipped with this apparatus, is called the Masoretic Text.

2.4 Tiberian vowel signs and modern transliteration
The representation in the Masoretic Text of the vowels and their morphophonemic varieties
(see §3.2.1) was accomplished by the introduction of the Tiberian diacriticals into a text
that, as explained in §2.2 above, already contained a minimal indication of vowels in the
form of the matres lectionis. The present system of vowel representation is thus composite,
and it is necessary in transliteration to indicate, as far as possible, both the matres and the
diacritical marks of the Masoretes. It is also desirable to indicate vowel quantity because of
the important light it sheds on the character of the ancient language and its historical, preTiberian development. Information about vowel quantity cannot be deduced on the sole
basis of the Tiberian vowel signs, however, since their purpose was to indicate quality rather
than quantity. Nor are the matres a fully reliable guide. There was, to be sure, a tendency in
the text to mark the ancient long vowels with matres, but in the conservative orthography
of the Bible this was not carried through consistently or systematically. When vowels are
marked for length in transliteration, therefore, they represent an interpretation made on
the basis of an analysis of word structure and stress in light of modern research into the
pre-Tiberian history of the language.
Table 3.2 lists the Tiberian spellings of the principal varieties of the seven vowels identified below in §3.2.1 together with their corresponding transliterations (for purposes of
illustration the vowels are attached to the consonant b).
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When using this type of transliteration it is important to keep its limitations and shortcomings in mind. Though it has the merit of highlighting information about the length of
vowels, it can be misleading in this regard, since it gives the impression, for example, that .sērê,
transliterated <ē>, is the lengthened form of səgōl, <e>, when in fact .sēre is an altogether
different, higher vowel than səgōl ([e] ∼ [e]). The chief purpose of the transliteration system
is to permit the reader to reconstruct the Tiberian spelling, but here, too, there are a few
imperfections and unavoidable ambiguities. For example, both .sērê-yôd (r..) and səgōl-yôd
(r...) are transliterated <ê> (in some systems the latter is rendered <e(y)> or <ê.> to avoid
the ambiguity), and final .sērê-hē’ (h..) is transliterated <ēh> to distinguish it from .sērê-yôd
(r..) even though the hē’ is a mater (see §2.2), that is, non-consonantal (in some systems
s.ērê-hē’ is rendered <ê> like s.ēr ê-y ôd and səgōl-yôd, eliminating the misrepresentation but
compounding the ambiguity).

3. PHONOLOGY
3.1 Consonants
Table 3.3 illustrates the consonantal phonemes of Hebrew. As shown, the consonantal system
consists of seventeen obstruents, including nine oral stops and eight fricatives; and six
sonorants, including four approximants (glides and liquids) and two nasals.

3.1.1 Obstruents
The set of stops comprises, in addition to the glottal stop /ʔ/, a symmetrical group of six
consonants produced in two manners of phonation (voiced and voiceless), at three points
of articulation (bilabial, alveolar and velar). This set is supplemented by two (dental and
velar) ejective stops, the so-called “emphatics.” In Tiberian Hebrew the six non-emphatic
stop phonemes, /b/, /p/, /d/, /t/, /g/ and /k/, possess a complete set of conditioned spirantized
allophones, [v], [f], [ð], [θ], [γ] or [ʁ], and [x] or [χ], conventionally transliterated as b, p̄,
d, ḡ and k, the development of which is discussed below (see §3.3).
The fricative group includes three voiceless, nonemphatic sibilants, /s/, /š/, and the sound
conventionally transcribed as ś. Though the three were originally distinct, they were later
reduced to two when ś lost its primitive character as a lateral (i.e., //), and merged with
the other voiceless alveolar sibilant, /s/ (confusion of /s/ and ś is already present in Late
Biblical Hebrew and becomes increasingly common at Qumran and in Rabbinic Hebrew).
The sibilant inventory is completed by two other fricatives, voiced /z/ and emphatic /s’/
(conventionally written .s). All of these are alveolars except the post- or palato-alveolar /š/.
Biblical Hebrew has lost all three Proto-Semitic interdentals, ∗ð, ∗θ and ∗θ. as well as
the emphatic lateral ∗.ś or ∗ð. and the velar or uvular fricatives ∗ǵ and ∗h (see §3.6.1),
though the interdentals ∗ð and ∗θ ([ð] and [θ]) and the velars ∗ǵ and ∗h˘ ([γ] and [x])
˘ /k/, as noted
have been “revived” in the form of the spirantized allophones of /d/, /t/, /g/ and
above.
The original pronunciation of the three Hebrew ejectives or emphatics, t., s. and q , is
unknown. Although the nature of the emphatics in Ethiopic and Arabic is itself debated, it
is usually argued on the basis of these cognate languages that the Hebrew emphatics were
originally glottalic, as in Ethiopic and (probably) Old South Arabic – thus [t’], [s’] and
[k’], the presumed Proto-Semitic situation – but later became pharygealized ([t ], [s ] and
[k ]) among Jews living in Arabic-speaking communities, and simplified to [t], [ts] or [ts ]
˘
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Table 3.3 The consonantal phonemes of Hebrew
Place of articulation
Manner of
articulation

Stop
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Fricative
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Lateral
Approximant
Glide
Rolled
Lateral
Nasal

Bilabial

p (p)
b (b)

Dental/
Alveolar

Palatal

t (t)
d (d)
t. (/t’/, f)
s (s)
z (z)
s. (/s’/, x)
ś (//, c)

w (w)

m (m)

Palatoalveolar

Velar

Pharyngeal

k (k)
g (g)
q (/k’/, q)
š (v)

Glottal

’(/ʔ/, a)

h.(//, j)
‘ (/ʕ/, [)

h (h)

y (y)
r (r)
l (l)
n (n)

and [k] among European Jews. As shown by Tiberian tradition and confirmed by earlier
Greek transcriptions, the emphatic stops, t. and q , did not share the secondary spirantized
realization acquired by the six nonemphatic stops noted above.
Hebrew distinguishes four “guttural” consonants: two pharyngeals, one voiced /ʕ/ (conventionally transcribed as ‘) and one voiceless / / (h.), both of which are composite in origin
(see §3.6.1), and two voiceless glottals, one stop /ʔ/ (’) and one fricative /h/. As the language
evolved, there was a tendency for these consonants to weaken and/or coalesce, a development with important secondary phonological consequences (see §3.3). While the glottals
participated in this general pattern of weakening, they underwent, in addition, important
changes of their own. In particular, the glottal stop, /ʔ/, was lost in syllable-final positions,
a phenomenon that began very early and seems to have proceeded in stages (see §3.6.1) and
in which the other glottal, /h/, may have participated in part.

3.1.2 Sonorants
Hebrew has two nasals, bilabial /m/ and alveolar /n/, both voiced. The tendency in Rabbinic
Hebrew for these two consonants to alternate when final (especially ∗-m > -n) is already
in evidence in Septuagint transliterations and Qumran manuscripts but lacking in Biblical
Hebrew itself, unless ∗šāllûm is intended by the name šāllûn in Nehemiah 3:15 (for the
related question of the replacement of the plural ending -ı̂m with -ı̂n, see §4.2.2). When
immediately followed by a non-guttural consonant, /n/ undergoes regressive assimilation
(∗nC > C C ), unless it follows the preposition l ə- or is the third consonant in the stem: for
example, zākántā, “you have grown old” (1 Samuel 8:5).
Hebrew has four approximants, all voiced. Two of these, the bilabial and palatal semivowels
/w/ and /y/, are glides. The other two are liquids; they include /r/, a rolled consonant, probably
realized as either an alveolar [r] or uvular [r] trill, and /l/, a lateral alveolar liquid.
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Figure 3.1 The seven full vowels of Tiberian Hebrew

3.2 Vowels
3.2.1 The quality of the Tiberian vowels
As explained below (see §3.2.2), ancient Hebrew in its early development probably preserved
the basic triad of Proto-Semitic vowels, ∗i , ∗a and ∗u, each of which could be long or short,
and two “diphthongs” or vowel-glide sequences, ∗ay and ∗aw. The Tiberian system by which
Biblical Hebrew is represented is much more complex, however, reflecting the medieval
pronunciation that had evolved over the centuries from numerous phonological changes.
There are Masoretic diacriticals for seven full vowels (hı̂req [i], .sērê [e], s əg ōl [ε], patah. [a],
qāmes. [ɔ], h.ōlem [o] and qibbûs./šûreq [u]), and when vocal šəwā [ə] and the three other
ultrashort or reduced vowels (the h.āt.ēp vowels) are added, the number of vowels rises to
eleven. The approximate phonetic realization of the seven full vowels is illustrated in Figure
3.1, which presents Tiberian Hebrew as possessing a complete inventory of primary vowels.

3.2.2 The origin of the Tiberian vowels
As noted above (§3.2.1), Hebrew, in the early stages of its development, probably preserved
the Proto-Semitic system of three vocalic phonemes, high front ∗i and back ∗u and low central
∗
a, which could occur either long or short, and two “diphthongs” or vowel-glide sequences,
∗
ay and ∗aw (see Appendix 1, §§3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Though the phonological changes by which
these sounds gave rise to the Tiberian system described above are numerous and often
complex, constrained by the rules of syllabification and stress (see §§3.4 and 3.5 below),
it is possible to describe the Masoretic vowels and diphthongs in relation to their ancient
antecedents by taking historical and structural considerations into account.

3.2.2.1 The development of the originally long vowels
The Proto-Semitic long vowels, ∗ı¯, ∗ū, and ∗ā, undergo no special development in Hebrew.
Proto-Semitic ∗ā is realized as [o], but this is not an inner-Hebrew development but the
result of a sound change (∗ā → ō) that Hebrew inherited from Proto-Canaanite (see
§3.6.2). Proto-Semitic ∗ı¯ and ∗ū remain unchanged, and they are most often represented
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orthographically in the the Masoretic Text with plene spellings, ıˆ (y .) and û (W), though this
is by no means consistent (see §§2.2 and 2.4). In terms of their phonological behavior, the
Hebrew vowels derived from the Proto-Semitic long vowels may be described as unchangeably long to distinguish them from reducible long vowels derived from originally short
vowels (§3.2.2.2); they are not subject to reduction to šēwā (ə), regardless of position.

3.2.2.2

The development of the originally short vowels

The development of the Hebrew short vowels is much more complex. Because of changes
that occurred during the evolution of the language, an originally short vowel may be realized
as long, short (not necessarily the same short vowel as the original) or reduced (šəwā or one
of the h.āt.ēp vowels). The possible morphophonemic variants of each of the short vowels are
shown in (1):
(1)

Original
short vowel
∗
i
∗
u
∗
a

Lengthened
ē
ō
ā

Short
i, a, e
u, o
a, i, e

Reduced
ə, ă, ĕ
ə, ŏ
ə, ă, ĕ

The potential for an originally short vowel to lengthen or reduce is constrained by the type
and position of the syllable in which it appears. To lengthen, it must be in an open syllable
(CV) or an accented closed syllable (CV C). To reduce, it must be in an unaccented open
syllable (CV), since a closed syllable (CVC), like an open syllable containing an originally long
vowel (CV:), is irreducible (for syllabification, see §3.4). In general, therefore, an originally
short vowel tends to lengthen in a tonic syllable or in an open pretonic syllable, it tends to
remain short in a closed unaccented syllable (though its quality may change), and it tends
to reduce in an open propretonic syllable. In practice, however, the operation of these very
general rules differs for nouns (including adjectives and verbal nouns) and finite verbs with
pronominal suffixes, on the one hand, and finite verbs without pronominal suffixes, on the
other. The rule of thumb for nouns and finite verbs with pronominal suffixes is that an
originally short vowel reduces in a propretonic syllable if possible – that is, if a propretonic
syllable is present and its vowel is reducible – while it lengthens in a pretonic syllable. The
rule of thumb for finite verbs without pronominal suffixes is that an originally short vowel
reduces in a pretonic syllable if possible, while it lengthens in a propretonic syllable. These
rules, too, are generalizations, however, and a clearer picture emerges when the situation is
reviewed for vowels in each of the three common syllabic stress positions: tonic, pretonic
and propretonic.
Originally short vowels in tonic syllables are, in most circumstances, lengthened in both
nouns and verbs. That is, the high vowels ∗i and ∗u are lowered to ē ([e]) and ō ([o]),
and the low vowel ∗a is backed to ā ([ɔ]). With certain exceptions, this pattern holds for
tonic syllables of all kinds in nouns and finite verbs with pronominal suffixes when the
short vowel in question is ∗i or ∗u. When the vowel is ∗a, the pattern holds for open and
singly closed (word-final) syllables but not for originally doubly closed syllables (-C1 C1 # or
-C1 C2 #). Since lengthening took place prior to the simplification of final doubled consonants, the vowel ∗a before a final, originally doubled consonant (-CC#) remains: thus,
∗
‘amm → ‘am “people” (note, however, that ∗i and ∗u both lengthen before -CC#: ∗libb
→ l ēb “heart”; ∗‘uzz → ‘ōz “strength”). Also, in an originally word-final doubly closed
syllable (see §3.4), when the tone vowel has become penultimate because of the insertion
of an anaptyctic vowel to resolve the consonant cluster (-C1 C2 # → -C1 VC2 #), an accented
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short ∗a is not lengthened (except in pause; see §3.5), though it retains its stress and is raised
to e ([a] → [ε]). This pertains especially to nouns of the type ∗CaCC – thus, ∗málk →
mélek, “king” (pausal mā´lek). Note that with the high vowels there is no exception here (i.e.,
they usually lengthen in this situation), but sometimes, not consistently, before a wordfinal consonant cluster ∗i ([i]) → e ([ε]) instead of e¯ ([e]), especially in some nouns of
¯´
the type ∗qitl: for example, ∗.sı́dq → .sédeq, “righteousness,” in contrast to ∗sı́pr → seper,
“book.”
Similarly, the lengthening of ∗a does not take place in the tonic syllable as a result of the
triphthongization of some diphthongs, as in ∗báyt → báyit (contrast ∗máwt → mā´wet), or the
formation of the dual ending ∗-áym → -áyim. One other important exception where stressed
∗
a is not lengthened is the verbal suffix of the first-person singular: -ánı̂ “me” (but, again,
pausal -ā´nı̂).
The pattern of lengthening of originally short vowels in tonic syllables also holds true
for finite verbs without pronominal suffixes, but only for ∗i and ∗u – thus, ∗yittı́n →
¯´ “he gives”; ∗tiktúb → tiktō´b “she writes.” Originally short ∗a remains short in these
yitten
circumstances – yišmá‘ “he hears.” Again, however, the situation is different when an originally word-final doubly closed syllable is involved. In these cases, the original short vowel
is retained without lengthening in the tonic syllable after anaptyxis (∗yı́rb → yı́reb “may
he become numerous”), though ∗a ([a]) is raised to e ([ε]) (∗yárb → yéreb “may he make
numerous”).
Finally, mention should be made here of the vowel shift described by F. W. M. Philippi,
according to which ∗i becomes a in originally closed accented syllables (∗ı́CC# → áCC#) – in
short, “Philı́ppi → Philáppi.” Though this “law” seems to explain many Hebrew forms – such
as (∗bint →) ∗bitt →∗batt (→ bat) “daughter”; (∗ ‘āmı́dt →) ∗‘ōmı́dt →∗‘ōmádt (→∗‘ōmédet)
“standing” (fem. sg. active participle); ∗zāqı́ntı̄ → zāqántı̂ “I am old” – its application
admits of a very large number of exceptions, and it is inoperative in some witnesses (e.g.,
the Hexaplaric) to the developing Hebrew tradition.
Originally short vowels in open pretonic syllables are, in general, lengthened in nouns and
reduced in unsuffixed verbs. More specifically, in nouns and finite verbs with pronominal
suffixes, ∗i and ∗u are lengthened pretonically if there is a reducible propretonic (∗šākinı̄m →
¯
“neighbors”). If the propretonic is lacking or irreducible, however, the behavior of
šək enı̄m
pretonic ∗i and ∗u depends on the quality of the tonic vowel. If the tonic vowel is also high, pretonic ∗i and ∗u reduce to šəwā: for example, ∗gibūl → gəbûl “boundary”; ∗šōmirı̄m → š ōmərı̂m
“guards”; ∗yišmurı́hū → yišmərē´hû “he guards him.” If the tonic vowel is not high, pretonic
∗
¯ ∗u → ō): thus, ∗libáb → lēbā´b “heart”; ∗mas..sibā → mas..sēbâ
i and ∗u lengthen (∗i → e,
∗
“pillar.” Pretonic a always lengthens (∗a → ā) in nouns and suffixed verbs, whether
the propretonic is reducible (∗dabarı̄m → dəbārı̂m “words”) or not ((∗kawkabı̄m →)
∗
kōkabı̄m →kôkābı̂m “stars”).
In contrast to the situation with nouns and suffixed verbs, the originally short vowels are
usually reduced pretonically in finite verbs without pronominal suffixes – thus, for example,
∗
yignubū → yignəbû “they steal”; ∗yittinū → yittĕnû “they give”; ∗yikbadū → yikbĕdû “they
are heavy.” An important exception is when the pretonic is the first syllable in a word; in
such a case the vowel is lengthened: thus, ∗himı́tū → hēmı̂ tû “they killed.”
Originally short vowels in propretonic syllables are, when possible, reduced in nouns
and lengthened in unsuffixed verbs. The specific rule for nouns and finite verbs with
pronominal suffixes is that an originally short vowel reduces propretonically if it is
reducible, that is, if it appears in an originally open syllable. If the propretonic is
irreducible, however, the pretonic reduces according to the rules (and exceptions) given
above. In finite verbs without pronominal suffixes, an originally short vowel reduces when
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possible in a pretonic syllable, as also explained above, and if this happens, ∗i , ∗u, or ∗a in
the propretonic syllable lengthens: for example, ∗napalā → nāpəlâ “she fell.” If, however,
the pretonic is not reducible (that is, if it is closed or contains an originally long vowel), the
propretonic vowel reduces: ∗yudabbir → yədabbēr “he speaks.”
To this point the discussion of the originally short vowels has been concerned primarily
with their behavior in open syllables or closed accented syllables, both of which permit the
lengthening or reduction of the vowel. In closed unaccented syllables, however, ∗i , ∗u, and
∗
a remained short despite occasional changes of vowel quality. This is true whether they
appear in originally closed pretonic or propretonic syllables, and it applies to both nouns
and verbs. Examples of the former (pretonic) include the nouns ∗šibt.uh → šibt.ô “his tribe”;
∗
kulluh → kullô “all of it” (cf. ∗h.udšah → h.odšāh “her new moon”); and ∗gapnı̄ → gapnı̂ “my
vine”; and the verbs ∗yims.a’ → yims.ā’ “he finds”; ∗yuggad → yuggad “it is reported”; and
∗
yašbı̄t → yašbı̂t “he causes to cease.” Examples of the latter (propretonic) include the noun
∗
milh.amāt → milh.āmôt “wars” and the verb ∗yišmurū → yišmərû “they watch.”
While the quantity of an originally short vowel remains the same in a closed unaccented
syllable, however, its quality may be altered. Although a number of situations in which this
occurs could be listed, the attenuation of ∗a to i in the sequence ∗CaC1 C2 āC → CiC1 C2 āC
(where C1 is not a guttural) is especially noteworthy. This phenomenon, commonly known
as “qatqat →qitqat dissimilation,” operates in m- prefix nouns, such as ∗madbā´r → midbā´r
“wilderness” and ∗ malh.āmā´ → milh.āmâ “battle” (see §4.2.5.4), and especially (with short
a in the second syllable) in construct forms, such as ∗.sadqat´ → .sidqat´ “righteousness (of)”
and ∗mazbah. ´ → mizbah. ´ “altar (of).” The historical distribution of m-prefix nouns with the
form miqtal suggests that qatqat → qitqat dissimilation took place at a relatively late date,
since forms like midbār are found only in Tiberian Hebrew, in contrast to Hexaplaric and
Babylonian madbār. On the other hand, verbal forms like yiqtal (<∗yaqtal) – for example,
∗
yalmad → yilmad “he learns” – and niqtal (<∗naqtal), the Nip‘al perfect, developed much
earlier, as shown not only by their attestation in all traditions of Hebrew vocalization
but also by the presence of ∗yiqtal in cognate languages like Aramaic and Ugaritic. This
suggests that the various forms that are often explained by appeal to qatqat → qitqat
dissimilation are not in fact the result of a single phenomenon (for ∗yiqtal and the so-called
Barth–Ginsberg Law, see §3.6.2).

3.2.2.3

The development of “diphthongs”

As noted above (see §3.2.2), it is customary to state that Proto-Semitic possessed two diphthongs, ∗aw and ∗ay, both of which were preserved, with modifications, in Hebrew. But since
Proto-Semitic did not permit sequences of two (or more) vowels within a syllable (see Appendix 1, §3.2.3), the glides or semivowels, ∗w and ∗y, must be interpreted as consonants,
and the two sequences (both [a + glide]) cannot be classified as true diphthongs. This sheds
light on their realization in Tiberian Hebrew. When either of the “diphthongs” occurs in
an accented syllable, CáwC or CáyC, it is “triphthongized,” or disyllabically resolved, before
a final consonant by the insertion of an anaptyctic vowel, e in the case of áw (CáwC →
Cā´weC) and i in the case of áy (CáyC → CáyiC) – thus, ∗máwt → mā´wet “death,” and ∗báyt
→ báyit “house.” In other words, the syllable containing the diphthong behaves like other
syllables with final consonant clusters (see §3.4). Note, however, that when stressed ∗áy occurs
immediately before a syllable with the form Cā, it dissimilates to [ε], spelled səgōl-yôd (Y...)
´
as in ∗h.uqqáykā →∗h.uqqê  kā “your statutes.”
in the Masoretic Text – thus ∗-áyCā → -êCā,
In an unstressed syllable either diphthong is “monophthongized” or contracted: ∗aw → ô
or ∗ay → ê – thus, ∗mawtō´ → môtô´ “his death,” and ∗baytō´ → bêtô  “his house.” The vowels
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¯ vowels, regardless of their
thus contracted merged phonetically with other long ō- and ehistorical origin, including ō < ∗ā (see §3.6.2) and ō < ∗u and e¯ < ∗i (see §3.2.2.2 and [1];
for the behavior of diphthongs in the dialects of Iron Age Hebrew, see §3.6.2).

3.3 Allophonic and morphophonemic variants
3.3.1 Fricative allophones
At some point in the development of Tiberian Hebrew the six nonemphatic stops, /b/, /p/,
/d/, /t/, /g/ and /k/, acquired a second, continuant realization, giving rise to six fricative
allophones, [v], [f ], [ð], [θ], [γ ] or [ʁ], and [x] or [χ], conventionally transliterated as
b, p̄, d, t, ḡ and k. These forms arose as subphonemic or phonetic variants, originally
restricted to nongeminated consonants in postvocalic positions. This development, which
was shared by and probably influenced by Aramaic, is widely assumed to have taken place
in the second half of the first century BC, but its precise chronology is unknown. The
fricative allophones are fully represented in the Tiberian Masora, and there is evidence for
their presence in the time of Rabbinic Hebrew, but their existence before the Common Era
is not unambiguously documented.

3.3.2 Gutturals
The so-called gutturals (pharyngeals and glottals or laryngeals) underwent a pattern of
progressive but dialectically heterogeneous weakening that resulted in a special set of rules
in Tiberian grammar governing these consonants, /ʕ/ (‘), / / (h.), /ʔ/ (’), /h/, and the vowels
in their environment. Though these rules are extensive and complex, three basic stipulations
may be mentioned here. First, a guttural cannot be doubled (a rule that also applies to the liquid /r/), so that a doubled guttural was simplified (∗GG → G), either with lengthening of the
vowel in the newly opened preceding syllable (compensatory lengthening) – as in ∗yi”akil →
yē’ākēl “it is eaten”; ∗barrik → bārēk “to bless” – or without this lengthening (so-called virtual
doubling) – ∗bi“ir → bi‘ēr “he burned”; ∗yurah.h.im → yərah.ēm “he has compassion.”
Second, a guttural cannot be followed by a simple šəwā ([ə]), requiring instead a “compound šəwā,” a reduced or ultrashort variant of one of the short vowels (the h.āt.ēp vowels,
ĕ, ŏ, and ă), as an auxiliary – thus, ’ĕlōhı̂m “god,” ’ohŏlı̂ “my tent” and h. ălôm “dream.”
Third, when final, a guttural, other than /ʔ/ (’), requires anaptyxis of a (“furtive patah.”)
following a vowel other than a or ā: for example, ∗rūh. → rûah. “wind”; ∗hišmı̄‘ → hišmı̂a‘
“he caused to hear.”
While it is difficult to date this pattern of weakening, and its progress is unlikely to have
been uniform, it seems to have been well advanced by the time of the Samaritan Pentateuch
and the Qumran literature, since occasional confusion of gutturals is found in both, and
Qumran orthography exhibits conspicuous irregularities when the gutturals are involved,
especially in nonformal manuscripts (i.e., those in which the scribes were not careful to
reproduce the spelling practices of the biblical literature). On the other hand, it is clear
that this development was primarily a matter of the weakening and coalescence of the
gutturals rather than their disappearance, as shown by the mixed evidence of the Hexaplaric
transcriptions. That the gutturals, in some configuration, were still a feature of Jewish
speech c. AD 400 is shown by Jerome’s remark that the Jews ridiculed the Christians for their
inability to pronounce them. It seems clear, then, that the gutturals were preserved in some
communities and lost in others, most probably where Greek influence was strongest. Thus
the Talmud (Megillah 24b) refers to a lack of distinction (coalescence) among the gutturals
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in the speech of certain Galilean villages, but not others (on the quiescence of /ʔ/, which,
though it played a part in the general phenomenon of guttural weakening, was of much
earlier origin, see §3.6.1).

3.3.3 Vowel variation
For the development of vowel morphophonemic variation in Tiberian Hebrew, see §§3.2.2.1–
3.2.2.2.

3.4 Syllable structure and phonotactic constraints
A Hebrew syllable must begin with a consonant. There is a single but important exception
to this rule in Tiberian grammar, according to which the conjunction w ə- “and” becomes
û- before a syllable beginning with a consonant (not y-) plus šəwā – as in ûd(ə)bārı̂m “and
words” – or a syllable beginning with a labial – such as ûmélek “and a king” (the Babylonian
vocalization tradition also reflects the former situation, but not the latter, preserving the
equivalent of w ə- before a labial followed by a full vowel).
A syllable may contain only one vowel sound. The Hebrew diphthongs do not constitute
an exception to this rule, since, as noted above (§3.2.2.3), they are not true diphthongs but
vowel–glide combinations, and since, in any case, they are always either monophthongized
to single vowel sounds – as in ∗baytuh → bêtô “his house” – or triphthongized to vowel–glide–
vowel combinations, thus forming parts of two distinct syllables – ∗bayt → báyit “house.”
A syllable may be open or closed. A syllable ending with a vowel (long, short, or reduced) is
described as open, while a syllable ending with a consonant is described as closed. Occasionally a syllable ends in two consonants, and in this case it is called doubly closed: for example,
kātábt “you (fem. sg.) wrote.” Doubly closed syllables occur only at the ends of words, having
arisen when a final vowel was lost (kātábt < ∗katabtı̄). Such consonantal clusters were not
permitted by the phonotactic rules of Proto-Semitic (see Appendix 1, §3.2.3), and Hebrew
grammar exhibits a tendency to avoid them. When they do occur, the preceding vowel may
be short (wayyišb “and he captured”; wayyašq “and he watered”) or, with [i] lowered to [e]
under the stress, long (wayyēbk “and he wept”; wayyēšt “and he drank”); but the medieval
grammarians disagreed whether the final šəwā in such words was silent or vocal, and the
Masoretes most often eliminated the problem by inserting an anaptyctic vowel, usually s əg ōl
(∗wayyipn → wayyı́pen “and he turned”; ∗yibn → yı́ben “let him build”), but patah. before
or after gutturals (∗wayyih.r → wayyı́h.ar “and he was angry”) and h.ı̂req after y (∗‘ayn →
‘áyin “eye”). “Segholation,” as this phenomenon is sometimes called, is most characteristic
of nouns of the common type ∗CVCC (“segholates”; see §4.2.5.2) – ∗’ars. → ’éres. “earth”;
∗
¯´ “help”; ∗buqr → bō´qer” “morning”; and with gutturals, ∗nah.l → náh.al “wadi”
‘izr → ‘ezer
and so forth. Though anaptyxis in segholates is reflected in both the Babylonian and Tiberian
traditions, its absence in the Hexaplaric materials suggests that it was a late phenomenon.
A syllable may be accented or unaccented (see §3.5). An accented syllable may be open
or closed and contain a long or short vowel (CV(:), CV(:)C), though an accented syllable
may not contain a reduced vowel. With rare exceptions, an unaccented syllable containing
a long vowel will be open, while an unaccented syllable containing a short vowel is always
closed (for the specific distribution of vowels in various types of syllables, which depends
on rules of syllable formation deriving from the historical development of the language, see
§3.2.2.2). In the Masoretic Text, when a closed unaccented syllable occurs in the middle of
a word, the end of the syllable is indicated by the šəwā sign (: ). The Masoretic diacritical
for this syllable-dividing silent šəwā (šəwā quiescens) is the same as for the vocal šəwā (šəwā
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mobile). In most cases, this will cause no difficulty for the reader since a consonant following
an unaccented short vowel must be syllable final, so that it must close the syllable and the
šəwā standing under it must be silent. Ambiguity arises only when the diacritical is qāmes.,
which can indicate either long ā or short o. To resolve the ambiguity the Masoretes usually
inserted the accent called meteg, a small perpendicular line (| ), to the left of the qāmes. in an
accented syllable, indicating that the qāmes. should be read as ā and thus that the following
šəwā was vocal. In the absence of the meteg, the syllable should be read as unaccented and
closed. Contrast ’ākəlâ (hlg ) “she ate” and ’oklâ (hlg1) “food.”
According to the phonotactic rules of Tiberian grammar, only a consonant or a full vowel
could constitute the coda of a syllable. In Masoretic sources, therefore, a consonant followed
by a reduced vowel (simple or compound šəwā) was not regarded as an independent syllable.
Thus, contrary to the guidelines given above, a word like məlākı̂m “kings” would be analyzed
as containing two syllables – məlā-kı̂m – rather than three – mə-lā-kı̂m. This rule explains,
among other things, why the Masoretes chose the same sign (: ) to represent both vocal and
silent šəwā. Since most reduced vowels developed from vowels that were previously full,
however, the medieval rule has the disadvantage of obscuring the historical development
of the language, and it is not followed as a convention of syllabification by most modern
grammarians.
Tiberian Hebrew does not tolerate two successive open syllables with the vowel /ə/. When
such a sequence is produced in inflection or from a combination of morphemes, such as
the prefixation of a preposition or suffixation of a pronoun to a noun, the phenomenon
commonly called “the rule of šəwā” occurs. The sequence is simplified to a single closed
syllable containing the vowel /i/ (∗ CəCə → CiC) – thus, ∗dəbəreˆ´ → dibreˆ´ “words (of),”
∗
bədəbārı̂m → bidbārı̂m “with words,” and ∗dəbərêhem → dibrêhem “their words.”

3.5 Stress
In Hebrew the principal tone is usually, but not always, on the ultima – thus, dābā´r “word,”
´ “words.” This situation is the result of a shift of stress to the ultima that took place
dəbār ı̂m
in two phases early in the history (or prehistory) of the language. The original position of
the stress in Proto-Hebrew is disputed. It seems clear, though, that it shifted to the ultima in
two stages. The first shift affected all words except finite verbs without pronominal suffixes,
and the second shift occurred in these verbs. This two-stage development gave rise to several
distinctive features of Hebrew grammar, including some of the phonological features already
noted, such as the tendency of vowels in open pretonic syllables to lengthen in nouns but
reduce in unsuffixed verbs (see §3.2.2.2), as well as important morphological features to
be noted, such as stem allomorphism for many noun-types (§4.2.6). Both of these shifts
are reflected in the Hexaplaric, Babylonian, and Tiberian traditions of vocalization, and,
in fact, they are likely to have been very early. In all likelihood the first, major shift closely
followed the loss of final short vowels, which was shared by most of the Northwest Semitic
languages, so that it was probably pre-Hebrew. Note in this regard that ultimate stress is
also characteristic of Aramaic, as indicated, for example, by the Masoretic accentuation of
Biblical Aramaic, and Phoenician, as can be inferred from vowel changes in the ultima that
are likely to have been caused by stress.
Despite the preference for stress on the ultima, the penult receives the tone in a number of situations. For example, segholate nouns, as already noted, are characteristically
¯´
paroxytonic – as in ‘emeq
“valley” – and the ultimate stress of the imperfects of certain types of verbs retreats in the production of jussives and the so-called “converted” or
wāw-consecutive imperfects – yigléh “he will uncover” ∼ yı́gel “let him uncover” ∼ wayyı́gel
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“and he uncovered.” Also, a number of word-ending elements are for historical or structural
reasons toneless. These include several verbal sufformatives (e.g., h.āšábtā “you thought”),
¯´ “protect me”), and the so-called
several nominal and verbal pronominal suffixes (šāmərenı̂
locative -h (báytāh “to the house, homeward”; ’árs.āh “to the earth”).
Both stress and consequent vowel quantity can be significantly affected by the so-called
pause, a term for the increased stress placed on the tonic syllable of a word in the Hebrew
Bible marked by one of the major accent diacritics, usually at the end of a verse or half-verse.
In cases of the type just described, for example, where the stress of some imperfect verbs
retreats from the ultima to the penult in the formation of converted imperfects, the tone
returns under the pause to the ultima, which is lengthened accordingly – thus, tāmût “she
will die” ∼ wattā´mot “and she died” ∼ wattāmō´t “and she died.” Similarly, the tone may be
restored under the pause to a vowel that lost its stress and was reduced to šəwā in the process
of syllable formation according to one of the rules described above in §3.2.2.2, with the
result that the original quality of the vowel returns and, if short, lengthens under the tone:
¯´ “they give.” In general, short vowels tend to lengthen
thus, ∗yittinū → yittĕnû → yittenû
under the pause (∗qātáltā → qātā´ltā), and often their newly lengthened status gives a clue
¯´
to the pre-Masoretic quality of the underlying vowel, as in the case just cited of yittenû
(ē < ∗i ) and especially of segholate nouns, where, for example, an original ∗/a/ realized as
[ε] may be restored and lengthened under the pause (∗gabr → géber → gā´ber “man”).
Numerous minimal pairs can be cited to show that stress is phonemic in Hebrew: for
example, bā´’â [ bɔʔɔ] “she came” ∼ bā’â  [bɔʔɔ] “coming” (feminine singular active participle); bānû “they built” ∼ bā´nû “in us.”

3.6 Diachronic phonological developments in relation to
Proto-Northwest Semitic and Proto-Semitic
3.6.1 Consonants
Of the twenty-three consonantal phonemes represented in Table 3.3, eighteen preserve
Proto-Semitic consonants unaltered, and five – all fricatives – are the result of unconditioned
mergers of two or three Proto-Semitic phonemes. These five include:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

z (/z/), which arose from the merging of the voiced dental ∗z (/z/) and the voiced
interdental ∗ð (or ∗d) (/ð/) – compare zā‘aq (< ∗za‘aq < ∗za‘aqa) “he cried” to zāhāb
(< ∗zahab < ∗ðahab-) “gold.”
h. (/ /) from the voiceless pharyngeal ∗h.(/ /) and the voiceless velar ∗h (/x/) – compare
˘
h.ēn (< ∗h.ı́nn < ∗h.inn-) “favor” to h.ārēš (< ∗ h.ariš < ∗hariš-) “he is silent.”
˘
∗
∗
‘(/ʕ/) from the voiced pharyngeal ‘(/ʕ/) and the voiced velar ǵ (/γ /) – compare ‘áyin
(< ∗‘áyn < ∗‘ayn-) “eye” to ‘almâ (< ∗ ‘almā < ∗ǵalmat-) “young woman.”
∗
∗
.s (/s’/) from the emphatic dental .s (/s’/, the emphatic interdental θ. (/θ’/) and the
∗
∗
∗
∗
emphatic lateral ś. (or δ. ) (/ ’/) – compare .sédeq (< .sı́dq < .sidq-) “righteousness,” to
s. ēl (< ∗.sı́ll < ∗ θ. ill-) “shadow,” and .sémer (< ∗.sámr < ∗δ. amr-) “wool.”
š (/š/) from the voiceless palatal ∗š (/š/) and the voiceless interdental ∗ θ (or ∗t) (/θ/) –
compare š ēm (< ∗šı́m < ∗šim-) “name” and šōpēt. (< ∗šōpit.- < ∗ θāpit.-) “judge.”

Proto-Semitic possessed a triad of dental/alveolar affricates: voiced ∗d z , voiceless ∗t s and
ejective ∗t s ’; see Appendix 1, §3.2.1.1. At an early date, these were deaffricated and merged
with phonemes ancestral to the dental fricative triad in Hebrew – ∗d z with ∗z, ∗t s with ∗s ,
and ∗t s ’ with ∗ð. – so that it is not necessary to take them into account in a description of the
Hebrew phonological system.
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As noted in §3.3.2, ∗ ’ (/ʔ/) participated in the general pattern of weakening that affected
the other gutturals. In addition, however, it exhibits certain special characteristics suggesting
that it lost consonantal force in certain conditions at a very early date. Though stable in initial
positions, ∗ ’ is lost frequently in syllable-closing positions, and always at the end of words.
Quiescence of ∗ ’ is attested for nouns of the type ∗ Ca’C- in Canaanite dialects as early as
the fourteenth-century BC Amarna documents, as shown by the cuneiform spellings ru-šunu =∗rōšunu (< ∗rāšunu < ∗ra’šunu) “our head” (EA 264:18), and .su-ú-nu = ∗.sōnu (< ∗.sānu <
∗
.sa’nu) “flock” (EA 263:12). These glosses show that, at least in some Canaanite dialects,
syllable-final ∗ ’ was lost prior to the Canaanite Shift (∗ā → ō; see §3.6.2), and the participation
of Hebrew in this development is demonstrated by the noun forms rō(’)ŝ “head,” and .sō(’)n
“flock,” in which the long vowels show that the /ʔ/, though preserved orthographically, has
quiesced. When ∗ ’ is lost in the related Hebrew sequences ∗ Ci’C- and ∗ Cu’C-, ∗i and ∗u are
lengthened (lowered) to ē and ō, as in (lā)śē(’)t (< ∗ śi’t) “to carry” and bō(’)r (<∗bu’r) “pit.”
When syllable-final ∗ ’ is lost in Hebrew verbs in which the third root consonant is ’ (III-’), a
preceding a is lengthened to ā, but it does not shift to ō, showing that in this environment ∗ ’
quiesced after the Canaanite Shift was completed: thus, mās.ā(’) (< ∗ mās.a’) “he found”;
nāśā´(’)tā (< ∗ nāśá’tā) “you carried.” In the same situation, a preceding i is, again, lengthened
¯´
to ē – as in yāre(’)tı̂
(<∗ yārı́’tı̄) “I was afraid.” Though, in most cases, quiescent ∗ ’ is preserved
orthographically in Tiberian Hebrew, it is sometimes omitted altogether, as in mās.ā´tı̂ for
∗
mās.ā´(’)tı̂ “I found” in Numbers 11:11. In other cases, the consonantal force of ∗ ’ has been
restored by Masoretic hypercorrection, leading to grammatically artificial vocalizations,
such as zə’ēb for ∗zē(’)b (< ∗ zi’b) “wolf.”

3.6.2 Vowels
As noted in §3.2.2.1, Proto-Semitic ∗ā is realized in Hebrew as /o:/ as the result of an
unconditioned sound change (∗ā → ō) shared by the Canaanite languages. The Canaanite
Shift, as it is called, is attested in Amarna glosses, such as those cited in §3.6.1 as well as sú-kini for sōkini (cf. Hebrew s ōk ēn “steward”), glossing Akkadian rābis.i “inspector” (genitive),
in EA 256:9 (cf. EA 362:69).
As noted in §3.2.2.3, the Hebrew diphthongs, ∗aw and ∗ ay, are preserved and triphthongized under the tone but contracted in unaccented positions – thus, yáyin (< ∗ yayn)
“wine,” but têmān (< taymā´n) “Teman, Southland.” Epigraphic evidence, however, shows
that the diphthongs behaved differently in the northern and southern dialects of Hebrew.
In Israelite or Northern Hebrew, ∗aw and ∗ay contracted in all positions (i.e., stressed or unstressed) – thus, yn (∗yēn ∼ Biblical Hebrew yáyin) “wine”; tmn (∗tēmān ∼ Biblical Hebrew
têmān) “Teman, Southland” – while in Judahite or Southern Hebrew, ∗aw and ∗ay were preserved in all positions – yyn (∗yayn ∼ Biblical Hebrew yáyin) “wine”; tymn (∗taymān ∼ Biblical
Hebrew têmān) “Teman, Southland.” It is clear that, as expected, the biblical pattern developed from that of the southern dialect of Jerusalem, in which diphthongs began to contract
in unstressed positions during the last half of the first millennium BC.
As pointed out in §3.2.2.2, in the discussion of the phenomenon known as qatqat →
qitqat dissimilation, which was generalized relatively late in the development of Hebrew,
a change with this pattern (change of ∗a to ∗i in a closed unaccented syllable) occurred in
prefixed verbal forms at an early date (∗yaqtal → yiqtal). When final short vowels were
lost in Proto-Hebrew, and the stress shifted to the ultima, the prefix vowels of singular
and first-person plural verbs were most often left in closed, unaccented syllables – that is,
∗
yáqtulu → ∗yáqtul → ∗yaqtúl. Whereas in Proto-Semitic the (indicative) verbal prefixes contained an a-vowel regardless of which of the three theme-vowels (a, i , u) the verb had – thus,
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yaqtal-, ∗yaqtil-, ∗yaqtul- – in Proto-Hebrew, and Northwest Semitic generally, the prefixvowel of the yaqtal-type changed from a to i . This phenomenon was first described by Jacob
Barth, and it was confirmed by H. L. Ginsberg, who showed that it was “fully operational”
for Ugaritic. Thus according to the Barth–Ginsberg Law, as it is now commonly called, the
prefix of yqtl in the simple active conjugation is vocalized with i when the thematic vowel
is a; otherwise it is vocalized with a – thus yiqtal, but yaqtul and yaqtil. This is illustrated
by Hebrew forms like ∗yakbad → yikbad “he is heavy,” ∗yašlah. → yišlah. “he sends” and so
forth. In Hebrew, however, the ∗yi- prefix is not limited to verbs with a as theme vowel,
as shown by forms like yišpōt. (< ∗yišput. < ∗yašput.) “he judges.” In contrast to ∗yaqtal →
yiqtal, this change (∗yaqtul →∗yiqtul (→ yiqtōl)) was not inherited from Proto-Northwest
Semitic, as shown by syllabically written Ugaritic forms like ia-aš-pu-t.ú- for ∗yašput.u, corresponding to consonantal yt pt. (∗ yaθput.u) “he judges.” In Hebrew, then, the form should
probably be explained by simple pattern-leveling. That is, at an early stage the prefix vowel
was i only in verbs with the stem-vowel a, as in Ugaritic. Subsequently, however, the yiprefix was leveled through for other Hebrew verbs, namely, those with the stem-vowels i
and u.

4. MORPHOLOGY
4.1 Morphological-type and word structure
Hebrew, like the other members of the Semitic family, is a fusional language. The meaning
of a word is derived by inflection of a simple stem, commonly called the root on the basis
of medieval usage – šōreš “root,” rendered into Latin as radix, hence litterae radicales “root
√
letters” or “radicals,” as the individual consonants of the root ( ) are still commonly called.
As a rule, Hebrew words, whether verbs or nouns, are based on roots consisting of (usually)
three radicals with a fixed sequence, which are inflected by affixes and/or some variation
of additional morphological features, such as gemination and especially vowel patterning
(vowel gradation or ablaut). The most important of these inflectional patterns are described
below in subsequent sections.
Hebrew roots are predominantly triradical. Some evidence of originally biradical forms
seems to survive, as in the case of certain verbs with y as first radical (I-y), which were
√
√
originally ∗I-w , a group having root allomorphs wCC and CC in Proto-Semitic and AfroAsiatic (see Appendix 1, §3.3.1). As explained below in §4.5.4.2, this accounts for Hebrew
√
√
√
forms like š ēb (<∗šı́b) “sit!” the masculine singular imperative of y š b (< ∗ w š b < ∗ [w]θb).
Other Hebrew stem-types are sometimes interpreted as artificially triradical, altered from
original biradicals, such as the so-called geminate roots (i.e., those with identical second and
third radicals). At the same time, roots containing a glide as one of the stem consonants are
often regarded as essentially biradical; these include not only the ∗I-w and (less often) ∗I-y
roots, but also the so-called hollow or middle-weak roots (II-w and II-y) and the final-weak
roots (III-w and III-y). Nevertheless, these “weak” types can also be explained as originally
triradical, having developed from the partial or complete loss of one of the stem consonants
by some process such as the elision of a glide in an intervocalic position. In short, the degree
of biradicalism that is operative in Hebrew remains a debated point. What can be stated
confidently is that, whatever the degree of biradicalism in its antecedent stages, Hebrew has
been strongly conformed to a predominant triradical pattern.
Most of the small number of ostensible quadriradicals in Hebrew can be explained as
√
products of augmentation or reduplication – for example, garzen “ax” (from grz “cut”);
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galgal “wheel” (from gll “roll”) – and the same is true of the even rarer quinqueradicals –
√
səh.arh.ar “it palpitates” (from sh.r “move around”) – when they are not in fact loanwords.

4.2 Noun morphology
Hebrew nouns have two genders, masculine and feminine; three numbers, singular, dual,
and plural; and two states, free or absolute and bound or construct. Hebrew nouns are not
marked inflectionally for case (see §4.2.3). In general, Hebrew adjectives (including verbal
adjectives) are inflected like nouns.
The basic nominal paradigm is given in (2), using the nouns y ôm “day” and šānâ “year”
as examples. Note that the plural yāmı̂m “days” is formed from a different root from that of
the singular and dual, and that šānôt “years” has a more common alternative form – šānı̂m;
these peculiarities do not obscure the inflection.
(2)

Singular
Dual
Plural

Absolute
Construct
Absolute
Construct
Absolute
Construct

Masculine Feminine
yôm
šānâ
šənat
yôm
yômáyim šənātáyim
yômê
šənātê
yāmı̂m
šānôt
yəmê
šənôt

4.2.1 Gender
As a rule, if the referent of a noun is naturally masculine, the noun will be masculine (par
“bull”) and if the referent is naturally feminine, the noun will be feminine (pārâ “heifer”).
Nouns designating things without natural gender, such as inanimate objects or abstract
ideas, may be either masculine or feminine – thus, géšem “rain” (masculine), and gib‘â “hill”
(feminine).
Though there are numerous exceptions, masculine nouns are, as a general rule, unmarked,
while feminine nouns are marked. The feminine is marked by one of two endings, -â (bound
form -at) and -t. Although these two endings seem to have existed from an early stage in the
language as unconditioned morphemic alternants, there are certain environments in which
one or the other is preferred. Thus, feminine noun stems ending in a consonant cluster or a
consonant preceded by a long vowel (-CC- or -V:C-) are marked by -â – as in ’iššâ “woman”
and ‘ēs.â “counsel” – while -t follows forms ending with a vowel – mis.rı̂t “Egyptian” – and,
very characteristically, is preferred on active participles, often leading to a “segholated”
(cf. §3.4) ending – thus ∗yāšibt → yōšébet “sitting” (the -t ending is used much more widely
in Rabbinic Hebrew than in Biblical Hebrew). There are also many unmarked feminine
nouns, including some with naturally feminine meaning, such as ’ēm “mother,” and others
designating inanimate objects, such as ’ében “stone” and ‘ı̂r “city.”

4.2.2 Number
Plural nouns and adjectives in the unbound state are most often marked by the endings
-ı̂m and -ôt (for nouns in the bound state, see §4.2.4). The great majority of the former
are masculine and the latter feminine, as suggested by (2). There are, however, numerous
masculine nouns with the -ôt plural ending – thus, ’āb “father,” ’ābôt “fathers,” and māqôm
“place,” məqōmôt “places” – and a few that have both -ı̂m and -ôt – for example, nāhār “river,”
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nəhārı̂m and (more often) nəhārôt “rivers.” Similarly, several feminine nouns, whether or
not they are marked as feminine in the singular (see §4.2.1) and whether or not they
have natural feminine referents, take the -ı̂m plural ending. Examples of marked feminine
singular nouns with -ı̂m plural endings include the natural feminine ’iššâ “woman,” nāšı̂m
“women,” but also h.it..tâ, h.it..tı̂m “wheat” (see also [2] above for šānâ, which usually forms
its plural as šānı̂m but frequently as šānôt). Examples of unmarked feminine singular nouns
with -ı̂m plural endings include the natural feminine rāh.ēl “ewe,” rəh.ēlı̂m “ewes,” but also
‘ı̂r “city,” ‘ārı̂m “cities.” Examples of unmarked feminine singular nouns with -ôt plural
endings include the natural feminine ’ēm “mother,” ’immôt “mothers,” but also ’éres. “land,”
’ărās.ôt “lands.” Certain unmarked nouns that are construed sometimes as masculine and
sometimes as feminine may have both plural endings – thus ‘āb “cloud” (usually masculine,
but feminine in 1 Kings 18:44), ‘ābı̂m and ‘ābôt “clouds.”
In Late Biblical Hebrew the plural ending -ı̂n alternates with -ı̂m (cf. yāmı̂n “days,” in
Daniel 12:13), and in Rabbinic Hebrew -ı̂n is increasingly preferred. Though this development may have been influenced by Aramaic, it probably had its origin in dialect variation
within Hebrew, since its distribution in the Bible is not exclusively confined to the latest
literature and, in fact, occurs once in the most archaic poetry (middı̂n “carpets,” in Judges
5:10). Its ultimate explanation is the existence in Proto-Northwest Semitic of ∗-m and ∗-n
allomorphs of the Proto-Semitic plural/dual boundness marker ∗-n (see §4.2.4).
Although the dual is used in some Semitic languages, such as Ugaritic and Arabic, to
refer to two of anything, its use in Biblical Hebrew is largely confined to natural pairs, such
as ’oznáyim “ears,” or na‘ăláyim “sandals,” or to numerals (šənáyim “two”) and double
units of measurements of time or quantity: for example, šəbû‘áyim “two (successive) weeks,
a fortnight”; ’ammātáyim “two cubits.” Probably as the result of a dialectal survival, the
original broader use of the dual returns in Rabbinic Hebrew, where it can denote a pair of
anything.
With unmarked nouns, the unbound dual ending, -áyim, is added directly to the base of
the singular – thus, ragláyim ((régel < ) ∗ragl- + -áyim) “feet” (masculine); and yādáyim
((yād < ) ∗yad + -áyim) “hands” (feminine). With nouns marked as feminine, the ending is
added to the singular base following one of the two types of marker (see §4.2.1), as follows.
Nouns ending in -â (bound form -at) follow the pattern of śāpâ (bound form śəpat) “lip,”
śəpātáyim “lips.” Nouns ending in -t follow the pattern of nəh.ō´šet (bound form nəh.ō´šet <
∗
nuh.ušt) “bronze,” nəh.uštáyim “bronze fetters,” unless assimilated to the preceding pattern,
as evidently in the case of délet (< ∗dalt, but bound form dəlat  ) “door,” dəlātáyim “(double)
doors.”
Adjectives follow more restricted rules with regard to number. The kind of variety displayed by nouns in forming -ı̂m and -ôt plural, as described above, is lacking in adjectives
(including participles), the masculine plurals of which are consistently marked by -ı̂m and
feminine plurals by -ôt. Also, dual endings do not occur with adjectives.

4.2.3 Case
In Proto-Northwest Semitic, the three short vowels were used to indicate case in singular
nouns – ∗-u for nominative, ∗-i for genitive, and ∗-a for accusative – and, following ∗-āt-, in
feminine plural nouns – ∗-ātu for nominative and ∗-āti for oblique. The loss of final short
vowels and the leveling of the ∗-ı̄m ending on masculine plurals (see §4.2.2) left Hebrew nouns
with no inflectional indication of case, except perhaps the bound–unbound opposition in
genitive constructions. As a result, the case of nouns may be identified only from syntactical
criteria.
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4.2.4 State
In Biblical Hebrew, as in other Semitic languages that have lost the Proto-Semitic system
of case endings, the chief way to express a genitive relationship is the so-called construct
chain (on the role of the construct chain in the determination of substantives, see §5.4). A
construct chain consists of the juxtaposition of two or (rarely) more nouns in a sequence
such as dəbar hammélek “the word of the king.” In this example, hammélek “the king” is
free in form like other nouns not forming parts of construct chains. It derives a genitive
force, however, from its relationship to the preceding bound form dəbar . In traditional
terminology, dəbar , the nomen regens, is said to “govern” hammélek, the nomen rectum.
The two parts of a construct chain are closely associated accentually, with the principal stress moving ahead to the nomen rectum, which therefore remains morphologically
unchanged and in what is called the absolute state. The nomen regens, however, becomes
proclitic and often undergoes changes (especially including vowel shortening or reduction)
in consequence of the loss of stress, so that it is said to be in the construct state – compare
dābār “word” (absolute state) to dəbar  (construct state). The changes that affect singular
nouns in the construct state include vowel reduction in newly unstressed syllables (ā → ə
and ē → ə) and the shift of ā to a in final closed syllables (both illustrated, again, by the
contrast dābār ∼ dəbar  ). Nouns ending in a final stressed səgôl (-eh = h...) become final .sērê
(-ēh = h..) in construct: for example, mah.ăneh “camp” (absolute) ∼ mah.ănēh  (construct).
As noted in §4.2.2, plural nouns in the absolute state normally end in -ôt (usually feminine)
or -ı̂m or, in Rabbinic Hebrew, -ı̂n (usually masculine). The -ı̂m and -ı̂n endings are survivals
of a Proto-Semitic boundness marker for plural and dual nouns, ∗-n(a). That is, free or
unbound Proto-Semitic nouns ended in ∗-m following short vowels and ∗-n(a) following
long vowels and diphthongs, so that nouns lacking these endings were “marked” as bound
or construct (see Appendix 1, §3.3.2.1). In the evolution of the descendant languages the two
endings were leveled and otherwise simplified. In the Northwest Semitic group the shortvowel ending, ∗-m, disappeared, so that the bound–unbound contrast was lost in singular and
feminine plural nouns until the later sound changes already described developed as the result
of the proclisis of bound forms. On the other hand, the long-vowel ending, ∗-n(a), survived
as a marker of the absolute plural and dual. Original ∗-n(a) was realized, however, as -n in
some Northwest Semitic languages (Aramaic, Moabite, the Deir ‘Alla dialect, and Rabbinic
Hebrew) and as -m in others (Ugaritic, Phoenician, Ammonite, and Biblical Hebrew).
The bound or construct endings of plural nouns are -ê (y..) corresponding to -ı̂m in the
absolute state, and -ôt corresponding to -ôt in the absolute. When pronominal suffixes are
added to plurals ending in -ôt, the plural bound-form ending -ê- (<∗-ay-) is interposed –
thus, mis.wôtê kā “your commandments.” Not all of these forms can be readily explained in
relation to the antecedent forms reconstructed for Proto-Northwest Semitic.
The Proto-Northwest Semitic forms of the unmarked, usually masculine, unbound plural
were ∗ūn in the nominative and ∗-ı̄n in the oblique, corresponding to ∗-u nominative, ∗-a
accusative, and ∗-i genitive in the singular (see §4.2.3). When the loss of final short vowels
caused the case system to collapse in the singular, the endings were leveled in the plural as
well, and the oblique form, ∗-ı̄n, was generalized (as -ı̄n or -ı̄m, as explained above). At this
point, the corresponding bound form in the plural must have been ∗-ı̄, but for unknown
reasons this form was abandoned in favor of the corresponding dual form, ∗ -ay (→ -ê; see
below).
The Proto-Northwest Semitic forms of the marked, usually feminine, unbound plural
were ∗-ātu in the nominative and ∗-āti in the oblique. With the loss of final short vowels
these fell together as ∗-āt, the expected antecedent form of -ôt. It is unknown, however, why
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the newly formed masculine plural bound form -ê- (<∗-ay-) came to be inserted before
suffixes added to these nouns.
For dual nouns the construct ending is -ê (y..), originally ∗-ay, corresponding to -áyim in
the absolute state. In unmarked nouns -ê is added directly to the end of the base – thus raglê 
“feet” (masculine), and yədê “hands” (feminine). With nouns marked as feminine, the
endings are added following the marker, as explained in connection with the dual absolute
endings in §4.2.2 above – as in śiptê  “lips.”
In Rabbinic Hebrew, though the construct chain is still used frequently to express the
genitive, it is increasingly replaced by a construction in which nouns are joined by the
genitive particle šel, which arose from a combination of the relative particle še- (see §4.3.3)
and the proclitic preposition l ə- “belonging to, of ” – thus, haddābār šellamélek or, more
commonly, haddābār šel hammélek “the word of the king.” The nomen regens in such a
construction is not in the construct state, and it may have an anticipatory pronominal
suffix – thus already in Late Biblical Hebrew, hinnēh mit..tātô šellislōmōh “There is the couch
of Solomon” (Song of Songs 3:7).

4.2.5 Noun formation
The various Hebrew noun- and adjective-types are derived from the application of several
kinds of operations to verbal roots, including vowel patterning, root consonant gemination
and affixation. Though several noun-types have general or specific semantic associations,
there are many others for which such associations cannot be identified. The following
tabulation provides a selection of some of the most important noun-types. In arrangement
√
it proceeds from the simpler to the more complex forms, and the paradigm root used is qtl
√
( ql for biradical types). Except where indicated, the examples come from Biblical Hebrew.

4.2.5.1

Biradical types

The pattern CV:C (< ∗ CVC) includes a number of common nouns of the types qāl (< ∗qal)
– thus, dām “blood”; dāg “fish.” The associated feminine forms are qālâ (< ∗qalat; e.g., bāmâ
“high place,” šānâ “year”) and qélet (< ∗qalt; e.g., qéšet “bow”; cf. Northern Hebrew št = ∗ šatt
(< ∗šant) “year”). The active participle of roots II-w /y is formed from this pattern – thus,
bā’ and (feminine) bā’â “coming”; śām and (feminine) śāmâ “placing.” Two members of
this group, ’āb “father” and ’āh. “brother” (plural ’ah.im < ∗ ’ah.h.ı̄m), have their construct
form in -ı̂ (’ăbı̂), suggesting that these words had (anomalously) long singular case vowels
in Proto-Semitic, the vowel of the genitive (∗-ı̄) having been leveled through the paradigm
after the collapse of the case system. The CV:C pattern also includes nouns of the type qēl
(< ∗qil): thus, ’ēl “god,” ‘ēs. “tree.” Again there are two associated feminine forms, namely,
qēlâ (< ∗qilat; e.g., bēs.â “egg,” mē’â “hundred”) and qélet (< ∗qilt), which forms the infinitive
√
√
construct of roots ∗ I-w and some roots I-n: for example, šébet ( yšb < ∗w θb) “to sit”;
√
√∗
√
réšet (< yrš < wr θ) “to take possession of ”; géšet ( ngš) “to approach.” Though qēl is
the absolute, presuffixal, and construct form for most members of this group, the common
nouns šēm “name” and bēn “son” have the presuffixal forms šəm- and bən- and (sometimes)
the construct forms ben- andšem- (the latter is rare). Another common noun, bat “daughter,”
belongs to this pattern (∗qilt): ∗bint → ∗bitt → ∗batt (by Philippi’s Law, see §3.2.2.2) → bat.
Nouns of similar form but deriving from a biradical type containing an originally long
vowel, CV:C (< ∗CV:C), include the patterns qôl (< ∗qōl < ∗qāl; e.g., qôl “voice,” h.ôl “sand”);
qı̂l (< ∗qı̄l; e.g., šı̂r “song,” qı̂r “wall”); and qûl (< ∗qūl; e.g., sûs “horse,” rûah. “wind”). From
qı̂lâ, the feminine corresponding to qı̂l, come the nouns bı̂nâ “understanding” and qı̂nâ
“dirge.” The infinitive construct of roots II-w is formed from the qûl pattern – thus, qûm
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“to arise” – and that of roots II-y is formed from the qı̂l pattern – thus, dı̂n “to judge,” rı̂b
“to contend.”

4.2.5.2 Triradical types without a doubled radical
The pattern CVCeC (< ∗CVCC) constitutes an important group of nouns (the “segholates,”
see §§3.4–3.5), which, when derived from sound roots, take the forms qétel (< ∗qatl or ∗qitl),
q´ētel (< ∗qitl) and qō´tel (< ∗qutl). A distinctive feature of the segholates, including their
feminine forms (∗CVCCat), is the formation of the plural from the base ∗ CVCaC (feminine
∗
CVCaCat); i.e., with -a- interposed between the second and third radicals. A large number
of common nouns belong to the group qétel (< ∗qatl): mélek “king,” késep “silver,” ’éres.
“earth,” gépen “vine,” kéleb “dog,” ‘ébed “slave,” and so forth. Almost as large is the group
∗
qitl, including q´ētel (< ∗qitl; e.g., s ´ēper “book,” š ´ēbet. “rod”) – and qétel (< ∗qitl; e.g., .sédeq
“righteousness,” qéreb “midst”). The corresponding feminine is qitlâ (< ∗qitlat): for example,
šiph.â “maidservant,” gib‘â “hill,” yir’â “fear,” but also h.erpâ “reproach,” ‘erwâ “nakedness.”
When based on an active verbal root, ∗qitl(at) nouns frequently have a passive sense –
√
thus, š ´ēma‘ “report” (something heard) from šm‘ “hear”; z ´ēker “memory” (something
remembered); zéba “sacrifice” (something sacrificed); compare ‘ ´ēmeq “valley” (something
√
deep), from the stative verb ‘mq “be deep.” (Note: the presence of two types, q´ētel and
qétel, from ∗qitl, and the convergence of qétel < ∗ qitl with qétel < ∗qatl present problems in
interpreting the Tiberian tradition, and when the evidence of the Babylonian [e.g., málak ∼
Tiberian mélek and qárab ∼ Tiberian qéreb] and Hexaplaric traditions is added, a number of
ambiguities involving nouns of the type qatl and qitl emerge.) The third group of segholates,
qō´tel (< ∗qutl), also includes some common nouns: for example, bō´qer “morning,” h.ō´deš
“month,” šō´reš “root”; ’ō´rah. “path.” Nouns of this group are frequently abstract (e.g., qō´deš
“holiness”), especially when derived from stative roots – thus, rō´h.ab “width,” gō´bah “height,”
h.ō´šek “darkness.”
Another large, important group is represented by the pattern CV:CV:C (< ∗CVCVC).
This pattern is especially characteristic of adjectives, but it produces many common nouns
as well. The group qātāl (< ∗qatal) includes a number of primary nouns having the form
qātāl – such as zāhāb “gold,” nāhār “river” – but some of the nouns in this group are clearly
collectives, such as qāhāl “assembly” and bāqār “cattle,” and it is possible to interpret many
of the others in this way, including ‘āpār “dust,” ‘ānān “cloud,” māt.ār “rain,” and possibly
’ādām “man, person, humanity”; it has been suggested that some of these derive from a
Proto-Semitic ∗qatal plural morpheme. The same type (qātāl) is especially productive of
abstract nouns derived from verbs, which may be active (e.g., h.āmās “distortion,” nāqām
“vengeance”) or stative (e.g., ’āšām “guilt,” śābā‘ “satiety,” rā‘āb “hunger,” .sāmā’ “thirst”).
The corresponding feminine form is qətālâ (< ∗qatalat) – for example, ’ădāmâ “soil” –
which, like qātāl, is characteristic of abstract nouns, such as .sədāqâ “righteousness” and
bərākâ “blessing.” Finally, and most typically, the group qātāl (<∗qatal) contains numerous
adjectives from stative roots, such as h.ādāš “new,” rāšā‘ “evil,” h.āzāq “strong,” lābān “white,”
šāpāl “low,” and so forth. This is also true of the groups qātēl (<∗qatil) – such as zāqēn “old,”
śāmēah. “joyous,” .tāmē’ “unclean” – and qātôl (< ∗qatul): thus, gādôl “big,” ‘āmōq “deep,”
mātôq “sweet,”t.āhôr “clean,” qārôb “near,” rāh.ôq “distant.”
The pattern CV:CV:C (< ∗CVCV:C) is especially productive of adjectives, many of which
are substantivized as nouns. The type qātôl (< ∗qatāl), however, is primarily nominal. Though
it includes a few primary nouns – such as šālôš “three,” ’ātôn “jenny” – it specializes as the
form of the infinitive absolute of the simple verbal stem (Qal) – thus, kātôb “to write.”
Other well-known nouns with this form, such as šālôm “peace” and kābôd “glory,” are like
the infinitive in expressing the abstract idea of the verb. The type qātı̂l (< ∗qatı̄l), though
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it includes few primary substantives, frequently forms adjectives from verbs, whether from
stative roots (h.āsı̂d “pious,” .sā‘ı̂r “little”) or active roots. Adjectives formed in this way
from active roots tend to be passive in meaning and may be substantivized, such as ’āsı̂r
“bound,” substantivized as “prisoner,” and śākı̂r “hired,” substantivized as “hireling.” Many
of these adjectives, when substantivized as passive, function as nouns of office – thus, nāgı̂d
“prince” (i.e., “designee”); māšı̂ah. “messiah” (“anointed one”); nāśı̂’ “chief ” (“one who
is lifted up”); pāqı̂d “commissioner” (“one who is appointed”). The type qātûl (< ∗qatūl),
though again it includes few primary nouns, is a common adjectival pattern from stative roots
– thus, ‘ārûm “clever,” ‘ās.ûm “strong.” Most importantly, qātûl is generalized as the passive
participle for active roots of the simple verbal stem (Qal) – thus, kātûb “written”; pātûah.
“open.”
The particular importance of the pattern CōCVC (< ∗CāCVC) is the role of the type qôtēl
(< ∗qātil), feminine qōtəlâ (< ∗qātilat) and qōtélet (< ∗qātilt), in forming the active participle
of the simple verbal stem (Qal): for example, yôrēd, yōrədâ, yōrédet “going down.” These are
often substantivized – thus, kōhēn “priest,” sōpēr “scribe,” yô‘ēs. “counsellor,” gō’ēl “kinsman,”
h.ōtēn “father-in-law,” yôlēdâ “woman in labor” (with retention of ē in the substantive).

4.2.5.3

Triradical types with doubling of the second radical

The pattern CVCCV:C (< ∗CVCCVC) includes mostly adjectives, many of which may be
substantivized. The type qattāl (< ∗qattal) is an adjectival pattern that usually denotes habitual action – thus, qannā’ “jealous,” h.at..tā’ “sinful,” naggāh. “accustomed to gore” (of the
ox in Exodus 21:29 and 36), and ‘awwāl “unjust,” substantivized as “unjust person.” When
substantivized, this form is especially characteristic of nouns of occupation – thus dayyān
“judge,” .tabbāh. “cook,” gannāb “thief,” h.ārāš (< ∗h.arrāš) “craftsman” (Rabbinic Hebrew adds
to this category a number of examples not found in Biblical Hebrew: e.g., baqqār “cattle
rancher,” hārāg (< ∗harrāg) “murderer,” gammāl “camel driver”). The type qittēl (< ∗qattil
by a pre-Hebrew sound change) belongs to a number of adjectives denoting physical conditions: thus, ‘iwwēr “blind,” h.ērēš (< ∗h.irrēš) “deaf,” gibbēah. “bald,” ’it..tēr “disabled” (of the
right hand → “left-handed” in Rabbinic Hebrew).

4.2.5.4

Types with derivational affixes

Nouns with preformative mV- constitute a large group with a wide variety of meaning.
Two of the most important types, ∗maqtal and ∗miqtal, have fallen together by qatqat →
qitqat dissimilation (see §3.2.2.2) as miqtāl, with its feminine forms miqtālâ and miqtélet.
Examples include midbār “pasture land,” mišpāt. “judgment,” mišpāhâ “clan,” and milh.āmâ
“battle.” In phonological situations involving a guttural, liquid, or nasal as the first root
consonant, however, initial ma- may occur in nouns of either original type (∗maqtal or
∗
miqtal) – thus, ma’ăkāl “food,” ma‘ărāb “west,” mal’āk “messenger,” mamlākâ “kingdom,”
mattān (< ∗mantan) “gift,” maśśā’ (< ∗manśa’) “burden, oracle.”
Among sufformatives may be mentioned (i) -ôn (< ∗-ān), which forms a number of
substantives, especially from roots III-w /y – for example, h.āzôn “vision,” gā’ôn “pride,”
hāmôn “sound” – as well as adjectivals, such as ’ah.ărôn “behind, latter,” and h.ı̂s.ôn “outer”;
(ii) -ût (< ∗-ūt), which forms abstracts from concrete nouns – malkût “kingdom” (from
∗
malk “king”), ’almānût “widowhood” (cf. ∗’alman(at) “widow”), yaldût “youth” (from
∗
yald “child”), and (iii) -ı̂ (< ∗-ı̄y), a common affix for forming adjectives from nouns, which
is used especially to generate ordinals – such as šəlı̂šı̂ “third” – and gentilics, which may be
substantivized – thus, raglı̂ “on foot,” substantivized as “footman, foot-soldier” (from ∗ragl
“foot”), yəhûdı̂ “of Judah, Jewish,” substantivized as “Judahite, Jew.”
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4.2.6 Stem allomorphism
The early shift of stress to the final syllable (see §3.5) and the subsequent vowel changes
that resulted in the course of inflection and suffixation (see §3.2.2.2) led to a wide variety
in stem-form in many Hebrew nouns and adjectives. This stem allomorphism is among the
most distinctive characteristics of the language in its later development. Note, for example,
the variety of nominal stems found in the inflection of dābār “word”: unbound singular
stem dābār; bound singular stem (with forward shift of stress) dəbar  ; presuffixal singular
stem dəbār- (light suffixes; see §4.3.1) or dəbar- (heavy suffixes); unbound plural stem (with
forward shift of stress) dəbār-; bound plural stem dibrê  ; presuffixal plural stem dəbār- or
dibrê- (see §4.3.1).

4.3 Pronominal morphology
Hebrew has personal, demonstrative, relative, interrogative, and indefinite pronouns. There
is no separate reflexive or resumptive pronoun, though the oblique cases of the pronominal
suffixes may be used reflexively or resumptively (retrospectively) – the latter very commonly
in relative clauses.

4.3.1 Personal pronouns
Hebrew personal pronouns occur in two forms, independent and enclitic (the pronominal
suffixes). Both types are inflected for number, person, and gender. There are complete
paradigms of singular and plural forms, but the Proto-Semitic dual forms, which may be
reconstructed for the oblique cases at least (see Appendix 1, §3.3.3), have been generally lost
(but see below). First-person personal pronouns have common gender, while second- and
third-person personal pronouns have distinct masculine and feminine forms.
The standard forms of the independent personal pronouns, which serve as the nominative
case (i.e., as subject or predicate nominative), are as follows.
(3)

Person
First
Second
Third

Gender
Common
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine

Number
Singular
Plural
’ānōkı̂, ’ănı̂ ’ănáh.nû
’attâ
’attem
’att
’atten, ’attē´nnâ
hû’
hē´m, hē´mmâ
hı̂’
hē´nnâ

Although ’ānōkı̂ and ’ănı̂ are both widely used in Biblical Hebrew, the former is more
common in earlier biblical literature, while the latter is predominant in the later literature,
especially Late Biblical Hebrew, and survives alone in Rabbinic Hebrew. In Biblical Hebrew
’ănáh.nû has a rare variant, náh.nû; in Rabbinic Hebrew (and already in Jeremiah 42:6 and at
Qumran) both are replaced by ’ānû. The second-person singular forms exhibit some variety.
Thus ’attâ (masculine) is sometimes spelled ’t in Late Biblical Hebrew (vocalized as ’att or
’attā) and Qumran, while in Rabbinic Hebrew and the Hexapla the two forms alternate;
’att (feminine) is spelled ’ty occasionally in Biblical Hebrew (always vocalized as ∗att) and
regularly in the Samaritan Pentateuch. Both ’t (masculine) and ’ty (feminine) are likely to
have arisen under Aramaic influence, though dialectal intrusion cannot be ruled out for
the earlier examples, especially in the case of ’ty, which indicates the typologically earlier
pronunciation ∗’attı̂. As with certain verb forms (see §4.5.4.1), the masculine and feminine
forms of the personal pronouns show a tendency to merge in Rabbinic Hebrew, so that
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’attem and ’atten, on the one hand, and hēm and hēn (which has replaced Biblical Hebrew
h ´ēnnâ), on the other, alternate in both the masculine and feminine.
The pronominal suffixes of the noun serve as the genitive of the personal pronoun when
attached to substantives or prepositions (the latter corresponding most often to the dative
or ablative in Indo-European and other languages), and the accusative when attached to
verbs and certain particles:
(4) The pronominal suffixes on singular nouns

Person
First
Second
Third

Gender
Common
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine

Number
Singular
-ı̂
-ĕkā
-ēk, ē´kı̂
-ô, -ē´hû
-āh, -êhā (W -)

Plural
-ē´nû
-kem
-ken
-ām
-ān

As noted, these suffixes are genitive. They are inflected for singular and plural number.
In Biblical Hebrew, however, there seem to be isolated survivals of the Proto-Semitic dual
pronouns, as preserved, for example in Ugaritic (Ch. 2, §4.3.1.2) and Arabic. These occur
in passages where apparently masculine plural pronominal suffixes of the second or third
person have feminine pairs as antecedents, such as 2 Samuel 6:7, 10, and 12, where -hem
and other ostensibly masculine suffixes occur in place of -hen, and so forth, referring to the
feminine antecedent pārôt “(a yoked pair of) cows”; to -hem compare the corresponding
dual pronouns in Ugaritic, -hm, and Arabic, -humā.
The (genitive) pronominal suffixes for dual and plural nouns are presented in (5):
(5) The pronominal suffixes on plural nouns

Person
First
Second
Third

Gender
Common
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine

Number
Singular
Plural
-ay
-ē´nû
-êkā (*y -) -êkem
-áyik
-êken
-āyw
-êhem
-êhā (Wy -) -êhen

These suffixes are added to the noun stem, followed by the plural construct ending -ê (< ∗-ay),
originally the dual stem (see §4.2.4). This applies both to masculine (dəbāráyik “your (fem.
sg.) words”) and feminine (h.ômôtáyik “your (fem. sg.) walls”) nouns.
In archaic and poetic contexts, the third-person masculine plural suffix has the variant
´
-ā´mô on singular nouns and -êmô
on plural nouns. There is also evidence of variant traditions in the pronunciation of the second-person masculine singular pronominal suffix.
´ on both singular and plural nouns in
Although this suffix is consistently vocalized -êkā
Tiberian Hebrew, it is usually spelled with final -k (i.e., KA not hkA), and the Hexaplaric form
is consistently -akh (-); taken together, these things point to a non-Masoretic pronunciation -āk, which corresponds to the Rabbinic Hebrew form. On the other hand, the antiquity
of the Tiberian vocalization is confirmed by the heavy predominance of the spelling hkA at
Qumran.
When one of the genitive suffixes is added to a noun, the stress in the resulting word usually
shifts to the suffix, causing an alteration in the form of the noun stem as the result of vowel
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reduction in accordance with the rules summarized in §3.2.2.2. It follows that the form of
the noun stem before suffixes is often similar or identical to the form of the noun stem in the
construct state, which is typically altered by the same kind of shift of stress and consequent
vowel reduction (see §4.2.4). Thus for the noun dābār “word,” the corresponding forms are
construct singular dəbar  “word (of)”; suffixed singular dəbarkem “your (masc. pl.) word”;
construct plural dibrê  “words (of)”; and suffixed plural dibrêkem “your (masc. pl.) words.”
In the suffixal forms of singular noun stems, variation may occur before the so-called
heavy and light suffixes. The heavy suffixes are those beginning with a consonant, namely,
-kem and -ken. In the case of the light suffixes, the noun ends with an open syllable, causing
the stem-vowel to lengthen (cf. §3.4) – thus, dəbarkem “your (masc. pl.) word,” but dəbārĕkā
“your (masc. sg.) word”; h.ômatkem “your (masc. pl.) wall,” but h.ômātĕkā “your (masc. sg.)
wall.”
In the suffixal forms of plural noun stems, the double reduction leading to dibrê-, the form
required by the “rule of šəwā” (see §3.4), occurs only with the second- and third-personal
plural suffixes (i.e., those which are bisyllabic and accented on the final syllable).
Although the suffixal forms of most noun stems are produced by these rules, there are
numerous other variations, many predictable on historical grounds – such as, ‘ōz (< ∗‘uzz-)
“strength,” suffixed form ‘uzzəkem “your strength” – others simply irregular – for example,
yād (< ∗yad-), heavy suffixed form yedkem “your hand.” A few noun stems are unchanged by
´
suffixation – thus, sûs “horse,” suffixed form sûsām; sûsı̂m “horses,” suffixed form sûsêhem.
The attested forms of the pronominal suffixes when attached to the perfect verb are
presented in (6):
(6) The pronominal suffixes on perfect verbs

Person
First
Second
Third

Gender
Common
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine

Number
Singular
Plural
-ánı̂
-ā´nû
-əkā, -ĕkā -kem
-ēk
—
-ô, -ā´hû
-ām
-āh
-ān

As noted, these are object suffixes. The forms shown are those used when the suffix is stressed
and follows a verbal stem ending in a consonant, such as šəlāh.ánı̂ “he sent me.” The forms
are slightly different when the suffix is unstressed and/or when following a stem ending in a
´ “you (fem. sg.) sent me.”
vowel – thus, šəlāh.átnı̂ “she sent me,” šəlah.tı̂nı̂
The attested forms of the (accusative) pronominal suffixes when attached to the imperfect
verb are presented below.
(7) The pronominal suffixes on imperfect verbs

Person
First
Second
Third

Gender
Common
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine

Number
Singular
Plural
´
-ēnı̂, énnı̂
-ē´nû, -énnû
-əkā, -ékkā -kem
-ē´k
—
-ē´hû, énnû -ēm
-éhā, -énnâ -ēn
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In the case of the imperfect, the object pronouns follow - ´ē- or -én-, which is suffixed to the
verbal stem. The forms with -nn- suggest a derivation from the Proto-Northwest Semitic
energic (see §4.5.2).

4.3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
In Hebrew the demonstrative pronouns are inflected for gender and number. The common
forms of the near (“this, these”) and far (“that, those”) demonstratives are listed in (8):
(8)

Near demonstrative
Far demonstrative

Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine

Singular
zeh
zō(’)t
hû’
hı̂’

Plural
’ē´lleh
’ē´lleh
hēm
hē´nnâ

Note that the far demonstratives are identical to the independent personal pronouns of
the third person. The masculine and feminine singular far demonstratives showed an early
tendency to merge, so that the feminine form is spelled hw’ throughout the Pentateuch,
though it is consistently vocalized hı̂’ by the Masoretes. The forms zōh and zô appear in
Biblical Hebrew as rare variants of zō(’)t, and zô became the regnant form in Rabbinic
Hebrew. The longer forms hallaz (“this,” common), hallā´zeh (“this,” masculine), and hallēźû
(“this,” feminine), which occur in Biblical Hebrew as rare synonyms of zeh and zō(’)t,
constitute in Rabbinic Hebrew a full alternate paradigm of the near demonstrative, to which
hallā´lû (“these,” common) provides the plural.
The demonstratives are used as both pronouns and adjectives, and, as adjectives, they are
subject to the same rules of gender agreement and definiteness as other adjectives – compare
zeh hā’ı̂š “this is the man,” to hā’ı̂š hazzeh “this man” (on the article see §4.4).

4.3.3 Relative pronouns
The common relative pronoun in Biblical Hebrew is ’ăšer, which is indeclinable. Less often,
in Archaic Hebrew and especially in Late Biblical Hebrew, the proclitic form še- (with
gemination of the following consonant if possible) is found instead. In Rabbinic Hebrew
this form replaces ’ăšer almost entirely. Occasionally, and almost exclusively in poetry, zeh
and zû are used as relatives (Psalm 74:2; Isaiah 42:24), recalling their derivation from the
old relative-determinative pronoun ∗ð- (see Appendix 1, §3.3.4).
These forms are of disparate origin. Voiceless and voiced relative particles, ∗θ- and ∗ð-,
must be posited for Proto-Northwest Semitic. The former (∗θ-) is the base of the Hebrew
relative še-, as well as Standard Phoenician and Ammonite ’š- and Phoenician-Punic š- (see
Ch. 4, §4.3.5). The latter (∗ð-), as noted, underlies the relative use of Hebrew z-. Hebrew
’ăšer and Moabite ’šr are thought to have arisen from a form of the substantive ∗ ’aθr- “place.”
It is probable that the variation in Hebrew between ’ăšer and še- was originally dialectal,
the former, shared by Moabite, having been the southern (Judahite or at least Jerusalemite)
form, and the latter, which has cognates in Phoenician and Ammonite, having been the
northern (Israelite) form.

4.3.4 Interrogative and indefinite pronouns
The interrogative pronouns are mı̂ “who?” and mah “what?” Neither is inflected for gender
or number. In comparison to Common Semitic ∗man “who,” Hebrew mı̂ is an innovation
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(∗mi:y-) shared with Ugaritic (my), Old Canaanite (cf. mi-ya in EA 85:63; 94:12 and 116:67),
Phoenician (my), and probably Ammonite (m-). The first consonant of the word following
mah is doubled when possible (otherwise the vocalization of mah may be affected). This
suggests that although the -h in the Tiberian spelling of mah ( ) is a mater (see §2.2), the
primitive form may have been ∗mah (with consonantal -h), especially in light of Ugaritic
mh “what?” (see Ch. 2, §4.3.4.1).
Both mı̂ and mah are used as indefinite pronouns in the sense of “whoever” and “whatever”: for example, mı̂ yārē’ wəh.ārēd yāšōb “whoever is fearful and trembling, let him turn
back” (Judges 7:3). When mı̂ and mah are used as indefinites in Rabbinic Hebrew they are
usually augmented by the relative še- (see §4.3.3) and preceded by the proclitic substantive
kol  – thus, kol-mı̂ še- “whoever,” and kol-mah še- “whatever.”
The Proto-Semitic interrogative ∗’ayy- (see Appendix 1, §3.3.4), from which a group
of Hebrew interrogative adverbs is derived (’ayy- + pronominal suffix “where?”; ’ayyēh
“where?”; ’êk “how?” etc.), was combined with the near demonstratives in Rabbinic Hebrew
to produce another series of interrogative pronouns/adjectives: ’êzeh, ’êzehû “who? which?”
(masculine singular); ’êzô, ’êzōhı̂ “who? which?” (fem. sg.); ’êlû “who? which? (common pl.)
– compare ’ê-zeh “which?” already in Ecclesiastes 2:3 and 11:6.

4.4 The article
The Hebrew definite article is prefixed directly to the noun it determines (on determination
of substantives, see §5.4). The usual form of the article is ha- with gemination of the following
consonant: for example, hammélek “the king.” When gemination is not possible, as in the case
of nouns with initial guttural consonants or r (see §3.3.2), and in certain other circumstances,
there is alternation of the length or quality of the vowel of the article itself. Like other Semitic
languages, Hebrew lacks an indefinite article.

4.5 Verbal morphology
Finite Hebrew verbs have two indicative forms, which contrast aspectually as perfective and
imperfective (for the Proto-Northwest Semitic origins of the Hebrew indicatives, see §4.5.1).
Both forms have three persons, two genders and two numbers (singular and plural). The
perfect is inflected by the modification of a verbal stem through the addition of suffixes
indicating person, gender, and number – thus, stem + suffix. The imperfect is inflected by
modification of a related verbal stem through the addition of (i) prefixes indicating person
and sometimes gender and (ii) suffixes indicating number and sometimes gender – thus,
prefix + stem + suffix. The perfect stem for transitive-active verbs of the simple conjugation
(Qal) is ∗qātal, while the imperfect stem is ∗qtōl; both of these change slightly when inflected
(for the inflections, see §§4.5.4.1–2).
Like other Semitic languages, Hebrew verbs have a number of different stem patterns
with a diversity of contrasting forms that signify semantic variations in relation to the basic
meaning of the verbal root. These patterns (see §4.5.5) are conventionally called conjugations,
and, more specifically, derived conjugations, since they are produced by the application of
certain morphological and phonological changes to the simple stem, traditionally known as
Qal (qal “light, easy, simple”) in Hebrew. Note that the term “conjugations” is retained here
because of its conventional use in modern grammars, despite the lack of correspondence
of the Hebrew verbal stems to the conjugations of the languages – principally Latin – from
which the term derives; the term binyānı̂m “structures,” used by the medieval grammarians
is more descriptive.
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In addition to the indicatives, Hebrew has certain modal verb forms, including a command
imperative as well as a cohortative and a jussive, both of which are primarily volitional in
force (see §4.5.2). There are also a number of nonfinite verbal forms (see §4.5.3).

4.5.1 The aspects of the indicative verb
The perfect verb is punctual in aspect, while the imperfect is durative. In most cases, the
perfect expresses a completed action, so that it may be translated with a verb in the simple
past tense – thus, kātábtı̂ “I wrote.” With verbs denoting dispositions or perceptions acquired
in the past but still held or felt, a present-tense translation may be required – thus, yādá‘tı̂ “I
know” (i.e, “I have come to know”); bāt.áh.tı̂ “I trust” (“I have come to trust”). With stative
verbs, the best translation may employ a predicate adjective – thus, zāqántı̂ “I am old” (“I
have grown old, aged”). The so-called performative perfect, employed in indirect speech and
especially when the speaker is someone with authority, is used to indicate that the action
expressed in the verb is accomplished by the very fact of its utterance – thus, ’āmártı̂ “I say”
(“proclaim, declare”). By contrast, the imperfect expresses an action that is incomplete and
ongoing or still to be accomplished in the future, so that it may be translated with a verb
in the present or future tense – thus, ’ektōb might be rendered “I write,” “I will write,” or “I
keep writing” (habitually or repeatedly). In Rabbinic Hebrew the aspectual character of the
verbal system has weakened substantially, moving in the direction of a true tense system,
with the perfect becoming predominantly a past-tense form and the imperfect taking on a
modal character, while the principal burden of expressing the present and future tenses is
assumed by the participle.
A verbal feature that is especially distinctive of Biblical Hebrew (though attested in early
inscriptions in other Northwest Semitic languages) is the existence of the converted imperfect
and perfect, which form the basic fabric of the narrative sequences in Biblical Hebrew (see
§5.2.1). In these sequences converted imperfects, which are marked by a distinctive form of
the conjunction (wa- + junctural doubling), have the punctual translational value of the
perfect: thus, watt‘ō´‘mer śāray ’el-’ābrām . . . wayyišma‘ ’ābram ləqôl śārā´y wattiqah. śāray . . .
“and Sarai said to Abram . . . and Abram listened to the voice of Sarai, and Sarai took . . . ”
(Genesis 16:1–3). Converted perfects, which are also joined to the conjunction (in this case
with its ordinary forms), have the durative translation value of the imperfect: for example,
w ə́‘ālâ hā’ı̂š “and the man used to go up” (1 Samuel 1:3).
The converted imperfect exhibits a tendency, shared by the jussive (see §§3.5 and 4.5.2),
to retract the tone from the final syllable of the verb (except in first-person forms), resulting in a shortening or collapse of the end of the word in certain forms found among
the weak verbs (see §4.5.4.2) and the derived conjugations (see §4.5.5) – thus, indicative
yāqûm “he arises”; jussive yā´qōm “let him arise”; converted imperfect wayyā´qom “and he
arose.” There is a tendency in the converted perfect, operative in first- and second-person
singular forms, to shift the tone forward to the ultima (without a corresponding change in
vocalization) – thus, perfect kātábtā “you wrote,” converted perfect wəkātabtá “and you will
write.”
The origin of the converted verb forms can be explained with reference to distinctive
developments that took place in early Hebrew in relationship to its antecedents. The indicative verbal system of Proto-Northwest Semitic had three forms: (i) ∗qatala, a perfective,
which expressed completed actions, usually in the past, but which (like its descendant,
Hebrew qātal) also had a number of present-future uses; (ii) ∗yaqtulu, an imperfective,
which was used for habitual or durative actions but also served to express the present and
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future “tenses”; and (iii) ∗ yaqtul, a perfective, which functioned both as a jussive and as a
preterite, in other words, to express simple past actions (a past “tense”). With the loss of final
short vowels, ∗yaqtulu and the two types of ∗yaqtul fell together as ∗yaqtul, the antecedent
of Hebrew ∗yiqtōl (see §3.6.2). This form became the ordinary Hebrew imperfect, retaining
the present-future force of ∗yaqtulu, but the jussive force of ∗yaqtul was also preserved in
yiqtōl. The preterite force was lost, however, except in certain restricted environments, most
characteristically the converted imperfect wayyiqtōl. In most other situations the preterite
role of ∗yaqtul was appropriated by the perfect, qātal (< ∗qatal < ∗qatala). The converted
perfect may have arisen by analogy with the converted imperfect, but it is unlikely that this
would have happened were it not for the other present-future uses that qātal inherited from
∗
qatala.
Among the most important differences between Biblical Hebrew and Rabbinic Hebrew
is the loss of the system of converted imperfects and perfects, completing a trend already
observable in Late Biblical Hebrew.

4.5.2 Command forms (the imperative and cohortative/jussive system)
In addition to the two indicatives, Hebrew has three principal modal forms, which are based
on the imperfect and, when taken together, constitute a loose system expressing command
and volition. The Hebrew imperative, which exists in the second person only, is formed by
distinctive suffixes indicating gender and number attached to the imperfect stem without
its prefixes. The imperative expresses direct command.
Both the cohortative and jussive express volition and resolve, though the jussive can also be
described as an indirect command form, and, in combination with the adverbial particle ’al
(’al + jussive), it serves as the negative imperative. The cohortative (first person) and jussive
(second and especially third person) are formed from the imperfect stem by the addition
of distinctive prefixes expressing person and sometimes gender, and suffixes expressing
number and sometimes gender. As noted above (§§3.5 and §4.5.1) there is a tendency in
the jussive, observable in certain forms found among the weak verbs (see §4.5.4.2) and the
derived conjugations (see §4.5.5), to retract the tone from the final syllable of the verb,
resulting in a shortening or collapse of the end of the word in comparison to the indicative.
The jussive-imperative-cohortative system for the simple stem (Qal) of the strong verbs is
shown in (9) (the second-person jussive is not included).
(9)

Form
Jussive
Imperative
Cohortative

Gender
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine
Common

Number
Singular
Plural
yiktōb “let him write” yiktəbû “let them write”
tiktōb “let her write”
tiktóbnâ “let them write”
kətōb “write”
kitbû “write”
kitbı̂ “write”
kətóbnâ “write”
’ektəbâ “let me write” niktəbâ “let us write”

In terms of their historical origin, the jussive and imperative are descended directly from
the jussive and imperative of Proto-Northwest Semitic – thus, jussive yiqtōl < ∗yaqtul and
imperative qətōl < ∗qutul (the development of the former is described in §4.5.1). The cohortative is a partial survival of a volitional subjunctive: ’eqtəlâ < ∗’aqtula. Proto-Northwest
Semitic also had an energic with the form ∗yaqtulanna, similar in force to the subjunctive
and thus to the Hebrew jussive and cohortative. Relics of this form may survive in (i) the
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so-called nûn energicum, a tone-bearing syllable with the form -én- (raised under stress
from ∗-án-, which is sometimes preserved before the first-person singular suffix) that may
´
“and I will
be inserted before the pronominal suffixes of the imperfect (e.g., wə’ešmərênnâ
keep it,” Psalm 119:34) and (ii) the -nā’ particle often used to strengthen cohortatives, jussives with optative force, and imperatives, especially in the rhetoric of courteous speech
(e.g., tədabbēr-nā’ šiph.ātəkā ’el-’ădōnı̂ hammélek “Let your maidservant speak to my lord
the king,” 2 Samuel 14:12).
In Rabbinic Hebrew the special lengthened cohortative forms and shortened jussive forms
disappear almost entirely (expanding a tendency already observable in the Samaritan Pentateuch), and the feminine plural imperative kətóbnâ is lost, leaving kitbû as the common form. In general, the use of the imperative is much more restricted than in Biblical
Hebrew.

4.5.3 Verbal nouns
Hebrew has two participles, active and passive. As noted in §4.2.5.2, the active participle of
the simple verbal stem (Qal) has the form qôtēl (< ∗ qātil), feminine qōtəlâ (< ∗qātilat) and
qōtélet (< ∗qātilt) – thus, kōtēb (etc.) “writing.” The Qal passive participle is formed from
active verbal roots using the form qātûl (< ∗qatūl) – thus, kātûb “written.”
As in certain other Semitic languages, such as Akkadian and Ugaritic, Hebrew forms an
infinitive of the simple stem – the G-stem (Grundstamm) or Hebrew Qal – from the nominal
pattern ∗qatāl. By normal phonological developments this infinitive, which is known as the
infinitive absolute, has the form qātôl in Hebrew. In contrast to the situation in Akkadian
(though in common with Ugaritic) the Hebrew reflex of this infinitive is not inflected, and
it surrenders the ordinary infinitive functions to a second infinitive, known as the infinitive
construct, which has the form qətôl (though the Qal infinitive construct has the form of
the construct state of the Qal infinitive absolute (qətôl ∼ qātôl), it does not function as its
construct, and the terminology should not lead to confusion with the construct and absolute
states of ordinary nouns). Thus, the infinitive construct is the true Hebrew infinitive, while
the infinitive absolute is primarily adverbial in function, serving most characteristically to
emphasize the verbal idea of the finite verb that it immediately precedes or follows: for
example, dārōš dāraš mōšeh “Moses sought diligently” (Leviticus 10:16). Otherwise, the
infinitive absolute is used to suggest the verbal idea in a general way, even occasionally
serving as an uninflected substitute for a finite verb, in which case it derives its “inflection”
from that of preceding verbs in a sequence: thus, ûmās.ā´’tā ’et-ləbābô ne’ĕmān ləpānêkā
wəkārôt ‘immô habbərı̂t “and you found his heart faithful before you and cut a covenant
with him” (Nehemiah 9:8).
In Rabbinic Hebrew, the infinitive absolute is lost entirely, and the infinitive construct
occurs almost exclusively with prefixed lə-.

4.5.4 Verb inflection
4.5.4.1

The sound verb

The perfect and imperfect verbs of the simple stem (Qal) formed from sound roots are
conjugated as shown in (10) and (11). Variations in these paradigms occur when one of the
root consonants is a guttural, in accordance with the special phonological rules that obtain
in the environment of gutturals (see §3.3.2):
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(10) The Qal perfect verb

Person
Third
Second
First

Gender
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine
Common

Number
Singular
Plural
kātab “he wrote”
kātəbû “they wrote”
kātəbû “they wrote”
kātəbâ “she wrote”
kātábtā “you wrote” kətabtem “you wrote”
kātabt “you wrote”
kətabten “you wrote”
kātábtı̂ “I wrote”
kātábnû “we wrote”

(11) The Qal imperfect verb

Person
Third
Second
First

Gender
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine
Common

Number
Singular
Plural
yiktōb “he writes” yiktəbû “they write”
tiktōb “she writes” tiktóbnâ “they write”
tiktōb “you write” tiktəbû “you write”
tiktəbı̂ “you write” tiktóbnâ “you write”
’ektōb “I write”
niktōb “we write”

Though it is always vocalized in the Masoretic Text as shown above, the ending of the
second-person masculine singular perfect is most often written without a final hē’ in the
Masoretic Text and Rabbinic Hebrew – thus, ktbt rather than ktbth (the usual Qumran
form) – indicating a pronunciation ∗katabt, which is also the more common form in the
Hexapla (cf. the situation with the corresponding personal pronoun, §4.3.1). The secondperson feminine singular perfect, though always vocalized as shown, is sometimes spelled
with final y ôd, indicating a pronunciation ∗katábtı̂ (cf., again, the corresponding personal
pronoun, §4.3.1). In Rabbinic Hebrew, as part of the general tendency for final -n to
replace final -m (see §3.1.2 and §4.2.2), the gender distinction in the second-person plural
perfect is obscured, with kətabten becoming the common form. In Late Biblical Hebrew and
Rabbinic Hebrew, the third- and second-person feminine imperfect forms coalesce with the
corresponding masculine forms, yiqtəlû and tiktəbû, and the older form, tiqtólnâ, is lost.
The paradigm verb used here (kātab “write”) belongs to the a ∼ u vowel class, meaning
that in its antecedent form the theme-vowel for the perfect was ∗a (∗kataba → kātab) and the
theme-vowel for the imperfect was ∗u (∗yaktub- → yiktōb). As in other Semitic languages,
however, Hebrew verbs are distributed among several vowel classes, which correspond generally to their semantic character. The principal theme-vowel patterns in Hebrew are listed
in Table 3.4 (the paradigm verbs used are kātab “write,” nātan “give,” šākab “lie down,” qārab
“draw near,” zāqēn “grow old,” and qāt.ōn “be small”).

4.5.4.2

The weak verbs

The inflection of the Hebrew verb is modified under certain conditions: (i) when the second and third root consonants are identical (“geminate” verbs); (ii) when the initial root
consonant is n- (I-n); (iii) when one of the root consonants is a guttural (I-, II-, or III-G);
or (iv) when one of the original root consonants was a glide, ∗w or ∗y (∗I-, ∗II- or ∗III-w ; I-,
∗
II- or ∗III-y). The following synopsis enumerates the most important changes that occur
during the inflection of these weak verbs, as they are customarily called.
The distinctive feature of the perfect of geminate verbs is the interposition of -ō- before
´
verbal suffixes beginning with a consonant – thus, sābəbâ “she went around,” but sabbôtā
“you went around.” This feature is Proto-Semitic in origin. Though the imperfect displays
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Table 3.4 The vowel classes of Hebrew verbs
Theme
vowels

a, u
a, i
a, a1
a, a2
i, a
u, a

Aspect

perfect
imperfect
perfect
imperfect
perfect
imperfect
perfect
imperfect
perfect
imperfect
perfect
imperfect

Hebrew
form

Antecedent
form

kātab
yiktōb
nātan
yittēn
šākab
yiškab
qārab
yiqrab
zāqēn
yizqan
qāt.ōn
yiqt.an

∗

kataba
∗
yaktub∗
natana
∗
yantin∗
šakaba
∗
yiškab∗
qaraba
∗
yiqrab∗
zaqina
∗
yizqan∗
qat.una
∗
yiqt.an-

Description

A large class of primarily active-transitive
verbs. III-guttural tended to become (a, a1 ).
A large class with no semantic restrictions,
but lost in Hebrew except for a few verbs.
An active-intransitive class, which falls
together formally with the stative (a, a ) class.
A small stative class, enlarged by original
(i, a) and (u, a) verbs with guttural roots.
A large, primarily stative-intransitive class.
Many II- and III-gutturals became (a, a).
A small stative class, originally ∗ (u, u), but
transformed by resistance to stative ∗ yaqtul.

wide variation, the basic forms are predictable from normal phonological changes – thus,
yāsōb (< ∗yasubbu) “he goes around.”
I-n verbs are inflected normally in the perfect and in the imperfect indicative, except that
in the latter case the expected assimilation of n- to the second radical occurs – thus, yiddōr
(< ∗yaddur < ∗yandur-) “he vows” (a, u); yittēn (< ∗yittin < ∗yantin-) “he gives” (a, i ); and
yiggaš (< ∗ yiggaš < ∗yangaš-) “he draws near” (a, a). In the (a, a) type, the imperative is
usually shortened (gaš), and the “normal” form of the infinitive construct alternates with a
short form with -t (géšet; see §4.2.5.1). The imperative and infinitive construct corresponding
to yittēn are tēn and tēt. Perhaps because it is the antonym of nātan “give,” the common verb
lāqah. “take” has come to be inflected as if it were I-n in its imperfect and related forms –
thus, yiqqah. (imperfect), qah. (imperative) and qáh.at (infinitive construct).
The perfect of I-G verbs presents no special problems, with the h.āt.ēp-vowel ă replacing
simple šəwā (ə) as necessary (see §3.3.2) – thus, ‘ămadtem “you stood.” The imperfect
appears in two forms according to the vowel classes of the verbal stems – thus, ya‘ămōd
“he stands” (a, u) and yeh.ĕzaq “he is strong” (a, a). As noted in §3.6.2, the change of the
imperfect prefix ∗ya- → yi- took place first in verbs with a as the imperfect theme-vowel
(∗yaqtal → yiqtal) and was subsequently extended to the other verbs. These two I-G forms
reflect the intermediate stage – thus, ya‘ămōd < ∗ya‘mud, but yeh.ĕzaq < ∗yih.zaq < ∗yah.zaq.
Many I-’ verbs generally follow the pattern of other I-G verbs, but with ĕ in imperfect prefixes
for (a, u) as well as (a, a) stems – as in ye’ĕsōp “he gathers.” In some I-’ verbs, however,
the /ʔ/ quiesced at an early date in postvocalic positions, leading to the lengthening of the
prefix-vowel and the development of forms like yō(’)mar “he says.”
Despite a few peculiarities, verbs II-G and III-G present no major divergences from the
strong verb paradigm. In III-’ verbs the quiescence of word- or syllable-final /ʔ/ has led to
the lengthening of the preceding a to ā (but not ō, as explained in §3.6.1) in perfect forms
like bārā(’) “he created” and bārā´(’)tı̂ “I created.” Similarly in III-’ imperfects, the stem
vowel, which is a as usual in gutturals, is lengthened after the loss of /ʔ/ – thus, yibrā(’) “he
creates.”
√
Most verbs I-y were originally ∗ I-w . As noted in §4.1, some of these, such as yšb “sit” (a, i ),
√∗
√
have very ancient root allomorphs, with and without w - – thus, w θb and ∗ θb, leading
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to a mixture of forms like perfect yāšab (< ∗wa θaba) “he sat,” imperfect yēšēb (< ∗ yiθib-)
“he sits,” and imperative šēb (< ∗ θib) “sit.” In general, however, I-y verbs are regular in their
inflection. As in I-n verbs of the (a, a) type, there is usually shortening of the imperative –
thus, rēd “go down”; .sē’ “go forth”; dā‘ “know” – and the infinitive construct, which is
augmented with -t – thus, rédet “to go down”; .sē(’)t “to go forth”; dá‘at “to know” (see
§4.2.5.1).
When inflected, verbs II-w/y, the so-called hollow roots, behave as if biradical. In the
perfect the inflectional endings are added to a biconsonantal stem – thus, qām “he arose,”
qā´mâ “she arose,” qámtā “you arose,” and so forth. In the imperfect, the distinction between
verbs II-w and II-y becomes evident – thus, yāqûm “he arises,” but yāśı̂m “he places.” The
jussive forms of these verbs are distinctive – yāqōm and yāśēm – and the converted imperfect
employs the same forms, with retraction of the stress – wayyā´qom and wayyā´śem. The
imperfect–jussive contrast is probably a survival of the Proto-Northwest Semitic situation
(see §4.3.1 and §4.3.2), later vowel length being determined by whether the syllable was
open or closed – thus, imperfect ∗yaqūmu →yāqûm, but jussive ∗yaqum → yāqōm. In later
periods the hollow verbs tend to assimilate to triradical patterning, giving rise to forms like
Late Biblical Hebrew Pi‘el qiyyam “it established” (Esther 9:32) and Rabbinic Hebrew Pi‘el
qiyyêm.
III-w /y verbs are inflected according to a single paradigm regardless of the original
final consonant (∗w or ∗y) or vowel class. Thus, for example, the III-y (a, i ) verb bānâ
“build” – bānâ (< ∗banaya) “he built,” and yibneh (< ∗yabniyu) “he builds” – has the same
Hebrew forms as the III-w (i , a) verb h.āyâ “live” – h.āyâ (< ∗h.ayiwa) “he lived,” and yih.yeh
(< ∗ yih.yawu) “he lives.” The jussive (and converted imperfect) form is apocopated with
retracted stress and (variable) anaptyxis – thus, yı́ben (< ∗yibn < ∗yabni < ∗yabniy) “let him
build”; and tı́res. (< ∗tirs. < ∗ tirs.a < ∗tarð. aw) “let her be pleased”; but yēbk (< ∗yibk < ∗ yabki
< ∗yabkiy) “let him weep”; and yēšt (< ∗yišt < ∗yišta < ∗ yištay) “let him drink.”

4.5.5 The derived conjugations
As noted in §4.5, there are several stem patterns, known as “derived conjugations” or
binyānı̂m, by which semantic variety is derived from verbal roots. The most common
binyānim, which are traditionally named for the corresponding third-person masculine
√
singular perfect form of the verbal root p‘l, are called Nip‘al, Pi‘el, Pu‘al, Hip‘il, Hop‘al and
Hitpa‘el. Few, if any, Hebrew verbs are attested in all of these forms. In addition to these six,
there is a special set used for II-w/y verbs, and a small additional group that occur relatively
seldom. A synopsis of the forms of the derived conjugations in relation to the Qal verb is
given in (12):
(12) Synopsis of the basic conjugations

Qal
Nip‘al
Pi‘el
Pu‘al
Hip‘il
Hop‘al
Hitpa‘el

Perfect
qātal
niqtal
qittēl
quttal
hiqtı̂l
hoqtal
hitqattēl

Imperfect
yiqtōl
yiqqātēl
yəqattēl
yəquttal
yaqtı̂l
yoqtal
yitqattēl

Imperative
qətōl
hiqqātēl
qattēl
—
haqtēl
—
hitqattēl

Infinitive
absolute
qātôl
niqtōl
qattōl
quttōl
haqtēl
hoqtēl
hitqattēl

Infinitive
construct
qətōl
hiqqātēl
qattēl
—
haqtı̂l
—
hitqattēl

Participle
qōtēl
niqtāl
məqattēl
məquttāl
maqtı̂l
moqtāl
mitqattēl
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4.5.5.1

Nip‘al

The Nip‘al is formed by the prefixation of n- to the verbal stem – thus perfect niqtal
(< ∗naqtala) and imperfect yiqqātēl (< ∗yanqatil-). In addition to niqtôl (see [12]), which
in light of the comparative Semitic evidence is probably the original form of the infinitive
absolute, two other forms occur, hiqqātôl, the ō of which may have arisen by analogy with
Pi‘el qattōl, and hiqqātēl, which is identical to the form of the infinitive construct.
The meaning of the Nip‘al is mediopassive. In origin it may have served to give intransitivestative force to transitive-active verbs in Qal, to which it remains close inflectionally, and
this early meaning is preserved in its frequently fientic character – as in Qal rā’â “he saw”
∼ Nip‘al nir’â “he appeared” (i.e., “he became visible”). With the loss or obscuration of
the Qal passive, however, the Nip‘al absorbed the role of the primary passive correspondent
of Qal – thus, Qal ’āsar “he bound, imprisoned” ∼ Nip‘al (imperfect) yē’āsēr “he will
be bound, imprisoned” (Genesis 42:19). With other transitive Qal verbs, the voice of the
corresponding Nip‘al may be middle rather than passive: for example, Qal ’āsap “he gathered”
(transitive) ∼ Nip‘al (plural) ne’ĕspû “they gathered”; compare ûpəlištı̂m ne’ĕspû ləhillāh.ēm
‘im-yiśrā’ēl “And the Philistines gathered to fight with Israel” (1 Samuel 13:5). Finally, the
Nip‘al sometimes has reflexive force – thus, Qal mākar “he sold” ∼ Nip‘al nimkar “he sold
himself.”

4.5.5.2 Pi‘el
The Pi‘el is formed by doubling of the second radical – qittēl (< ∗ qattila or ∗qattala), yəqattēl
(< ∗yuqattil-). Predictable phonological changes occur when the second radical cannot be
doubled because it is a guttural (see §3.3.2), and there is a special conjugational system for
verbs II-w/y (see §4.5.5.7).
The basic and original meaning of the Pi‘el is factitive (transitivizing), as applied to
verbs that are intransitive or stative in the Qal – thus, Qal h.āzaq “be strong” ∼ Pi‘el h.izzaq
“strengthen, fortify.” With active-transitive verbs, the Pi‘el may pluralize the Qal meaning,
so that the effect is intensive or iterative – thus, Qal nātaq “tear away, pull off ” ∼ Pi‘el
nittēq “tear apart, rip out”; Qal šābar “break” ∼ Pi‘el šibbar “shatter.” For many verbs that
occur in both Qal and Pi‘el, however, the difference in meaning is subtle or unclear, though
the lexicons tend to try to specify an intensifying nuance for the Pi‘el. With certain activetransitive verbs, the Pi‘el seems to be the causative of the Qal: for example, Qal lāmad “learn”
∼ Pi‘el limmad “cause to learn, teach.” This is the role of the Hip‘il with active-transitive
verbs, however, and most such Pi‘els may in fact be denominative. In any case, the Pi‘el is
especially productive of denominatives: thus, qinnē’ “be jealous” (from qin’â “jealousy”);
‘ippēr “cast dust on” (from ‘āpār “dust”).

4.5.5.3

Pu‘al

The Pu‘al, like the Pi‘el, is formed by doubling of the second radical, but it is distinguished
from the Pi‘el by its u-a vowel patterning, which persists throughout the paradigm – thus,
quttal (< ∗quttala), yəquttal (< ∗ yuquttal-), and so forth. When the second radical cannot
be doubled, the changes that occur are the same as those for the Pi‘el (see §4.5.5.2).
The Pu‘al functions as the passive of the Pi‘el. It is used relatively infrequently except
in its participial form, which serves as the passive participle of the Pi‘el: for example, Pi‘el
infinitive construct qaddēš “to consecrate” ∼ Pu‘al participle məquddāš “consecrated.” In
Rabbinic Hebrew the Pu‘al survives only as a participle.
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4.5.5.4

Hitpa‘el

The Hitpa‘el is distinguished by prefixed t- and, like the Pi‘el and Pu‘al, the doubling of the
second radical. In contrast to the other conjugations, however, the Hitpa‘el seems to follow
the pattern of the imperfect in the inflection of the perfect, imperative, and infinitives.
In these same forms the preformative takes the shape hit-, the hi- possibly having arisen
under the influence of the Hip‘il. When the first root consonant is one of the dental stops
(see §3.1.1), the prefixed t- is assimilated – as in yit..tāmē’ (< ∗ yitt.āmē’) “he defiles himself.”
When the first root consonant is a sibilant (see §3.1.1), the t- metathesizes with it for the sake
of euphony – yištakkəh.û (< ∗yitšakkəh.û) “they were forgotten” (Ecclesiastes 8:10). When the
second radical cannot be doubled, the changes that occur are the same as those for the Pi‘el
(see §4.5.5.2).
The Hitpa‘el is intransitive in meaning. Most characteristically, it gives reflexive (or reciprocal) force to an active form of same verb – thus, Pi‘el qiddēš “consecrate” ∼ Hitpa‘el
hitqaddēš “sanctify oneself.” In addition, it is often iterative – as in Qal hālak “walk” ∼
Hitpa‘el hithallēk “walk back and forth” – and sometimes denominative – hitnabbē’
“prophesy” (from nābı̂’ “prophet”).
Though the Hitpa‘el is morphologically related to the Pi‘el and Pu‘al by the common
feature of the doubled second radical, the active verbs to which it corresponds are not
always Pi‘el but may be Qal or Hip‘il as well. This points to the likely historical background
of the Hitpa‘el as a composite conjugation produced by the merger of the prefixed t-forms of
verbal roots of the simple, factitive, and causative stems. Remnants of an original t-form of
the simple stem are recognizable in a few Hitpa‘els that lack doubling of the second radical:
for example, hitpāqədû “they mustered” (Judges 20:17)
In Rabbinic Hebrew the Hitpa‘el was largely replaced, at least in the perfect, by the Nitpa‘el
(properly Nitpa‘al), a new conjugation created by fusion of the Hitpa‘el with the Nip‘al, which
could also have reflexive meaning (see §4.5.5.1).

4.5.5.5

Hip‘il

The formal marker of the Hip‘il, found on the perfect, imperative, and infinitives, is prefixed
h-. The long stem-vowel -ı̂- is characteristic of both the perfect and imperfect, but the
jussive has the expected -ē- (yaqtēl < ∗ yaqtil < ∗yuhaqtil), and the -ı̂- must have arisen by
analogy with the Hip‘il of verbs II-w/y – compare jussive yāsēr (< ∗yasir < ∗yuhasir) “let him
remove,” to imperfect yāsı̂r (< ∗yası̄r < ∗yuhası̄r-) “he removes.”
In general the Hip‘il serves as the causative of the Qal. With intransitive or stative verbs it
is singly causative: for example, Qal lābēš “be dressed” ∼ Hip‘il hilbı̂š “cause to be dressed,
clothe.” This is especially characteristic of verbs of motion – Qal hālak “go, walk” ∼ Hip‘il
hôlı̂k “bring, lead.” When the Qal is transitive, the Hip‘il may be doubly causative: for
example, Qal yāda‘ “know” ∼ Hip‘il hôdı̂a‘ “cause (someone) to know (something)”
(cf. wənôdı̂‘â ’etkem dābār “and we will apprise you of something” [1 Samuel 14:12]);
Qal rā’â “see” ∼ Hip‘il her’â “cause (someone) to see (something)” (cf. wayyar’ēm ‘et-məbô’
hā‘ı̂r “and they showed them the entrance to the city” [Judges 1:25]). Sometimes, especially
when the Qal is stative, the Hip‘il may be fientic or otherwise intransitive, even in verbs
that also have causative Hip‘ils: Qal ’ārēk “be long” ∼ Hip‘il he’ĕrı̂k “become long,” but
also “make long, prolong.” Many of these Hip‘ils are inchoative or inceptive – such as Qal
bā’aš “stink”; Hip‘il hib’ı̂š “begin to stink, become stinking,” but also “cause to stink.” Like
the Pi‘el, though less characteristically so, the Hip‘il may form denominatives: for example,
he’ĕzı̂n “listen” (from ’ō´zen “ear”).
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4.5.5.6

Hop‘al

Like the Hip‘il, its active counterpart, the Hop‘al is characterized by h- prefixed to the
perfect. In contrast to the hi- preformative of the Hip‘il, however, the Hop‘al has the variants ho- and hu-; in Rabbinic Hebrew the option has been resolved in favor of the latter
(often written plene, i.e., -Wh), probably by analogy with the Pu‘al (Pi‘el : Pu‘al :: Hip‘il :
Hup‘al).
Semantically, the Hop‘al is the passive of the Hip‘il – thus, Hip‘il hišlı̂k “he threw” ∼
Hop‘al hošlak “he was thrown.”

4.5.5.7

Polel, Polal, and Hitpolel

Because most “hollow” verbs (II-w/y) are inflected as if they were biconsonantal (see §4.5.4.2
and note exceptions in Rabbinic Hebrew), they do not accept doubling of the second radical,
the chief marker of the factitive conjugation group, Pi‘el, Pu‘al, and Hitpa‘el. In hollow verbs
√
like qwm “rise up,” therefore, the functions of these conjugations are taken over by a
group consisting of the Polel (active), Polal (passive), and Hitpolel (reflexive) conjugations.
These are characterized formally by reduplication of the final stem consonant and ō in the
first stem syllable – thus, Polel perfect qômêm “he raised up,” and imperfect yəqômēm “he
raises up”; Polal qômam “he was raised up,” and yəqômam “he is raised up”; and Hitpolel
hitqômēm “he raised himself up,” and yitqômēm “he raises himself up.” Geminates (§4.5.4.2)
employ these forms on occasion, too, even in verbs for which the Pi‘el group is also attested:
for example, Pi‘el imperfect yəh.annēn qôlô “he speaks favorably” (i.e., “makes his voice
favorable”; Proverbs 26:25) ∼ Polel imperfect yəh.ōnēnû “they will treat favorably” (Psalm
105:15).

4.5.5.8

Other conjugations

There are several other binyānı̂m, some very sparsely attested. Some of the more important
and better understood are listed here.
The series Po‘el (active), Po‘al (passive), and Hitpo‘el (reflexive) is similar to the Polel
group (see §4.5.5.7), except that it forms verbs from sound roots – thus, Hitpo‘el yitgō‘ăšû
√
mā´yim “the waters surge” ( g‘š “shake”) in Jeremiah 46:8, a duplicate of the preceding line
with Hitpa‘el yitgā‘ăšû “[its waters] surge”; also, šōrēš “he took root” (Isaiah 40:24), a Po‘el
denominative from šō´reš “root” (contrast the meaning of the Pi‘el denominative wəšēreškā
“and he will uproot you,” Psalm 52:7).
The series Pilpel (active), Polpal (passive), and Hitpalpel (reflexive) is characterized by
reduplication of the two strong consonants of geminate and “hollow” verbs (II-w/y). Like
the Polel and Po‘el groups, they correspond in meaning to the factitive (Pi‘el) group – thus,
√
√
gilgēl “roll” ( gll “roll”); kilkēl “maintain” ( kwl “hold”).
The Pa‘lal (active) and Pu‘lal (passive) are quadriliterals formed by the reduplication of
the third radical. Their meaning in either voice is stative – thus, ša’ănan “he has been at
ease” (Jeremiah 48:11); ’umlal “it is withered” (Joel 1:10).

4.6 Numerals
The Hebrew cardinals 1–10 are listed in (13).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Modifying a masculine noun
Absolute Construct
’eh.ad
’ah.ad
šənáyim šənê
šəlō´ šet
šəlōšâ
’arbā‘â
’arbá‘at
h.ămiššâ h.ămē´šet
šiššâ
šē´šet
šib‘â
šib‘at
šəmōnâ šəmōnat
tiš‘â
tiš‘at
‘ăśārâ
‘ăśéret

Modifying a feminine noun
Absolute
Construct
’ah.at
’ah.at
štáyim
štê
šālōš
šəlōš
’arba‘
’arba‘
h.āmēš
h.ămēš
šēš
šēš
šéba‘
šəba‘
šəmōneh šəmōneh
tē´ša‘
təša‘
‘éśer
‘éśer

The cardinals may be associated with the nouns they modify in one of two ways: (i) appositionally, using the absolute form; or (ii) genitivally, using the construct form. The first
two cardinals agree with the modified noun (the counted item) in gender. In the case of
the cardinals 3–10, however, the form that is usually feminine elsewhere – that is, the form
marked with -â (bound form -at) or -t (see §4.2.1) – modifies masculine nouns, while the
unmarked form modifies feminine nouns, a peculiarity shared with most other Semitic
languages (cf. Ch. 6, §3.3.7). The ’teens are formed by placing the unit, which follows the
gender rules stated above, before the word for ten (with special forms): for example, šəlōšâ
‘āśār pārı̂m “thirteen bulls” (Numbers 29:14).
The cardinal 20 is expressed by the plural of 10 (‘eśrı̂m), and the other tens by the corresponding plurals of the units – thus, šəlōšı̂m “30,” ’arbā‘ı̂m “40,” h.ămiššı̂m “50,” šiššı̂m “60,”
šib‘ı̂m “70,” šəmōnı̂m “80,” and tiš‘ı̂m “90.” Note that the tens are not inflected for gender
and occur only in the absolute state. The numbers 21 to 99 are formed by placing the unit,
which follows the gender rules stated above, before or after the ten – thus, šəlōšâ wə‘eśrı̂m
’ı̂š or ‘eśrı̂m ûš(ə)lōšâ ’ı̂š “23 men.” The higher numbers include the following substantives:
mē’â (bound form mē’at) “(one) hundred”; mā(’)táyim “200”; šəlōš mē’ôt “300”; ’élep “(one)
thousand”; rəbābâ “10,000.”
The ordinal “first” is expressed by the adjective rı̄(’)šôn (fem. rı̄(’)šōnâ). The ordinals from “second” to “tenth” are formed by adding the sufformatives -ı̂ (masc.) and
-ı̂t (fem.) to the cardinal (cf. §4.2.5.4), following the general pattern ∗qətı̂lı̂ – thus, šēnı̂
“second,” šəlı̂šı̂ “third,” rəbı̂‘ı̂ “fourth” (without the prothetic ’a- of ’arba‘, “4”), h.ǎmı̂šı̂
“fifth,” šiššı̂ “sixth,” šəbı̂‘ı̂ “seventh,” šəmı̂nı̂ “eighth,” təšı̂‘ı̂ “ninth” and ‘ăśı̂rı̂ “tenth.”

5. SYNTAX
5.1 Word order
The usual word order in the Hebrew verbal clause is Verb–Subject–Object (VSO) followed
by prepositional phrases or other adverbial elements – thus:
yhwh
’ĕlōhı̂m gan-bə‘ē´den
and-he planted Yahweh God
garden-in-Eden
“And Yahweh-God planted a garden in Eden” (Genesis 2:8)

(14) wayit.t.a‘

Although this generalization applies to subordinate as well as independent verbal clauses,
exceptions are quite common, especially when some kind of emphasis is placed on the
subject (→ SVO), for example,
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(15) hannāh.āš

hiššı̂’ánı̂
the-serpent deceived-me
“The serpent deceived me” (Genesis 3:13)

or on the object (→ OVS or VOS), as in:
šāmá‘tı̂ baggā´n,
dir. obj.-voice-your I heard in-the-garden
“I heard your voice in the garden” (Genesis 3:10)

(16) ’et-qōləkā

As the preceding example shows, a pronominal subject, since it is inherent in the verb, is
not usually expressed, except, again, for emphasis:
(17) hı̂’

nātənâ-lı̂
min-hā‘ēs.
she she gave-me from-the-tree
“She gave me [fruit] from the tree” (Genesis 3:12)

As a rule, finite, indicative verbs are negated by lō’, while modal (cohortative or jussive) verbs
are negated by ’al. Regularly in prose and sometimes in poetry, the direct object is marked
by the accusative particle ’ēt (most often proclitic ’et-), which precedes the accusative word
or pronominal suffix (with the form ’ôtı̂, etc., but ’etkem and ’ethen). An indirect object,
marked by the preposition lə-, normally follows the direct object, though this order is usually
reversed when the indirect object is a pronoun and the object a noun.
In verbless clauses, in which the subject is nominal (a noun or pronoun) and the predicate
is nominal, adjectival, or adverbial, the order, as a general rule, is subject–predicate in clauses
identifying the subject (18A) but predicate–subject in clauses classifying the subject (18B):
(18) A. šēm-

hannāhār haššēnı̂ gı̂hôn
the name of the river second Gihon
“The name of the second river was Gihon” (Genesis 2:13)
B. ’ărûrâ hā’ădāmâ ba‘ăbûrékā
cursed the soil
because of you
“The soil is cursed because of you” (Genesis 3:17)

These rules operate fairly consistently in independent verbless clauses, whether they are
declarative or interrogative, but less predictably if the clause is volitional; the word order
of subordinate verbless clauses is not as consistent. The far demonstrative or third-person
personal pronouns (see §4.3.2) are often used pleonastically to coordinate the two parts of
a verbless clause – thus:
(19) hannāhār hārəbı̂‘ı̂ hû’
pərā´t
the river fourth
copula Euphrates
“The [name of the] fourth river was Euphrates” (Genesis 2:14)

5.2 Coordination and subordination
Like other Semitic languages, Hebrew exhibits a strong preference for paratactic constructions (coordination) over hypotactic constructions (subordination). Thus, in Hebrew prose
narrative the great majority of clauses are joined with the conjunction wə-. This is true of
coordinate clauses whether the relationship between the clauses being coordinated is one of
conjunction or disjunction. Though subordinating conjunctions do exist, wə- is most often
used even in the case of subordinate clauses, with subordination being signaled by word
order and clause formation.
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5.2.1 Conjunctive clauses
Conjunctive clauses describing sequential events most often employ the distinctive Hebrew
narrative sequences, which are made up of clauses containing the so-called converted imperfect and perfect verbal forms (see §4.5.1). The converted imperfect, which is used for
past narration, occurs in a sequence that typically begins with a clause containing a perfect
verb followed by from one to several clauses introduced by converted imperfects, each of
which requires a perfective (usually punctual) translation, as in:
(20) wəhannāh.āš

hāyâ ‘ārûm mikkōl
h.ayyat
haśśādeh . . .
and the serpent was shrewd more than any living thing of the field
wayyō´ ’mer el- hā’iššâ . . .
wattō´ ’mer hā’iššâ
el- hannāhāš . . .
and it said to the woman and said
the woman to the serpent
“Now the serpent was shrewder than any of the other wild animals . . . and it said
to the woman . . . and the woman said to the serpent . . . ” (Genesis 3:1–2)

The converted perfect, which is used for present-future narration, operates in a reciprocal
manner. It occurs in a sequence typically beginning with a clause containing an imperfect
verb followed by from one to several clauses introduced by converted perfects, each of which
requires an imperfective (present, future, or habitual-iterative) translation, for example:
(21) ‘al-kēn

ya‘ăzob- ’ı̂š
’et-’ābı̂w wə’et-’immô wədābaq bə’ištô
therefore abandons a man his father and his mother and unites with his wife
wəhāyû
ləbāśār ’eh.ād
and they become flesh
one
“Therefore a man abandons his father and mother and unites with his wife, and
they become one flesh” (Genesis 2:24)

In sequences belonging to either of these categories, the introductory verbal clause may be
replaced by any of a variety of other clause types or, owing to the ubiquity of such sequences,
it may be omitted altogether.

5.2.2 Disjunctive clauses
Disjunctive clauses are also coordinated most often with wə-, but they differ from conjunctive
clauses in that they begin with a nonverbal element. These include (i) simple negative clauses,
which typically begin with lō’,
(22) wayyihyû šənêhem ‘ărûmı̂m . . . wəlō’ yitbōšā´šû

“And the two of them were naked . . . but they were not ashamed” (Genesis 2:25)
(ii) contrastive clauses,
‘ēs.haggān
’ākōl tō’kē´l ûmē‘ēs.
haddá‘at
from any tree of the garden you may eat but from the tree of the knowledge of
t.ôb wārā‘ lō’ tō’kal
mimménnû
good and evil you may not eat from it
“From any of the trees of the garden you may eat, but from the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil you may not eat!” (Genesis 2:16–17)

(23) mikkōl

as well as various kinds of (iii) explanatory and circumstantial clauses, which may be nominal
or verbal. Note, for example, the three circumstantial clauses embedded in the following
narrative sequence:
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‘ăśôt
yhwh ’ĕlōhı̂m” ’eres. wəšāmā´yim wəkōl śı̂ah.
on the day of making Yahweh-God’s earth and sky
and any shrub of
haśśādeh t.erem yihyeh bā’āres.
wəkol- ‘ēśeb
the field not yet was
on the earth and any herb of
la‘ăbōd
haśśādeh t.erem yis.mā´h. . . .
wə’ādām ’áyin
the field not yet had sprouted and a man there was not to till
´. er
’et-hā’ădāmâ . . . wayyı̂s
yhwh ’ĕlōhı̂m ’et-hā’ādām
the soil
and formed Yahweh-God man
“When Yahweh-God made the earth and the sky, no wild shrub was yet on the
earth, and no wild herb had yet sprouted . . . and there was no man to till the
soil . . . and Yahweh-God formed man” (Genesis 2:4–7)

(24) bəyôm

5.2.3 Subordinate clauses
Although clause subordination may also be expressed by word order and clause formation
in clauses joined with wə-, there are, as noted, special subordinating conjunctions as well as
a number of special constructions indicating subordination. Three of the most important
types of subordinate clauses are discussed below.

5.2.3.1

Conditional clauses

Conditional clauses may begin with the conjunction ’im, hēn or kı̂:
ta‘ăbōd ’et-hā’ădāmâ lō’-tōsēp
tēt- kōh.āh
lā´k
though you till the soil
it will not again yield its strength to you
“Though you till the soil, it will not yield its strength to you again” (Genesis 4:12)

(25) kı̂

When conditional clauses lack one of the subordinating conjunctions and are joined to the
preceding clauses by wə-, they are often susceptible to either conditional or nonconditional
translation, as in the following:
(26) wĕhāyâ kol-mōs.ĕ’ı̂ yahargēnı̂

“If anyone finds me, he will kill me”
or
“And whoever finds me will kill me” (Genesis 4:14)

5.2.3.2

Temporal clauses

Though temporal clauses often stand in simple coordination after the clause they modify –
´ .
(27) wayyı̂qes

nōah. miyyênô
wayyē´da‘
’ēt ’ăšer- ‘āśâ-lô
and awoke Noah from his wine and he realized that which had done to him
bənô haqqāt.ān
his son young
“When Noah awoke from his wine, he realized what his youngest son had done
to him” (Genesis 9:24)

they are very frequently placed before the modified clause and introduced by a converted
form of the verb “to be”:
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(28) wəhāyâ kı̂-

yir’û
’ōtāk hammis.rı̂m wə’āmərû
’ištô
and it will be that will see you the Egyptians and they will say his wife
zō’t
this
“When the Egyptians see you, they will say, this is his wife” (Genesis 12:12)

This construction is also used routinely for temporal phrases, such as the following:
(29) wayhı̂

miqqēs.
’arbā‘ı̂m yôm wayyiptah. nōah. ’et-h.allôn
and it was at the end of forty
days and opened Noah the window of
hattēbâh
the ark
“At the end of forty days Noah opened the window of the ark” (Genesis 8:6)

5.2.3.3

Relative clauses

Relative clauses, which are usually introduced by ’ăšer (see §4.3.3), follow and further define
nouns or their equivalent:
(30) hā’ā´res.

’ăšer ’ar’ékā
the-land which I will show-you
“The land that I will show you” (Genesis 12:1)

They may contain resumptive (retrospective) pronominal or adverbial elements. Although
’ăšer itself is indeclinable, the resumptive pronouns in a relative clause are declined in
agreement with the noun modified by the clause:
(31) A. wə‘ēs.

‘ōśeh pərı̂ ’ăšer zar‘ôbô
and trees making fruit which their seed in it
“And trees making fruit in which is their seed” (Genesis 1:13)
B. ûmin-habbəhēmâ ’ăšer lō’ t.əhōrâ hı̂’
“And from the animal which is not pure” (Genesis 7:2)

Resumptive adverbials include especially šām “there,” and related forms:
(32) hā’ădāmâ ’ăšer

luqqah.
miššām
the soil which he was taken from there
“The soil from which he was taken” (Genesis 3:23)

The so-called independent relative clauses are not true relatives. Rather than further define a
governing substantive, they serve as one of the elements in a larger clause, as in the following.
(33) wayiššā´’er

’ak- nōah. wa’ăšer
’ittô
battēbâ
and was left only Noah and those who with him on the ark
“Only Noah and those that were with him in the ark were left” (Genesis 7:23)

5.3 Agreement
In general, a predicate agrees with its subject in gender and number, and if the predicate is a
verb, it agrees with its subject in gender, number, and person. There are, however, numerous
exceptions to this general pattern. A collective subject, for example, is often construed with
a plural verb. When the subject is a construct chain (see §4.2.4), the predicate may agree in
number and gender with the nomen rectum rather than the nomen regens, which is properly
the subject.
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A verb preceding a compound subject, though often plural, may be singular, agreeing
with the first member in the series:
(34) wayyith.abbē’

hā’ādām wə’ištô
and he hid himself the man and his wife
“And the man and his wife hid themselves” (Genesis 3:8)

Perhaps in extension of the last category, a verb in the initial position is sometimes masculine
singular regardless of the gender and number of the subject, so that the masculine singular
performs, in effect, as an uninflected verbal form, as in the following:
(35) yəhı̂

mə’ōrōt
let there be-masc. sg. luminaries-fem. pl.
“Let there be luminaries” (Genesis 1:14)

Since there are no dual forms of verbs (see §4.5), adjectives (see §4.2.2), and pronouns (at
least in the active language, see §4.3.1), dual subjects are construed with plural predicates.

5.4 Determination
Hebrew substantives are either definite or indefinite. Certain substantives, including proper
nouns and most pronouns, are intrinsically definite. Common nouns are determined (become definite) when prefixed by the definite article (see §4.4) or when followed by a pronominal suffix or another definite noun in a genitive construction (i.e., when in construct state
before another definite noun; see §4.2.4). According to the grammatical rules of Biblical
Hebrew, a noun can be determined in only one of these ways, so that a proper noun cannot
stand as the nomen regens in a construct chain, and neither a proper noun nor a noun in
the construct state can have an article or a pronominal suffix. Although these rules apply
generally to Northwest Semitic as a whole, they are by no means universal – the restrictions
are much less severe in Ugaritic, for example. Iron Age inscriptional Hebrew provides clear
exceptions, such as yhwh šmrn “Yahweh of Samaria,” at Kuntillet ‘Ajrud, and several possible
or certain exceptions are found in Biblical Hebrew itself: for example, mah.ăsı̂ ‘ōz “my refuge
of strength” (Psalm 71:7).

6. LEXICON
The core vocabulary of ancient Hebrew is an inventory of words shared with other Iron Age
Canaanite languages – Phoenician, Ammonite, Moabite, and Edomite. Many are common
Semitic, and most are common Northwest Semitic, though several characteristic entries in
the lexicon represent preferences in Hebrew that were distinct from their Aramaic equiv√
√
√
alents. Verbal examples include Hebrew ‘ly versus Aramaic slq “ascend”; Hebrew ys’.
√
√
√
√
versus Aramaic npq “go out”; Hebrew bw’ versus Aramaic ‘ll “enter”; Hebrew ‘zb ver√
√
√
sus Aramaic šbq “leave”; and Hebrew dbr versus Aramaic mll “speak”; among many
others. In most of these cases, the Hebrew preference seems to have been shared by the other
members of the Canaanite family, though the evidence for the lexicons of these languages,
especially those spoken in Transjordan, is scant. Within the Canaanite group itself, there are
also examples of lexical specialization, which, taken together, suggest an isogloss between
√
√
North and South Canaanite – thus Hebrew hyy versus Ugaritic-Phoenician kwn “to be”
(narrowed to “be firm” in Hebrew); Hebrew zāhāb versus Ugaritic-Phoenician h. rs. “gold”
√
√
(rare in Hebrew); Hebrew ‘śy versus Phoenician p‘l “do, make” (relatively rare and chiefly
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poetic in Biblical Hebrew; Moabite also prefers ‘śy, though Ammonite seems allied with
√
Aramaic ‘bd). Note also the retention in South Canaanite (Hebrew, including the Northern
√
or Israelite dialect, and Ammonite) of ntn “give” (cf. Amorite ∗ntn and Akkadian nadānu)
√
versus the North Canaanite (Ugaritic and Phoenician) innovation ytn.
Throughout the history of ancient Hebrew there was a profound penetration of Aramaic
vocabulary into the lexicon, a phenomenon that began to gain momentum in the period of
Late Biblical Hebrew and steadily increased as Hebrew continued to be studied and spoken
while Aramaic became the language of everyday discourse. The result is that, from an early
date, there is a substantial Aramaic component to the Hebrew lexicon.
Less far-reaching but still significant is the number of loanwords that entered Hebrew
from the speech of the peoples who dominated or controlled Judah (or Judaea) in antiquity.
Biblical Hebrew contains a number of words derived from the languages of the major
international powers of the Iron Age. There is a scattering of Egyptian words, such as šēš
“linen” (Egyptian šś < ∗śšr “linen”) and .tabbá‘at “sealing ring” (Egyptian db‘wt “signet,
seal”). A number of words reflect Judah’s experience as a tributary of the Assyrian Empire.
These include not only names of imperial institutions and officials, as found in the list in 2
Kings 18:17 – tartān (Neo-Assyrian turtānu “viceroy”), rab-sārı̂s (Neo-Assyrian rab ša rēši
“chief eunuch”) and rab-šaqēh (Neo-Assyrian rab šaqê “chief butler”), but also words that
became part of the general Hebrew vocabulary, such as šōt.ēr “official, magistrate” (originally
“scribe, registrar”?) from the Akkadian verb šat.āru “write.”
In Late Biblical Hebrew many more Akkadian words entered the Hebrew lexicon from
the Neo-Babylonian administration: for example, ’iggéret “letter” (Neo-Babylonian egirtu),
mékes “tax” (Neo-Babylonian miksu), middâ “tribute” (Neo-Babylonian mandattu), and
∗
ségen “prefect” (Neo-Babylonian šaknu “provincial governor”). Other words were introduced from the bureaucracy of the Persian Empire: for example, ’ăh.ašdarpān “satrap” (Old
Persian hšaçapāvan; cf. Neo-Babylonian ahšadrapannu), dāt “edict, law” (Old Persian dāta),
˘
˘
and pardēs “park” (Old Persian; cf. Avestan pairi-daēza “enclosure”).
With the spread of Hellenization after Alexander’s conquest in the fourth century BC,
Greek words began to appear in the Hebrew lexicon. Though at first the impact of Greek was
felt primarily in the technical terminology of government, law, and commerce – hipparkəyâ
“provincial government” ( ), bûlê “(city) council” (
 “council, senate”),
sanhedrı̂n “Sanhedrin” (   “council, congress”) – it expanded into the general
Hebrew vernacular as Rabbinic Hebrew evolved – thus, qāmı̂n “furnace” ( ),
pı̂lôn “gateway” ( ), zûg “pair” (  “yoke, pair”; cf. the denominative verb
ziwwēg, “join”), and so forth. Under Roman administration, Hebrew-speaking Jews also
adopted numerous Latin words, including especially, but not exclusively, military terms: for
example, qast.râ “camp” (castra), ligyôn “legion” (legiō), mônı̂t.â “coinage” (monēta), and so
forth.
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chapter 4

Phoenician and Punic
jo ann hackett

1. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS
Phoenician is a member of the Semitic language family, specifically the Northwest Semitic
branch of Central Semitic. Within Northwest Semitic it is a Canaanite language, the closest
relatives of which are Hebrew, Moabite, Ammonite, and Edomite.

1.1 Phoenicia
A description of the sources for the Phoenician language depends to a certain extent on what
“Phoenician” is held to mean. The term “Phoenicia” is generally reserved for the strip of
land sixty miles long (from Acco in the south to Tell Sukas in the north) and at most thirty
miles wide, on the northern coast of the Levant, bounded on the west by the Mediterranean
and on the east by the Lebanon Mountains – that is, the modern coast of Lebanon and
part of the northern coast of modern Israel. As a scholarly convention, this area is referred
to as Phoenicia after 1200 BC, the beginning of the Iron Age. In the early Iron Age, the
ravages of the so-called Sea Peoples along the coast of ancient Canaan and into Egypt forced
the withdrawal of Egyptian control over Canaan. This withdrawal allowed the Philistines
and other Sea Peoples to gain control over the southern coastal plain, and even to expand
eastward, where they met a westward-expanding Israel. The northern coastal plain, however,
does not seem to have been invaded from the outside, nor do any disenfranchised or other
“settling” peoples seem to have taken over, so that once Egyptian control was gone, the
cities in this last remaining part of what had earlier been called Canaan flourished. It is
this loose assembly of coastal cities that was called Phoenicia by the Greeks and by modern
scholars. The cities were never united into a political entity, although in various periods one
or another city was ascendant over the others; the people of Phoenicia continued to think
of themselves as Canaanites, or to identify themselves according to their native city.

1.2 Textual evidence
Phoenician inscriptions have been found in and around the ancient Phoenician cities, but
also throughout the Mediterranean world. The first inscriptions of any length are a series
of royal inscriptions from tenth-century BC Byblos, but beginning in the ninth and lasting
until the first century AD, there are inscriptions from Asia Minor, Cyprus, Sicily, Sardinia,
Malta, Rhodes, Egypt, Greece, the Balearic Islands, and Spain.
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A few texts dating even earlier than 1000 BC might be called Phoenician. Several dozen inscribed arrowheads come apparently from the Beqa, the valley between the Lebanon and Antilebanon Mountains, and from farther south in Palestine (twelfth–eleventh centuries BC);
and inscribed clay cones from Byblos date to the middle of the eleventh century. In both
cases, the texts are almost entirely personal names and patronymics, so linguistic classification is difficult. The inscription on an eleventh-century fragmentary stela from Nora on
Sardinia is most reasonably, given script and provenance, identified as Phoenician. Although
the extant inscription contains parts of only four words, the stance of the letters indicates
boustrophedon writing. The archaic Nora inscription is an artifact important for tracing the
history of Phoenician expansion into the Mediterranean, but it is unfortunately not useful
in a survey of the language.
The dialect of the Phoenician colony at Carthage and of inscriptions found throughout
the Carthaginian empire is referred to as Punic, for which we have evidence beginning in
the sixth century BC. Inscriptions dating after the fall of Carthage in 146 BC are said to
be written in Late Punic or Neopunic, although the distinction is more one of script than
of dialect. Neopunic inscriptions will be treated in this chapter as simply a late form of
Punic that shows the drift that occurred, especially in phonology, after the stabilizing effect
that Carthage’s hegemony had had on the language was removed. Punic inscriptions date
as late as the second century AD, and there are even later Latino-Punic inscriptions, Punic
written in Latin script, that date to the fourth–fifth centuries AD. Punic inscriptions have
been found in North African sites in modern Tunisia, Algeria, and Libya, as well as in Malta,
Sardinia, Sicily, France, Spain, and the Balearics.
Besides Phoenician and Punic inscriptions proper, we have names transliterated into
Hebrew, Akkadian, Greek, and Latin, plus a few transliterated lexemes found in Greek and
Latin inscriptions and in classical sources, notably in Augustine (fourth century AD). Objects
inscribed with personal names include seals, bowls, and ostraca. The Poenulus of Plautus
includes some passages in Punic, but the process of transmission has garbled these passages
badly enough that they must be used with circumspection.
Most of the Phoenician and Punic inscriptions can be described as royal inscriptions, tomb
inscriptions (both royal and nonroyal), and cultic inscriptions (dedications of buildings or
paraphernalia, votive inscriptions). The largest corpus consists of the hundreds of Punic
child sacrifice (votive) inscriptions from North Africa, stelae which report that a mulksacrifice is presented to the god or gods who answered the prayer of the supplicant. Most
of the stelae are no longer in situ, but beneath some of the stelae the burned remains of
children, usually newborns, are found, and sometimes the remains of a substitute lamb or
other animal.

1.3 Dialectal variation within Phoenician
In the linguistic discussion which follows this section, the focus will be on Standard Phoenician, with dialectal variants noted. In addition, a brief overview of dialectal differences
occurring within Phoenician is presented here.
Even the earliest Phoenician inscriptions of the tenth–ninth centuries BC show evidence
of dialectal differences. The dialect of Byblos is especially distinct from the other early
inscriptions (said to be written in Standard Phoenician) and is treated separately in the
grammars. Common Phoenician, then, must antedate the first millennium BC.
Old Byblian inscriptions from the tenth–ninth centuries retain the -y of III-y verbs
(a type of “weak verb” in which the third consonant of the root was ∗ y; see §4.1); use z
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(proclitic on the verb) as the relative pronoun (see §4.3.5); and show zn as the masculine
singular demonstrative (see §4.3.2). In the earliest of these inscriptions, the sarcophagus
inscription of Ah.iram, the third masculine singular possessive suffix on a genitive noun is
-h, presumably /-ihu(:)/ (see §4.3.1.2).
After the Old Byblian period, our evidence for Byblian is lacking until the fifth century.
At this point, however, Byblian looks more like Standard Phoenician, with relative  š and
demonstrative z. The III-weak verbs have lost the third root consonant altogether.
Standard Phoenician inscriptions from the ninth century forward are reasonably homogeneous, with some local variants, especially in inscriptions from Cyprus, where consonant
mergers seem to have taken place and the use of “prothetic  ” is more pronounced than
elsewhere.
Punic, the dialect of the western colonies, is extant from the sixth century onwards,
but only begins to diverge from Standard Phoenician in late texts, especially after the fall
of Carthage in 146 BC. These divergences are largely phonological: modification and loss
of the four pharyngeal and glottal obstruents /  /(<h.>), /ʕ /, (<>), /h/, and //(<>);
and confusion of sibilants (see §3.1). The Punic lexicon is also affected by the number of
loanwords and foreign names that make their way into the inscriptions from Greek, Latin,
and Numidian. The third masculine possessive suffix on nouns that end in a vowel is -y in
Standard Phoenician, but -m in late Punic texts (see §4.3.1.2).

2. WRITING SYSTEM
Phoenician inscriptions are written in a consonantal alphabet, the form of which indicates that it actually developed in Phoenicia, whence it was borrowed by the Hebrews and
Arameans, and eventually the Greeks. The Phoenician stage of the script is part of a long
history of alphabetic development that can be traced in inscriptions from earlier Canaanitespeaking peoples.
The earliest known inscriptions using this alphabet are two graffiti recently found near
Luxor that date from c. 1800 BC. That we have material from Serabit al-Khadem in the Sinai
peninsula that is perhaps only slightly later, and other exemplars of fairly high date from
Palestine (seventeenth–fifteenth centuries), suggests a date for the invention of the alphabet
as far back as 2000 BC.
This writing system was entirely consonantal in origin and operated according to the
acrophonic principle: drawing a picture, or pictogram, to represent the first consonant of
the word which the picture depicts (such as drawing a bee to represent [b], and so on). In this
early form of the alphabet the original b depicts a house, as the Canaanite word for house,
∗
bayt, begins with [b]; “(palm of) hand” is ∗ kapp, a word that begins with [k], and so the
k symbol is a pictogram depicting a hand. The Canaanite-speaking people who invented this
writing system would have been familiar with Egyptian writing (see WAL Ch. 7, §2.1), but
they simplified the process dramatically so that each of the original symbols corresponded
to only one distinct consonantal phoneme.
Throughout the second millennium the consonantal script continued to develop. Whereas
the earliest inscriptions were written both vertically and horizontally, horizontal came to
predominate. A given early inscription could be written dextrograde, sinistrograde, or boustrophedon, but by 1000 BC, the direction of Phoenician writing had stabilized as sinistrograde. Since several of the pictograms changed stance according to the direction of the line
of writing, when the direction stabilized, so did the stance of the characters.
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Table 4.1 The Phoenician consonantal script
Character

Transcription

Character

Transcription

a
b
g
d
h
w
Z
j
f
y
K


b
g
d
h
w
z
h.
t.
y
k

l
m
n
s
[
p
x
q
r
c
T

l
m
n
s


p
s.
q
r
š
t

By the eleventh century BC, virtually all of the pictographic forms had developed into
stylized “linear” descendants. This linear script is used through the first millennium to write
Phoenician and Punic, while the Hebrew and Aramaic scripts had begun to follow separate
paths by the tenth century. We know that both Hebrew and Aramaic borrowed their writing
systems from elsewhere because the scripts they use do not provide an exact match for the
consonant repertoire of either Hebrew or early Aramaic. Moreover, the letter names that we
know from Hebrew and Aramaic actually correspond to the pronunciation of those words
in Phoenician, another clue that the source script was Phoenician.
Though the linear Phoenician script was purely consonantal, a means was eventually
developed, as in other consonantal Semitic scripts, to signal the presence of certain vowels
consonantally. Consonants so used are conventionally termed the matres lectionis (“mothers
of reading”). Thus, in late Punic inscriptions we see an inconsistent “vowel notation”; in fact,
two systems of matres lectionis had merged by this time. The earlier system of Punic matres
lectionis, named the “Domestic Orthography” by Menken (1981), was used for Semitic words
in Punic inscriptions (sporadically from the third century BC): the character  on the end of
a word indicated that the word ended in some vowel; occasionally y was used explicitly for
final /-ı̄/. In Phoenician, a final vowel usually marks a morphologically significant addition
to a simpler form of the word in question – a pronominal suffix on a noun or verb, for
example – with the result that this  often served as a morpheme marker as well. A second
system of matres lectionis, Menken’s “Foreign Orthography,” came into use slightly later than
the Domestic Orthography (i.e., late second century BC). This system was used in Punic for
spelling foreign names and words, then consistently in later inscriptions for many words,
both foreign and Punic:  for o-vowels and e-vowels;  for a-vowels; w for u-vowels; y for
i-vowels.
Because of their limited land resources, the people of the coastal cities who would eventually be called the Phoenicians early on turned to the sea and to mercantile activities, and it
was such maritime occupation that brought the Phoenician people and script into contact
with the Greek world. The Greek adaptation of the Phoenician writing system is generally
dated at c. 800 BC, on the basis of the variety of scripts already evident in the earliest Greek
inscriptions of the late eighth century, indicating both a common origin and some period
of development to account for differences. But the antiquity of some Greek letter-forms
and the amount of development beyond Phoenician forms suggest a long period of contact
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between Phoenicians and the West before the final form of the Greek alphabet emerged. Like
the early Canaanite inscriptions, the direction of writing of early Greek inscriptions can be
dextrograde, sinistrograde, or boustrophedon; Greek eventually settled on dextrograde, in
contrast to Phoenician from 1000 BC onward. All of these features argue for a complicated
and extended process of the Greeks’ acquiring their alphabet from the Phoenicians, rather
than one date that can be proposed as the moment of transmission.

3. PHONOLOGY
Since Phoenician is no longer spoken, its phonology must be reconstructed on the basis of
(i) transcriptions found in Hebrew, Assyrian, Greek, and Latin writings; and of (ii) comparative phonology of the Semitic languages.

3.1 Consonants
In this chapter, the transliteration scheme commonly utilized in the philological study of
Phoenician will be followed, for both consonants and vowels. In Table 4.2 these conventional
symbols are used, but are followed by a phonetic transcription within parentheses, where
such transcription differs from the conventional representation.
Twenty-nine consonants are reconstructed for Proto-Semitic (see Appendix 1, §3.2.1).
Proto-Central Semitic retains all of them, as does Proto-Northwest Semitic. The following
consonant mergers occur between Proto-Northwest Semitic and Canaanite (conventional
transcription is given in parentheses):
Table 4.2 The consonantal phonemes of Standard Phoenician
Place of articulation
Manner of
articulation

Stop
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Affricate
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Fricative
Voiceless
Voiced
Approximant
Voiced
Lateral approximant
Voiced
Nasal
Voiced

Bilabial

p
b

Dental/
Alveolar

Palatal

t
d
t. (/t’/)

Velar

Pharyngeal

Glottal

(//)

k
g
q (/k’/)

s (/t s/)
z (/d z/)
s. (/t s’/)
š (/s/)

w

r?
l

m

n

h. (//)

(/ʕ/)
y

h
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(1)

Proto-Northwest Semitic
∗
θ and ∗ s (š)
∗
ð and ∗d z (z)
∗
θ’ (θ. ) and ∗t s’ (s.) and ∗ ’ (ś.)

Canaanite
/s/ (š)
/d z/ (z)
/t s’/ (s.)

→
→
→

The following mergers then occur between Canaanite and Phoenician:
(2)

Canaanite
/ ʕ / () and /g/
/  / (h.) and /x/ (h)
˘
/  / (ś) and /s/ (š)

→
→
→

Phoenician
/ ʕ / ()
/  / (h. )
/s/ (š)

Throughout Northwest Semitic, n assimilates to a following consonant, producing a
geminate cluster. Geminate consonants are not indicated in the Phoenician script, however,
and must be reconstructed, as with other features of the language, on the basis of Phoenician
transcriptions into languages with scripts which do indicate gemination and by comparison
with other Semitic languages.
There is no evidence for the spirantization of voiced and voiceless stops that is evident in
Aramaic and Hebrew from the middle of the first millennium BC onward.
In Phoenician and Punic // (<>) is often elided. In Punic, /h/ is modified (e.g., the definite article is sometimes written <> rather than <h>) or omitted altogether. Pharyngeals
and glottals are generally modified and eventually confused or lost.

3.2 Vowels
The vowels of Phoenician are less well understood than the consonants, since Phoenician
inscriptions do not include any vowel notation until very late. Judging from related languages
and from transcriptions into other scripts, the vowel phonemes of Figure 4.1 are identified
for Standard Phoenician:
CENTRAL

FRONT

HIGH

BACK

u:

i:

u

i

MID

o:

e:

LOW

a

Figure 4.1 Vowel phonemes of Standard Phoenician

The vowels reconstructed for Proto-Semitic are ∗a, ∗ i, ∗ u, ∗ ā, ∗ ı̄, ∗ ū (see Ch. 6, §3.2.2),
as well as the diphthongs ∗ay and ∗aw (see Ch. 6, §3.2.3). In the development of
Phoenician, however, the Proto-Semitic diphthongs became long mid vowels: ∗ay > /e:/ and
∗
aw > /o:/.
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3.2.1 High vowels
High vowels undergo several changes within the history of Phoenician. The short highfront /i/ (from PS ∗ i) shows three developments:
1.

2.

3.

In syllables which had been originally open (see §3.2.5), accented /i/ > [ē]. Note the
name  = Balsilech (CIL VIII 16) for /baʕ l-sillı́k/ “Baal has sent,” among
other evidence, all of which is late (Hellenistic or beyond).
In syllables which had been originally open (see §3.2.5), unaccented /i/ > [ ]. Consider the name    (Josephus, C. Ap. 1, 157) for /gir-ʕastart/ “one bound to
Astarte,” among other evidence, all late.
Elsewhere ∗ i is preserved (but see §3.2.3). Thus, Assyrian ú-ru-mil-ki (Senn. OI
Prism, col. II, line 53, 8th century BC) for Phoenician /o:r-milk/ “the [divine] king is
light.”

The long vowel ∗ ı̄ remains stable; we assume the length in names such as 
(Josephus, Ant. 8, 5) for /abı̄-baʕ l/ “Baal is my [divine] father.”
Both the short and long high-back vowels, ∗u and ∗ū, were preserved, though appear
to have been eventually fronted, and perhaps unrounded, in certain environments. The
evidence for the shift is, however, meager, late, and rather unreliable (Poenulus), but it forms
one end of a proposed chain (Fox 1996) that is otherwise well grounded. Thus, in Poenulus,
we see evidence of /u/ > [ü] in the Latin transcription chyl, representing /kull/ “all,” and
even perhaps of [ü] > [i] in chil, a transcription of the same word. For the fronting of
/u:/ to [ü:]/[ı̄:], Poenulus provides the (perhaps equally unreliable) evidence of the spellings
li for /lu:/ “O that . . . !”; hy for /hu/ “he.”

3.2.2 Low-central vowels
The observed Phoenician development of Proto-Semitic ∗ā > /o:/ (possibly with intermediate stage of ∗/ɔ/) is actually a broader phenomenon known as the Canaanite Shift. This
process occurs early in Canaanite, as is evidenced by the fourteenth-century Canaanite
glosses in the Akkadian texts found at el-Amarna in Egypt (see WAL Ch. 8, §1.1). The resulting /o:/ merges with the /o:/ reflex of Proto-Semitic ∗aw, and both were eventually raised
to /u:/ – note the Punic divine name in Greek transcription,   for earlier /ko:sar/
(< ∗kawθar; Eusebius PE 1.10.11), and feminine plural SANUTH for /sano:t/ “years” (KAI
180 c, e).
In syllables which had been originally open (see §3.2.5), Phoenician accented short /a/
(from PS ∗a) > [o]. There is evidence that this change, known as the Phoenician Shift, had
occurred by at least the eighth century BC. Note the eighth-century Assyrian transcription
of the name hi-ru-um-mu for [  i:rom] < /a  i:rám/ “My [divine] kinsman is exalted” (T-P
˘
Annal 27, line 2; T-P Summary Inscription 9, reverse, line 5, has a variant difficult to assess:
[hi-r]i-mu) and seventh-century ba-a-al-ma-lu-ku for [baʕ l-malok] < /baʕ l-malák/ “Baal
˘
has ruled” (Assurb. Rassam, col. II, line 84). The [o] that was the result of the Phoenician
Shift did not merge with /o:/ < ∗ā and < ∗aw and therefore was not raised to /u:/; recall the
above   < ∗kōšár < ∗kawθar, Eusebius, PE 1.10.11. The feminine of this same word,
   for /ko:sart/ (Eusebius PE 1.10.43), provides evidence that the /á/ > [o] shift did
not take place in originally closed syllables.
Elsewhere, Proto-Semitic short ∗a is preserved in Phoenician (but see §3.2.3).
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3.2.3 Vowel reduction
There is some evidence (again, Poenulus) that short vowels in open syllables are reduced
to schwa pretonically in verbs and propretonically in nouns and adjectives, as in Biblical
Hebrew.

3.2.4 Syllable structure
Syllables in Phoenician (again to the extent that such information can be reconstructed)
appear to have the standard Semitic syllable shape: CV or CVC.

3.2.5 Accent
Accent also must be reconstructed, but there are clues. Earlier Northwest Semitic had
short final case-vowels: ∗-u for nominative, ∗-i for genitive, and ∗-a for accusative. At some
point, short final vowels were lost in the Canaanite languages, although there is evidence
(see §4.3.1.2) that the genitive case ending remained in Phoenician. As we saw in §§3.2.1–2,
lengthening or raising of certain vowels occurred in the (newly) final syllable, as long as the
syllable had been originally open. This situation suggests that the accent in Phoenician, as
in Hebrew, was on the syllable preceding the case-vowel; then with loss of the case-vowel, it
fell on the new final syllable of the word.

4. MORPHOLOGY
4.1 Word structure
Most Phoenician words, like those in all Semitic languages, are built around a triconsonantal
root, which denotes a semantic field. The words themselves are discontinuous morphemes
composed of a sequence of three consonants (the root) and the vowels and affixes that are
morphologically significant. For instance, if the root k-t-b means “to write,” the ProtoCentral Semitic (and Arabic) ∗katabat would mean “she wrote,” ∗yaktubu would mean
“he will write,” ∗kātibūna would mean “those who write,” and so forth. There is evidence
for biconsonantal roots in Afro-Asiatic, the family of which Semitic is one branch; there are,
furthermore, “weak” verbal roots, roots with first, second, or third root consonants which
were originally w or y, and which had dropped out of the root (usually elided intervocalically)
in many of the languages, including Phoenician. But for most words, the triconsonantal root
is still recoverable.

4.2 Nominal morphology
Many nouns are derived from verbal bases, such as participles, infinitives, agent nouns,
nouns of place, time, instrument, inter alia. Such nouns are often formed with affixes and
vocalic patterns that carry specific meanings.

4.2.1 Case, gender, and number
Nominals in Phoenician are marked for gender and number: masculine singular (masc. sg.),
masculine plural (masc. pl.), feminine singular (fem. sg.), feminine plural (fem. pl.). There is
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some slight evidence of the retention of the Semitic dual. Proto-Northwest Semitic retained
the three cases of Proto-Semitic (nominative, genitive, accusative), and there is evidence of
at least the genitive in Phoenician (see §4.3.1.2), and possibly the accusative (see §4.4).

4.2.2 State
Nouns occur in two states, the absolute state and the construct state. A noun in the construct
state (called nomen regens) is “in construct” with (governs) a following noun in the genitive
case (the nomen rectum). Together they make up a construct chain. If the nomen rectum is
definite – that is, it includes the definite article; is written with a possessive pronominal
suffix; or is a proper noun – the entire chain is definite. If hbrk bl in KAI 26 A I 1 means “the
one blessed by Baal,” then we have an example of a construct chain modified in its entirety
by one definite article written on the nomen regens (see Lambdin 1971).

4.2.3 Noun endings
Masculine singular nouns have -Ø ending, in both the absolute and construct states.
Feminine singular nouns end in -t, in both absolute and construct states. This ending
represents either -t or -ot (< /-at/): both occur in Semitic, and the unvocalized inscriptions
do not allow us to make a distinction, except in rare cases such as št (/satt-/ < ∗/sant-/;
/sanat-/ would be written šnt). Note the original ∗-at ending on the personal name ab-dimi-il-ku-ut-ti (Esarh., p. 48, line 65) for /ʕabd-milkot/ “servant of the [divine] queen.” In
late Punic, the final -t is apparently lost; witness the Latin transcription Himilco (CIS I 149;
CIL VIII 10525) for /(a)  i:-milkot/ “brother of the [divine] queen,” and Punic hs.dyq
(KAI 154, 3) “the righteous one,” a feminine noun, and so vocalized [t s’addi:k’o] <
[t s’addi:k’ot] < /t s’addi:k’at/.
Masculine plural nouns end in -m in the absolute state: -ı̄m, as in gubulim “boundaries”
and alonim “gods” in Poenulus; note also a rare late Punic mater lectionis in the ending,
-ym of khnym, KAI 161, 6, meaning uncertain. Dual nouns apparently end in -ēm as in
iadem “hands,” KAI 178, 1. Masculine dual and plural nouns in construct end in -ē, as in
the goddess Tanit’s epithet  for /pane:-baʕ l/ “face of Baal.”
Feminine plural nouns end in -t, in both absolute and construct states. This ending
represents -ūt < /-ōt/ < ∗-āt, as in alonuth “goddesses” (in Poenulus). In the late LatinoPunic inscriptions, the -t is sometimes missing. KAI 180 a and d have sanu, while c and e
in the same inscription have sanuth, all meaning “years.” The feminine dual absolute m tm
for the numeral 200 is probably miatēm, with ending -tēm (cf. the masculine dual absolute;
colloquial modern Arabic -tēn).

4.2.4 Adjectives
Adjectives in Semitic have the same external morphology as nouns. In Phoenician, then:
masculine singular -Ø, feminine singular -t, masculine plural -m, feminine plural -t.

4.3 Pronouns
Phoenician attests personal pronouns, as well as demonstratives, interrogative pronouns,
and relative pronouns.
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4.3.1 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns in Phoenician are of two kinds: independent and suffixed. Both sets
occur in singular and plural forms, and both lack a gender distinction in the first person (but not in the second and third). There are also sometimes case distinctions, as we
will see.

4.3.1.1 Independent personal pronouns
Because Phoenician verbs are conjugated for person, number, and gender, a pronominal
subject in a verbal clause is usually not expressed outside the verb itself; that is, an independent pronoun is not necessary, and when used is meant to emphasize the function of the
pronominal subject. Independent pronouns can, in fact, be used to emphasize any nominal
form in a sentence, such as the direct object of a verb, a pronominal suffix on a noun, or
the object of a preposition. The standard forms of the independent personal pronouns and
their reconstructed pronunciations are given in (3):
(3)

Singular
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
Plural
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

nk
t
t
h
ht
h

/ano:ki:/ (occasionally in Punic nky, with -y for /-i:/)
/atta(:)/
/atti(:)/
/hu/
/huat/
/hi/

nh.n

/ana  n(V)/
not attested
not attested
hmt /hummat/
hmt /himmat/

4.3.1.2 Enclitic personal pronouns
The standard forms of the personal pronouns suffixed to nouns (as possessive) and to
prepositions are presented in Table 4.3. The form of the enclitic pronouns attached to nouns
shows some variation according to their morphophonetic context, those contexts being:
(i) a nominative/accusative singular noun, or a feminine plural noun (i.e., occurring after
a consonant); (ii) a genitive singular noun (i.e., occurring after -i-); and (iii) a masculine
plural noun (i.e., occurring after some other vowel). Recall that the genitive singular ending
was retained when other case endings were lost, so that the nominative/accusative enclitics
are in effect forms following a consonant, while enclitics attached to genitives are forms
occurring after a vowel.
Byblian third-person pronouns are different from the Standard Phoenician forms of
Table 4.3. The attested Byblian forms are given in (4):
(4)

3rd masc. sg.
3rd fem. sg.
3rd masc. pl.

Enclitics on singular nouns
and prepositions
h
w
/-o:/
h
/-aha(:)/
hm
/-hum(ma)/

Enclitics on plural nouns
w

/-e:u/
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Table 4.3 The enclitic personal pronouns of Standard Phoenician

-V

-i-

C

Singular
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Ø
y
k
k
Ø
Ø

/-i:/
/-i:/1
probably /-ka(:)/
/-ki(:)/
/-o:/2
probably /-a:/4

Plural
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

n
[-o(:)n]5
not attested
not attested
m
/-o:m/6
m
/-e:m/8

y

/-iya(:)/

y

/-ayy/

y
y

/-iyu(:)/3
/-iya(:)/3

y
y

/-e:yu(:)/3
/-e:ya(:)/3

nm
nm

/-no:m/
/-ne:m/9

nm

/-no:m/7

Notes to Table 4.3
1
The variant -y may be a mater lectionis (see §2) or by analogy with the genitive singular -y.
2
We assume the nominative/accusative form is patterned on the accusative: ∗/-ahu(:)/ > ∗/-au(:)/ > /-o/.
3
In these cases, /y/ arises as a palatal off-glide following a front vowel. The genitive ending on singular nouns is /-i/ and
on plural nouns is /-e:/: thus, ∗/-ihu(:)/ > /-iyu(:)/; ∗/-ayhu(:)/ > ∗ /-e:hu(:)/ > /-e:yu(:)/; and so forth.
4
Again, the nominative/accusative form is patterned on the accusative: ∗/-aha(:)/ > /-a:/.
5
See ϒ “our lady” KAI 175, 2.
6
Again, assuming the accusative form has been taken over by the nominative: ∗/-ahum/ > ∗/-aum/ > /-o:m/.
7
From an old plural verbal ending ∗-ūna-, ∗yaqtulūnahum. After loss of intervocalic /h/, ∗yaqtulūnaum gives
∗
/yak’tulu:no:m/. Then /-no:m/ is extended to use on nouns as well; see Huehnergard 1991:190–194; Harris 1936:49–50.
8
Amadasi Guzzo 1999 notes Krahmalkov’s cautious approach (1993; either the 3rd masc. pl. -m was leveled through,
or the 3rd fem. pl. comes from ∗/-ahim/ > ∗/-aim/ > /-e:m/), but argues that the former is less likely than the latter.
9
Guzzo argues that /e:m/ and /ne:m/ are to be differentiated from masculine plural /o:m/ and /no:m/; cf. n. 8.

The third masculine singular h is the earliest form and is only attested in the genitive
/-ihu(:)/. The interpretation of the third masculine singular form occurring on plural nouns,
w, assumes a dual oblique ending before suffixes, as in Biblical Hebrew: thus, ∗ /-ayhu(:)/ >
∗
/-e:hu(:)/ > ∗/-e:u(:)/, spelled <-w>.
Late Punic third-person forms are different in part. After a consonant, Punic shows the
same enclitic forms as Phoenician proper (in third singular forms, the character  functions
as a mater lectionis; see §2):
(5)

3rd masc. sg.
3rd fem. sg.
3rd masc. pl.




m

/-o:/
/-a:/
/-o:m/

After a vowel, early Punic texts show the same pronouns as Phoenician:
(6)

3rd masc. sg.
3rd fem. sg.
3rd masc. pl.

y
y
nm

/-iyu(:)/
/-iya(:)/
/-no:m/

In later Punic texts, however, the third masculine singular usually appears as -m (/-im/).
Huehnergard argues that /-iyu(:)/ would have been pronounced the same as /-iw/, and that
the -m suffix simply demonstrates a nasalization of the word-final /-w/ (for details, see
Huehnergard 1991).
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Phoenician and Punic enclitic pronouns suffixed to verbs are like those attached to nouns
and prepositions with a few exceptions:
(7)

Singular
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.

3rd fem.
Plural
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.

n
k
k
h
w
ø
y

m
y


/-ni:/
/-ka(:)/
/-ki(:)/
/-hu(:)/

n
not attested
not attested
m
nm

/-nu(:)/?

/-im/

Old Byblian
later Byblian
Standard Phoenician, after a consonant
Standard Phoenician, after a vowel
Punic mater lectionis
Late Punic
Standard Phoenician
Punic mater lectionis

after a consonant
after a vowel

4.3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
The demonstratives in Phoenician are declined for person and number. They are used in
conjunction with the definite article (see §4.4) only sporadically, even when modifying a
definite noun; in other words, “this house” would be hbt z (“the house this”) or hbt hz
(“the house the this”). Occasionally, even combinations like bt z (“house this”) are found
when the phrase must be definite.
The various forms of the near demonstrative (“this, these”) are presented in (8):
(8)

Masc. sg.
Fem. sg.
Pl.

Phoenician
z
z
l

Byblian
zn, z
zt, z
l

Cypriot
z
z
l

Punic variants
s, z, hz, st, zt, inter alia
st, zt
l

Standard Phoenician z is from Proto-Semitic ∗ð and is also seen in other Semitic languages as
the base for the near demonstratives. Prothetic  is common in Cyprus before word-initial
biconsonantal clusters (note that the use of prothetic suggests that Cypriot Phoenician
z was pronounced as a double consonant sound, like Greek zeta; see Harris 1936:23–24;
Woodard 1997:172); late forms with s indicate a confusion of sibilants. Vocalizations are
unknown. The form extended with -n is known so far only at Byblos and on an inscribed
ivory box found in Ur, origin unknown, KAI 29. Extension with -n is common on prepositions, however.
The far demonstrative (“that, those”) is identical to the independent third-person pronouns (see §4.3.1.1), as in Biblical Hebrew.

4.3.3 Interrogative pronouns
The interrogative pronouns in their use at the beginning of questions are known in
Phoenician only from Poenulus. In Phoenician proper, my (probably /miya/) “who?” and
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m (probably /mū/ < ∗ mō < ∗ mā) “what?” serve as indefinite relative pronouns as well:
“whoever” effaces this inscription (KAI 24, 14); “whatever” (m š) I did (KAI 24, 4). Note
the occurrence of ymu in a Roman-era Punic inscription, IRT 873, 2, written in Latin
characters, with a prothetic vowel.

4.3.4 Indefinite pronoun
Phoenician attests the indefinite pronoun mnm. Compare Peripheral Akkadian mı̄nummē.

4.3.5 Determinative-relative pronouns
The pronouns š, š, along with late variations are probably equivalent to the Biblical Hebrew
construction of šε + gemination, which replaces the more usual ăšεr in very early and relatively late Biblical texts (perhaps denoting a dialectal difference rather than a chronological
one).
The Semitic source of this relative pronoun (and its Biblical Hebrew cognate) is obscure. It might be the reflex of ∗ θ -, as known from Old Akkadian θū- and θūt, and from
standard Akkadian ša (reflex of Old Akkadian accusative masculine θā). Phoenician and
Hebrew š-, however, are the only West Semitic forms that can be so explained, all other
West Semitic relative pronouns being derived from the voiced counterpart ∗ð. An alternate
interpretation is one which posits earlier Canaanite ∗  ašar or the like, which was clipped
to  aš or even š- in Phoenician and some Hebrew dialects (northern?), but developed into
 ăšεr in the dialect of Hebrew most represented in the Bible (Judahite) (see Huehnergard
forthcoming).
The Old Byblian relative pronoun z is, as in most other West Semitic languages, from ∗ð
(see §4.3.2).

4.4 Definite article
The Phoenician definite article, when written, appears as a prefixed h- accompanied by gemination of the ensuing consonant, as in Biblical Hebrew (in later texts, the glottal consonant
sometimes appears as  , or is lost altogether). Though consonant gemination is not regularly
indicated in Phoenician orthography, we know the following consonant was doubled because of the unusual spelling mmqm for [ammak’u:m], earlier /hammak’o:m/ “the place”
(KAI 173, 5). The origin of the definite article in West Semitic is, however, controversial,
and the explanation for the Phoenician definite article is bound up with various theories. Of
these, two theories predominate. The most common sees the West Semitic definite article as
originating in a deictic particle, as in Indo-European. The second, championed by Lambdin
1971, identifies the origin of the West Semitic definite article in junctural doubling between
a noun and a demonstrative, or between a noun and a relative, with the accusative ending
of the noun (-a) leveled after final short vowels had been lost and the quality of the vowel
between noun and demonstrative or relative no longer had meaning. According to Lambdin,
in Arabic, Biblical Hebrew, and, we assume, Phoenician, Moabite, Ammonite, and Edomite
(which we know only in consonantal texts), the chain [noun + /-a/ + doubling] is reanalyzed
as [noun#] + [/a/ + doubling]. Since words in West Semitic ordinarily do not begin with a
vowel, /h-/ or /-/ was added before /a/. Aramaic has a slightly different development, but
one that gives Lambdin’s theory its explanatory force: in Aramaic, [noun + /a/ + doubling]
became [noun + /a/ + //#], where the glottal stop simply provides a boundary between the
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short vowel and the next word, as can happen elsewhere in Semitic (this Aramaic sequence
subsequently becomes [noun + /a:/]).
The definite article in Phoenician was lost after the inseparable prepositions b-, l-, k(as in Biblical Hebrew), and after some free-standing prepositions, depending on dialect
and chronology. Consider, for example, the Yeh.awmilk inscription from fifth-century Byblos
(KAI 10), in which the definite article disappears after all prepositions; the Eshmunazor
inscription from fifth-century Sidon (KAI 14), in which it is lost after all prepositions and
after the direct object marker  yt; and the Karatepe inscription, from late eighth-century
Asia Minor (KAI 26), for loss even after the w- “and” conjunction.

4.5 Verbal morphology
Phoenician verbs are inflected for person, gender, and number through the use of affixes
and vowel patterns which are added to the (usually) triconsonantal root.

4.5.1 Verb-stems
All the Semitic languages have a verbal system that includes a basic stem (called the G-stem,
from German Grundstamm), and several derived stems: passive, causative, reflexive, and
so on. A general description follows, although the stems have individual histories in each of
the Semitic languages (see also Appendix 1, §3.3.5.2):
1.
2.
3.
4.

N-stem: formed with a prefix n-, functioning as the passive of the G-stem, or as a
reflexive.
D-stem: characterized by doubling of the middle root consonant; pluralizing or transitivizing (or raises the transitivity valence), or simply lexical.
C-stem: formed with a prefix s- (originally) or h- or -, functioning as a causative.
t-stems (Gt, tG, Dt, tD, and so on): built by either prefixing or infixing of a t ; usually
reflexive/reciprocal, and sometimes passive.

In addition, G, D, and C also have internal passives, in other words, related passive stems
that are constructed by changes in the vowel pattern of the active stem. These are identified
by the sigla G-, D-, C-.
The verbal morphology of Phoenician is fairly simple. The stems of which we have
evidence are G, N, D, C, tG, Dt, and possibly some internal passives.

4.5.2 The Northwest Semitic system
The Northwest Semitic verbal system is characterized by the following constructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A perfective: the “Suffix-Conjugation”.
A preterite/jussive: the “Prefix-Conjugation” A.
An imperfective: the “Prefix-Conjugation” B (the only prefix-conjugation attested in
Phoenician).
Active and passive participles: verbal adjectives indicating essential features or ongoing
activity.
An infinitive “construct”: a verbal noun that serves as both infinitive and gerund.
An infinitive “absolute”: actually an adverb, which stands with a finite verb to emphasize
the verb, or stands alone and can be interpreted as any verb form required.
An imperative.
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There is no evidence of the preterite use of Prefix-Conjugation A in Phoenician; in its
jussive use, it is indistinguishable in attested forms from Prefix-Conjugation B. In ProtoCanaanite, Conjugation A was ∗ yaqtul and Conjugation B was ∗yaqtulu; when short final
vowels were lost, the morphological distinction between A and B consequently disappeared
for most verbs.

4.5.3 The Phoenician system
The Northwest Semitic verbal system with its Phoenician reflex, as far as the latter is known,
is set out below. The root q-t-l is used; vocalization is given when it is secure, even if known
solely by reconstruction.

4.5.3.1

G-stem

The Suffix-Conjugation of the Phoenician G-stem is as follows:
(9)

1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Singular
∗
qataltū˘ > qataltı̄
∗
qataltā˘ > qtlt
∗
qatalt˘ı̄ > qtlt
∗
qatala > qatal ([qatol])
∗
qatalat > qatala

Plural
qatalnū˘ > qtln
∗
qataltum(ū) > not attested
∗
qataltin(ā,na) > not attested
∗
qatalū > qatalū
∗
qatalā > not attested
∗

See Krahmalkov 1979 for the third feminine singular qatala, rather than expected qatalo;
note that this -a is not from an originally open syllable.
The Prefix-Conjugation of the Phoenician G-stem is given in (10):
(10)

1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Singular
∗
aqtulu > iqtul
∗
taqtulu > tiqtul
∗
taqtulı̄na > tqtl (tiqtulı̄?)
∗
yaqtulu > yiqtul
∗
taqtulu > tiqtul

Plural
naqtulu > not attested
∗
taqtulūna > tiqtulū
∗
taqtulnā˘ > tqtln (tiqtulna?)
∗
yaqtulūna > yiqtulū
∗
yaqtulnā˘ > not attested
∗

The imperative (second person) is as follows:
(11)

Masc.
Fem.

Singular
∗
qutul > qtl
∗
qutulı̄ > qtl

Plural
qutulū > not attested
∗
qutulnā˘ > not attested
∗

The Northwest Semitic infinitive construct ∗qutul gives Phoenician qtl, and the infinitive
absolute ∗qatāl becomes Phoenician qatōl. There is evidence that the infinitive construct
of some weak verbs ends in “feminine” -t, as in Biblical Hebrew: thus, l-qh.t (preposition
l- marking a purpose clause, and infinitive qh.t), from a root l-q-h. (which, although a
strong verb in the perfect, behaves like a I-n verb in the imperfect, imperative, and infintive
construct); l-dt, from a root y-d-; l-tt, from a root y-t-n; šbt, from a root y-š-b.
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Active and passive G-stem participles are presented in (12):
(12)

Active participle
Masc.
Fem.
Passive participle
Masc.
Fem.

Singular

Plural

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

qātil- (+ case ending) > qōtil
qātilat-/∗ qātilt- > qtlt
qatūl- > qatūl
qatult-/∗qatūlat- > qtlt

qātilūma/∗qātilı̄ma > qōtilı̄m
qātilāt-> not attested
qatūlı̄m > qatūlı̄m
qatūlāt > qatūlōt

No finite G-stem forms are attested in Phoenician.

4.5.3.2

Derived stems

In the construction of the derived stems, the prefixes and affixes used are the same as those
of the G-stem. The following are the most basic forms, (third) masculine singular, when
appropriate, from Northwest Semitic to Phoenician, as far as can be determined:
The N-stem functions as a passive in Phoenician:
Suffix-Conjugation: ∗naqtala > nqtl
Prefix-Conjugation: ∗yiqqatilu > yqtl; note that the ∗n- affix assimilates and doubles
the first root consonant.
Participle: ∗naqtal- > ∗nqtl (only attested as fem. sg. nqtlt and masc. pl. nqtlm).

1.
2.
3.

The D-stem is generally not distinguishable from the G by morphology alone.
Suffix-Conjugation: ∗qattila > qittil
Prefix-Conjugation: ∗yaqattilu > yaqattil
Imperative: ∗qattil > qattil
Infinitive construct: ∗qattil > qattil
Infinitive absolute: ∗qattāl > qattōl
Participle: ∗maqattil- > maqattil

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

One or two D passive (D-) Suffix-Conjugation forms are perhaps attested, recognized as
such by context and by comparison with usage in related languages. There is some evidence
for the special form used for the D of roots that are middle weak, that is, missing the middle
consonant and therefore having nothing to double in this conjugation: thus, ∗qālil, yaqallil
from a root q-w/y-l; mtpp, “drummer,” participle from a root t-w-p.
Various Phoenician C-stem forms are attested:
10.

11.
12.
13.

Suffix-Conjugation: ∗haqtila > yiqtil; iqtil in late Punic. It is assumed that the
h-prefix was lost by palatalization, which would have taken place in a high-vowel
environment. One suggestion assumes ha- > hi- (as in Biblical Hebrew) with the
addition of the negative ı̄. ∗ ı̄ hiqtil > ı̄ yiqtil and probably > yiqtēl.
Prefix-Conjugation: ∗yahaqtilu > yqtl. Note the loss of intervocalic h; the Phoenician
form is perhaps yaqtil.
Infinitive: ∗yaqtil > /yaqtil/, as in Karatepe’s yt.n, probably /yat.ni/. There is some late
evidence of a construct form with l-, but without h- or y-prefix, perhaps /laqtil/.
Participle: ∗mahaqtil- > mqtl. Note again the loss of intervocalic h. Phoenician perhaps
has maqtil, although late Punic texts have a -y- between the m- prefix and the root,
representing either a high vowel (miqtil), or the reanalysis to mVyaqtil, by analogy
with the Prefix-Conjugation (yqtl).

Again, one or two C passive (C-) stem-forms are perhaps attested.
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Regarding the t-stems, two passive tG forms are attested at Byblos (yitqatil?), and two
reflexive Dt forms elsewhere (yiqtattil?).

4.6 Prepositions and particles
Phoenician, like many of the Semitic languages, has both free-standing and inseparable
(proclitic) prepositions. Inseparable prepositions are b- “in,” “consisting of ”; l- “to/for,”
“at”; and k- “like/as.” The definite article is lost after these three inseparable prepositions.
The preposition ∗min- “from” usually occurs as inseparable m-, with the n- assimilated to,
and presumably doubling, the following consonant.
Many prepositions in Phoenician are extended, either by “prothetic  ”, as in  b for b-, or
by the addition of -n or-t at the end, as in bn for b-, ln for l-, lt for l “(up)on, over,” and pnt
“before.” Prepositions are often combined with nouns to make new prepositions, such as
lpn “in front of ” from l- “at” and pn “face of ”; and they are also combined with each other,
even the proclitic prepositions – lm “from” from l- and m- < ∗min; even lmb “in,” “from,”
“on account of ” from l-, m-, and b-.
In Phoenician, the marker of a definite direct object is yt from ∗ iyyāt > /iyyōt/ ([iyyūt]),
and is clearly distinct from the preposition  t “with” (/itt/). In Punic, the direct object marker
is written  t or even t, indicating loss of the consonantal y and eventual elision of the  , as
well. In Poenulus, the Latin transcription yth indicates that the vowel has become rounded.
The most interesting adverbs in Phoenician are the several negative adverbs, usually
modifying verbs. The most common is bl, presumably /bal/ as in Biblical Hebrew, usually
negating a verb but also used with nouns. There is also a negative  y, presumably /i:/ as
in Biblical Hebrew, with y as a mater lectionis (see §2), which is used as both a particle
of nonexistence and a verbal negative. The two can be combined,  bl or  ybl. For negative
commands and prohibitions,  l /al/ is used. For a negative purpose clause, lm “so that not,
lest” is used, a combination of preposition l- and negative m-. There is no evidence for the
negative l so common in Hebrew, Arabic, and Aramaic.
There is evidence for the use of a locative /-a/ ending (originally ∗ -ah with consonantal h),
in some Punic forms with  mater lectionis at the end of the word: ml and mt [sic] for
“above” and “below,” KAI 145, 14.

4.7 Conjunctions
The most common conjunctions in Phoenician are w- (/wa-/?; later /u/) “and”;  m (/im/?)
“if/when”; k (/ki:/?) “that; because; when”; and  p /ap/?) “moreover.” Prepositions can be
used as conjunctions when paired with the relative  š (see §4.3.5).

5. SYNTAX
The survey of our sources for Phoenician (see §1) makes clear that very little of what we
have in Phoenician provides evidence for the syntax of the language. Our longest inscription,
from Karatepe in Asia Minor, is a translation of a Luwian inscription, and so must be used
with caution as evidence for Phoenician syntax. A large percentage of our inscriptions are
formulaic and simply identify the object on which they are written: “that which PN vowed
to DN.” There are some clear features of syntax, however, that can be dealt with here.
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5.1 Word order
Phoenician, like other Semitic languages, makes frequent use of verbless or “nominal”
clauses. There is no verb “to be” in the present tense in Phoenician, so equational
clauses/sentences are often written as subject + adverb or predicate adjective, and
occasionally subject + predicate nominative. Verbal clauses – clauses that contain a conjugated verb – in Phoenician, as elsewhere in Semitic, are usually V–S–O. A switch in word
order so that the subject precedes the verb is often a marker of emphasis on the subject.

5.2 Hendiadys
Verbal hendiadys is known in Phoenician, as in Biblical Hebrew. This conjoined construction
takes one of two forms: (i) [finite verb A + w- “and” + finite verb B]; or (ii) [finite verb
A + preposition l- + infinitive construct of verb B]. Such structural combinations, of course,
need not be examples of hendiadys, but when they are, verb B is the main verb of the clause,
and verb A is to be translated adverbially, as in:
š
ysp
l-pl mlkt lt mzbh. zn . . .
dm
and-any person who would increase to do work on altar this . . .
“And anyone who would do work again on this altar . . . ” (KAI 10, 11–12).

(13) w-kl

The causative ysp is being used to denote repeated or continuous action, and is not interpreted
literally.

5.3 Infinitive absolute
The infinitive absolute in Phoenician can be used to represent any verbal form if the context
has made clear which form is expected (i.e., it functions as an unmarked verb form). This
use of the infinitive absolute is especially pronounced in the Karatepe inscription, where
infinitives absolute even take pronominal objective suffixes.

5.4 The vocative
Vocative l- is known in Phoenician, as in Ugaritic and Arabic, but is rare. To express a wish,
Phoenician can use the particle l- /lu:/ “O that . . . !,” proclitic on a verb, but that too is
rare. Ordinarily a wish is conveyed by the volitive forms of the verb: (i) the first-person
cohortative, which is indistinguishable from the imperfect (but note  pqn in KAI 50, 3,
where the -n seems to be a volitive particle, like Biblical Hebrew nā ); (ii) the imperative, in
most cases indistinguishable from the perfect; and (iii) the third-person jussive, ordinarily
indistinguishable from the imperfect.

5.5 Relative clauses
Relative clauses in Phoenician are generally introduced by the relative pronoun  š (z in
Old Byblian), and occasionally by the “interrogative” pronouns (see §4.3.3). There are rare
occurrences also of a resumptive pronoun after š :
l gbl
(14) nk yh.wmlk . . .
š
hrbt
blt
gbl
mmlkt
pltn
I Yeh.awmilk . . . who she made me the lady the Lady of Byblos sovereign over Byblos
“I am Yeh.awmilk whom the lady, Lady of Byblos, made sovereign over Byblos”
(KAI 10, 1–2).
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6. LEXICON
The Phoenician lexicon is, for the most part, typically Semitic, but the Phoenicians spread
throughout the Mediterranean as merchants and eventually colonists. Those Phoenicians
would, of course, have had exposure to other languages and would have adopted words and
names from other cultures. These loanwords come from a number of other languages and
language families. The Kilamuwa inscription from Anatolia, where an Aramaic dialect is the
local language, describes Kilamuwa as br “son of ” H
. ayya, using Aramaic br rather than the
Canaanite bn that is usual in Phoenician. There are also Luwian personal and place names
in Phoenician inscriptions from Anatolia, such as the name Kilamuwa itself, and several in
the Azatiwada inscription from Karatepe. We also see Egyptian personal and place names
in Phoenician inscriptions found in Egypt.
Greek and Latin names and their (usually nominative) case endings are fairly common in
later inscriptions, plus a few words like drachma, imperator, senator, and podium. Numidian words and personal and place names are known from the North African inscriptions:
mynkd “ruler,” from Numidian mnkd “head, chief ”; personal names Massinissa (msnsn)
and Micipsa (mkwsn); and the place name Thugga (tbgg).

7.
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Ward 1997 is a good, standard overview of Phoenician history and culture. Markoe 2000
also provides an overview, but stresses material culture. Moscati 1968 and Harden 1962 are
classic book-length descriptions.
McCarter 1975 traces the development of the Canaanite/Phoenician alphabet, as does
Naveh 1982, more generally. Woodard 1997 is an excellent source for early Greek alphabets
and their relationship to the Phoenician and Phoenicians.
Amadasi Guzzo 1997 is a nice summary of the Phoenician language. Huehnergard 1992
and 1995 place Phoenician within the Semitic languages. Harris 1936 is still a useful structuralist introduction, although dating of inscriptions is especially out of date, and recent
finds are, of course, not included. Segert 1976 is more up to date and includes more about
the use of classical and other sources for our knowledge of Phoenician, something between
an introductory and reference grammar. Friedrich, Röllig, and Amadasi Guzzo 1999 is a
sound reference grammar, with abundant citations to evidence for Phoenician language and
grammar outside the Phoenician corpus itself.

Abbreviations
Assurb. Rassam

CIL
CIS
Esarh.
Eusebius PE
IRT

Rassam Cylinder of Assurbanipal. Streck, M. Assurbanipal und die letzten assyrischen Könige bis zum Untergang Nineveh’s. Leipzig: Hinrichs,
1916.
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. 1862–. Berlin: Reimer.
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. Pars Prima, Inscriptiones Phoeniciae.
1881–. Paris: Klincksieck.
Borger, R. Die Inschriften Asarhaddons Königs von Assyrien. Archiv für
Orientforschung Beiheft 9; Graz, 1956.
Eusebius, Præparatio evangelica
The Inscriptions of Roman Tripolitania. Edited by J. Reynold and J. Ward.
Rome: British School at Rome, 1952.

phoenician and punic
Josephus Ant.
Josephus C. Ap.
KAI

Senn. OI Prism
T-P
DN
PN
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Josephus, Jewish Antiquities
Josephus, Contra Apion
Kanaanäische und aramäische Inscriften (3rd edition, 3 vols.). Edited
by H. Donner and W. Röllig. Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1971–
1976.
Oriental Institute Prism of Sennacherib’s Annals. Luckenbill, D. The
Annals of Sennacherib. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1924.
Tadmor, H. The Inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser III, King of Assyria.
Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1994.
divine name
personal name
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chapter 5

Canaanite dialects
dennis pardee

1. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS
The term Canaanite has two primary usages: (i) to designate the dialects of Northwest
Semitic spoken in the region called Canaan in the second half of the second millennium
BC; and (ii) to differentiate the “Canaanite” dialects of the first millennium, primarily
Phoenician and Hebrew, from other Northwest Semitic languages spoken in Canaan after
c. 1000 BC, primarily the Aramaic dialects. The principal feature defining Canaanite is the
so-called Canaanite shift, that is, Proto-Semitic ∗ā realized as ō (e.g., Hebrew .tōb “good”
corresponds to Aramaic .tāb).
For the Canaanite of the second millennium BC, there are two primary sources: (i) the texts
written in Akkadian, the lingua franca of the time, by Canaanite scribes and which contain
both Canaanitisms and explicit glosses, i.e., words written in cuneiform script as a gloss in
the local language on a preceding Akkadian word; (ii) the Proto-Canaanite inscriptions, that
is, inscriptions written in archaic linear script and apparently recording the local language.
Some controversy surrounds what “Canaan” meant, both politically and geographically,
in the second millennium BC (Na’aman 1994). In the second half of the millennium, the
term was used to designate the area of Asia under Egyptian control, including a number of
city-states. It comprised an area stretching roughly from what is today northern Lebanon to
the border of Egypt, perhaps including some of the arable lands of Transjordan. The term is
already attested in the first half of the millennium (eighteenth-century BC texts from Mari)
in regard to cities located in the same general area, and there is no reason to doubt that the
geographical extent of Canaan was already similar to that known several centuries later. The
origin of the term is, however, still unclear.
On the possibility of dividing Canaanite into North Canaanite and South Canaanite, with
the former comprised by Ugaritic, see Tropper 1994 and Pardee 1997c.
For the Canaanite of the first millennium BC and later, there are nearly continuous
bodies of inscriptions beginning shortly before 1000 BC. In the case of Phoenician, these
inscriptions are found from Anatolia to Egypt to Mesopotamia during roughly the first
half of the millennium, then throughout the western Mediterranean as late Phoenician and
Punic until the latter dies out well into the Christian era. In the case of Hebrew, a long series
of dialects is attested from the tenth century BC down to the present. Canaanite languages
distinct from Hebrew and Phoenician were also spoken in Transjordan during the first
millennium BC, i.e., Moabite, Ammonite, and Edomite. The sources for these languages are
very sparse and they cease in the Persian period, replaced by Aramaic; there are thus few data
by which to determine how long they survived as living languages.
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Because separate articles are devoted to detailed presentations of Hebrew and Phoenician,
this article will deal with the earlier manifestations of Canaanite.

2. WRITING SYSTEMS
The two principal bodies of evidence for Canaanite in the second millennium BC correspond
to two writing systems.

2.1 Cuneiform
The greater number of data come from Canaanite features in Akkadian documents that
date for the most part from the early fourteenth century. For the description of Akkadian
cuneiform as a writing system, see WAL Chapter 8, §2.
The vast majority of these documents, which total nearly four hundred, were discovered
at Tell el-Amarna in Egypt (see WAL Ch. 8, §1.1). They represent the international correspondence directed to Egyptian pharaohs of the early fourteenth century, from as far away as
Hattusas, the capital of the Hittite empire (north-central Anatolia), and Babylon (southern
Mesopotamia). The Akkadian of these letters varies according to the local scribal schools;
that used by the scribes of the various cities of Canaan is so marked by local features that
it has been described as a scribal “code,” a hybrid language that, though basically Akkadian
and thus incomprehensible to speakers of the local language, would have been understood
only by Akkadian speakers trained in its use (Moran 1987:27; 1992:xxi–xxii; Rainey 1996,
II:1–16, 31–32).
The Canaanite substratum may be derived by triangulation between the written forms,
normative Akkadian of the period, and later Canaanite. The primary difficulties with this
derivation are two: (i) problems stemming from the writing system itself, which permits
multiple values for a given sign; and (ii) the very process of describing an unknown language
by assumed parallels from other languages that are only attested half a millennium and more
later. These difficulties are palliated in part by the presence of explicit glosses: an Akkadian
word or a Sumerian logogram of known meaning may be followed by one or two oblique
wedges (German Glossenkeil is the technical term for such a wedge) and then by a Canaanite
word. The most famous of these is perhaps ŠU : zu-ru-uh in EA 287:27, where ŠU is the
˘
logogram for “hand/arm” and zu-ru-uh is the Canaanite gloss, corresponding to Hebrew
˘
zrōac , Aramaic drāc , and Arabic dirāc and illustrating the shift of ∗ ā to ō (Sivan 1984: 29),
and perhaps of ∗ d to z (Sivan 1984: 41).
As fraught with difficulties as the above described derivational process is, we know
much more about Canaanite from these Akkadian texts than we do from the so-called
Proto-Canaanite inscriptions. That is because the latter are far fewer in number and poorly
preserved.

2.2 Proto-Canaanite
The problem of the Proto-Canaanite inscriptions is directly linked with that of the ProtoSinaitic inscriptions. The latter are a group of inscriptions, numbering about thirty, discovered near Egyptian turquoise mines in the Sinai, dated variously to the eighteenth
or fifteenth centuries BC, which have been only partially deciphered but which seem
to represent a form of early West Semitic (for a recent overview with bibliography, see
Pardee 1997b). Corresponding to these texts are a group of about twenty texts discovered
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in southern Canaan and spread over about five centuries, from the seventeenth century BC
to the twelfth (Sass 1988, 1991).
The state of preservation of these latter, Proto-Canaanite, inscriptions is even poorer
than is that of the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions. The identification of Proto-Canaanite as
a West Semitic script rests on (i) formal similarity with the earlier Proto-Sinaitic script;
(ii) the decipherment of a minority of these texts; and (iii) the formal evolution towards
Phoenician script. Because of these difficulties, the state of decipherment of these inscriptions is even less advanced than in the case of the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions. The principal
text of one of the best-preserved of Proto-Canaanite inscriptions, that from Izbet S.art.ah,
seems not to be Semitic in spite of the fact that it contains a Hebrew/Phoenician-type
abecedary. On the other hand, the well-known Lachish Ewer inscription has been very plausibly deciphered as West Semitic (for an overview, with bibliography, see Pardee 1997a).
Unfortunately, the state of preservation of most of the other inscriptions and their broad
geographical and temporal spread make reliable decipherment in most cases impossible.
These inscriptions, to the extent that they are Semitic, are written in a purely consonantal script, with no use of matres lectionis; and this feature coupled with the problems
posed by the paucity and state of the texts make it difficult to define the language represented. The presence of a Hebrew/Phoenician-type abecedary dating to c. 1200 BC in the
Izbet S.art.ah inscription may be seen as indicating, even if the actual text accompanying
the abecedary is in another language, that the script was used in other cases to write texts
in a language of the Canaanite type. This conclusion is borne out by the Lachish Ewer
inscription.
In addition to these texts from southern Canaan, there are a group of arrowhead inscriptions discovered in southern Canaan and Phoenicia and a very limited number of archaic
Phoenician inscriptions from Byblos that seem to provide a bridge between Proto-Canaanite
and Phoenician. Unfortunately, the small number of texts and the states of preservation
again interfere in determining origins and filiations of the scripts as well as of the languages
represented.
Finally, there is at least one inscription in the Ugaritic cuneiform script that has been
identified as Phoenician in nature (see Ch. 4, §2.1).

3. GRAMMAR
From inscriptions that predate the abecedaries of the Izbet S.art.ah ostracon (twelfth
century BC), some fifteen Proto-Canaanite signs representing consonantal phonemes are
identifiable with some degree of certainty. As these match the Proto-Sinaitic data, as well as
the data from the later West-Semitic languages, it may be assumed that the original ProtoCanaanite consonantal inventory was similar to, if not identical with, the Proto-Sinaitic
inventory and that the two groups of texts represent the same language, or two or more
languages/dialects descended from a common ancestor.
Virtually all other aspects of the linguistic description of Canaanite dialects are derived
from the texts written in Akkadian cuneiform. After a century of research, comprehensive studies of these data have been produced by Sivan 1984 (phonology, morphology, and
lexicon of the Northwest Semitic words in western Akkadian texts of the fifteenth–thirteenth
centuries); Rainey 1996 (a study of the Akkadian of the Amarna texts, with special emphasis on Canaanite features, particularly verbal morphosyntax); and Moran 1987 and 1992
(comprehensive translations of the Amarna texts into French and English). Sivan spread his
net a bit wider than he might have done (see Huehnergard 1987); his work is thus useful
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as a collection of all data furnished by texts written in Akkadian on the various Northwest
Semitic languages from Antioch to the border of Egypt in the period covered, but it is
more difficult to use as a source for defining Canaanite. Rainey 1996, on the other hand,
is specifically a study of the Akkadian texts written by Canaanite scribes; its goal, however,
was not to present exclusively the extracted Canaanite data as a grammar of Canaanite, but
to present the larger picture, of which the Canaanite part is sometimes quite small. All the
relevant data are, however, gathered in these two works, accompanied by expert analyses
and extensive bibliographical information (including proper credit to earlier scholarship,
particularly Moran’s basic studies).
The following are some of the primary characteristics of Canaanite of c. 1400 BC:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

The Canaanite shift of ∗ ā to ō.
A consonantal inventory that is smaller than that of Ugaritic and different from that
of Aramaic (e.g., ∗ d. → .s).
A case system marked primarily by suffixed vowels, like that of Ugaritic (see Ch. 2,
§4.2.2). Case-vowels have generally disappeared or acquired other functions in the
first-millennium Northwest Semitic languages.
A verbal system of which the morphology and morphosyntax are very similar to those
of Ugaritic (see Ch. 2, §4.4). The first-millennium languages have evolved beyond this
stage, often retaining only remnants of the earlier systems.
The probable absence of a Š-causative stem (like Phoenician and Hebrew).
Dissimilation of the vowel a in YaQTaL- verbal forms, giving YiQTaL, the so-called
Barth–Ginsberg Law.
Many details of the lexical inventory are known (Sivan 1984), but pieces of systems –
for example, primary verbs of movement – are missing, making comparisons with
later systems difficult.

One may speak of these features as defining Canaanite; it is likely, however, that constellations of less important features characterized a number of local Canaanite dialects.
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chapter 6

Aramaic
stuart creason

1. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS
1.1 Overview
Aramaic is a member of the Semitic language family and forms one of the two main branches
of the Northwest Semitic group within that family, the other being Canaanite (comprising
Hebrew, Phoenician, Moabite, etc.). The language most closely related to Aramaic is Hebrew.
More distantly related languages include Akkadian and Arabic. Of all the Semitic languages,
Aramaic is one of the most extensively attested, in both geographic and temporal terms.
Aramaic has been continuously spoken for approximately 3,500 years (c. 1500 BC to the
present) and is attested throughout the Near East and the Mediterranean world.
Aramaic was originally spoken by Aramean tribes who settled in portions of what is now
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, and Iraq, a region bounded roughly by Damascus and its
environs on the south, Mt. Amanus on the northwest and the region between the Balikh and
the Khabur rivers on the northeast. The Arameans were a Semitic people, like their neighbors the Hebrews, the Phoenicians, and the Assyrians; and unlike the Hittites, Hurrians,
and Urartians. Their economy was largely agricultural and pastoral, though villages and
towns as well as larger urban centers, such as Aleppo and Damascus, also existed. These
urban centers were usually independent political units, ruled by a king (Aramaic mlk),
which exerted power over the surrounding agricultural and grazing regions and the nearby
towns and villages. In later times, the language itself was spoken and used as a lingua franca
throughout the Near East by both Arameans and non-Arameans until it was eclipsed by
Arabic beginning in the seventh century AD. Aramaic is still spoken today in communities of eastern Syria, northern Iraq, and southeastern Turkey, though these dialects have
been heavily influenced by Arabic and/or Kurdish. These communities became increasingly smaller during the twentieth century and may cease to exist within the next few
generations.

1.2 Historical stages and dialects of Aramaic
The division of the extant materials into distinct Aramaic dialects is problematic due in
part to the nature of the writing system (see §2) and in part to the number, the kinds, and
the geographic extent of the extant materials. Possible dialectal differences cannot always
be detected in the extant texts, and, when differences can be detected, it is not always clear
whether the differences reflect synchronic or diachronic distinctions. With these caveats in
mind, the extant Aramaic texts can be divided into five historical stages to which a sixth
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stage may be added: Proto-Aramaic, a reconstructed stage of the language prior to any extant
texts.

1.2.1 Old Aramaic (950–600 BC)
Though Aramaic was spoken during the second millennium BC, the first extant texts appear
at the beginning of the first millennium. These texts are nearly all inscriptions on stone,
usually royal inscriptions connected with various Aramean city-states. The corpus of texts
is quite small, but minor dialect differences can be detected, corresponding roughly to
geographic regions. So, one dialect is attested in the core Aramean territory of Aleppo
and Damascus, another in the northwestern border region around the Aramean city-state
of Samal and a third in the northeastern region around Tel Fekheriye. There are a few
other Aramaic texts, found outside these regions, most of which attest Aramaic dialects
mixed with features from other Semitic languages, for example, the texts found at Deir
Alla.

1.2.2 Imperial or Official Aramaic (600–200 BC)
This period begins with the adoption of Aramaic as a lingua franca by the Babylonian
Empire. However, few texts are attested until c. 500 BC when the Persians established their
empire in the Near East. The texts from this period show a fairly uniform dialect which is
similar to the “Aleppo–Damascus” dialect of Old Aramaic. However, this uniformity is due
largely to the nature of the extant texts. Nearly all of the texts are official documents of the
Persian Empire or its subject kingdoms, and nearly all of the texts are from Egypt. It is likely
that numerous local dialects of Aramaic existed, but rarely are these dialects reflected in the
texts, one possible exception being the Hermopolis papyri (see Kutscher 1971).

1.2.3 Middle Aramaic (200 BC–AD 200)
This period is marked by the emergence of local Aramaic dialects within the textual record,
most notably Palmyrene, Hatran, Nabatean, and the dialect of the Aramaic texts found in
the caves near Qumran (the Dead Sea Scrolls). However, many texts still attest a dialect very
similar to Imperial Aramaic, but with some notable differences (sometimes called Standard
Literary Aramaic; see Greenfield 1978).

1.2.4 Late Aramaic (AD 200–700)
It is from this period that the overwhelming majority of Aramaic texts are attested, and,
because of the abundance of texts, clear and distinct dialects can be isolated. These dialects
can be divided into a western group and an eastern group. Major dialects in the west include
Samaritan Aramaic, Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (also called Galilean Aramaic) and Christian
Palestinian Aramaic. Major dialects in the east include Syriac, Jewish Babylonian Aramaic,
and Mandaic. This period ends shortly after the Arab conquest, but literary activity in some
of these dialects continues until the thirteenth century AD.

1.2.5 Modern Aramaic (AD 700 to the present)
This period is characterized by the gradual decline of Aramaic due to the increased use of
Arabic in the Near East. Numerous local dialects, such asT.uroyo in southeastern Turkey and
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Malulan in Syria, were attested in the nineteenth century, but by the end of the twentieth
century many of these dialects had ceased to exist.

2. WRITING SYSTEM
2.1 The alphabet
Aramaic is written in an alphabet which was originally borrowed from the Phoenicians
(c. 1100 BC). This alphabet represents consonantal phonemes only, though four of the
letters were also sometimes used to represent certain vowel phonemes (see §2.2.1). Also, because the Aramaic inventory of consonantal phonemes did not exactly match the Phoenician
inventory, some of the letters originally represented two (or more) phonemes (see §3.2).
During the long history of Aramaic, these letters underwent various changes in form including the development of alternate medial and final forms of some letters (see Naveh 1982).
By the Late Aramaic period, a number of distinct, though related, scripts are attested. Below
are represented two of the most common scripts from this period, the Aramaic square script
(which was also used to write Hebrew) and the Syriac Estrangelo script, along with the
standard transliteration of each letter. Final forms are listed to the right of medial forms.
In Christian Palestinian Aramaic an additional letter was developed to represent the Greek

Table 6.1 Aramaic consonantal scripts
Square script

Estrangelo

Transliteration

a
b
g
d
h
w
z
j



f
y

t.
y

kK
l
m!
n@
s
[
p#
x$
q
r
`
t

k
l
m
n
s

b
g
d
h
w
z
h.


p
s.
q (or k.)
r
š
t
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Table 6.2 Aramaic vowel diacritics
Tiberian

Transliteration

b. or yb.

bi or bı̂

= or y=
:

bē or bê
be

be

9

ba

ba

;

bā or bo
bō or bô
bu or bû

bā

or /b
? or Wb

Jacobite

or

or

Transliteration

bı̄ or bı̂

bū or bû

letter  in Greek loanwords. It had the same form as the letter p of the Estrangelo script, but
was written backwards.

2.2 Vowel representation
2.2.1 Matres lectionis
Prior to the seventh or eight century AD, vowels were not fully represented in the writing
of Aramaic. Instead, some vowels were represented more or less systematically by the four
letters , h, w, and y, the matres lectionis (“mothers of reading”). The first two,  and h, were
only used to represent word-final vowels. The last two, w and y, were used to represent both
medial and final vowels. The letter w was used to represent /u:/ and /o:/. The letter y was used
to represent /e:/ and /i:/. The letter  was used to represent /a:/ and /e:/, although its use for
/a:/ was initially restricted to certain morphemes and its use for /e:/ did not develop until the
Middle or Late Aramaic period. The letter h was also used to represent /a:/ and /e:/. The use
of h to represent /e:/ was restricted to certain morphemes and eventually h was almost completely superseded by y in the texts of some dialects or by  in others. The use of h to represent
/a:/ was retained throughout all periods, but was gradually decreased, and eliminated entirely
in the texts of some dialects, by the increased use of  to represent /a:/. Originally, matres lectionis were used to represent long vowels only. In the Middle Aramaic period, matres lectionis
began to be used to represent short vowels and this use increased during the Late Aramaic
period, suggesting that vowel quantity was no longer phonemic (see §3.3.2 and §3.3.3).

2.2.2 Systems of diacritics
During the seventh to ninth centuries AD, at least four distinct systems of diacritics were
developed to represent vowels. These four systems were developed independently of one
another and differ with respect to the number of diacritics used, the form of the diacritics,
and the placement of the diacritics relative to the consonant. Two systems were developed
by Syriac Christians: the Nestorian in the east and the Jacobite in the west. Two systems
were developed by Jewish communities: the Tiberian in the west and the Babylonian in the
east. The symbols from two of these systems, as they would appear with the letter b, are
represented in Table 6.2 along with their standard transliteration.
The Tiberian system also contains four additional symbols for vowels, all of which represent “half-vowels.” The phonemic status of these vowels is uncertain (see §3.3.3.1) and one
of the symbols can also be used to indicate the absence of a vowel:
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Symbol

Transliteration
ə or no vowel
ĕ
ă
ŏ

2.3 Other diacritics
The Tiberian system and the two Syriac systems contain a variety of other diacritics in
addition to those used to indicate vowels. The Tiberian system marks two distinct pronunciations of the letter š by a dot either to the upper left or to the upper right of the letter, and it
indicates that a final h is not a mater lectionis by a dot (mappiq) in the center of the letter. The
Syriac systems indicate that a letter is not to be pronounced by a line (linea occultans) above
that letter. Both the Tiberian and the Syriac systems also contain diacritics that indicate the
alternate pronunciations of the letters b, g, d, k, p, and t (see §3.2.3). The pronunciation of
these letters as stops is indicated in the Tiberian system by a dot (daghesh) in the center of
the letter, and in the Syriac system by a dot (quššāyā) above the letter. The pronunciation of
these letters as fricatives is indicated in the Tiberian system either by a line (raphe) above the
letter or by the absence of any diacritic, and in the Syriac system by a dot (rukkākā) below
the letter (see also Morag 1962 and Segal 1953).

3. PHONOLOGY
3.1 Overview
The reconstruction of the phonology of Aramaic at its various stages is complicated by
the paucity of direct evidence for the phonological system and by the ambiguous nature
of the evidence that does exist. The writing system itself provides little information about
the vowels, and its representation of some of the consonantal phonemes is ambiguous.
Transcriptions of Aramaic words in other writing systems (such as Akkadian, Greek, or
Demotic) exist, but this evidence is relatively fragmentary and difficult to interpret. The
phonology of the language of the transcriptions is not always fully understood and so the
effect of the transcriber’s phonological system on the transcription cannot be accurately
determined. Furthermore, no systematic grammatical description of Aramaic exists prior
to the beginning of the Modern Aramaic period. So, the presentation in this section is
based upon (i) changes in the spelling of Aramaic words over the course of time; (ii) the
information provided by the grammatical writings and the vocalized texts from the seventh
to ninth century AD; (iii) the standard reconstruction of the phonology of Proto-Aramaic;
and (iv) the generally accepted reconstruction of the changes that took place between ProtoAramaic and the Late Aramaic dialects.

3.2 Consonants
The relationship of Aramaic consonantal phonemes to Aramaic letters is a complex one
since the phonemic inventory underwent a number of changes in the history of Aramaic.
Some of these changes took place after the adoption of the alphabet by the Arameans and
produced systematic changes in the spelling of certain Aramaic words.
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Table 6.3 Old Aramaic consonantal phonemes
Place of articulation
Manner of
articulation

Stop
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Fricative
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Trill
Lateral cont.
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Nasal
Glide

Bilabial

Inter-dental

p
b

Dental/
Alveolar

Palatoalveolar

Palatal

t
d
t’ (t.)
θ (š)
ð (z)
θ’ (s.)

s
z
s’ (s.)

Velar

Uvular

Pharyngeal

Glottal

ʔ ( )

k
g
k’ (q)
š

 (h.)
ʕ ()

h

r (r)

m
w

 (š)
l
 ’ (q)
n
y

3.2.1 Old Aramaic consonantal phonemes
Table 6.3 presents the consonantal phonemes of Old Aramaic with the transliteration of
their corresponding symbols in the writing system (see Table 6.1). Only one symbol is
listed in those cases in which the transliteration of the written symbol is identical to the
symbol used to represent the phoneme. In all other cases, the transliteration of the written
symbol is placed in parentheses. Phonemes listed as “Emphatic” are generally considered
to be pharyngealized. Note that three letters (z, .s and q ) each represented two phonemes
and that one letter (š) represented three phonemes, although in one Old Aramaic text (Tel
Fekheriye) the /θ/ phoneme was represented by s rather than š each of which, therefore,
represented two phonemes. That the letter š has / /as one of its values and q has / ’/ as
one of its values is likely (see Steiner 1977), but not certain. An alternative for q is /ð’/. No
satisfactory alternative has been proposed for š.
In texts of the Samal dialect of Old Aramaic and in the Sefire texts found near
Aleppo, the word npš is also spelled nbš. The occasional spelling of words with b
rather than p also occurs in Canaanite dialects and Ugaritic and suggests that voicing may not have distinguished labial stops in some of the dialects of Northwest
Semitic.

3.2.2 Imperial Aramaic consonantal phonemes
By the Imperial Aramaic period, three changes had taken place among the dental consonants:
(i) / / had become /s/; (ii) / ’/ had become /ʕ/; and (iii) /ð/, /θ/, and /θ’/ had become /d/,
/t/, and /t’/, respectively. These changes reduced the phonemic inventory of dentals to the
following:
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Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic

Stop
t
d
t’ (t.)

Fricative
s
z
s’ (s.)

Lateral continuant

Nasal

l

n

These changes in the phonemic inventory produced changes in the spelling of Aramaic
words. For example, words containing the phoneme /ð/ and spelled with the letter z became
spelled with the letter d because the phoneme /ð/ had become /d/. Similar spelling changes
took place in words spelled with the letters š, .s and q. For some time, both spellings are
attested in Aramaic texts, but the change is complete by the Late Aramaic period, except in
Jewish Aramaic dialects in which the letter š is retained for the phoneme /s/ in a few words,
perhaps under the influence of Hebrew which underwent the same sound change but which
consistently retained the older spelling.

3.2.3 Stop allophony
At some time prior to the loss of short vowels (see §3.3.2), the six letters b, g , d, k, p, and
t each came to represent a pair of sounds, one a stop, the other a fricative. For example,
b represented [b] and [v] (or, possibly, /β/); p represented [p] and [f] (or, possibly, //);
and so forth. At this stage, the alternation between the stop and fricative articulations
was entirely predictable from the phonetic environment. The stop articulation occurred
when the consonant was geminated (lengthened) or was preceded by another consonant.
The fricative articulation occurred when the consonant was not geminated and was also
preceded by a vowel. This alternation was purely phonetic in the case of the four pairs of
sounds represented by b, p, g , and k. In the case of the two pairs of sounds represented
by d and t the alternation was either phonetic or morphophonemic. If the development of
this alternation occurred prior to the shift of /ð/ to /d/ and /θ/ to /t/ (see §3.2.2), then the
presence of these two phonemes would have made the alternation morphophonemic. If it
occurred after this shift, then the alternation was phonetic. At a later stage of Aramaic, short
vowels were lost in certain environments and, as a result, the environment which conditioned
the alternation was eliminated in some words. The fricative articulation, however, was not
eliminated and so the alternation between the two articulations became phonemic in all six
cases.

3.3 Vowels
The inventory of Aramaic vowel phonemes is more difficult to specify than that of consonantal phonemes, since vowels are not fully represented in the writing system until the
beginning of the Modern Aramaic period. Prior to that time, the matres lectionis (see §2.2.1)
were the only means by which vowels were represented. In the Old and Imperial Aramaic
periods, the matres lectionis were only used to indicate long vowels. During the Middle
Aramaic period they began to be used to indicate short vowels as well, and this expansion
of their use continued into the Late Aramaic period. This change in the use of the matres
lectionis suggests that vowel quantity was not phonemic by the Middle Aramaic period and
that vowel quality was the only relevant factor in their use. Given this evidence and the data
provided by the four systems of vowel diacritics that were developed at the beginning of the
Modern Aramaic period, three distinct stages of the phonology of Aramaic vowels can be
distinguished: Proto-Aramaic, Middle Aramaic, and Late Aramaic.
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3.3.1 Proto-Aramaic
The reconstructed Proto-Aramaic inventory of vowel phonemes is equivalent to the reconstructed Proto-Semitic inventory of vowel phonemes:
(3)

Front
High /i/ and /i:/
Low

Central

Back
/u/ and /u:/

/a/and/a:/

In addition, when /a/ was followed by /w/ or /y/, the diphthongs /au/ and /ai/ were formed.

3.3.2 Middle Aramaic
A number of vowel changes took place between the Proto-Aramaic and the Middle Aramaic
periods; providing a relative chronology, much less an absolute chronology, of these changes
is problematic. Questions of chronology aside, these changes can be divided into three
groups:
1. Changes which did not affect the system of vowel phonemes, such as the shift of /a/ to /i/
(“attenuation”) in some closed syllables.
2. Changes which occurred in every dialect of Aramaic:
(i) Stressed /i/ and /u/ were lowered, and perhaps lengthened, to /e/ or /e:/ and /o/ or /o:/.
(ii) In all dialects, but differing from dialect to dialect as to the number and the specification
of environments, /ai/ became /e:/ (or possibly /ei/) and /au/ became /o:/ (or possibly
/ou/).
(iii) In the first open syllable prior to the stressed syllable and in alternating syllables prior
to that, short vowels were lost. In positions where the complete loss of the vowel would
have produced an unacceptable consonant cluster, the vowel reduced to the neutral
mid-vowel [ə]. Because the presence of this vowel is entirely predictable from syllable
structure, it is not analyzed as phonemic.
(iv) Quantity ceased to be phonemic.
3. Changes which apparently occurred in some dialects, but not others:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

The low vowel /a:/ was rounded and raised to /ɔ/.
Unstressed /u/ was lowered to /ɔ/ in some environments.
Unstressed /i/ was lowered to /ε/ in some environments.
Unstressed /a/ was raised to /ε/ in some environments.

A dialect in which all of these changes occurred would have the vowel system of (4),
along with the diphthongs /ai/ (or /ei/) and /au/ (or /ou/), if they had been retained in any
environments:
(4)

Front
High
/i/
Mid
/e/
/ε/
Low

Central

Back
/u/
/o/
/ɔ/

/a/

A dialect in which only the first two sets of changes occurred would have the same system
but without the vowels /ε/ and /ɔ/.
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3.3.3 Late Aramaic
At the beginning of the Modern Aramaic period, four sets of diacritics were independently
developed to represent Aramaic vowels fully. These sets of diacritics represent the phonemic
distinctions relevant to four dialects of Late Aramaic. The distinctions indicated by these
systems are qualitative, not quantitative, indicating that vowel quantity was not phonemic by
this time. In all of these systems, the pronunciation of the low vowel(s) is/are uncertain and
so two options are usually given. Also indicated in (5)–(8) are the standard transliteration
equivalents in the writing system.

3.3.3.1
(5)

The Tiberian system

Front
Central
Back
High /i/ = <i> and <ı̂>
/u/ = <u> and <û>
Mid
/e/ = <ē> and <ê>
/o/ = <ō> and <ô>
/ε/ = <e>
/ɔ/ = <o> and <ā>
Low
/æ/ or /a/ = <a>

The phonemic status of the /ε/ vowel is uncertain, because its alternation with other vowels
in the system is nearly always predictable. If /ε/ is not a phoneme, then this system would
be equivalent to the Babylonian system (see §3.3.3.2).
The Tiberian system also contains four additional symbols for vowels (see §2.2.2), all of
which represent vowels of very brief duration: the neutral mid vowel /ə/, and very brief
pronunciations of /ε/, /ɔ/, and /a/. Diachronically, these vowels are the remnants of short
vowels which were reduced in certain syllables (see §3.3.2). They are only retained in positions
where the complete loss of the vowel would produce an unacceptable consonant cluster and
so they represent a context-dependent phonetic (rather than a phonemic) phenomenon.

3.3.3.2

The Babylonian system

(6)

High
Mid
Low

Front
Central
Back
/i/ = <i> and <ı̂>
/u/ = <u> and <û>
/e/ = <ē> and <ê>
/o/ = <ō> and <ô>
/æ/ (or /a/) = <a> /a/ (or /ɔ/) = <ā>

This system is essentially equivalent to the Tiberian system, but without /ε/. It is probable that
/ε/ is absent in this dialect because it never developed from /i/ and /a/, rather than because
it first developed and then was subsequently lost. This system also contains a symbol for the
neutral mid vowel /ə/ but, unlike the Tiberian system, the diacritic is not ambiguous (i.e., it
does not also represent the absence of a vowel; see §2.2.2).

3.3.3.3
(7)

The Nestorian system

Front
Central
Back
High /i/ = <i> and <ı̂>
/u/ = <u> and <û>
Mid
/e/ = <ē> and <ê>
/o/ = <ō> and <ô>
/ε/ = <e>
/ɔ/ = <ā>
Low
/æ/ or /a/ = <a>

This system is essentially the same as the Tiberian and the Middle Aramaic system, though
the /ε/ vowel is much more common and is certainly a phoneme in this system.
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3.3.3.4

The Jacobite system

(8)

High
Mid
Low

Front
Central
Back
/i/ = <ı̄> and <ı̂>
/u/ = <ū> and <û>
/e/ = <e>
/o/ = <ā>
/a/ = <a>

This system has the smallest of all inventories and is a result of two changes from the Middle
Aramaic (= Nestorian) system: (i) the raising of /e/ and /o/ to /i/ and /u/ respectively; and
(ii) the raising of /ε/ and /ɔ/ to /e/ and /o/ respectively.

3.4 Syllable structure
Aramaic has both closed (CVC) and open (CV) syllables. During the time that vowel quantity
was phonemic in Aramaic, a closed syllable could not contain a long vowel, whereas an open
syllable could contain either a long or a short vowel. After vowel quantity was no longer
phonemic, such restrictions were no longer relevant to the phonemic system, although
vowels in closed and open syllables very likely differed phonetically in quantity.
The only apparent restriction on vowel quality in Aramaic syllables occurs in connection
with the consonants /ʔ/, /ʕ/, /  /, /h/, and /r/. At an early stage in Aramaic, a short high vowel
preceding these consonants became /a/. A preceding long high vowel retained its quality,
but, in some dialects, /a/ was inserted between the high vowel and the consonant.

3.5 Stress
There is one primary stressed syllable in each Aramaic word (with the exception of some
particles; see §§4.6, 4.7.4, and 4.8.1). In Proto-Aramaic, words having a final closed syllable
were stressed on that syllable; and words having a final open syllable were stressed on
the penultimate syllable, regardless of the length of the word-final vowel. At a very early
stage, word-final short vowels were either lost or lengthened and so the stressed, open
penultimate syllable of words with a final short vowel became the final stressed, closed
syllable. Stress remained on this syllable and the rules regarding stress were not altered.
These rules remain unaltered throughout most of the history of Aramaic, though in some
dialects of Late Aramaic, stress shifted from the final syllable to the penultimate syllable in
some or all words which had a closed final syllable.

3.6 Phonological processes
3.6.1 Sibilant metathesis
In verb forms in which a /t/ is prefixed (see §4.4.1) to a root which begins with a sibilant,
the sibilant and the /t/ undergo metathesis: for example, /ts/ → /st/ and /tš/ → /št/. If the
sibilant is voiced /z/ or pharyngealized /s’/, /t/ also undergoes partial assimilation: /tz/ →
/zd/ and /ts’/ → /s’t’/.

3.6.2 Assimilation of /t/
In verb forms in which a /t/ is prefixed (see §4.4.1) to a root which begins with /d/ or /t’/,
the /t/ completely assimilates to this consonant. This assimilation also takes place in a few
roots whose first consonant is a labial – /b/, /p/, and /m/ – or the dental/alveolar /n/.
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3.6.3 Assimilation and dissimilation of /n/
Historically, the phoneme /n/ completely assimilates to a following consonant when no
vowel intervenes between the two: ∗ nC → CC. During and after the Imperial Aramaic period, some geminated (lengthened) consonants dissimilate to /n/ plus consonant,
CC → nC, even in cases in which no /n/ was present historically. This dissimilation is the
result of Akkadian influence and appears more commonly in the eastern dialects.

3.6.4 Dissimilation of pharyngealized consonants
In some Aramaic texts, words which have roots that historically contain two pharyngealized
consonants show dissimilation of one of the consonants to its nonpharyngealized counterpart. In a few Old Aramaic texts, progressive dissimilation is shown: for example, qt.l
(i.e., /k’t’l/) → qtl. In some Imperial Aramaic texts the dissimilation is regressive: for example, qt.l → kt.l and qs. (i.e., /k’s’ʔ/) → ks.. These dissimilations may have been the result of
Akkadian influence, which attests similar dissimilations.

3.6.5 Elimination of consonant clusters
At various stages of Aramaic, phonotactically impermissible consonant clusters were eliminated in various ways.

3.6.5.1

Anaptyxis

In Proto-Aramaic, all singular nouns ended in a short vowel, marking case (see §4.2.2).
When this final short vowel was lost, some nouns then ended in a cluster of two consonants:
as in ∗ /málku/ → /málk/. In order to eliminate this cluster, a short anaptyctic vowel (usually
/i/, sometimes /a/) was inserted between the two consonants: /málk/ → /málik/. Stress then
shifted to this vowel from the preceding vowel: /málik/ → /malı́k/. At a later stage, the vowel
of the initial syllable was lost and the anaptyctic vowel was lowered (see §3.3.2): /malı́k/ →
/mlı́k/ → /mlék/.

3.6.5.2

Schwa

The loss of short vowels in some open syllables (see §3.3.2) created the possibility of consonant clusters at the beginning and in the middle of words. In positions where the complete
loss of the vowel would have produced an unacceptable consonant cluster, the cluster was
avoided by reducing the short vowel to the neutral mid-vowel /ə/.

3.6.5.3

Prothetic aleph

When a word begins with a cluster of two consonants, sometimes the syllable /ʔa/ or /ʔε/ is
prefixed to it: for example, the word /dmɔ/ is sometimes pronounced /ʔadmɔ/.

4. MORPHOLOGY
4.1 Morphological type
Aramaic is a language of the fusional type in which morphemes are unsegmentable units
which represent multiple kinds of semantic information (e.g., gender and number). On the
basis of morphological criteria alone, Aramaic words can be divided into three categories:
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(i) nouns, (ii) verbs, and (iii) uninflected words. The final category includes a variety of
words such as adverbs (see §4.5), prepositions (see §4.6), particles (see §4.7), conjunctions
(see §4.8), and interjections (see §4.9). As the name suggests, words in this category are
distinguished from words in the first two categories by the absence of inflection. Words in
the first two categories can be distinguished from each other by differences in the categories
for which they are inflected and by the inflectional material itself.

4.2 Nominal morphology
Under this heading are included not only nouns and adjectives, but participles as well.

4.2.1 Word formation
Excluding inflectional material, all native Aramaic nouns, adjectives, and participles (as well
as verbs; see §4.4.1) consist of (i) a two-, three-, or four-consonant root; (ii) a vowel pattern
or ablaut; and, optionally, (iii) one or more prefixed, suffixed, or infixed consonant(s).
Multiple combinations of these elements exist in the lexicon of native Aramaic words, and
earlier and later patterns can be identified within the lexicon.
In Old and Imperial Aramaic, the patterns found are ones that are common to the other
Semitic languages. Many patterns are characterized by differences in ablaut only: for example,
qal, qāl, qil, qall, qitl, qutl, qatal, qatāl, qatı̄l, and qātil. Additional patterns are characterized
by the gemination (lengthening) of the second root consonant: for example, qattal, qittal,
qattı̄l, and qattāl. Still others display prefixation – for example, maqtal, maqtil, maqtāl,
taqtı̄l, and taqtūl; or suffixation – for example, qatlūt, qutlı̄t, and qitlāy; or reduplication –
for example, qatlal and qataltāl. The semantics of some of these patterns or of individual
suffixes is clear and distinct: for example, the pattern qattāl indicates a profession (nomen
professionalis), the pattern qatı̄l is that of the passive participle of the Pə al stem; and the
suffix -āy (the nisbe suffix) indicates the name of an ethnic group.
In Late Aramaic, the use of suffixes increased, apparently as a result of two historical factors.
First, the loss of short vowels in open syllables prior to the stressed syllable often eliminated
the single vowel which distinguished one vowel pattern from another. So, the use of suffixes
may have been increased to compensate for the loss of distinct vowel patterns. Second, the
contact of Aramaic with Indo-European languages, especially Greek, may have increased the
use of suffixes since the morphology of those languages largely involves suffixation rather
than differences in vowel patterns.
One notable nonsuffixing pattern that developed in the Middle or Late Aramaic period
is the qātōl pattern which indicates an agent noun (nomen agentis). The older agent noun
pattern, qātēl (< qātil), is also the pattern of the active participle of the Pə al stem, and
by the Middle Aramaic period the participle came to be used almost exclusively as a verbal
form, and so a new, purely nominal, agent noun form was developed.

4.2.2 Inflectional categories
Nouns, adjectives, and participles are inflected for gender, number, and state. There are
no case distinctions in any extant dialect of Aramaic, though such distinctions did exist
in Proto-Aramaic. There are also no comparative or superlative forms of adjectives at any
stage of the language. There are two genders, masculine and feminine, and nouns can be
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distinguished from adjectives and participles in that nouns have inherent gender whereas
adjectives and participles do not. There are two numbers, singular and plural, and although
a few words retain an ancient dual form, there is no productive dual in Aramaic. There are
three states: absolute, construct, and emphatic. The absolute and the emphatic states of a
noun are free forms and the construct state is a bound form. In earlier stages of Aramaic, the
absolute state represented an indefinite noun, the emphatic state represented a definite noun
and the construct state represented a noun the definiteness of which was determined by the
noun to which it was bound. In Late Aramaic, the absolute state was almost entirely lost and
the emphatic state became used for both definite and indefinite nouns. Definiteness was then
determined contextually or by the use of the numeral “one” as a kind of indefinite article.
At this stage, the construct state was retained only in frozen forms and was not productive,
with the exception of a few words such as br “son-of.” However, adjectives and participles
retained the absolute state throughout all periods because of their use as predicates to form
clauses (see §5.2.1).
The transliterations of the written forms of the inflectional suffixes for nouns, adjectives,
and participles are presented in (9). The forms of each suffix are represented both with
and without vowel diacritics (see §§2.1, 2.2.2). The symbol ø represents the absence of an
inflectional suffix. The letters  and h are matres lectionis (see § 2.2.1). On the phonemic
values of the transliteration of vowel diacritics see §3.3.3:
(9)

Absolute
Construct
Emphatic

Masculine
Singular Plural
-ø
-yn (= -ı̂n)
-ø
-y (= -ay or -ê)
-  (= -ā) -y  (= -ayyā)

Feminine
Singular
Plural
-h (= -ā)
-n (= -ān)
-t (= -at)
-t (= -āt)
-t  (= -tā) -t  (= -ātā)

Several points should be noted regarding these inflectional suffixes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

The masculine singular emphatic is also sometimes attested as -h.
The feminine singular absolute, in some dialects, is also rarely attested as - . In Syriac,
it is consistently attested as - .
The y of the masculine plural absolute is a mater lectionis and so is sometimes omitted
in writing, especially in early texts.
The y of the masculine plural construct is either a consonant, representing the diphthong /ai/, or a mater lectionis representing /e:/ which had developed from /ai/ in some
dialects.
The Samal dialect of Old Aramaic attests -t (= -āt) as the feminine plural absolute
form, the usual form in Canaanite dialects.
In eastern dialects of Middle and Late Aramaic, the masculine plural emphatic appears
as - or -y (= -ê), perhaps under Akkadian influence.

Many Aramaic nouns, adjectives, and participles show two (or more) vowel patterns
which alternate depending on the phonological form of the inflectional material. These
multiple patterns are the result of the phonological changes that took place during the
history of Aramaic. However, explaining these alternating patterns synchronically requires
a rather complex set of rules and will not be attempted here. In two groups of nouns,
adjectives, and participles (those with a final consonant which was historically /w/ or /y/),
these phonological changes also produced changes in the forms of some of the inflectional
suffixes. Nouns, adjectives, and participles with a final consonant /w/ developed the vowel
/u/ or /o/ in both the masculine singular absolute and construct as well as in the three
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feminine singular forms (the /w/ remained a consonant in the other seven forms). In the
feminine singular absolute and construct forms, this vowel replaced the vowel of the inflectional suffix.
Nouns, adjectives, and participles with a final consonant /y/ show even more changes.
The inflectional suffixes for these words are given in (10):
(10)

Masculine
Feminine
Singular
Plural
Singular
Plural
Absolute - or -y (= -ê) -yn (= -ayin or -ên) -y (= -ı̂)
-yn (= -yān)
or -n (= -an)
or -y (= -yā)
Construct - or -y (= -ê) -y (= -ay or -ê)
-yt (= -ı̂t or -yat) -yt (= -yāt)
Emphatic -y (= -yā)
-y (= -ayyā or -yê) -yt (= -ı̂tā)
-yt (= -yātā)

In the masculine singular emphatic and the feminine plural forms, /y/ remains a consonant and the inflectional suffix is standard. In the other forms, /y/ generally becomes a
vowel, sometimes fusing with the inflectional ending, although in some nouns it remains a
consonant and the suffix is standard.

4.3 Pronouns
4.3.1 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns occur in both independent and bound (i.e., enclitic) forms.

4.3.1.1 Independent personal pronouns
Independent forms of the personal pronouns vary slightly from dialect to dialect and from
period to period. All but the rarest of forms are listed in (11):
(11)

Singular
1st common
nh, n
2nd masculine nt, t, nth, th
2nd feminine nty, nt, t, ty
3rd masculine h, hw, hw
3rd feminine h, hy, hy

Plural
nh.n, nh.nn, nh.n, nh.nh, nh.n, h.nn, nn
ntm, ntwn, twn
ntn, ntyn, tyn
hm, hwm, hmw, hmwn, nwn, hnwn, ynwn, hynwn
nyn, hnyn, ynyn, hynyn

The first- and second-person pronouns all have an initial n, and the remainder of each
form generally resembles the inflectional suffix of the perfect verb (§4.4.2.1). Forms written
without n are those which have undergone assimilation of /n/ to /t/ (see §3.6.3). The thirdperson singular forms have an initial h, and the plural forms have an initial h or . The
masculine has a back vowel /o/ or /u/, and the feminine has a front vowel /i/ or /e/. Most
of the spelling differences reflect the presence or absence of matres lectionis, though some
reflect historical developments. Of particular note is the replacement of the earlier final /m/
of the second and third masculine plural forms with the later /n/ under the influence of the
feminine forms.
In the Samal dialect of Old Aramaic the first common singular is the Canaanite nk(y).

4.3.1.2

Bound personal pronouns

These forms are used for the possessor of a noun, the object of a preposition, the subject or
object of an infinitive, or the object of a verb and they vary depending on the type of word
to which they are suffixed.
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The bound forms that are suffixed to nouns, prepositions, particles, and infinitives can
be divided into two sets: Set I is used with masculine singular nouns, all feminine nouns,
infinitives, and some prepositions; Set II is used with masculine plural nouns, the other
prepositions, and the existential particles:
(12) Bound pronouns suffixed to nouns, prepositions, particles, and infinitives

Set I
1st common
2nd masculine
2nd feminine
3rd masculine
3rd feminine

Set II

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural

-y
-k
-ky, -yk
-h, -yh
-h

-n, -n
-km, -kwn
-kn, -kyn
-hm, -hwm, -hwn
-hyn

-y
-yk
-yky
-wh, -why, -wy
-yh

-yn, -yn
-ykm, ykwn
-ykn, -ykyn
-yhm, -yhwm, -yhwn
-yhn, -yhyn

Note the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

The first common singular suffix occurring on the infinitive is more commonly -ny
than -y. In Syriac, the infinitive also occurs with alternate forms of the third masculine
singular (-ywhy) and third feminine singular (-yh).
In Set I, the third masculine singular -yh and the second feminine singular -yk reflect
the presence of an internal mater lectionis in Late Aramaic texts.
The differences in the second- and third-person plural forms of both sets are a result
of the presence or absence of matres lectionis and the shift of final /m/ to /n/ in the
masculine forms. In Samaritan Aramaic, the third plural forms of both sets are also
attested without -h-. In Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the second- and third-person
plural forms of both sets are also attested without the final -n.
In Sets I and II, the first common plural form without  reflects the absence of a mater
lectionis in earlier texts and the absence of a final vowel in later texts.
In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, the third feminine singular, second masculine singular,
second feminine singular, and the first common plural forms in Set II are also attested
without the initial y, suggesting a shift of /ai/ to /a/. The first common singular, first
common plural, and third feminine singular forms in Set II are also attested as -y,
-ynn, and -yh respectively, in this dialect.
The second feminine singular form of Sets I and II is also written without the final y
in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, suggesting the loss of the final vowel, and in Syriac the
y is written but not pronounced.
The third masculine singular form -wh of Set II probably reflects the absence of a
mater lectionis in earlier texts. The -wy form reflects the loss of the intervocalic /h/ in
later texts. The Samal dialect of Old Aramaic attests -yh, suggesting the diphthong
/ai/ rather than /au/. This diphthong is the historically earlier vowel which became
/au/ in all other dialects.

The bound forms of the pronouns that are attached to verbs will vary depending on
three factors: (i) the tense of the verb; (ii) the phonological form of the verb; and (iii) the
dialect. Most variation is a result of the phonological form of the verb rather than verb tense,
although the forms used with the imperfect frequently show an additional -n- (= /inn/).
In some dialects of Late Aramaic, this additional -n- is also found in forms that are used
with the perfect. Other differences in bound pronouns across dialects tend to reflect broader
phonological changes in the language, such as the loss of word-final vowels or consonants.
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Bound forms of the third-person plural pronouns are generally not suffixed to verbs,
although there are attested forms in Old Aramaic, particularly in the Samal dialect, and in
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. More commonly, an independent form of the pronoun is used instead. However, in some dialects, these forms are not
stressed and so they are phonologically enclitic to the preceding verb form, even though
they are written as separate words.
In (13)–(15), y, w, and  are all matres lectionis, but h represents a true consonant:
(13) Bound pronouns suffixed to verbs: perfect tense

1st common
2nd masculine
2nd feminine
3rd masculine
3rd feminine

Singular
-ny, -y, -n
-k
-ky
-h, -yh, -hy, -yhy
-h, -h

Plural
-n, -nn, -n
-kn, -kwn
-kyn

Note the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

The first common singular form -y is attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic and
Samaritan Aramaic. In Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the form -n is attested and it
represents the loss of the final vowel. The final vowel is also lost in Syriac, but the form
is still written -ny.
Syriac also attests the third masculine singular forms -why and -ywhy.
The first common plural form -n represents the loss of the final vowel, and the
form -nn represents the additional -n-. Both forms are only attested in Late Aramaic
dialects.
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic also attests a second masculine plural form -kw, as well as
second masculine singular (-nk), second masculine plural (-nkw), and third feminine
singular (-nh) forms with the additional -n-.
Old Aramaic attests the third masculine plural forms -hm and -hmw.
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic attests the third masculine plural forms -ynwn, -ynhw and
the third feminine plural forms -nhy and -ynhy. Samaritan Aramaic attests the third
masculine plural form -wn and third feminine plural form -yn.

(14) Bound pronouns suffixed to verbs: imperfect tense

1st common
2nd masculine
2nd feminine
3rd masculine
3rd feminine

Singular
-n, -ny, -nny
-k, -nk, -ynk
-ky, -yk
-h, -hy, -nh, -nhy
-h, -nh

Plural
-n, -nn
-kwn, -nkwn
-kyn, -nkyn

Note the following:
1.

In Old and Imperial Aramaic, forms with and without the additional -n- are attested.
In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, and Samaritan Aramaic,
the forms with -n- are much more commonly attested than the forms without -n-. In
Syriac, the forms with -n- are not attested at all.
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2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

In Old Aramaic, the first common singular form -n is pronounced with a final vowel
but is written without a mater lectionis. In Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the form -n
represents the loss of the final vowel. In Syriac, the final vowel is also lost, but the form
is still written -ny.
No second feminine singular forms with additional -n- happen to be attested in the
extant texts. The form -ky is pronounced with a final vowel in Old and Imperial
Aramaic, but in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic and Syriac the final vowel is lost, though
in Syriac the form is still written -ky.
The third masculine singular forms -hy and -nhy are only found in Old and/or Imperial
Aramaic.
Syriac also attests the third masculine singular forms -yhy and -ywhy and the third
feminine singular form -yh.
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic attests the third masculine singular forms -yh and
-ynyh, the third feminine singular form -ynh, and the second masculine plural form
-ynkw.
In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, the first common plural form -nn is also attested.
Old Aramaic attests the third masculine plural forms -hm and -hmw.
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic attests the third masculine plural forms -ynwn, -ynhw
and the third feminine plural form -ynhy. Samaritan Aramaic and Jewish Palestinian
Aramaic attest the third masculine plural form -nwn. Jewish Palestinian Aramaic also
attests the third feminine plural form -nyn.

(15) Bound pronouns suffixed to verbs: imperative

1st common
3rd masculine
3rd feminine

Singular
-ny, -n, -yny, -yn, -y
-h, -hy, -yh, -why, -yhy
-h, -yh, -h

Plural
-n, -yn, -n, -yn, -nn

Note the following:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

The first common singular form -ny is attested in all dialects. The first common
singular form -y is only attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic and Samaritan Aramaic.
In Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the forms -yn and -n are attested in addition to -ny
and represent the loss of the final vowel. In Syriac, the forms -ny and -yny are attested,
but the y is not pronounced.
The third masculine singular form -h is attested in Old Aramaic, Imperial Aramaic,
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, and Samaritan Aramaic. This form is also written with a
mater lectionis as -yh in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic.
The form -hy is attested in Old Aramaic, Imperial Aramaic, Jewish Palestinian
Aramaic, and Syriac, although in Syriac the h is not pronounced. The forms -why
and -yhy are only attested in Syriac and the h is not pronounced.
Only Syriac attests the third feminine singular form -yh and only Jewish Palestinian
Aramaic attests the third feminine singular form -h.
First common plural bound pronouns are only attested in Late Aramaic. Syriac attests
-n and -yn. Jewish Palestinian Aramaic attests -n and -n. Samaritan Aramaic attests
-n and -nn. Jewish Babylonian Aramaic attests -yn.
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic attests the third masculine plural form -nhw and the third
feminine plural form -nhy. Jewish Palestinian Aramaic attests the third masculine
plural form -nwn and the third feminine plural form -nyn.
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In Late Aramaic, as a result of the use of the participle as a verb form, shortened forms
of the first- and second-person independent pronouns became suffixed to the participle to
indicate the subject. In Syriac and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, third-person forms developed
alongside the first- and second-person forms, and all of these forms are commonly used in a
variety of nonverbal clauses, not just those with participles. In these uses, the pronouns are
written as separate words, but are phonologically enclitic to the preceding word (see §5.2.1).

4.3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
4.3.2.1 Near demonstratives
In Old, Imperial, and Middle Aramaic, the singular forms of the near demonstratives are
characterized by an initial z or d (= historical /ð/; see §3.2.2) followed, in the masculine
forms, by n and a final mater lectionis -h or - . The forms are as follows: masculine singular
znh, zn, dnh, dn and feminine singular z, zh, d. In Middle Aramaic, the masculine singular
forms dn and zn are also attested, suggesting that the final vowel was being lost in this period.
Gender is not distinguished in the plural forms of the near demonstrative. These forms are
all characterized by an initial l. They are l, lh, ln.
In the Late Aramaic period, the near demonstratives are often attested with an initial h.
This h generally replaces the initial d of the singular forms and the initial  of the plural
form. However, some singular forms in some dialects attest both the h and the d. For
example, Syriac attests masculine singular hn and hn, feminine singular hd, and plural
hlyn. Jewish Palestinian Aramaic attests masculine singular dyn, dn, hyn and hn, feminine singular d, and plural hlyn and lyn. Jewish Babylonian Aramaic attests many forms
including masculine singular dyn and hdyn, feminine singular hd  and h, and plural lyn
and hlyn. Samaritan Aramaic attests masculine singular dn, feminine singular dh, and plural
hlyn and lyn.

4.3.2.2 Far demonstratives
In Old, Imperial, and Middle Aramaic, the far demonstratives are like the near demonstratives in that the singular forms are characterized by an initial z or d and the plural forms
by an initial l, but, unlike the near demonstratives, this initial element is followed by k.
The forms are as follows: masculine singular znk, zk, dk; feminine singular zk, zk, dk, zky,
dky; and plural lk, lky. In addition to these forms, there are sporadic attestations of the
third-person independent personal pronouns being used as demonstratives. This usage is
common in the Canaanite dialects, and these attestations are generally found in Aramaic
dialects influenced by Canaanite such as the Samal dialect of Old Aramaic and some Middle
Aramaic dialects influenced by Hebrew.
In the Late Aramaic period, the third-person independent personal pronouns become
more commonly used as far demonstratives, although in most dialects they do not displace
the earlier forms, but are simply attested alongside them. In Syriac, the earlier forms are lost
entirely and the far demonstratives are distinguished from the personal pronouns by the
vowel of the first syllable of the singular forms and by the presence of h rather than  as the
initial consonant of the plural forms.

4.3.3 Reflexive pronouns
The equivalent of a reflexive pronoun is expressed by suffixing a bound form of a personal
pronoun to npš “life, soul” or grm “bone.”
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4.3.4 Possessive pronouns
Possessive pronouns are usually expressed by bound forms of the personal pronouns, but in
Middle and Late Aramaic the particle z/dyl (= particle z/dy + preposition l) with a suffixed
bound form became used as a possessive pronoun.

4.4 Verbal morphology
4.4.1 Word formation
Excluding inflectional material, all native Aramaic verbs (as well as nouns; see §4.2.1) consist
of (i) a two-, three-, or four-consonant root; (ii) a vowel pattern or ablaut; and, optionally,
(iii) one or more prefixed or infixed consonants. The root provides the primary semantic
value of the verb form. The other two elements (ii and iii) provide semantic distinctions of
voice, causation, and so forth; and variations in these two elements define a system of verbal
stems or conjugations which are morpho-semantically related to each other. Of these two
elements, the vowel pattern is less important than the additional consonant(s) since vowels
frequently change from one inflected form to another. The distinctions between the stems
are generally, but not always, maintained despite these vowel changes. Furthermore, some
of these vowel patterns differ slightly from one dialect to another. For these reasons, the
vowel patterns will not be treated in the following discussion.

4.4.1.1

Major verb stems

Numerous verb stems exist in Aramaic, but there are only six primary stems. They can be
defined morphologically as follows, assuming in each case a three-consonant root.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Pə al: This stem is the most frequently attested of the six. It is also the simplest stem
morphologically, characterized by the absence of any consonants other than the root
consonants. For this reason, it is considered the basic stem. This stem attests multiple
vowel patterns in both of the primary finite forms of the verb, and it is the only stem
with multiple vowel patterns.
 Ethpə el or Ithpə el: This stem is characterized by the presence of a prefixed t-.
Historically, this prefix is ht-, and forms with ht- are sporadically attested in all
periods.
Pa el: This stem is characterized by the gemination (lengthening) of the second root
consonant.
 Ethpa al or  Ithpa al: This stem is characterized by the gemination (lengthening)
of the second root consonant and by a prefixed t-. Historically, this prefix is ht-, and
forms with ht- are sporadically attested in all periods.
Haph el or Aph el: This stem is characterized by the prefixation of the consonant hor the consonant -. The forms with h- are historically earlier than the forms with - and
had almost entirely disappeared by the Middle Aramaic period, though a few forms
with h- survive into the Late Aramaic period.
 Ettaph al or  Ittaph al: This stem is characterized by a prefixed tt-. The second t is
historically the h- or  - of the Haph el/Aph el which has been assimilated to the
preceding t.

Certain modifications of these stems occur when there are two or four root consonants rather than three. Verbs with four root consonants only have forms corresponding
to the Pa el and the Ethpa al/Ithpa al stems, the two middle root consonants taking
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the place of the geminated (lengthened) second root consonant of a verb with three root
consonants. Verbs with two root consonants develop a middle root consonant -y- in the
Pa el and the Ethpa al/Ithpa al, and the distinction between the Ethpə el/Ithpə el and
the Ettaph al/Ittaph al forms is completely lost, with the retention of the latter forms
only.

4.4.1.2

Voice and other semantic distinctions

This system of stems expresses a variety of semantic distinctions, and a variety of relationships
exist between the stems. One of the primary distinctions is that of voice. The Pə al, the
Pa el, and the Haphel/Aph el stems all express the active voice. The three stems with
prefixed t- all express the passive voice. Each of the passive stems is directly related only to
its morphologically similar active stem, and the relationships of the passive stems to one
another simply mirror the relationships of the active stems to one another. In Proto-Aramaic,
it is likely that the stems with prefixed t- were reflexive, but in the extant dialects of Aramaic,
reflexive uses of these stems are only sporadically attested.
The relationships of the active stems to one another are more complex. The Pa el and the
Haph el/Aph el are directly related to the Pə al, but not to each other. The Haph el/Aph el
expresses causation. A Haph el/Aph el verb of a particular root is usually the causative of
the Pə al verb of that same root. For example, the Haph el/Aph el verb hkšl/kšl “to trip
someone up” is the causative of the Pə al verb kšl “to stumble.” There are, however, a
number of Haph el/ Aph el verbs, some of which are denominative, for which there is no
corresponding Pə al verb or which do not express causation.
The relationship of the Pa el stem to the Pə al stem varies depending on the semantic
class into which the verb in the Pə al stem falls. The verbs in the Pə al stem exhibit a number
of semantic distinctions, the two most important of which are (i) the distinction between
stative verbs and active verbs, and (ii) the distinction between one-place predicates (usually
syntactically intransitive) and two-place predicates (usually syntactically transitive). As a
general rule, to which there are exceptions, if the Pə al verb is stative and/or a one-place
predicate, the Pa el verb of that same root is “factitive” (i.e., causative). If there is a Haph el/
Aph el verb of that same root, it is roughly synonymous with the Pa el verb or there is a
lexically idiosyncratic difference in meaning; for example, Pə al qrb “to come near,” Pa el
qrb “to bring near, to offer up,” Haph el/Aph el hqrb/ qrb “to bring near,” or, in some dialects
only, “to fight.” If the Pə al verb is a two-place predicate, the Pa el verb of that same root
will be “intensive,” though in some cases, the two verbs are synonymous or there is a lexically
idiosyncratic difference in meaning; for example, Pə al zmr “to sing,” Pa el zmr “to sing.”
There are, furthermore, numerous Pa el verbs, many of which have four root consonants
and for which there is no corresponding Pə al verb.
By the Late Aramaic period, the relationships between the stems had broken down through
the process of lexicalization. Although some of the relationships still held between individual
verbs of the same root, in many cases they did not. This breakdown was aided by the
similarity in meaning of some pairs of verbs and, in the case of the Ethpə el/Ithpə el and
the Ethpa al/Ithpa al, by their increasing morphological similarity due to vowel changes
in the language.

4.4.1.3

Minor stems

In Old Aramaic, it is possible that a set of passive stems existed, corresponding to each of the
three major active stems, and differing from them in vowel pattern only. Possible attestations
of such stems are quite rare and many are disputed.
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In all periods of Aramaic, and especially in Late Aramaic, a number of still additional
stems are attested, but these are limited, occurring in no more than a few roots. One notable
pair of stems is the Šaph el and its passive, the Eštaph al/Ištaph al. These stems correspond
in form and meaning to the Haph el/Aph el and the Ettaph al/Ittaph al, but with a prefixed
š- rather than h- or  -. In the Eštaph al/Ištaph al, metathesis of /š/ and /t/ has taken place
(see §3.6.1). The forms of these stems that are attested in Aramaic are apparently loanwords
from two possible sources: (i) Akkadian in the Imperial and Middle Aramaic periods, and
(ii) (an)other Northwest Semitic language(s) in which the Šaph el was the standard causative
stem in the Old and/or Proto-Aramaic periods. Neither of these stems is productive in any
extant Aramaic dialect.

4.4.2 Inflectional categories
Verbs are inflected for three persons, two genders (not distinguished in the first person),
two numbers, and two primary “tenses,” the perfect and the imperfect. There is also a set
of second- and third-person jussive forms (attested in Old and Imperial Aramaic only), a
set of second-person imperative forms, and an infinitival form, which is not inflected. In
the active stems, there are two sets of participial forms, an active set and a passive set. In
the passive stems, there is one set of (passive) participial forms. Participles are inflected
like adjectives (see §4.2.2). The perfect and the imperative are characterized by inflectional
suffixes, and the imperfect is characterized primarily by prefixes, though some forms have
both prefixes and suffixes. The vowels that are associated with the root consonants of these
forms will vary depending on the stem of the verb, the phonological form of the inflectional
material, and the position of stress. As with nouns, variations in these vowels are the result of
the phonological changes that took place during the history of Aramaic. However, explaining
these alternating patterns synchronically requires a set of rather complex rules and will not
be attempted here.
The exact semantic value of the two primary tenses is uncertain. It is likely that at the
earliest stages of Aramaic, the perfect and the imperfect expressed distinctions of aspect and,
secondarily, distinctions of tense and modality. The perfect was used to express perfective
aspect, and tended to be used to express past tense and realis mode; whereas the imperfect
was used to express imperfective aspect, and tended to be used to express non-past tense
and irrealis mode. However, as early as the Imperial Aramaic period, tense began to be
the primary distinction between the two forms and the participle began to be used more
commonly as a verbal, rather than a nominal, form. By the Late Aramaic period, the perfect
had become the past tense, the participle had become the non-past tense, and the imperfect
was used to express contingency, purpose, or volition and occasionally to express future
action. In conjunction with this shift, the system was augmented by “composite tenses”
(see §4.4.2.6) that were used to express further distinctions of aspect and modality.

4.4.2.1

Perfect tense

The perfect is characterized by inflectional suffixes. In (16), the written forms of these
inflectional suffixes are represented in transliteration, both with and without vowel diacritics
(see §§2.1, 2.2.2). Earlier or more broadly attested suffixes are listed above later or more
narrowly attested suffixes. The symbol ø represents the absence of an inflectional suffix, either
graphically and phonologically or only phonologically. In these forms, only t and n represent
true consonants; all other letters are matres lectionis (see §2.2.1). On the phonemic values
of the transliteration of the vowel diacritics, see §3.3.3. Verbs with a final root consonant
that was historically /w/ or /y/ attest slightly altered forms of some of these suffixes.
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3rd masculine

Singular
-ø

3rd feminine

-t (= -at)

2nd masculine

-t or -th or -t (= -tā)
-t (= -t)
-ty (= -tı̂)
-t or -ty (= -t)
-t or -yt (= -et, -ēt, or -ı̂t)

2nd feminine
1st common

Plural
-w (= -û or -ø)
-wn (= -ûn)
-  or -h (= ā)
-n (= -ān) or -yn (= -ên)
or -y (= -ø or -ı̂)
-tn or -twn (= -tôn or -tûn)
-tn or -tyn (= -tên or -tı̂n)
-n or -n (= -nā)
-n (=-n) or -nn (= -nan)

Note the following:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

The third feminine singular suffix is also sometimes attested as - or -h (= -ā) in Jewish
Babylonian Aramaic and in Samaritan Aramaic.
The second masculine singular suffix -t or -th always represents -tā and is attested in
all periods, although in Late Aramaic it is only attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic as
a rare form. The spelling -t is also attested in all periods. In earlier periods, when matres
lectionis were less frequently used, -t represents -tā written without a mater lectionis.
In later periods, when matres lectionis were more frequently used, it represents -t.
The second feminine singular suffix -ty (= -tı̂) is an earlier form. In Late Aramaic, -ty
is only found in Syriac and Samaritan Aramaic, where it represents -t.
The first common singular suffix is written with a mater lectionis only in some Late
Aramaic texts. Its pronunciation varied from dialect to dialect and sometimes within
individual dialects.
The third masculine plural suffix -w is attested in all periods and all dialects. It represents -û in all dialects except Syriac where its value is -ø. The suffix -wn (= -ûn) is a
later alternate form found in Syriac and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic.
There are no distinct forms of the third feminine plural suffix attested in Old or
Imperial Aramaic. In a few texts, third masculine plural forms are used with feminine
plural subjects. The suffix - or -h (= -ā) is attested in most dialects of Middle and
Late Aramaic. The suffix -n (= -ān) is attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic and in
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic. The suffix -y (= -ı̂) is attested in Samaritan Aramaic, and
the suffixes -yn (= -ên) and -y (= -ø) are attested in Syriac. These last two forms may
have developed by analogy to the second feminine plural suffix.
The second masculine plural suffix is also attested as -tm (= -tūm or -tōm) in Old
Aramaic. The suffixes -tn and/or -twn are attested in all periods.
No forms with a second feminine plural suffix are attested in Old Aramaic. The suffixes
-tn and/or -tyn are attested in all other periods.
The first common plural suffix -n always represents -nā and it is attested in all periods,
but not in all dialects. The suffix -n is also attested in all periods. In earlier periods,
it represents -nā written without a mater lectionis. In later periods, it represents
-n. The form -nn (= -nan) is an alternate form only found in some dialects of Late
Aramaic.
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4.4.2.2

Imperfect tense

The imperfect is characterized by inflectional prefixes, and, in some forms, suffixes as well.
In the Aph el and the three stems with prefixed  t-, a prefixed consonant replaces the  of
the stem. In the earlier forms of these stems with prefixed h- or ht-, the h- remains and the
consonant is prefixed to it. In (17), forms which are almost exclusively attested in eastern Late
Aramaic are listed below forms which are attested in western Late Aramaic and all earlier
dialects. All letters represent true consonants except y in the second feminine singular suffix,
and w in the second and third masculine plural suffixes, which are matres lectionis. Verbs
with a final root consonant that was historically /w/ or /y/ attest slightly altered forms of the
suffixes.
(17)

3rd feminine

Singular
y- . . . -ø
n- . . . -ø
or l- . . . -ø
t- . . . -ø

2nd masculine
2nd feminine
1st common

t- . . . -ø
t- . . . -n or –yn (= -ı̂n)
 - . . . -ø

3rd masculine

Plural
y- . . . -n or -wn (= -ûn)
n- . . . -wn (= -ûn)
or l- . . . -wn (= -ûn)
y- . . . -n (= -ān)
n- . . . -n (= -ān)
or l- . . . -n (= -ān)
t- . . . -n or -wn (= -ûn)
t- . . . -n (= -ān)
n- . . . -ø

Note the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

The vowel following the prefix of each of these forms is determined by the stem and/or
the initial root consonant of the particular verb.
In Syriac, the third masculine singular and plural, and the third feminine plural prefix
is n- rather than y-.
In Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the third masculine singular and plural, and the third
feminine plural prefix is l- rather than y-. This prefix also occurs sporadically in other
dialects.
In Syriac, there is an alternate third feminine singular form with the suffix -y
(= -ø).
In Samaritan Aramaic, the second feminine singular suffix is -y (= -ı̂), and in Jewish
Babylonian Aramaic this suffix is attested as an alternate form.
In the Samal dialect of Old Aramaic, the third masculine plural suffix is attested as
-w (= -û).
In Samaritan Aramaic and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the second and third masculine
plural suffixes each have an alternate form -w (= -û).

4.4.2.3

Jussive

In Old and Imperial Aramaic, quasi-imperative forms of the second and third persons, called
“jussive forms,” are attested. These forms can be distinguished from the imperfect by the
absence of the final -n in the plural forms as well as in the second feminine singular form.
No distinction between the imperfect and the jussive is found in the other forms. By the
Middle Aramaic period, no distinct jussive forms remained, although forms without the
final -n were retained in some dialects either as the only imperfect form or as an alternate
imperfect form (see §4.4.2.2).
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4.4.2.4

Imperative

The four imperative forms are closely related to the corresponding second-person imperfect
forms. They differ from the imperfect forms in two ways: (i) they lack the prefix of the
imperfect form (in the Aph el and the three stems with prefixed  t- the  is present); and (ii)
in most dialects, they lack the final -n of the imperfect forms, and what remains is a mater
lectionis indicating the final vowel. Verbs with a final root consonant that was historically
/w/ or /y/ attest slightly altered forms of these suffixes.
(18)

2nd masculine
2nd feminine

Singular
-ø
-y (= -ı̂)

Plural
-w (= -û)
-h or - (= -ā)

Note the following:
1.
2.
3.

In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, the final -n is retained in the feminine singular and the
two plural forms.
In Samaritan Aramaic, the final -n is optionally retained in the feminine plural.
In Syriac, the feminine singular suffix -y represents -ø, as does the masculine plural
suffix -w. There is also an alternate form of the masculine plural suffix with final -n
(-wn = -ûn). Finally, the standard feminine plural suffix is not attested in this dialect.
Instead the feminine plural suffixes -y (= -ø) and -yn (= -ên) are attested.

4.4.2.5

Infinitive

Each of the stems has a single infinitive form and this form is not inflected, although
bound forms of the personal pronoun may be suffixed to it to indicate its subject or object
(see §4.3.1.2). The infinitive is an action noun (nomen actionis) and, as such, it commonly
occurs as the object of a preposition, especially the preposition l (see §5.3).
The Pə al infinitive has the historical form ∗ maqtal which becomes miqtal or meqtal,
or remains maqtal, depending on the dialect and/or the first root consonant of the word.
When a bound form of a personal pronoun is attached to one of these forms and the bound
form begins with a vowel, the vowel preceding the final root consonant is reduced to /ə/
(e.g., miqtəlı̂). Other, less common, forms of the Pə al infinitive are attested in a number
of periods and dialects. For example, in Old Aramaic, a few infinitives without the prefixed
m- are attested, and in Old and Imperial Aramaic a few infinitives with final -at or -ût or
-ā (written with a mater lectionis) are attested. The form with final -ā resembles one of the
common forms of the infinitives in the other stems and it is also attested in Jewish Palestinian
Aramaic, Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, and Samaritan Aramaic. Also noteworthy is the form
miqtôl attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic.
The infinitives of the other stems are all formed in the same way. In every period and
nearly every dialect, the infinitive has ā preceding and following the final root consonant
(the second ā being written with a mater lectionis). In Syriac, the forms have final -û (written
with a mater lectionis) rather than -ā. When a pronominal suffix is attached to any of these
forms, -ā becomes -at or, more commonly, -ût, and -û becomes -ût. Sporadically throughout
all periods of Aramaic, forms with final -at or -ût also occur without a suffix attached. In
Old, Imperial, and Middle Aramaic, the infinitives of these stems do not have any kind
of prefix, but in most dialects of Late Aramaic the prefixed m- of the Pə al stem is also
found on the other stems (this prefix replaces the  of the Aph el and the three stems with
prefixed t-). Jewish Babylonian Aramaic is one dialect that does not attest the prefix m- and,
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furthermore, it attests an additional set of infinitive forms which are the common forms
in this dialect. These forms have ô preceding the final root consonant and ê following the
final root consonant (both vowels are written with a mater lectionis). These forms are also
sporadically attested in Jewish Palestinian Aramaic.

4.4.2.6

Composite tenses

As early as the Imperial Aramaic period, “compound” or “composite” tenses are attested
which consist of an active participle combined with a finite form of the verb hw/h “to be.”
An active participle in combination with a perfect form of hw/h is used to express past
progressive or habitual action, and an active participle in combination with an imperfect
form of hw/h is used to express future progressive or habitual action. By the Late Aramaic
period, these tenses had become much more commonly used, and additional tenses had
developed in some of the dialects. For example, in Syriac, the perfect of hw/h is used with
the perfect of another verb either as a pluperfect or as a stylistic variant of the perfect
verb.

4.5 Adverbs
In earlier dialects of Aramaic, there are relatively few adverbs and adverbial modification
was frequently accomplished by the use of the absolute forms of nouns and adjectives: for
example, š/sgy “much, very.” In some cases, the noun or adjective may have retained an old
accusative suffix /-a/. One possible example is kl “completely” a form of the noun kl “all,
every.” A few examples of adverbs which are not related to nouns are: tnh, tnn “here”; tmh,
tmn “there”; kn “thus, so”; and  dn,  dyn “then.”
In Late Aramaic, these adverbs were retained and others were added to the lexicon through
the increased use of adverbial suffixes such as -yt in Syriac, which can be suffixed to any
adjective to form an adverb.

4.6 Prepositions
All prepositions may have bound forms of the personal pronouns suffixed to them
(see §4.3.1.2), and some prepositions are attested in combination with the particle z/d(y)
(see §4.7.4), forming subordinating conjunctions (§4.8.2). Morphologically, prepositions
can be divided into three categories:
1.

2.

3.

Inseparable prepositions: Three prepositions, b “in,” l “to,” and k “like, as” (the last
only attested in a few dialects) are phonologically and graphically proclitic to the
following word. The preposition mn “from,” in some of its forms, also falls into this
category.
Independent unstressed prepositions: These prepositions are written as separate words
but receive no stress and so are phonologically proclitic to the following word. Some
common prepositions are  l “over, to,”  m “with,” and  d “up to, until.” Also included
in this group are the preposition mn “from,” in some of its forms, and the marker of
the direct object, yt in Old Aramaic, yt in Imperial Aramaic, Middle Aramaic, and
Jewish dialects of Late Aramaic (see §5.2.2).
Independent stressed prepositions: These prepositions are written as separate words
and are not phonologically proclitic to the following word. Some examples are: ngd
“opposite,” qdm “before, in front of,” and  h.ry “behind, after.”
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4.7 Particles
4.7.1 Existential particles
The particle yt(y) “there-is/are” expresses existence. The particle lyt(y) “there-is/are-not,” a
contraction of the negative particle l (see §4.7.2) and the existential particle yt(y), expresses
nonexistence. Both of these particles may have bound forms of the personal pronouns
suffixed to them (see §4.3.1.2).

4.7.2 Negative particles
The particle l “not” is used to negate verbs, clauses and, rarely, nouns. The particle l “not”
is used in prohibitions, which are expressed in Aramaic not by imperative verbs, but by
jussive or imperfect verbs.

4.7.3 Interrogative particles
Numerous interrogative particles are attested in each of the Aramaic dialects, and the forms
frequently vary from dialect to dialect. However, mn, mn “who,” and mh, m “what” are
constant throughout nearly all dialects. In texts influenced by Hebrew (the Biblical Aramaic
texts and the Targums), a particle h is attested which may be prefixed to the first word of a
clause to indicate that it is a question. In Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the particles my and
tw have this function.

4.7.4 The particle z/d(y)
This particle is spelled zy, z, or dy in earlier texts and d or dy in later texts (see §3.2.2). In some
dialects and periods, it is phonologically and graphically proclitic to the following word. It
is an extremely important particle which indicates that the following noun or clause stands
in some subordinate relationship to what precedes it. It has five primary uses: (i) to express
a “genitive” relationship between two nouns; (ii) to introduce a relative clause modifying
a preceding noun; (iii) to indicate the object clause of a verb; (iv) to introduce direct or
indirect speech; (v) to express purpose or result. This particle is also used in combination
with prepositions to form subordinating conjunctions (see §4.8.2).

4.8 Conjunctions
4.8.1 Coordinating conjunctions
A number of coordinating conjunctions are attested. Most notable is the ubiquitous w “and,
but, or” which is always phonologically and graphically proclitic to the following word.
Also attested are the less common w “or,” ( )p “also,” and brm “but,” which are neither
phonologically nor graphically proclitic to the following word. In Syriac, the conjunction
dyn “but, and then,” equivalent to Greek , is quite common.

4.8.2 Subordinating conjunctions
A number of prepositions are used with the particle z/d(y) to form subordinating conjunctions: for example, mn “after,”  d “until,” and k “when.” Other widely attested
subordinating conjunctions are: dlm “lest, perhaps”; l , lw “except that, however”;
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bdyl d “so that, because”; hn, n “if ”; and kl qbl “because, on account of, inasmuch as.”
In Syriac, the conjunction gyr “for, because,” equivalent to Greek , is quite common.

4.9 Interjections
Examples of the few attested interjections are: rw, hn, h “behold,” and hy, y, wy “alas.”

4.10 Numerals
4.10.1 Cardinals
The cardinal numerals 1 through 10 are not inflected for number, only for gender and state,
and they rarely occur in the construct and emphatic states. The numeral 2, in both the
masculine, tryn, and the feminine, trtyn, forms, retains the Proto-Aramaic dual inflectional
suffix -yn. In (19) the most common absolute forms of the numerals 1 through 10 are listed.
The forms listed as “masculine” are those which modify masculine nouns, and those listed as
“feminine” modify feminine nouns, despite the fact that the masculine forms of the numerals
3 through 10 are morphologically feminine, and the feminine forms are morphologically
masculine (cf. §4.2.2 and §5.1).
(19)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Masculine
h.d
tryn
tlth, tlt
 rb h, rb
h.mšh, h.mš
šth, št, šth, št
šb h, šb
tmnyh, tmny
tš h, tš
 šrh,  šr,  srh,  sr

Feminine
h.dh, h.d
trtyn
tlt
rb
h.mš, h.myš
št, šyt
šb
tmnh, tmn, tmny
tš , tyš
 šr,  sr

Note the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

In these forms, final -h or - is a mater lectionis. Forms with -h occur in earlier dialects
and forms with - occur in Late Aramaic, except Jewish Palestinian Aramaic and
Samaritan Aramaic, which attest -h.
The final -y in the feminine form of 8 is a mater lectionis as is the medial -y- in the
feminine forms of 5, 6, and 9, but not in the masculine form of 8. In that form, it is a
consonant.
The medial -y- in both forms of the numeral 2 represents the Proto-Aramaic diphthong
∗
/ai/, which may have been retained in these forms as late as the Imperial Aramaic
period. By the Middle or Late Aramaic period, this diphthong in this particular form
had become /e:/ (see §3.3.2) in all dialects and so the y then functions only as a mater
lectionis.
In some dialects, the masculine form of 6 is sometimes written with a prothetic aleph
(see §3.6.5.3).
The numeral 10 is written with š in earlier dialects and with s in later ones (see §3.2.2).

The numerals 11 through 19 are inflected only for gender and consist of a combination
of a form of the relevant digit (absolute, construct, or alternate) and an alternate form of
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the numeral 10. The forms of these numerals vary across the Aramaic dialects, and in some
dialects multiple forms of some of these numerals are attested.
The numerals 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 are not inflected. They each have a single
form which is characterized by a suffixed -ı̂n. These forms are essentially equivalent to the
masculine plural absolute form of the corresponding digit, except for the numeral 20 which
is equivalent to the masculine plural absolute form of 10: for example, tlāt “3,” tlātı̂n “30”;
and  sar “10,”  asrı̂n “20.”
The numeral 100 is a feminine noun and the numeral 1,000 is a masculine noun. They
are fully inflected for number and state, their plural forms being used in combination with
the digits 3 through 9 to form 300, 3,000, and so forth. The numerals 200 and 2,000 are
formed using the dual inflectional suffix rather than the digit 2.
Bound forms of the personal pronouns can be suffixed to the numerals 2 through 10,
though they are rarely attested.

4.10.2 Ordinals
There are distinct ordinal forms of the numerals 1 through 10. These forms have the same
root consonants as the corresponding cardinals, except for the numeral 1, and, except for the
numerals 1 and 2, they are characterized by the vowelı̂ preceding the final root consonant and
the suffix āy following the final root consonant: for example, tlāt “3,” tlı̂tāy “3rd.” In some
dialects of Middle and Late Aramaic, the suffix is ā. These numerals are adjectives and can
be fully inflected for gender, number, and state, although they are most commonly attested in
the absolute state. For ordinal numerals higher than 10, the corresponding cardinal numeral
is used.
In some dialects of Late Aramaic, cardinal numerals with the prefixed particle z/d(y) are
also used as ordinals: for example, dtryn “who [is] 2” = “2nd.”

5. SYNTAX
5.1 Noun phrase structure
Any noun or adjective can constitute a noun phrase by itself. An adjective which stands
alone is interpreted as a concrete noun meaning “one who has the quality designated by the
adjective.”
Adjectives can be either attributive or predicative (see §5.2.1). An attributive adjective
stands in an appositional relationship to a noun. The adjective nearly always follows the
noun and agrees with it in gender, number and state:
(20) A. nš

t.b
man good
“a good man”
B. nš
t.b
the-man the-good
“the good man”

With the decreased use of the absolute state in Late Aramaic, the second example came to
mean either “the good man” or “a good man” (see §4.2.2).
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Demonstrative pronouns may be used either attributively or predicatively (see §5.2.1),
but these uses cannot be distinguished by the form of the demonstrative itself, except in
Jewish dialects of Late Aramaic in which an attributive demonstrative has a prefixed h- (this
h is in addition to the h which is characteristic of some forms of the demonstrative pronouns
in Late Aramaic; see §4.3.2.1). An attributive demonstrative may either precede or follow
the noun it modifies, which must be in the emphatic state:
(21) A. byt dnh

the-house this
“this house”
B. dnh byt
this the-house
“this house”
Though the position of the pronoun is not fixed, one position or the other tends to be
preferred in each dialect and/or time period. With the increased use of the emphatic
state, the demonstrative came to be used in some instances as little more than a definite
article (see §4.2.2).
The modification of nouns by cardinal numerals shows a number of idiosyncrasies which
differ from dialect to dialect. There are a few features that all cardinal numerals show in all
dialects.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

The numerals 1 to 19, which are the only numerals that distinguish gender, must agree
in gender with the noun they modify. However, the numerals 3 to 10 show “chiastic
concord” – the morphologically masculine form modifies feminine nouns and the
morphologically feminine form modifies masculine nouns (see §4.10.1).
Numerals other than 1 may either precede or follow the noun, and the noun is plural.
The numeral 1 nearly always follows the noun and, of course, the noun is singular.
The numerals 2 to 10 can occur in either the absolute or the construct state with a
following noun, but there is no difference in meaning: for example, (i) tryn (absolute)
nšyn; and (ii) try (construct) nšyn – both meaning “two men.”
The numerals 100 and 1,000 are nouns which may be modified by other numerals.

The ordinal numerals are adjectives and have the syntax of adjectives (see [20] above).
Modification of a noun by a prepositional phrase, an adverb, or a clause is accomplished
through the use of the particle z/d(y) “who, which”; for example:
(22) nš

dy bbyt
the-man who in-the-house
“the man who [is] in the house”

The particle z/d(y) can be omitted in this construction, though this is extremely rare.
The relationships between two noun phrases that are expressed by the genitive case in
some languages are expressed in Aramaic in two different ways.
On the one hand, genitive relationships can be expressed by a construct chain in which a
noun in the absolute or emphatic state is preceded by one or more nouns in the construct
state. The definiteness of all nouns in a chain is determined by the definiteness of the final
noun:
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(23) A. br

mlk
king.absolute

son-of.construct
“a king’s son”
B. br
son-of.construct
“the king’s son”

mlk
the-king.emphatic

Most construct chains consist of two nouns, though construct chains of three nouns are not
uncommon and chains of four nouns are attested. The use of the construct chain decreased
over time, and by the Late Aramaic period the construction is only attested in chains that
had been reanalyzed as compound nouns or in chains formed with a few words such as
br “son-of ” and byt “house-of.”
On the other hand, genitive relationships can be expressed by a construction using the
particle z/d(y) in which one noun is followed by the particle and a second noun. The second
noun may be in either the absolute or emphatic state. The first noun may appear in one of
three forms: (i) in the absolute state; (ii) in the emphatic state; or (iii) it may be suffixed with
a bound form of the personal pronoun that agrees in gender and number with the second
noun, although this form may only be used if the second noun is in the emphatic state:
(24) A. br

dy mlk
the-son.emphatic of the-king.emphatic
“the king’s son”
B. brh
dy mlk
son-his (= the king) of the-king.emphatic
“the king’s son”

Constructions in which one or the other or both nouns are in the absolute state are rare
and occur most commonly in constructions expressing the “genitive of material”:
(25) tr n

gates.absolute
“stone gates”

zy
of

bn

stone.absolute

5.2 Clause structure
5.2.1 Nonverbal clauses
Nonverbal clauses in Aramaic can be formed by the juxtaposition of a noun (phrase) or
a pronoun used as a subject with an adjective, participle, prepositional phrase, adverb,
or noun (phrase) used as a predicate. In such a clause, the predicate usually precedes the
subject, except for the participle, which usually follows the subject. A predicative adjective
or participle must agree with its subject in gender and number, and must also be in the
absolute state, regardless of the state of its subject:
khn
good.absolute the-priest
“The priest is good.”

(26) t.b

When a noun (phrase) is the predicate, an additional personal pronoun is often used,
either preceding or following the subject:
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hw khn
John
he
the-priest
“The priest is John.”
B. ywh.nn khn
hw
John
the-priest he
“John is the priest.”

(27) A. ywh.nn

In Syriac and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the use of such pronouns was greatly expanded and
they became used in all kinds of nonverbal clauses. In connection with this use, additional
bound forms of the personal pronoun were developed (see §4.3.1.2).

5.2.2 Verbal clauses
In Aramaic, a finite verb form, by itself, can constitute a verbal clause. Since the verb is
inflected for person as well as gender and number, no other element is necessary to constitute
a clause.
A verbal clause may contain a subject noun (phrase), although the subject is commonly
omitted in Aramaic if it is contextually identifiable. The verb agrees in gender and number
with its subject. If a plural subject is of mixed gender, the verb is masculine. Not uncommmonly, a singular verb will occur with a plural subject or a masculine verb will occur with a
feminine subject. Such disagreements between subject and verb are much more commonly
attested when the subject follows the verb; when the subject precedes the verb, the verb
rarely disagrees with it.
An indefinite direct object of a verb is not specially marked in Aramaic. A definite direct
object of a verb is sometimes marked in Old Aramaic by the particle  yt (see §4.6). A later
form of this particle, yt, is sometimes used in Imperial Aramaic, Middle Aramaic, and Jewish
dialects of Late Aramaic, often in imitation of the Hebrew particle  t. More commonly
in these periods and dialects, and exclusively in all other dialects of Late Aramaic, the
preposition l is used to mark the definite direct object of a verb. In Late Aramaic, a definite
direct object often occurs both as a bound pronoun suffixed to the verb and as a noun
(phrase) marked with the preposition l:
lktb
he-wrote-it the-book
“He wrote the book.”

(28) ktbh

Finally, the direct object of a verb may be omitted from a clause if it is identifiable from the
immediate context.
The indirect object of a verb is also marked by the preposition l “to” which often leads
to ambiguity. The indirect object may also be omitted from a clause if it is identifiable from
the immediate context.
Two kinds of verbal adjuncts are particularly noteworthy. First, the agent of a passive verb
is rarely indicated in most Aramaic dialects; however, in Syriac, the agent is more commonly
expressed and when it is, the preposition mn marks it. Second, the absolute form of a noun
or adjective can be used within a clause as an adverb rather than as a verbal complement.
This use of nouns and adjectives is more common in earlier dialects and it decreases in later
dialects as the number of true adverbs increases (see §4.5).
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5.2.3 Subordinate clauses
There is no difference in the structure of a subordinate clause as compared with a main clause,
except, of course, for the presence of a subordinating conjunction. However, this particle is
sometimes omitted and the subordinate nature of the clause must then be inferred.
At times, a subordinate relationship exists between two formally coordinate clauses. There
are two notable examples of such a relationship. The first is the conditional clause. In general,
the protasis of a conditional clause begins with a conditional particle and will either precede
or follow the apodosis to which it is subordinate. However, sometimes the protasis and the
apodosis will be joined by the coordinating conjunction w (the so-called waw of apodosis)
in which case, the protasis will always precede the apodosis; for example:
kn
bdw . . .
ws.dqh
yhwh
lk
if
thus you-do . . . and-merit will-be to-you
“If you act in this way . . . (then) you will have merit.”

(29) hn

The second is verbal hendiadys, a construction in which two verbs are conjoined and share
all verbal complements, but the first verb expresses a modification of the second rather than
an independent action, as in the following:
(30) sgy

wqr
he-increased and-he-called
“He called to them often.”

lhwn
to-them

This construction tends to occur in dialects and texts which are influenced by Hebrew, where
the construction is more common.

5.2.4 Word order
The word order of the elements in a clause is not grammatically fixed in Aramaic and varies
in part by the place of any given clause within the larger discourse. However, there are
certain orders which can be considered “standard” and appear to have no special discourse
function. In most dialects of Aramaic, this standard order is VSO (verb, subject, object,
indirect object), although a pronominal object or indirect object will frequently precede a
nominal subject. In Imperial Aramaic, the verb is often the final element of the clause, a result
of Akkadian influence. Verbal adjuncts usually follow verbal complements within a clause.
A subordinate clause usually follows, but sometimes precedes, all of the elements of
the main clause to which it is subordinated, although there are occasional examples of a
subordinate clause being followed by complements or adjuncts of the main clause. These examples are most common when the elements of the main clause are particularly long and/or
the subordinate clause is particularly short. In general, though, each clause is a discrete unit.
Negative particles, interrogative particles, coordinating conjunctions, and subordinating
conjunctions will nearly always occur as the first element of a clause. Two regular exceptions
to this tendency are the Syriac particles gyr “for, because” and dyn “but, and then” which
are postpositive, like their Greek counterparts  and .

5.3 Infinitival syntax
The infinitive has aspects of nominal syntax and aspects of verbal syntax. As a verb, the
infinitive can occur with its own complements and adjuncts. As a noun, it and its associated
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elements can occur as a complement or an adjunct of a verb. As a complement, it most
commonly occurs as an object (usually marked with l), though its use as a subject, especially
the subject of a nonverbal clause, is not uncommon. As an adjunct, it nearly always occurs
as the object of the preposition l.
The functions of the infinitive as an adjunct are numerous and they parallel the functions
of subordinate clauses. Frequently the same function can be expressed either by an infinitive
or by a subordinate clause and there are even attestations of infinitives and subordinate
clauses being conjoined with w “and.” Two of the more common functions of the infinitive,
both with the preposition l, are purpose/result and “epexegetic” or explanatory. There are
also a few isolated examples of the temporal use of the infinitive with prepositions such as
k “as, when” and b “in, when.” This use of the infinitive was never common in Aramaic,
and all of the examples of this use after the Old Aramaic period are in texts influenced by
Hebrew, where the temporal use of the infinitive is quite common.
Because the infinitive most commonly occurs with the preposition l prefixed to it, this
l became reanalyzed, apparently as early as the Imperial Aramaic period, as part of the
infinitive form itself rather than as a preposition indicating the function of the infinitive
within a clause. As a result, the word order of the complements of the infinitive became less
rigid. In Old Aramaic, the infinitive precedes all of its complements, but in Imperial Aramaic
and many dialects of Middle and Late Aramaic, the object of the infinitive commonly
precedes it, even though the infinitive has l prefixed to it.
In dialects of Aramaic influenced by Hebrew and in the Old Aramaic Sefire texts, the
infinitive is sometimes used in the same way as the Hebrew infinitive absolute, a use in
which the infinitive occurs with a verb of the same root and stem to express the certainty of
the action:
(31) mbn

bn
to-build he-builds
“He will certainly build.”

In this use, the infinitive never occurs with prefixed l.

5.4 Additional syntactic constructions
5.4.1 Possession
To express the notion of possession, the particle yt(y) “there-is/are” or the verb hw /h “to be”
is used in combination with the preposition l “to.” The thing possessed is the subject of the
verb or the particle, and the possessor is the object of the preposition:
(32) yt

lnš
there-is to-the-man
“The man has silver.”

ksp
silver

5.4.2 Comparison
A comparative construction is formed by the use of a predicative adjective in combination
with the preposition mn “from.” One of the compared objects is the subject of the clause,
and the other is the object of the preposition:
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bd
mn
mlk
good the-servant from the-king
“The servant is better than the king.”

(33) t.b

5.4.3 Impersonal constructions
Two impersonal constructions are commonly attested. In the first, a masculine plural (or,
less commonly, singular) active verb is used without an explicit or contextually understood
subject to express the equivalent of a passive verb:
nš
trdyn
mn
you.obj. they-will-drive-out from humanity
“You will be driven out from human society.”

(34) lk

In the second, a passive participle is used in combination with the preposition l “to” to
express the equivalent of an active finite verb:
(35) t.wr

bs.yn
the-mountains be-searched.pass.part.
“He searched the mountains.”

lh
to-him

This construction can even be used with an intransitive verb which normally would not
have a passive participle:
(36) qym

ly
qdm
be-stood.pass.part. to-me in-front-of
“I have stood in front of powerful men.”

šlyt.n
powerful-men

This construction was borrowed from Persian where it is commonly attested.

6. LEXICON
Because of its use as a lingua franca and its contact with many other languages throughout
its history, Aramaic contains numerous loanwords in addition to its core lexicon of native
words. Nearly all of these loanwords are nouns. Aramaic borrowed very few verbs directly
from other languages, although sometimes denominative verbs were created from loaned
nouns. In the Imperial Aramaic period, Aramaic acquired words from Akkadian, Persian,
and Egyptian. In the Middle Aramaic period, Greek words were added to the lexicon and
these additions increased in the Late Aramaic period. Latin words were also added in the
Late Aramaic period, as were a second group of Persian words in the eastern dialects. Finally,
Hebrew was a constant source of loans in Jewish dialects of Aramaic.

6.1 Akkadian
Most Akkadian loanwords are administrative or architectural terms such as sgn (< šaknu
“prefect”), ph.t (< pı̂hātu “governor”), grh (< egirtu “letter”), and trbs. (< tarbis.u “courtyard”); though other˘terms such as mlh. (< malāhu “boatman”) and šp (< āšipu “enchanter”)
˘
are also attested (see Kaufman 1974). Another notable loanword is the Šaphel verb šyzb
(< ušēzib “to save”). Akkadian loanwords are completely assimilated to Aramaic, both
phonologically and morphologically.
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6.2 Persian
Like Akkadian, many Persian loanwords are administrative terms, reflecting the Persian
rule of the Near East, and these words are all completely assimilated to the Aramaic inflectional system (despite the fact that Persian is an Indo-European language). Some examples are: prtrk (< frataraka “governor”), hmrkry (< hmārakara “accountant”), and  zdkr
(< azdākara “messenger”). A number of Persian words for very common items or concepts
became the common Aramaic terms as well, for example: ptgm (< patigāma “word”), rz
(< rāza “secret”), and zn (< zana “kind”); see Muraoka and Porten 1998.

6.3 Egyptian
Egyptian loanwords are very rare in Aramaic and are restricted to Imperial Aramaic texts
from Egypt. These words do not become part of the broader Aramaic lexicon. For whatever reason, a considerable number of these words relate to boats, though commodities
and other terms are also attested. Some examples are: tqm (< tgm “castor oil”), qnth.ntr
(< qnh.-ntr “divine shrine”), .tp (< dp “part of a ship’s mast”), and šnt (< šnt “linen robe”);
see Muraoka and Porten 1998.

6.4 Greek
Greek loanwords, which total over two thousand from various dialects, represent the largest
group of non-native words in the Aramaic lexicon. They are not always completely assimilated to the Aramaic inflectional system. Many loanwords show multiple forms which reflect
Greek rather than Aramaic inflectional suffixes. In some cases, forms with Aramaic inflectional suffixes coexist with forms that reflect Greek suffixes. Some examples are:  rt.yqy ,
rt.yqws (<   “heretic”), wsy, wsys (pl.) (<  “essence”), and .tks, .tksyn (pl.)
(< ξ  “order, row”); see Krauss 1898–1899.

6.5 Latin
Latin loanwords are relatively rare and are mostly restricted to dialects of western Late
Aramaic. They are similar to Greek loanwords in that they are not always fully assimilated to the Aramaic inflectional system. Some examples of Latin loanwords are: dwn.tyb
(< donativa “imperial gift”), .tblh (< tabula “board, tablet”), and qlnds (< kalendas [acc.]
“first day of the month”); see Krauss 1898–1899.

6.6 Hebrew
Hebrew loanwords are only attested in Jewish dialects of Aramaic, and their status in those
dialects is not always clear. This uncertainty is a result, in part, of the similarity of Hebrew
and Aramaic. Frequently, words in the two languages only differed by a single vowel or by
an inflectional suffix. Also, Hebrew and Aramaic coexisted for a very long time in Jewish
communities, and literate members of those communities would have been well acquainted
with both languages. So, when a Hebrew word appears in an Aramaic text, it may be a
loanword, or it may simply be a Hebrew word which is being used because the writer of the
text could assume that the readers of the text would be acquainted with it.
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chapter 7

Ancient South Arabian
norbert nebes and peter stein

1. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS
Ancient (or Epigraphic) South Arabian (for terminology see Macdonald 2000:30), which is
considered part of the southern branch of the Semitic language family, is divided into four
main dialects, Sabaic, Minaic, Qatabanic, and Hadramitic, which are named after the most
important peoples of southwest Arabia in the first millennium BC. These peoples founded
their towns at the eastern edges of the central Yemeni highlands, in the wadi deltas that
lead into Ramlat as-Sabatayn, the desert edge of the Rub al-hālı̄, where favorable natural
˘
and geographical conditions prevail. Since Ramlat as-Sabatayn is also called S.ayhad by the
medieval Yemenite geographers, the term S.ayhadic, coined by A. F. L. Beeston, has also been
used in Sabaic scholarship recently as a generic term for the Ancient South Arabian dialects.
The dialect attested for the longest period and by the most inscriptions by far is Sabaic, the
core area of which comprises the region of Mārib and S.irwāh., but which later also extended
to a large part of the highland.
The first Sabaic inscriptions begin in the eighth century BC; the first Sabaic monuments
of any length that can be dated reliably by a synchronism with Assyrian sources are to be
placed in the early seventh century BC (Wissmann 1982:148). Sabaic is documented for a
period of over 1,400 years and may be periodized into three main phases: (i) Early Sabaic,
with mainly boustrophedon inscriptions dated from the eighth to the fourth century BC,
and to which also the texts of the following two centuries from the area of Mārib and the
highland are assigned; (ii) Middle Sabaic, from the first century BC until the end of the
fourth century AD – most of the Sabaic documents, in which the dedicatory inscriptions
from the Awām-temple in the oasis of Mārib comprise the largest self-contained text corpus,
come from this period; (iii) Late Sabaic, of the monotheistic period, which ends in the sixth
century AD. In the inscriptions from this period the traditional gods are no longer called
upon, but only a single divinity (Rah.mānān). The last inscription dated according to the
Himyarite calendar comes from the year AD 554/9.
Under Sabaic are also generally subsumed the inscriptions composed in the Haramic
dialect, which exhibit linguistic influences from North Arabic. Another group of inscriptions
in Sabaic were written by the Himyar, a people who first appeared in the southern highlands
in the late second century BC; during the second and third centuries AD, they played an
ever more important role in South Arabia, until from the fourth century they controlled
large parts, and finally all, of Yemen from their capital Z.afār.
The epigraphic documentation of Minaic, Qatabanic, and Hadramitic begins to increase
from the middle of the first millennium BC, as the Sabaeans lose their dominance over
South Arabia.
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The first inscriptions written in the Minaic dialect appear at about the same time as the
earliest Sabaic written evidence (eighth century BC) – though in smaller numbers – and
come from the ancient cities along the large Wadi Madāb, which lies to the northwest of
Mārib. Minaic trading colonies, and thus Minaic inscriptions, are also found outside South
Arabia, as in the ancient oasis of Dedān (the present-day al-‘Ulā in Saudi Arabia), and even
beyond the Arabian peninsula, as on the island of Delos and in Egypt, in testimony to the
presence of Minaic merchants far to the north. Minaic disappears as a dialect around the
end of the second century BC.
To the southeast of Mārib, in the wadis H
. arı̄b and Bayh.ān, lies the Qatabanian heartland
and its main city Timna. The Qatabanic dialect area, following the area controlled by the
Qatabanian kings, extends far to the southwest, to ˇGabal al-Awd (not far from Z.afār), and,
according to Latin and Greek authors, to the Bāb al-Mandab on the Red Sea. Around the
end of the second century AD, 150 years after the destruction of Timna, Qataban is finally
crushed by Saba and Hadramawt, after which the epigraphic documentation of this dialect
ceases.
Hadramitic inscriptions are concentrated in the ancient region along the large Wadi
Hadramawt in the eastern part of southwest Arabia and in the royal city of Šabwa which,
situated at the southwestern entrance to the wadi, plays a significant role in antiquity as the
starting point of the incense route. Hadramitic inscriptions are also found a few hundred
kilometers southeast of Šabwa in Samārum (modern Hawr Rūrı̄ near Salāla in Oman on
˘
the coast of the Indian Ocean), which was founded by Hadramitic
colonists toward the end
of the first century BC. At the beginning of the fourth century AD the Himyar incorporate Hadramawt into their area of control, after which the epigraphic documentation of
Hadramitic likewise ends and is replaced by Sabaic.

2. WRITING SYSTEM
The Ancient South Arabian writing system, which is also commonly called the Ancient South
Arabian monumental script and which is used for all Ancient South Arabian dialects equally,
is a segmental script of twenty-nine graphemes that primarily, but not exclusively, serve to
represent consonants. A striking feature of the Ancient South Arabian script is the geometric
form of the letters, which, in the early period, stand in a fixed relationship of height and width
to one another and can reach a height of over 30 centimeters in monumental exemplars.
In contradistinction to the later North Arabic script the individual letters are not joined to
one another, each letter standing rather on its own. Words are separated from each other
by a vertical dividing line. The Ancient South Arabian script has no punctuation marks.
The direction of writing is horizontal, from right to left. A characteristic of the inscriptions
of the Early Sabaic period from the Mārib area is boustrophedon writing, in which the
direction of writing changes, and which is later given up in favor of the sinistrograde style.
A peculiarity specific to the Late Sabaic inscriptions is letters carved out of the stone in
relief.
Inscriptions are written primarily on well-worked stone surfaces, stone blocks, or
smoothed rock faces. Inscriptions can also, however, be cast in bronze or prepared on
iconographic objects of bronze or on coins or amulets, and the like.
At the beginning of the 1970s, the first instances of writing on wooden sticks, in a hitherto
unknown minuscule script, were discovered in Yemen. The understanding of these sticks,
which come from the Yemenite Ǧawf and of which several thousand have come to light in the
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Table 7.1 The Ancient South Arabian consonantal script
Character

Transcription

Character

Transcription

e
l

h
l

j
P

s3
f

H

h.
m
q
w
s2
r
b
t
s1
k
n
h
˘
s.

a



o
]
g
d
ø
[
Z
v
Y
f
|



m
q
W
s
r
b
t
X
k
n
é
C

d.
g
d
ġ
t.
z
d
y
t
z.

meantime, is made especially difficult because of the script and the unknown vocabulary.
Concerning the contents of the roughly thirty examples published thus far, probably dating
to the second/third centuries AD, it can be said at present that they are documents partly
written in the form of letters that have to do with legal and economic matters (Ryckmans,
Müller, and Abdallah 1994).
Apart from a large number of graffiti, mostly of personal names, the inscriptions written in
the monumental script can be assigned to quite varied text genres. The most widely attested
group in all Ancient South Arabian dialects is that of the dedicatory inscriptions, which
sometimes contain reports of entire military campaigns. Besides these, building inscriptions,
irrigation regulations, grave inscriptions, law texts, and other types of legal documents, as
well as so-called penitential and expiatory inscriptions have been found (Müller 1994:
307–312).
In view of the record of documentation, it is principally Sabaic that will be treated in
the following summary, with examples from the earlier or later periods noted. The abbreviations used to identify inscriptions are those of Sab. Dict. (pp. xx–xxv) and Stein 2003
(pp. 274–290).

3. PHONOLOGY
3.1 Preliminary remarks
The Ancient South Arabian writing system is, like that of many other Semitic languages,
primarily devised for the representation of consonants, and expresses vowels only in very
restricted cases. In the absence of an oral tradition, the precise pronunciation of its graphemes
is unknown, and a conventional reconstruction of the sound values is possible only by
comparison with other Semitic languages.
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Figure 7.1 The great
inscription of Karibil Watar
(c. 685 BC) R 3945: section
of lines 11-20

3.2 Consonants
3.2.1 Consonantal inventory
The following overview gives a rough classification of the Ancient South Arabian consonants
according to manner and place of articulation, modeled on the reconstructed Proto-Semitic
phonological system.

3.2.2 Sibilants
The classification of the graphemes represented above by s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 was long debated.
The usual transcription in the older literature – s, š, and ś – is modeled on the form of the
letters and on parallels in classical Arabic, and quickly leads to confusions in etymological
comparisons with other Semitic languages which likewise exhibit three distinct “s”-sounds
that are, however, transcribed differently. The following shows the correlation between
the older and newer transcription systems (for comparison the corresponding Arabic and
Hebrew sounds are also given):
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(1)

Ancient South Arabian
New
Old
s1
s
s2
š
ś
s3

Classical Arabic

Hebrew

s
š
s

š
ś
s

Table 7.2 The consonantal phonemes of Ancient South Arabian
Place of articulation
Manner of
articulation

Labio- InterBilabial dental dental

Stop
Voiceless
Voiced
b
Emphatic
Fricative
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Affricate
Nasal
Voiced
m
Lateral continuant
Voiceless
Voiced
Emphatic
Liquid
Glide
Voiced
w

Dental/ PalatoVelar/ Pharynalveolar alveolar Palatal uvular geal
Glottal

t
d
t. (/t’/)
f

k
g
q

t (/θ/) s3
s1
d (/ð/) z
z. (/θ’/)
s. (/ts ’/)

h
˘
ġ

 (/ʔ/)

h. (//) h
 (/ʕ/)

n
s2
l
d. (/’/)
r
y

3.2.3 Glides
The graphemes w and y represent primarily consonants – as in other Semitic languages – but
also serve as so-called matres lectionis (see, inter alia, Ch. 8, §2) to indicate vowels (cf. Nebes
1997:114f.). Thus, parallel writings (sometimes in one and the same text, e.g., J 651/12–
13, 20) such as ywm and ym “day” or byt and bt “house” allow conclusions to be drawn
about the occurrence of the monophthongs /o:/ and /e:/ respectively.

3.3 Vowels
The few statements that can be made about the vocalization of Ancient South Arabian are
based on the use of the glides w and y. The final writings of plural forms of verbs (Sab.
hqnyw “they dedicated”), personal pronouns (hmw ; -hw), and enclitic particles (-mw ; -my)
are in all likelihood to be read as vocalic (presumably as long /u:/ and /i:/). The same holds
for imperfect forms of verbs II-w/y, such as, ykwn “he will be”, of which defective writings
(ykn) are also attested (see also above, §3.2.3, on monophthongization). Apart from these
few hints, practically nothing is known about the vocalization of the Ancient South Arabian
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texts preserved for us. The question of a possible differentiation of syllables according to
vowel quantity, therefore, likewise cannot be answered with certainty, nor are any broad
conclusions possible concerning the accentual relationships of Ancient South Arabian.

3.4 Sabaic phonological variation and change
3.4.1 Sound change
Orthographic evidence suggesting various sound changes occurs. The letters .s and z. commonly alternate (and also strongly resemble each other in the script), for example in the
word for “statuette”, which in the Middle Sabaic dedicatory inscriptions from the Awām
temple in Mārib appears as both .slm and (rarely) z.lm (e.g., J 688/3). In Late Sabaic the
sibilant s3 is increasingly replaced by s1 , for example in ms1 nd instead of ms3 nd “inscription”.
In some dialects, w and y alternate in verbal and nominal forms of weak roots in comparison
with the Sabaic “Standard”, for example in derivations of rd.w “(to have) pleasure”, so that
the root is also listed in the dictionaries under rd.y, or in qwl/qyl “tribal leader”, the plural of
which always appears as qwl (cf. qwln beside qyln in Abadān 1/40).

3.4.2 Assimilation
As in Hebrew, n can assimilate to a following consonant (see Ch. 3, §3.1.2). No firm rules
for this phenomenon in Sabaic have thus far been discerned, however, since unassimilated
forms are attested just as often in apparently identical contexts (compare, e.g., hkrn “to alter,
damage” [infinitive] and hnkrn; fs1 “souls” and nfs1 ). In Middle Sabaic, assimilation of n
seems to be the rule.

3.4.3 Metathesis
In some texts, from the southern dialect area, metathesis is a common phenomenon, which
nevertheless appears to be restricted to relatively few words, and particularly to the plurals ywn (instead of wyn) from wyn “vineyard” and lwd (instead of wld) from wld
“child”.

3.4.4 Regional variation
The texts of certain regions exhibit certain peculiarities that indicate some dialectal coloring
of Sabaic. Our grammatical “standard” is based on the texts from Mārib and the central
Yemeni highlands.

3.5 Non-Sabaic phonological features
In Hadramitic the sounds s 3 and t have fallen together to a large extent, a development
that is expressed in the alternation of the corresponding graphemes. Thus the number “3”
appears as s 2 ls3 (e.g., R 2687/5; cf. Sab. s 2 lt), and the pronominal suffix of the third person
feminine as -s 3 and -t. Similarly, Minaic writes the phoneme /s/ in foreign proper names as t
(e.g., dlt “Delos” in R 3570/3), but nevertheless keeps the phoneme distinct in the language
proper.
Particularly distinctive of Minaic is the insertion of an etymologically unexplained h in
certain nominal endings, pronouns, and particles (see the forms in the relevant section).
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Here too, probably, also belong the Minaic plural forms bhn and bhnt of bn “son” and bnt
“daughter”. The meaning of these spellings is uncertain. Perhaps they are plene-writings of
a long vowel different from /u:/ and /i:/, as is suggested especially by comparison within
Semitic. The same phenomenon can be observed in the hadramitic ending –hn marking the
determinate state.

4. MORPHOLOGY
4.1 Word structure
Ancient South Arabian shares the fundamental common feature of the Semitic language family: the inflectional morphological system based on a (usually triconsonantal, or triradical)
root. This means that from a basic scaffold of, as a rule, three consonants, a whole variety of
verbal and nominal forms are built by means of the affixing and infixing of a few formative
elements (as is common, the root f l “to do, make” will serve as the paradigmatic root in what
follows); semantically, such forms can always be traced back in some way to the basic meaning of the root (e.g., verbal forms of various stems, such as yf lnn, ftl, s1 tf l, or nouns such as
mf l, f lt, etc.). Additional types of morphological differentiation (such as by the lengthening
of vowels and consonants) are not visible in the consonantal script, but should be assumed.
As in other Semitic languages, there are also a number of biradical nouns (e.g., s 1 m
“name”, yd “hand”) and a few quadriradical roots (e.g., kwkb “star” s 2  ml Robin-al-Lūmı̄
1/2 “left, northern”). Verbs that go back originally to biradical roots (so-called weak verbs;
see §4.4.3) have largely been brought into line with the triradical system by means of the
insertion of “weak” radicals.
Ancient South Arabian distinguishes three numbers (singular, dual, and plural) and two
genders (masculine and feminine).

4.2 Nominal morphology
4.2.1 Noun patterns
The system of noun patterns in Ancient South Arabian can be only incompletely reconstructed because of the inadequacy of the script; it ought for the most part, however, to have
been similar to that of the other Semitic languages in its essential features.
The heavy use of broken plurals (see Appendix 1, §3.3.2.4) in Ancient South Arabian is
noteworthy. Most of these have the pattern f l: for example, byt from byt “house”; qwl from
qwl/qyl “tribal leader”. In addition to these there are many other forms of broken plurals,
such as mf lt from singular mf l (e.g., mh.fdt from mh.fd “tower”; mqymt from mqm “might”)
and the converse (e.g., ms.n from ms.nt “fortress”), or f l from singular f lt (e.g.,  nt from  ntt
“woman”), as well as the so-called nisbe-plural f l(n) (e.g., h.bs2 n from h.bs2 y “Abessynian”).
Further, several different plurals can be formed from one noun (cf. the numerous plural
forms of hrf “year” in Sab. Dict.).
˘
In contrast,
the external “sound” plural is markedly rare and apparently restricted to a
few words.

4.2.2 Noun state
As in other Semitic languages, nouns in Ancient South Arabian exhibit, in addition to
number and gender, three states (for the forms in Sabaic see [2] below); a fourth state, the
so-called “absolute”, is limited to a few syntactic contexts, mainly numerals (see §4.6.1.1):
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1.

2.

3.

Indeterminate state (status indeterminatus): marked in the singular as a rule by
“mimation” (-m occurring in final position); denotes an indefinite noun: for example, .slmm d-dhbm “a(ny) statuette of bronze”; kl qt.ntm Gl 1142/9 “each [type of]
flock”.
Determinate state (status determinatus): corresponds to the form of a noun marked
with a definite article in other languages, for example, dn .slmn d-dhbn “this statuette
of bronze”; .slmnhn “the two statuettes”; s2 ltn .slmtn “the three statuettes [of women]”;
hgrn s2 bwt “the city [of] Šabwa”; kl qwln “all of the tribal leaders.” Proper names are
naturally definite (e.g., s2 bwt in the example above).
Construct state (status constructus): in possessive phrases, the form of the governing
noun (nomen regens) joined to an immediately following genitive; the second (genitive)
member of the construction may be a pronominal suffix, a governed noun (nomen
rectum), or an asyndetic relative clause (see §5.4.2). The accompanying nomen rectum
is usually definite, but may also be indefinite. As examples consider the following:
wld-hw “his children”; dy hlf hgrnhn ns2 qm w-ns2 n J 643/25 “in the vicinity of the two
˘
cities [of] Našqum and Naššān”; mlky s1 b “the two kings of Saba”; nd. w-s2 .sy s2 n m
C 407/33 “harm and malice of a[ny] enemy”; kl s1b t w-d.by w-tqdmt s1 b y w-d.b wtqdmn mry-hmw J 581/6–7 “all expeditions, battles, and attacks, which their two lords
led” (the three verbs cannot be meaningfully rendered literally in the translation);
compare also §5.4.2. As the last two examples show, several nomina regentes may
appear in succession in the construct state.

In several instances a genitive relationship is expressed by means of a relative pronoun
(see §4.3.3), only rarely, however, by means of apposition, as in tltt .slmm dhbm J 567/9
“three statuettes of bronze” (similarly in rare cases by a following asyndetic relative clause;
see §5.4.2).
Because of the lack of vocalization, the Ancient South Arabian case system can only be
reconstructed on the basis of the construct state of the external plural of bn “son”, which,
especially in Early Sabaic texts, appears both as bnw (nominative syntactically) and as bny
(oblique; see Stein 2002a).
The inflectional endings which mark each of the states are summarized below:
(2)

Singular
Dual
External plural

Constr.
-φ
-φ/-y
-w/-y

Masculine
Indet.
-m
-n
-n

Det.
-n
-nhn
-nhn

Constr.
-t
-t-y
-t

Feminine
Indet.
-t-m
-t-n
-t-m

Det.
-t-n
-t-nhn
-t-n

Note the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The feminine endings presented above are the “regular” forms. There is also a set
of “natural” feminines which are formed like the masculine, that is, without the
ending -t.
The masculine singular endings are likewise those of the broken plurals of masculine
forms.
In Masculine dual constr. the first ending is attested in Early Sabaic, the second in
Middle Sabaic and Late Sabaic.
In Masculine constr. plural the first ending is nominative, the second oblique.
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4.3 Pronominal morphology
4.3.1 Personal pronouns
Forms of the first and second persons are only very sparsely attested thus far, the latter
primarily in the minuscule inscriptions of the wooden sticks (see §2). Typical of a Semitic
language, personal pronouns occur in both independent and suffixed (clitic) forms. A gender
distinction is not attested in the first person and in the dual number (see Appendix 1, §3.3.3).
The independent personal pronouns serve as subjects of nominal clauses and, more often,
of verbal clauses. In the latter case, the pronoun is placed at the beginning of the clause and
the following verb is usually separated by f- (see §5.1). Consider the following examples:
mr t Ry 508/11 (Late Sabaic) “you are lord”; w-t s3 hln A-40-4/3 (beside w-nt f-s3 hln; see
˘
˘
§4.4.4); w-hmw f-h.mdw C 2/7–8 “and they thanked”; w-t wlw bn-hw b-wfym hw w-kl s2 whmw J 631/13–14 “and they returned from there safely, [namely] he himself and all their
retinue”. The personal pronouns of the third person are identical with the second group of
demonstrative pronouns (see §4.3.2).
The clitic personal pronouns (pronominal suffixes) appear on both noun and verb forms:
for example, bny-hw “his sons”; hmr-hw “he granted to him”; l-kmw YM 11729/3 “to
˘
you (pl.)”; l-krbn-kmw (< l-ykrbn-kmw) YM 11733/2 “may he bless you (pl.)”; and so
forth.
The independent pronouns and and pronominal suffixes are summarized in (3):
(3)

Singular
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
Dual
2nd com.
3rd com.
Plural
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Independent pronouns

Pronominal suffixes

n
nt, t

(-n)
-k
-k
-hw
-h, -hw

h, hw 
h, [hy  ]
 tmy

hmy

-kmy
-hmy

ntmw

(-n)
-kmw

hmw
[hn]

-hmw, (-hm)
-hn

Regarding the pronouns of (3), note the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The first common singular pronoun  n is attested in a few Late Sabaic texts: st.rw
dn ms3 ndn n brh C 541/3–4 “I, Abraha, wrote this inscription” (the verb as plural
maiestatis); see also §4.4.2 on VL 24/3 = J 2353/3.
First com. sing. -n (accusative) so far attested only in feminine personal names such
as s2 fnns1 r (= s2 f-n ns1 r) “[the god] Nasr protected me”.
The second feminine singular clitic -k occurs in the “Sun Hymn” (Robin 1991:122),
and in Oost. Inst. 14/5f.
The third feminine clitic of the form -hw is attested only in Middle Sabaic.
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4.3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
These may be divided into two groups according to their form and function: Demonstrative 1
indicates the immediate situation of the speaker or reader of an inscription, whereas Demonstrative 2 points back to something mentioned previously in the text. A demonstrative pronoun precedes the noun it modifies, which appears in the determinate state: for example,
dn .slmn d-dhbn J 578/4–5 “this (i.e., the present) statuette of bronze”; h fnwtn R 4815/5,7
“this (i.e., the aforementioned) canal”; hmw h.mrn J 576/10,16 “these (i.e., the aforementioned) Himyarites”. The demonstratives of the second group distinguish special forms for
the oblique case: for example, b-hwt bytn E 13 §10 “in that castle”.
(4)

Singular
Masculine
Feminine
Dual
Common
Plural
Masculine
Feminine

Demonstrative 1

Demonstrative 2
Nominative Oblique

dn
dt, (dtn? )

h, hw
h, hy

hwt
hyt

dyn

hmy

hmt, (hmyt)

ln
lt

hmw
hn

hmt
hnt

4.3.3 Relative pronouns
The relative pronoun, either inflected or in the frozen form d-, appears before independent
or attributive relative clauses (see §5.4.1 and §5.4.2) or before nouns in a circumlocution for
a construct chain, as in .slmn d-dhbn “the statuette of bronze” (see also the example from J
657 in §4.6.1.1), in which the nouns often agree in definiteness (thus .slmn d-dhbn vs. .slmm
d-dhbm). The standard forms of the relative pronoun are as follows:
(5)

Singular
Dual
Plural

Masculine
ddy
l, lw, ly, lht

Feminine
dt, tdty
lt

Note the following:
1.
2.

In feminine singular, the second form is Late Sabaic.
In masculine plural, the first form is Early Sabaic, the second and third ones are Middle
Sabaic nominative and oblique respectively, the last one is Late Sabaic.

4.3.4 Indefinite pronouns
For the indefinite pronouns mn “someone” and mhn “something” see §5.4.1 and §5.3.6.

4.4 Verbal morphology
4.4.1 Verb-stems
The following verb-stems may be distinguished graphically (on the fundamental nature of
Semitic verb-stems, see Appendix 1, §3.3.5.2):
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(6)

01 (f  l), 02 (f  l), H (hf l), Tin (ft l), TPr (tf l), ST(s1 tfl).

For the stem 02 see below, §4.4.5.
These are inflected regularly throughout, retaining their formative elements even with
prefixes (e.g., yhflnn). Possible additional stems, marked by vocalic or consonantal lengthening, may also be assumed, but are not yet clearly ascertained on the basis of the script.
Likewise active and passive forms of the verb cannot be outwardly distinguished. However,
a differentiation of voice can be demonstrated for many verbs on syntactic grounds (see the
example from J 669 in §5.3.6), a distinction that must have been marked vocalically.

4.4.2 Verb inflection
As in other Semitic languages, two conjugation types exist in Ancient South Arabian: the
suffix-conjugation, usually termed the perfect, and the prefix-conjugation, or imperfect. The
latter is further divided into a simple, unaugmented “short form” and a form augmented by
-n called the “long form” or N-imperfect (see Nebes 1994b). The base of the prefixconjugation of the simple stem (for both short and long forms) has the shape f Vl as in
Arabic (see Nebes 1994a).
The forms of the two conjugations are presented in (7). The final -w or -y of dual and
plural forms usually disappears (in the orthography) before a following suffix, as in ln hbrrw
b-ly h.d.rn w-hs1 h.t-hmw E 13 §9 “when they set out against the Hadramites and defeated
them”. Likewise the prefix y- is sometimes not written after a preceding precative particle
l-, as in l-hs.bh.nn beside l-yhs.bh.nn “may [Attar and Almaqah] keep [you happy]” in the
minuscule inscriptions YM 11729/2–3 and YM 11732/2 (cf. also Ghul Document A/1–2);
the ending -nn clearly marks these forms as finite. Such defective imperfect forms are to be
distinguished from the precative infinitives discussed in §5.6.2.
(7)

Summary of finite verb forms

Singular
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
1st com.
Dual
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
Plural
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
2nd masc.

Suffix-conjugation

Prefix-conjugation
Short form Long form

f l
f l-t
f l-k
f l-k
(f l-k)

y-f l
t-f l
t-f l

y-f l-n
t-f l-n
t-f l-n

f l, f l-y
f l-ty, (f l-tw)

y-f l-y
[t-f l-y]

y-f l-nn
t-f l-nn

f l-w
f l-y, f l-n (?)
f l-kmw

y-f l-w
t-f l-n (?)

y-f l-nn
t-f l-nn
t-f l-nn

Regarding these finite verb forms, note the following:
1.

2.

The forms of the second-person masculine are thus far attested almost exclusively
in the minuscule inscriptions on wooden sticks (cf. Ryckmans, Müller, and Abdallah
1994 with publication of several texts and further bibliography).
The second-person singular f l-k is attested as feminine with certainty only in the “Sun
Hymn” (Robin 1991:122).
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3.

4.
5.

The first-person singular is not certainly attested in texts published to date. Perfect
forms probably occur in VL 24 = J 2353: for example, line 3, w-br k-h n “and I built
them (the irrigation works)”.
Both of the third feminine plural forms, f l-y and f l-n, are attested only rarely; also
perhaps f l-tw (cf. Nebes 1985:34–38).
In dual 3rd masc., the first form is Early Sabaic, the second one is later.

4.4.2.1

The suffix-conjugation

The suffix-conjugation, or perfect, (f l) may appear in both main and subordinate clauses
and is primarily used for the past and the pluperfect. It may occur in statements that,
according to their meaning, denote duration as well as those that describe punctual actions.
Compare, for example, the following: (i) w-thrgw b-mhmw bn s2 f s2 rqm dy mqt.t s2 ms1n w-lyl
lylm dy s2 rq kwkbn d-s.bh.n J 649/32–34 “And they fought with them from daybreak until
sunset and (from) the falling (?) of night until the rising of the morning-star”; (ii) w-wdqy
hmy btnhn d-hmdn w-bt bn hwt dnmn J 651/20–21 “And both these houses of Hamdān and
of Bata collapsed because of this rain”.
The basic time reference for the perfect is anteriority to a given “relative moment”. In the
past, as in both of the preceding examples, the relative moment lies in the temporal sphere of
the author; in the pluperfect, it lies in the syntactically superordinate clause, as in w-h.mdw
mqm lmqh k-hlhmw bn qblm d-wdq l-hmw YM 440/6–8 “And they expressed their gratitude
˘
for the power of Almaqah, that he had saved them from a misfortune that had come upon
them”.
In the protasis of conditional sentences and in relative clauses with conditional connotation, the suffix-conjugation has a present meaning. This is explained, as in Arabic, by the
specific relationship of anteriority of the apodosis and protasis; see the examples in §5.3.6.

4.4.2.2

The prefix-conjugation

Concerning the distribution of the short (yf l) and long (yf ln) forms of this imperfect,
it should be noted that yf ln forms constitute over three-quarters of the attestations.
A rigorously consistent differentiation of functions between the two types cannot be
established. A historical consideration of the uses reveals, however, that in Early Sabaic
yf l is attested considerably more often than yf ln. To be noted as well is that in the Middle
Sabaic period yf l appears considerably more often than yf ln in narrative contexts, where
both long and short types are used to describe a “progression of action” as, for example, in
the following: w-bnhw f-ygbw dy hgrn nd. w-bnhw f-yhs.rn mlkn  ls2 rh. yh.d.b w-d-bn hms1 hw
˘
w-frs1 hw dy rd. mhnfm w-yqmw w-hbln hgrnhn J 576/7–8 “From there they went
to the
city of Nad.. From there King Ilšarah. Yah.d.ib, along with part of his main army and his riders,
set out for the region of Muhanifum. [Then] they destroyed and seized the both cities”.
As a common denominator to which the overwhelming majority of examples may be
reduced, the terms that suggest themselves for the relative time reference of the imperfect
are simultaneity and posteriority. The “relative moment” is either the present moment of
the writer/speaker or to be found in the immediate syntactic context (e.g., a superordinate
clause).
The long form of the imperfect (yf ln), seldom the short form (yf l), occurs in statements
with the present and future reference: for example, mdbh.t b-h ydbh.n mlkn twrm b-ywm
ts1 m d-twr C 671/1–4 = R 3104/1–4 “altar on which the king on the 9th day [of the month
of] dū Tawr offers a bull”.
In subordinate clauses introduced by conjunctions and in relative clauses which have a
syntactically superordinate clause situated in the past, yf ln and, less often, yf l may have
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modal nuances: for example, bkn wqhhw . . . l-s1 b w-qtdmn . . . w-l-s2 ym l-hw md.rfn s1 wn
.tmh.nyn d-yh.mynhw bn d bn J 651/28–33 “When [their lord] . . . commanded him to carry
out and direct [the work] . . . [and] to erect the dam-works for it [i.e., the city of Mārib]
further up the wadi, which would protect it from flooding” (potentiality or intentionality).
The prefix-conjugation also forms the basis for the production of other modal verb
forms: (i) l-yf ln denotes the precative (used to express wishes); (ii) l-yf l serves as the jussive
(expressing indirect commands; for the imperative, see §4.4.4); and (iii) l yf l functions as
the vetitive (used to express negative wishes). These can be respectively illustrated by the
following: (i) w-l-yhmrnhw lmqhw h.z.y w-rd.w mrhmw J 667/14–15 “And may Almaqahū
˘
grant him the goodwill and the pleasure of their lord”; (ii) w-l ydbh.w bn ms2 mnhn ttr
w-s2 ms1 m w-dbh.m b-hrn C 74/11–13 “And let them offer [an animal sacrifice] to Attar
and to Šamsum and an animal sacrifice [to Almaqah] in Hirrān from [the yield of] both
cultivated areas”; and (iii) w-l yhwfd b-h md w-lbm C 610/3 (Early Sabaic) “And neither
vines nor ilb-trees may be planted there”.

4.4.3 Weak verbs
Both tri- and biradical spellings of verbs II-w/y occur, the latter being the more common,
as in ykwnn and yknn “he will be”; hqwh. and hqh. “he completed” (on triradical roots, see
§4.1). Since no semantic distinction is generally discernible between the bi- and triradical
forms of the verbs in question, it may be assumed in principle that these are purely graphic
variants of one and the same verb form, and not forms of different verbal stems (such as
kwn as a stem with doubling of the second radical beside kn as the simple stem). This does
not preclude in any way the existence of derived verbal stems, but the identification of the
latter can only be made on the basis of comparative contexts (many verbs are attested only
in one or the other written form).
Verbs II-geminatae (i.e., with the second consonant doubled) are written either tri- or
biradically, as in hbrr “to come forth”, versus h.g “to make a pilgrimage”; alternative spellings
of individual roots are only rarely attested thus far (see the entries under d.rr and kll in Sab.
Dict.), which suggests the existence of different verbal stems.
Verbs III-w/y exhibit sound forms for the most part, as in hwfy-hw “he granted to
him”; yhrd.wn “he will satisfy”; shortened forms are rare: compare w-hrd.-hw C 365/5 “and
[because] he satisfied him”; l-yt (< l-yty) R 4176/10,11 (Early Sabaic) “may it come”. Noteworthy is the alternation of w and y in a few roots; with yhrd.wn above compare yhrd.yn and,
in general, §3.4.1.
Verbs I-w lose their first radical in the prefix-conjugation (thus l-yzn “may he continue
[ . . . to do]”, etc.). The few instances of verbs I-y exhibit both spellings (yyfn or yfn “it
will be proclaimed”). The hf l and s1 tf l stems are as a rule regularly formed (e.g., hwfy “he
fulfilled”, rarely hfy; s1 twfy “he was protected”). In the ftl stem the first radical is missing in the
orthography, as in tqhw “they complied/completed” (cf. in contrast the sound form of the tf l
stem, as in tws3 w “they attacked”). Since verbs I-n exhibit a similar appearance (e.g., td.n “to
harm”, infinitive), an assimilation of the first radical to the infix, as in Arabic, suggests itself.
As a rule, the first consonant of verbs I-n is assimilated to a following consonant, as in hkl
beside hnkl “he carried out”. (see also §3.4.2).

4.4.4 Imperative
The imperative is attested in the minuscule script of the wooden sticks. It has the form
fl(-n): for example, w-nt f-s3 hln YM 11742/2 “and you (sg.), look after . . . !”
˘
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4.4.5 Infinitive and participle
From the Middle Sabaic period onwards, the infinitive is morphologically divided into two
forms: a non-augmented form (f l) of the basic stem 01 , and a form augmented by -n for
all derived stems (e.g., hf ln, tf ln, etc.). This rule, restricted to the region of Mārib and the
central Yemeni highlands, also allows a morphological distinction between the basic stem
01 (infinitive f l) and a derived stem 02 (infinitive fln). See Stein 2002b. This -n is to be
distinguished from that of the determinate state (see §4.2.2), which, like other formative
elements (mimation, etc.), may not appear on the infinitive.
Characteristic of the usage of the individual Ancient South Arabian dialects, and in
particular of Sabaic, are the various functions of the infinitive. Two basic uses underlie
these: (i) the infinitive stands as the predicate, in which position it is interchangeable with
a finite verb form; and (ii) the infinitive assumes the role of a part of the clause dependent
on the predicate (in this position it is no longer interchangeable with a finite verb form; see
Nebes 1988). On infinitival syntax, see §5.6.
The (active) participle of the basic stem has the form f l, as in wd.m w bhm C 548/2 “going
out or in”; bn nkrm w-mhbs1 m C 29/5 “[they placed their house under the protection of
Attar], against anyone who would alter or harm it”. The inscription S.ilwı̄-aš-Šuz.ayf 1,
written in the Haramic dialect, exhibits a participle without mimation (lines 3–5): b-hn gwz
bt.h.tn w-hw br “because he passed through [the region of ?] Bat.h.atān, crossing [a border]”.
A passive participle of the basic stem of the form mf l is difficult to confirm. The participles
of the derived stems have a prefix m-, as in mhbs1 “who harms” (cf. the example from
C 29 above); active and passive forms cannot be distinguished outwardly, and in general it
is difficult to distinguish between participles and other nominal forms.

4.5 Particles
In addition to the conjunctions (see §§5.2–5.3) and object clause marker (see §5.3.1),
the particles of Ancient South Arabian include prepositions, particles of negation, and
enclitics.

4.5.1 Prepositions
The most important prepositions, with their primary meanings, are as follows:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

b- “in, at” (local); “in, on, during” (temporal); “with, by” (instrumental/sociative).
l- “to(ward)” (local and temporal); expression of the dative. Sometimes there is overlap
with the semantic range of b-, as in l-tltm ywmm J 631/28 “on the third day”; versus
b-tltm ywmm J 577/12.
bn “(away) from” (local and temporal); also partitive and explanatory (e.g., kl
s2 mt . . . bn ns1 m w-blm w-twrm w-brm R 3910/2–3 “every purchase of person,
camel, bull, or [other] cattle”). In texts in the Haramic dialect bn is replaced by
mn, otherwise unknown in Ancient South Arabian.
br “in the direction of ”. This preposition has a wide range of meaning and often
occurs with other prepositions (e.g., b-d.r hs2 tw b-br mr -hmw E 13 §2 “In the war
that [that people] had fomented against their lord”).
d(y) “up to” (local); “until” (temporal). In addition to expressing direction, this
preposition also expresses the goal of an action and sometimes also stands simply
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for local “in” (e.g., tmr w-fql .sdqm dy kl s1 rr-hmw E 18/21 “[May the deity grant]
proper crops in all their valleys”).
l(y) “(up)on”, frequently combined with b-. This preposition often serves to express
enmity (e.g., s1 bt s1 by w-d.b b-ly h.bs2 t E 19/6–7 “the campaign that they undertook
and carried out against Abessynia”.

Other common prepositions are (b-)m “(together) with”; bd(n) “after” (local and temporal); b(y)n “between”; h.g(n), b-h.g “like, corresponding to”; (l-/b-)qbl “before” (local and
temporal).

4.5.2 Negative particles
The negative in all applications is l. In addition to verbal clauses it also appears in nominal
clauses, particularly in the negation of existence, often with jussive force, as in l s1 s1 l
G/1379/3,7 “let there be no one who lays claim”. In Late Sabaic the negation is d’, in the
Haramic dialect, however, it is lm (followed by the short form of the prefix-conjugation
like in Arabic).

4.5.3 Enclitics
Occasionally the particle -m or -mw (less often -my) is appended to an individual word,
particularly on prepositions and on certain (for the most part lexically determined) conjunctions, yet hardly ever on verbs (see Nebes 1991). The function of the particle is probably
emphasis; compare, for example, w-b-mw hwt hrfn E 69/20 “and in the very same year” and
˘
b-hwt hrfn J 751/8–9 “in that year”. A second enclitic, -n, is mainly attached to a preposition
˘
or conjunction and causes an inversion of the original meaning, e.g., ln “from” opposite l“to(wards)”, mn “from” opposite (b)m “(together) with”.

4.6 Numerals
In the written record preserved for Ancient South Arabian, numbers are usually written out;
only rarely are they expressed with special numeric characters.

4.6.1 Cardinals
The numbers from 1 to 9 each have a masculine and a feminine form, the latter augmented
with -t :
(8)
Masculine Feminine
1 h.d
h.t
2 tny
tty
3 s2 lt, tlt
s2 ltt, tltt
rbt
4 rb
5 hms1
hms1 t
˘
˘
6 s1 dt, s1 t
s1 dtt, s1 tt
s1 bt
7 s1 b
8 tmny, tmn tmnyt, tmnt
ts1 t
9 ts1
10 s2 r
s2 rt
Regarding the above cardinal numbers, note the following:
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1.

2.
3.

In addition to the common forms of 2 there also occurs kly (Early Sabaic; Middle Sabaic kly), feminine klty, for “both”, which is always definite: for example, kly
mh.fdnhn yzl w-dr J 557 (Early Sabaic) “both of the towers Yazil and Dara”.
The first cited form of the numbers 3, 6, and 8 is attested in Early Sabaic, the second
in the Middle Sabaic and Late Sabaic periods.
A number  h.dy “1” and s1 t “6” are attested in some late inscriptions from south-eastern
regions, e.g., in Abadān 1/23 (cf. also s1 ty “60” in R 5085/11 [Late Sabaic]).

The numbers from 11 to 19 are composed of the relevant unit (masculine or feminine)
and s2 r (unchangeable). The numbers 11 and 12 are thus far only attested in their masculine
forms (h.d s2 r and tny s2 r), the other numbers, conversely, almost exclusively in the feminine
form (e.g., tltt s2 r “13”; s1 dtt s2 r [Early Sabaic] “16”).
The number 20 has the form s2 ry, while the other tens up to 90 have the form of the unit
with a suffixed -y: for example, s2 lty or tlty “30”.
The number 100 in the singular is mt, in the dual (“200”) mtn, in the plural m (Early
Sabaic), mn, or mt (e.g., s1 b mt “700”). The word for 1,000, lf, has a broken plural, lf.
In compound numbers the elements (units, tens, etc.) go from smallest to largest, connected by w-.

4.6.1.1

Construction of the cardinals

The gender polarity of the numbers 3 to 10 that is common throughout the Semitic languages
is also found in Ancient South Arabian. That is, a counted masculine noun takes the feminine
form of the relevant number, a feminine noun the masculine form of the number.
The numeral appears before the thing counted, and agrees with it in definiteness. With an
indefinite noun the number appears in the absolute state (see §4.2.2; exceptions are mt and
lf, which regularly exhibit mimation); with definite nouns the number is likewise definite.
The thing counted is usually in the dual with 2, in the plural with higher numbers. A few
examples will illustrate the construction: hms1 w-s2 ry w-mt frs1 m J 665/30–31 “125 riders”;
˘
hms1 mnm w-lfm s1 dm J 576/15 “1,500 soldiers”; tltt s2 r ywmtm E 13 §10 “for 13 days”;
˘
tlttn .slmn ly dhbn J 657/3 “the 3 statuettes of bronze” (definite).

4.6.2 Ordinals
A special form is qdm “first”. The other ordinal numbers up to 10 differ outwardly from the
cardinals only in that the masculine forms always have three consonants, thus rb “fourth”;
s1 dt “sixth”. Feminine forms have the ending -t, as in tnyt (also tnt) “second”.
Attributive ordinals are placed after the thing counted and agree with it in state and
gender, as in drm tntm Ja 576/11 “a second time”; hrf wddl . . . rbn J 618/9–10 “the fourth
year of the [eponym] Wadad il” (definite). Several˘ temporal expressions are constructed
differently, such as b-ywm ts1 m “on the ninth day” (for reference see §4.4.2.2; construct
state); b-tltm ywmm J 577/12 “on the third day”.

4.6.3 Other numerals
Fractions have the same outward form as the ordinals: thus s2 lt (Early Sabaic) “a third”,
rb “a fourth”, and so on (e.g., kl tmn qbrn ygr DAI FH Awām 1997-2/2 (Early Sabaic) “the
entire eighth of the grave Yagur”). In compounds the fraction looks like the singular, as
in s2 lt rb kl qbrn ygr DAI FH Awām 1997-5/2 (Early Sabaic) “three-fourths of the entire
grave Yagur”. For “half ” there is a specific word, fqh.: for example, w-kwn fqh.m l-s.bh.m
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w-h.mym w-fqh.m l-bttr DAI FH Awām 1997-5/4 (Early Sabaic) “and one half [of the grave]
belongs to S.ubh.um and H
. amyum and one half to Biattar”. In addition, fractions can also
be expressed periphrastically, as in .sbm bn tmny .sb C 640/2 “a finger out of eight fingers”
(= “one-eighth”).
Multiplicatives are only rarely attested; they are formed by the addition of d (“time(s)”)
to the numeral, as in s2 lttd C 366 (Early Sabaic) “three times” or “for the third time”; s1 dt
d Schm/Mārib 19/A4 (Early Sabaic; fragmentary context).

4.7 Non-Sabaic morphological features
In contrast to Sabaic as an “H-language”, all other Ancient South Arabian dialects are socalled “S-languages”; in other words, they form the causative stem and the pronouns with
s1 , thus s1 f l (Sab. hf l), -s1 w (Sab. -hw), and so forth.

4.7.1 Nominal morphology
Outside of Sabaic, external plurals are met with more commonly, especially in Minaic. In
particular, an h often appears word-finally in construct state forms – in Minaic even in the
singular (see §3.5).
An h can also be inserted in the external plural ending of the feminine, as in Minaic nthtn
R 3306A/3 = as-Sawdā 37/3 “the women”; w-rd.hty M 275/3 “and the lands of . . . ”.
(9)

Summary of non-Sabaic nominal endings

Singular/Broken plural

Dual

External plural

Minaic
Qatabanic
Hadramitic
Minaic
Qatabanic
Hadramitic
Minaic
Qatabanic
Hadramitic

Construct
-h, -φ
-φ
-φ
-y, -hy
-y, -w, -h(y)
-y, -hy
-hw, -hy
-w, -y, (-h)
(-hy)

Indeterminate
(-m)
-m
-m
-ny
-myw
-nyw
-hn

Determinate
-n
-n
-hn, -n
-nhn, -nyhn
-nyhn
-yhn, -yn

(-yhn)

Many of the forms given are attested only rarely on account of the limited extent of what
has been preserved. Note that the interpretation of the endings -hy and -yhn as plural is not
completely certain; for discussion of the attestations see Beeston 1984: §H 13:2, 3.

4.7.2 Pronominal morphology
4.7.2.1

Personal pronouns

With a few exceptions in Qatabanic inscriptions (e.g., bd-k J 367 “your (sg.) servant”), only
third-person forms are attested. The distinctive long forms of the third-person masculine
singular pronominal suffix in Qatabanic and Hadramitic (-s1 ww) are attached to external
plurals and duals of nouns, but not to verbal forms (so Beeston 1984: §Q 23:2, H 23:2). The
forms of the suffixed personal pronouns are as follows:
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(10)

Singular
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
Dual
3rd com.
3rd masc.
Plural
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

4.7.2.2

Minaic

Qatabanic

Hadramitic

-s1 , -s1 w
-s1

-s1 , -s1 ww
-s1 , -s1 yw

-s1 , -s1 ww
-t,-tyw,
-s3 , -s3 yw

-s1 mn

-s1 my

-s1 my
-s1 mn, -s1 myn

-s1 m
-s1 n

-s1 m
-s1 n

-s1 m

Demonstrative pronouns

Whereas the forms in Qatabanic for the most part correspond to those of Sabaic (thus dn,
dt, s1 mt, -s1 myt, etc.; exceptions are the masculine plural of the first group, dtn, and the
nominative masculine of the second group, sg. s1 w, pl. s1 m), in Minaic the demonstrative
pronouns of the second group are essentially not attested at all, and those of the first group
only very rarely (one of the few plural forms is hlt mh.fdtn R 3015/2 = M 239/2 “these
towers”; cf. R 2965/2 = M 185/2).

4.7.2.3

Relative pronouns

Qatabanic exhibits d- as a frozen relative particle as well as the form dn, as in s2 n dn qnyw
w-bqnyn Ry 367/9 = NAM 483/9 “[may dū Samāwı̄ take revenge . . . ] on every enemy of
that which they have acquired and will acquire”. In the following summary, uncertain and
markedly rare forms are not listed:
(11)

Singular
Dual
Plural

4.7.2.4

Minaic
Masc. Fem.
ddt
dy
dtyn
hl, hl

Qatabanic
Masc.
Fem.
d-, dw dt
dw
dtw

Hadramitic
Masc. Fem.
ddt

Indefinite pronouns

Qatabanic exhibits in addition to mn also y “who(ever)”.

4.7.3 Verbal morphology
4.7.3.1

Verb-stems

In Minaic a few verbs exhibit a spelling f l (such as lly “raise,” e.g., M 203/2). Since consonantal length in Ancient South Arabian is not expressed in the script, such forms are
probably to be understood as another verbal stem with reduplicated second radical, to be
distinguished from a possible stem f l with doubling.

4.7.3.2

Suffix-conjugation

The dual and plural ending is not usually written in Minaic; the forms are thus identical
in appearance with the singular (e.g., s3 l  both “he dedicated” and “they dedicated”). The
plural of the third-person feminine is attested in Qatabanic and Hadramitic as f ln (see
Robin 1983:181–184; Nebes 1985:34).
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Prefix-conjugation

The indicative forms in Qatabanic, in contrast to the other dialects, are formed with a prefix
b-, as in kl mngw byktrbwn AM 757/11 “all things that they will request” (vs. jussive w-l-yqny
R 3688/4 “and may he acquire”). Here too the prefix y can be lost in writing; see the example
in §4.7.2.3. The form of the third-person masculine plural of the prefix-conjugation in
Qatabanic is y-f l-wn (see the example above).
Qatabanic b-yf l for the most part corresponds to Sabaic yf ln, in being used for indicative
statements of the present and the future: w-kl s1 hmm w-qnym bykn w-yks3  ws1 .t dtn bytn
Folkard 1/5–6 “And all of the servants and flocks that are present and live in these houses”;
w-l yfth dn fth.n w-mh.rtn b-d.m w bnm kn-m byh.rg mlkn R 3566/21 “And this decree and
˘
decision is to be published on wood or stone, as the king will command”. The use of the
prefix-conjugation for the past in a narrative context is only very rarely attested, with a few
certain examples thus far only in Minaic: w-yfqr zydl b-wrhh h.th.r w-yfnnw kb bn kl bytth
˘
’l’lt ms.r R 3427/2 = M 338/2 “And Zayd il died in the month of Hathor, and they sent linen
from all the temples of the gods of Egypt”.
Occasionally, prefixed verbal forms augmented with b- are also found in Minaic. Imperfects of the form yf ln (“long form”) are rarely attested in Minaic and are often of uncertain
number; the other dialects exhibit no such forms at all.

4.7.3.4

Infinitive

The infinitive is regularly formed without an n-augment; in Qatabanic, however, mimation
may appear in certain cases (cf. Nebes 1988:70f., 73, and §5.8.3 below).

4.7.4 Non-Sabaic particles
The prepositions exhibit a number of distinctive features in comparison with those in Sabaic.
Thus, for Sabaic l- Minaic usually has the preposition k-, Hadramitic h- (for further specifics
on Hadramitic see Beeston 1984: §H 33:3). The forms that end in -y in Sabaic end in -w in
Qatabanic, thus dw, lw, and so forth.
In Minaic the particle k- in its various functions has a preposed s 2 , as in bn s2 -kd R
2980/13 = Shaqab 19/13 “from (the possibility) that”. In contrast to Sabaic the other dialects
have a temporal conjunction mty (Hadramitic mt) “when”.
The negative in Minaic (only sparsely attested) is the particle lhm.
Enclitic -m(w) is common to all dialects; in addition, Minaic and Qatabanic also exhibit
a particle -y (Minaic also -m-y), while Hadramitic has -hy (see Nebes 1991). In Hadramitic
the particle -m also occurs on verb forms, as in b-br dt yns.f-m Rb I/84 no. 196/2–3 “because
he will perform a ritual(?)”.

4.7.5 Numerals
Different forms for the number 1 are found in Qatabanic (t.d, fem. .tt ; also s1 tn) and Minaic
(s1 t). The words for 3 and 6 correspond in these dialects to the Early Sabaic forms (thus
s2 lt(t), s1 dt(t)). Hadramitic exhibits both s2 lt(t) and the spelling s2 ls3 (t).
The tens in Minaic and Hadramitic may exhibit an h in the ending: for example, rb hy
(Minaic, also rby) “40”; tmnhy “80”.
Distributives are expressed in Qatabanic by repetition of the numeral: b-s2 r s2 r hbs.tm
˘
ms.m l-t.t .tt ywmm R 3854/6–7 “ten full Habs.at-coins each for each day”.
˘
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5. SYNTAX
5.1 Word order
The first clause of an inscription begins with the subject, less commonly (though often in legal
documents) with an adverb such as kn, h.gn, among others, “thus”. In all other main clauses,
which are usually introduced by the conjunction w- (see §5.2), as well as in subordinate
clauses introduced by a conjunction, the verbal predicate normally precedes (VS).
In main clauses introduced by w-, the subject, object, or a locative or temporal prepositional phrase may appear at the beginning:
(12) A. w-ws1 l

f-h.md
mqm
lmqh
and==Awsil and==he-thanked power-of Almaqah
“And Awsil expressed his gratitude for the power of Almaqah” (J 644/7)
f-dbw
B. w-bythmw
nmn
and==house=their Numān and==they-repaired
“And their house Numān they repaired” (C 648/4)
C. w-bn
hgrn
nd. f-ytwlw
and==from city=det. Nad. and==they-returned
“And from the city of Nad. they returned” (J 576/10)

The predicate, as the examples show, is introduced by f-, although there are also many
cases without f- (e.g., w-lmqh l-yhmrnhw J 692/4–5 “and may Almaqah grant to him”). It
˘
is rare, when a nominal element is preposed, that the predicate is introduced by w- (e.g.,
w-frs1 hw ndf w-zhn J 649/20–21 “and his horse Nadı̄f was wounded”; Nebes 1995:22–45;
˘
218–219; 221–231).
The preposing of nominal elements is less common in verbal subordinate clauses, except
for resumptive pronouns in relative clauses (see §5.4.2):
(13) k-h

mthw
that==he he-saved=him
“That he [i.e., Almaqah] had saved him” (J 619/10–11)

Resumptive constructions, in which a preposed nominal or prepositional element is
resumed by a pronoun elsewhere in the sentence, are uncommon:
(14) w-dmhw

frm . . .
w-s1 d
b-mhw
and==servants=his Fārium . . . and==soldiers-of in==with=him
wkb
b-wfym
blthmw
it-found in==success=indet. mission=their
“And as for his servants, [namely] Fārium . . . and the soldiers with him, their
mission had a successful conclusion” (E 13 §11)

The predicate of a nominal clause may consist of a noun or a prepositional phrase; nominal
clauses may be main or subordinate clauses. The subject normally stands first, as in (15A);
when the predicate consists of a prepositional phrase, it often stands before an indefinite
subject, as in (15B):
(15) A. w-dn-m

wtfn
ms.dqm
and==this==encl. document-of-transfer=det. binding=indet.
“And this document of transfer is binding” (Gl 1572/7)
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B. w-l
l-hmw
b-hw kl mwm
and==not to==them in==it any water=indet.
“while they had no water in it [i.e., the castle Šaqı̄r]” (E 13 §10)

5.2 Coordination
The coordinating conjunction is the particle w- “and”; in addition, there is a disjunctive
particle (f-)w “or”. Main clauses and syntagms of equal syntactic status are connected by
w-. The use of f- between clauses of equal rank is rare in Sabaic; it is found primarily in
inscriptions in the Haramic dialect:
(16) f-ht.t

w-th.ln
f-hd.rt
w-nw
˘
and==she expiated and==will-pay-fine and==she-submitted and==
be-humbled.inf.
“Then she expiated and will pay a fine. Then she submitted and humbled
herself ” (C 568/5–7)

5.3 Subordination
A subordinate clause introduced by a conjunction follows its main clause. Exceptions are
conditional sentences and complex sentences with a conditional connotation. In the latter
sentence types, as well as in other occasional instances of preposed hypotactic clauses introduced with a conjunction, the following main clause is often introduced by f-, though also
with w- or φ (Nebes 1995:46–53; 219–221; 231–234).

5.3.1 Object clauses
Object clauses are introduced by the particle k-. Depending on the temporal relationship,
they may contain the conjugational form f l (perfect tense) for anteriority and yf ln (imperfect
tense; see §4.4.2) for posteriority:
(17) A. w-ys1 mw

k-nblw
hmw grn
b-br
h.zb
and==they-heard that==sent those Nagranites in==direction-of bands-of
h.bs2 t Abessynians
“And they heard that the aforesaid Nagranites had sent [a delegation] to the
Abessynian bands” (J 577/10)
B. w-tbs2 rw
b-m
lmqh
and==they-received-good-news in==with Almaqah
k-yhmrnhmw
s1 qym
mlym
˘
that==he-would-grant=them irrigation=indet. winter(?)=indet.
“And they received from Almaqah the good news that he would grant them
irrigation in the winter(?)” (J 653/7–8)

5.3.2 Temporal clauses
For the temporal notion “when,” the conjunctions ywm (properly: “on the day when”;
Early Sabaic/Middle Sabaic), bkn (Middle Sabaic), and k- (Late Sabaic) are used, followed
invariably by f l (perfect) as predicate:
(18) A. ydl

drh.
bn
s1 mhly
mkrb
s1 b gn
wm
Yadail Darı̄h. son-of Sumuhūalı̄ mukarrib-of Saba he-walled Awām
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byt
lmqh
ywm dbh.
ttr
temple-of Almaqah day-of he-sacrificed Attar
“Yadail Darı̄h., son of Sumuhūalı̄, mukarrib of Saba, surrounded Awām,
the temple of Almaqah, with a wall [on the day] when he offered an animal
sacrifice to Attar” (C 957; Early Sabaic)
B. b-dt
hws2 hmw
lmqh
b-wd.
s2 bn
in==rel. he-granted=them Almaqah in==subjugate.inf. tribe=det.
ngrn
bkn qs1 dw
w-nz
ydm
Nagrān when they-rose-up and==withdraw.inf. hand=indet.
bn
mrhmw mlk
s1 b b-br
h.bs2 n
from lords=their kings-of Saba in==direction-of Abessynians=det.
“Considering that Almaqah granted them [i.e., both kings of the Sabeans] the
subjugation of the tribe of Nagrān, when they [i.e., the Nagrānites] rose up
and withdrew from their lords, the kings of Saba, their support against the
Abessynians” (J 577/8)
C. w-ts1 t.rw
dn ms1 ndn
qyln
s2 rh.l yqbl d-yzn
and==he(!)-put-up this inscription=det. qayl=det. Šarah.il Yaqbal rel.==
Yazan
k-qrn
b-ly
ngrn
when==he-took-up-position in==against Nagrān
“The qayl Šarah.il Yaqbal of the clan Yazan put up this inscription when he had
taken up a position against Nagrān” (J 1028/6; Late Sabaic)
Other temporal relationships are expressed by the conjunctions bd(n) d- (and the like)
“after”; ln, ln d- “from the time that, since”; d(y) d-/dt, tw “until”; brtn “when”; and d
“when” (Haramic only):
(19) A. f-ys.nw

b-hwt
bytn
s2 qr hms1 t
˘
and==they-took-up-a-defensive-position in==that castle=det. Šaqı̄r five
s2 r ymtm . . .
dy dt nfs.
mrhmw s2 rm wtr
ten days=indet. until rel. he-arrived lord=their Šāirum Awtar
w-ms.rhw
bd dt s1 bt.w
ms.r
h.d.rmwt
and==troops=his after rel. they-defeated troops-of Hadramawt
b-hlf
dt ġylm
˘
in==district-of dāt Ġaylim
“They took up a defensive position in the aforementioned castle Šaqı̄r for 15
days . . . until finally their lord Šāirum Awtar and his troops arrived, after
they had defeated the troops of Hadramawt in the district of dāt Ġaylim”
(E 13 §10)
B. w-l-h[]nnhw
bn h.lz.
h.lz.
ln
and==for==save.inf.=him from illness-of he-suffered-illness since
d-tw
bn mqmn
d-lh.gm
rel.==he-returned from observation-post=det. rel.==Lah.gum
“And so that he [i.e., Almaqah] would save him from the illness from which
he suffered since the time that he had returned from the observation post of
Lah.gum” (J 633/4–6)
C. b-dt
hmrhw
s.dqhw
b-ms1 lhw
brtn blthw
˘
in==rel. he-granted=him
right=his in==oracle=his when he-sent=him
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mrhw s2 mr
yhrs2
lord=his Šammar Yuhariš
“Considering that he [i.e., Almaqah] granted him [i.e., the author] what was
fitting, in his oracle, when his lord Šammar Yuhariš despatched him”
(BR M.Bayh.ān 5/3–4)
D. ġs2 nm bn
gnyt
ġlwnyn
d
bny
Ġašnum son-of Gāniyat Ġulwānite=det. when he-built
w-qyh.
bry
lhhw
d-s1 m[wy d-]yġ[rw]
and==he-plastered wells.dual-of god=his dū-Samāwı̄ rel.=Yaġruw
“Ġašnum, the son of Gāniyat, the Ġulwānite, [wrote this] when he built
and plastered the two wells of his god dū Samāwı̄ of Yaġruw” (Ko 4/1–6)

5.3.3 Circumstantial clauses
Circumstantial clauses expressing simultaneity with the verbal predicate, analogous to the
Arabic type wa-huwa yafalu, cannot be identified in Old South Arabian with certainty. With
a nominal predicate, however, such syntagms are attested in Middle and Late Sabaic and in
the inscriptions in the Haramic dialect (Nebes 1990):
(20) A. w-s3 mkw

bn h.yrthmw
mhs1 knm
and==they-went-up from encampment=their Muhaskanum
w- frs1 hmw
b-nh.rm
and==riders=their on==fast-horses=indet.
w-t.rydm
and==well-conditioned-horses=indet.
“And they went up from their encampment Muhaskanum, their riders on fast,
well-conditioned horses” (J 576/15-16)
B. bhn
qrbh
mr ywm tlt
h.gtn
because he-approached=her man day-of third pilgrimage=det.
w-h
h.yd.
and==she menstruating
“Because on the third day of the pilgrimage a man had approached her, when
she was menstruating” (C 533/2–4; Haramic)

The nominal clause that is simultaneous with what precedes may also be introduced by
the temporal conjunction bkn or k(21) A. w-[b-d]t

s2 fthw
rmn
b-mqmtm
bkn
and==in==rel. he-promised=him Rummān in==power=indet. when
bhw
dn[m y]z.fr ws1 t. d.r h.myrm
father=his Danam Yaz.fur in war-of Himyar.
“And considering that Rummān promised him with power, when his father
Danam Yaz.fur found himself at war with Himyar” (C 140/10–12)
B. w-qds1 w
bt
mrb k-b-hw
and==they-consecrated church-of Mārib while==in==it
qs1 s1 m
priest=indet.
“And they consecrated the church of Mārib, while a priest was there”
(C 541/66–67; Late Sabaic)
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5.3.4 Causal clauses
Causal relationships are formed with the conjunctions (l-)qbl(y) d-/dt ; less often ln, ln
d-/dt ; in the inscriptions in the Haramic dialect with bhn:
lmqh
d-hrn
dn ms3 ndn
l-qbl dt
he-dedicated Almaqah rel.==Hirrān this tablet=det. because
s1 lhw
lmqh
b-ms1 lhw
he-asked=him Almaqah in==oracle=his
“He dedicated this (bronze) tablet to Almaqah of Hirrān, because Almaqah had
asked him in his oracle” (C 79/1–4)
B. w-l
h.rb
b-hwt
wrhn
ln
d-l
˘
and==not he-undertook in==this month=det. on-account-of rel.==not
tqr
s1 lt.m
he-drew lots=indet.
“And in this month he did not undertake this procedure [to obtain an oracle in
the temple], because he had not drawn [appropriate] lots” (NNAG 12/7–8)
C. tnhy
w-tndrn
l-d-s1 mwy
˘
he-publicly-confessed and==do-penance.inf. to==dū-Samāwı̄
bhn
qrb
mrtm
because he-approached woman=indet.
“He publicly confessed and did penance before dū Samāwı̄, because he had
approached a woman” (C 523/1–3; Haramic)

(22) A. hqny

5.3.5 Comparative clauses
Comparative clauses are introduced by h.gn, h.ngn, h.g(n) dt, or h.g(n) k-:
(23)

w-h.mdw
b-dt
s1 tkml
h[wnhm]w
b-m
˘
and==they-thanked in==rel. it-was-accomplished alliance=their in==with
mlk
h.bs2 tn
h.gn s1 tkml
hwnhmw
b-m
˘
king-of Abessynia=det. just-as it-was-accomplished alliance=their in==with
ydb
ġyl[n ml]k h.d.rmwt
b-qdmy
dt hqnytn
Yadaab Ġaylān king-of Hadramawt in==before this dedication=det.
“And they thanked [Almaqah] that their alliance with the king of Abessynia came
into being, just as their alliance with Yadaab Ġaylān, the king of Hadramawt,
had come into being before this dedication” (C 308/14–16)

5.3.6 Conditional sentences
The conditional particles of the protasis are hm and hmy; the apodosis is introduced by f-,
w-, or φ:
l
t h d
f-h.lt
nfs1 hw
˘
and==if not he-is-seized
and==it-is-at-the-mercy-of life=his
l-d-yhrgnhw
to==rel.==he-kills-him
“And if he is not seized, then his life is at the mercy of him who kills him”
(R 4088/4–8)

(24) A. w-hm
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B. w-hmy hfnk
f-tlmn
b-hmy
and==if you-sent and==sign.imperative in==them
“And if you send [the two copies of the contract], then sign them”
(YM 11749/2)
The temporal bkn has a conditional nuance when the predicate is yf ln (imperfect; see
Nebes 1994b: 49):
ymtn brm
b-m
d-ys2 mnhw
and==when it-dies head-of-cattle=indet. in==with rel.==he-buys=it
w-ygzn
s1 bm
ywmm
f-brm
and==it-passes seven=indet. day=indet. and==free-of-responsibility=indet.
mhs2 mn
bn mwthw w-bt.lthw
buyer=det. from death=its and==loss=its
“And if a head of cattle dies on the one who buys it, and seven days have already
passed, then the seller is not responsible for its death and loss” (R 3910/5–6)

(25) w-bkn

In an inscription in the Haramic dialect, hn appears as a conditional particle:
l-yz.ln
l-lt
it-defiles weapons=his juss.==he-pays to==these of
ttr
w-rs2 wwn
s2 r h.ylym
Attar and==priests=det. ten H
. ayyil-coins=indet.
“If his weapons are defiled . . . then he should pay ten H
. ayyil-coins to the
congregation of Attar and to the priests as penance” (C 548/2–5)

(26) hn l-yngs1 n s1 lh.hw . . .

if

In addition, a conditional connotation is expressed by sentences introduced by mn-mw
and mhn-mw when the predicate has yf ln (imperfect):
mthw
mbs2 mt
k-mn-mw
she-promised=him maidservant=his Mubaššimat that==as-soon-as
yhmrnhw
h.yw
lhw
wldm
thqnynhw
˘
he-will-grant=her
live=inf. to==her child=indet. she-will-dedicate=him
“As his maidservant Mubaššimat promised him [i.e., Almaqah] that, as soon as
he would grant her that a child would survive for her, she would dedicate to
him” (J 717/4–7)
B. w-s2 ftw
lmqhw
k-mhn-mw
yldn
l-hmw
and==they-promised Almaqahū that==as-soon-as it-is-born to==them
bnm
w-yh.ywn
f-yhqnynn
s.lmm
son=indet. and=he-survives and==they-will-dedicate statuette=indet.
“And they promised Almaqahū that, as soon as a son were born to them and he
survived, they would dedicate a statuette” (J 669/9–12)

(27) A. h.gn s2 ftthw

as

Iterative expressions are introduced by hnn (-mw), (b-)hn (-mw), and hn-mw. The subordinate clause may precede the main clause, as in the “publication-clause” found in legal
contexts:
(28) hnn

kr
w-l-yyf n
bn
whenever it-is-contested and==juss.==it-will-be-made-known among
byt
d-h.bb
w-qyn
s.rwh.
house-of rel.==H
ubāb
and==administrators-of
S
.
. irwāh.
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w-nkrm
and==foreigner=indet.
“Whenever objection is raised, it [i.e., this document] will be made known among
the members of the clan dū H
. ubāb, and the administrators of S.irwāh., and every
other [person]” (Gl 1533/10–11)
It may also follow the main clause, however:
(29) w-l-wz

lmqh
hmr
bdhw
bkrb
˘
and==for==continue.inf. Almaqah grant.inf.
servant=his Abkarib
mhrgm
w-ġnmm
hn-mw ys1 bnn
killings=indet. and==flocks=indet. whenever they-campaign
w-s2 wn
mrhmw mlkn
and==follow.inf. lord=their king=det.
“And may Almaqah continue to grant his servant Abkarib killings and flocks,
whenever they go on a campaign and follow their lord the king” (C 407/27–29)

5.4 Relative clause constructions
Ancient South Arabian distinguishes independent and nonindependent, i.e. attributive relative clauses. Of the latter type, Ancient South Arabian exhibits both syndetic constructions,
introduced with d-, and asyndetic constructions (i.e., with the conjunction omitted).

5.4.1 Independent relative clauses
Independent relative clauses are formed with the relative pronoun d- and its inflectional
derivatives, and with the indeclinable mn and its compounds:
(30) A. w-tb

bn ns2 n
l
wd. t
s2 fthmw
ns1 rn
and==he-destined from Naššān rel. it-came-forth saying=their toward
 l ltn
gods=det.
“And he [i.e., Karibil] destined from Naššān those concerning whom the
saying had come forth from [the direction of] the gods” (R 3945/16;
Early Sabaic)
B. w-b-dt
hwfyhmw
w-yhwfyn
lmqh
dt
and==in==rel. he-granted=them and==he-will-grant Almaqah rel.
tnbhw
he-promised=him
“And considering that Almaqah granted and might [in the future] grant them
what he [i.e., Almaqah] promised him [i.e., the author]” (J 558/5)
C. tw yqhn
mlkn
d-yrd.yn
until he-commands king=det. rel.==it-pleases
“Until the king would command what would please [him]” (Ry 507/9; Late
Sabaic)

Independent relative clauses introduced by mn, mn-mw, mn-m, d-, and related compounds may have a conditional connotation (serving as protases):
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d-ys2 mn
bdm
f-w
whoever==encl. rel.==he-buys male-servant=indet. and==or
mtm
w-brm
w-s2 mtm
female-servant=indet. and==cattle=indet. and==purchase=indet.
f-l-yknn
mdhw
h.d wrhm
˘
and==juss.==it-will-be period=its one month=indet.
“Whoever buys a male or female servant or cattle, or makes any purchase [at all],
its period of time [i.e., in which the purchase price must be paid and in which
complaints may be registered] is to be [at most] one month” (R 3910/3–4)
B. w-d-yrh.d.n
b-hw l-ys1 bt.n
hms1 y
and==rel.==he-washes in==it juss.==he-receives fifty
s1 bt.m
b-mqmn
blows=indet. in==place=det.
“And whoever washes in it [i.e., in the cistern reserved for the goddess Nawšam]
is to receive fifty blows on the spot” (Rob Maš 1/11–12)

(31) A. mn-mw

5.4.2 Attributive relative clauses
These may be syndetic or asyndetic. Regarding the former, the rule in Sabaic is that relative
clauses must be introduced by the relative pronoun if the antecedent is marked by the definite
(-n) or indefinite (-m) article:
lmqh . . . s.lmn
d-s2 fthw
he-dedicated Almaqah statuette=det. rel.==he-promised=him
“He dedicated to Almaqah . . . the statuette that he had promised him”
(C 409/2–4)
B. w-hmrhw
mrhw
lmqh
h.yw
l-hw
ġlmm
˘
and==he-granted=him lord=his Almaqah live.inf. to==him boy=indet.
d-ys1 tmyn
mrs1 m
rel.==he-is-named Marsūum
“And his lord Almaqah granted him that a son, who is named Marsūum, survived
for him” (J 655/7–10)

(32) A. hqny

In Sabaic, asyndetic relative clauses normally require the construct state of the antecedent:
 bd.
whbhw
mlk
and==he-gave-back districts-of.constr. he-gave=him king-of.constr.
s1 b l-lmqh
w-l-s1 b
Saba to==Almaqah and==to==Saba
“And he [i.e., Karibil] gave back to Almaqah and Saba the districts that the king
of Saba had given to him [i.e., Sumuhūyafa]” (R 3945/14–15; Early Sabaic)

(33) w-htb

These constructions, which are very common in Sabaic, and also known from Akkadian,
frequently occur in connection with paronomastic expressions:
(34) A. s1 b t

s1 b
campaign-of.constr. he-undertook
“The campaign that he undertook”
B. mrd.
mrd.
illness-of.constr. he-became-ill
“The illness with which he became ill”
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C. ml
s1 tml
requests-of.constr. he-requested-fulfillment
“The requests whose fulfillment he requested”
It rarely happens that the relative pronoun is missing with a definite or indefinite antecedent:
mt
bn hwt tyln
h mttn
and==it-was this saving-event=det. he-saved from this lava-flow
b-wrh . . .
˘
in==month-of
“And this saving event by means of which he [i.e., Talab] protected [them] from
this lava-flow, took place in the month . . . ” (C 323/8–9)

(35) w-kwn

It is also exceptional that the relative pronoun is used with a preceding antecedent in the
construct state:
mthmw
bn ws1
d-kwn
b-rd.n
when he-saved=them from plague-of.constr. rel.==it-was in==land=det.
“When he [i.e., Almaqah] saved them from the plague that raged in the land”
(C 81/3–4)

(36) bkn

The resumptive personal pronoun, which indicates the syntactic integration of the antecedent into the relative clause, is obligatory in genitive constructions, and sometimes also
appears in the case of adverbial constructions in which the collocation preposition + pronoun
stands before the verb of the relative clause:
d-s.rfn
d-mdlthw
rb mnm
statuette=det. rel.==silver=det. rel.==value=its four hundred=indet.
w-h.d
lfm
rd.ym
and==one thousand=indet. coins-of-good-quality=indet.
“The silver statuette, whose value corresponds to 1,400 coins of good quality”
(J 609/4–6)
B. s.lmn
d-d[h]bn
d-b-hw
h.md
hyl
˘
statuette=det. rel.==bronze=det. rel.==in==it he-thanked power-of
w-mqm
lmqh
and==might-of Almaqah
“The bronze statuette, with which he expressed his gratitude for the power
and might of Almaqah” (J 739/4–5)

(37) A. s.lmn

5.5 Asyndetic constructions
It should be noted that apart from asyndetic relative clauses, verbal asyndeton is markedly
rare in Sabaic, confined to a few uncertain cases:
rkby
bn s1 rn
bryn
yrtnn
dy
when they.dual-were-ridden from wadi=det. Bāriyān they-will-graze until
hbtn
˘ abtān
H
˘
“When
they [the two horses] were ridden from Wadi Bāriyān to Habtān, in order
˘
(?) to graze there” (J 745/9–11)

(38) bkn
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5.6 Infinitival syntax
As noted above (see §4.4.5), the infinitive appears in two basic constructions.

5.6.1 Replaceable by a finite verb
If the infinitive can be replaced by a finite verb, it continues a preceding verb paratactically
with w-. The statement denoted by the infinitive corresponds to the preceding verb in person,
tense, and mode. As a rule, the infinitive follows the verb immediately, and several infinitives
may join together in an “infinitive chain”:
(39) w-yttmw

w-tqdmn
w-rtd.h.n
b-m
and==they-regrouped and==confront.inf. and==join-battle.inf. in==with
hmt h.bs2 n
those Habashites
“And they [i.e., the Sabaeans] regrouped, came to confrontation, and joined battle
with those Abessynians” (J 575/5)

5.6.2 Not replaceable by a finite verb
In the positions in which the infinitive cannot be replaced by a finite verb, it occurs primarily
as the object. In this function it is found especially after verbs with certain meanings: for
example, after verbs of granting (e.g., hmr, hwfy, hws2 ); of promising (e.g., s2 ft) and of
˘
commanding (e.g., wqh); of preventing and hindering (e.g., mn ). In these cases the infinitive
may or may not be introduced by a preposition (hmr φ-f  l(n), hwfy φ-f  l(n), hws2 b-f  l(n);
s2 ft l-f  l(n); wqh l-f  l(n); mn bn f  l(n)), according˘ to what the individual verb governs:
hws2
lmqh
mryhmw
b-s2 kr
in==rel. he-granted Almaqah lords.dual.=their in==defeat.inf.
w-nqm
w-qtl
w-htln
and==take revenge.inf. and==kill.inf. and==subjugate.inf.
w-hs1 h.tn
d-rydn
w-ms.rhw
and==rout.inf. dū-Raydān and==troops=its
“Considering that Almaqah granted to their two lords to defeat, take revenge
on, kill, subjugate, and rout dū Raydān and his troops” (J 2107/8–9=NAM
429/8–9)
B. f-l
ymnw
bny gdnm . . . bn hy l-hmw
and==not they-may-prevent Banū Gadanim from perform.inf to==them
[h] fnwtn
ms1 b
mwn
this canal=det. watercourse-of water=det.
“They may not prevent the Banū Gadanim from having this canal serve them
as a watercourse” (C 611/7–8)
Less often f l(n) functions as subject, as for example in conjunction with the legal formula
l s3 n:
(40) A. b-dt

(41) f-l

s3 n
qs2 bn
mh.myn
and==not it-is-permitted reconstruct.inf. field-irrigated-by-a-dam-canal=det.
“Therefore it is not permitted to reconstruct a field irrigated by a dam-canal”
(C 380/4)
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Infinitives with l- are common for purpose and result:
blthmw
mrhmw ls2 rh. yh.d.b . . . l-gzmn
when he-sent=them lord=their Ilšarah. Yah.d.ib to=extirpate.inf.
hmt h.bs2 n
those Habashites
“When their lord Ilšarah. Yah.d.ib . . . sent them to extirpate those Abessynians”
(J 575/2)

(42) bkn

Likewise the request formulas of the form w-l-f l(n) that appear in the closing clauses of
votive inscriptions (as in w-l-hmr, w-l-hwfyn, w-l-hws2 n “and may [the deity] grant”; w˘
l-mtn “and may [the deity] save”; w-l-hnn “and may [the deity] help”, etc.) must be considered as infinitives expressing purpose in relation to the introductory hqny, albeit, in many
cases, the syntactic construction of the whole inscription can only be understood if these
syntagms are taken as independent clauses.
The complements of a dependent infinitive are not construed “nominally”, in the form
of a construct chain, but rather “verbally” – in other words, by the use of case endings,
the logical subject or object of the infinitive would be put in the nominative or accusative
(Nebes 1987). This is apparently so, for instance, in the cases in which the infinitive is
followed by an independent personal pronoun that distinguishes between nominative and
genitive/accusative forms:
hmrhmw
twln
hmw w-frs1 hmw
˘
in=rel. he-granted=them return.inf. they and==cavalry=their
w-gys2 hmw
b-wfym
and==army-their in==safety=indet.
“Considering that he [i.e., Almaqah] granted them that they, their cavalry, and their
army returned safely” (J 616/28–29)

(43) b-dt

5.7 Agreement
As a rule, the predicate agrees with a preceding subject in gender and number:
(44) htmhw
w-s2 fnrm . . .
s2 mty
wtnn
˘
Uhtummuhū and==Šāfnı̄rām they-set-up boundary-stone=det.
˘
l-lmqh

for==Almaqah
“Uhtummuhū and Šāfnı̄rām . . . set up the boundary stone for Almaqah”
˘
(C 389/1–5)
In the Middle Sabaic period especially, the verb often appears in the plural for an expected
dual:
(45) s1 dm

s.h.h.
w-hyhw
rbwm
bnw
d-s2 rm
˘
Asadum As.h.ah. and==brother=his
Rabbawām sons-of rel.==Āširum
hqnyw
they-dedicated
“Asadum As.h.ah. and his brother Rabbawām, members of the clan Āširum,
dedicated” (NAM 2659/1–2)

When the verb kwn “to be” forms the predicate, the rules of agreement are frequently not
adhered to:
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w-ws1
w-mwtt
kwn b-rd.n
˘
epidemic-of
and==plague-of and==death-of it-was in==land=det.
“Epidemic, plague, and death, which prevailed in the land” (J 645/13–14)

(46) hwm

5.8 Non-Sabaic syntactic features
While in the areas of phonology and morphology the other Ancient South Arabian dialects
exhibit significant differences from Sabaic and can also be clearly distinguished from one
another, specific observations in the area of syntax are possible only to a very limited extent.
This is connected with the fact that, in comparison with Sabaic, the textual basis for the
other dialects is extremely meager, and elaborate narrative contexts on the basis of which
syntactic relationships could be described are lacking. Moreover, many longer Qatabanic
and Minaic inscriptions, especially in the case of legal documents, offer serious difficulties
of interpretation at present because of their vocabulary. Specific differences from Sabaic and
from the other dialects can be noted primarily for Qatabanic.

5.8.1 Attributive relative clauses
Like Sabaic, Qatabanic distinguishes three constructions: syndetic relative clauses with dwhen the antecedent is marked as definite, and asyndetic relative clauses when the antecedent
is in the construct state (especially in paronomastic constructions). If, however – as the third
possibility – the antecedent is indefinite, with mimation, then as in Arabic the relative
pronoun is not used:
mngwm b-yktrbw[n] mn th.rgs1
in==all-of matters they-will-ask from authority=his
“In all matters which they will ask from his [i.e., Warafū’s] authority”
(AM 177+208/10–11)

(47) b-kl

5.8.2 Asyndetic constructions
Qatabanic exhibits asyndetic coordination to a larger extent than Sabaic, both in nominal
phrases, as in the titulature of Qatabanic rulers, qz.r qyn ršw “treasurer, administrator, and
priest”, and with finite verbs, as in:
(48) s1 yw

z.rbw
bnyw
qbrs1 m
nfs1 m
they-bought they-acquired they-built tomb=their Nafı̄sum
“They have bought, acquired, and built their tomb Nafı̄sum” (J 343/2)

5.8.3 Infinitival constructions
Dependent infinitives may exhibit an -m in Qatabanic:
(49) w-hmw

ys1 s1 lb
kbrn
bn ls.q
and==if he-neglects Kabı̄r=det. from prosecute.inf.
w-qrw
w-thdm
w-s1 dbm
and==accuse.inf. and==look-after.inf. and==punish.inf.
h.g-dn
d-mh.rn
according-to==this rel==ordinance=det.
“And if the Kabı̄r neglects to prosecute, to accuse, to look after, and to punish
according to this ordinance” (R 3854/8–9)
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6. LEXICON
In addition to the normal common Semitic words such as kinship terms, parts of the body,
numbers, and so forth, Ancient South Arabian possesses a very independent vocabulary,
which seems to be relatively isolated within the Semitic lexicon. In many cases a semantic comparison with other Semitic languages, even when the root and the corresponding
derivative are attested in them, is scarcely helpful, and rarely leads to a satisfactory solution
in a specific epigraphic context. As an example may be mentioned the wooden sticks, the
interpretation of which is made extremely difficult not only because of the minuscule script,
but primarily because of the partly unknown vocabulary.
Nevertheless, because of their geographical and chronological proximity there exist a
number of lexical connections not only with North Arabian, as shown by the inscriptions
in the Haramic dialect, but also with classical Ethiopic (see Müller 1983). Yet Ancient South
Arabian is clearly distinct from its neighboring sister languages in vocabulary as well as in
grammar. It can practically be stated that an Ancient South Arabian inscription with the (extensive) lexicon of classical Arabic or Ethiopic cannot be translated and understood properly.
Nor does Ancient South Arabian have close lexical connections with the Modern South
Arabian languages, a fact that confirms the discovery, already made on the basis of morphology and syntax, that the Modern South Arabian languages in no way represent the linguistic
continuation of Ancient South Arabian.
Many words, especially terms from agriculture and irrigation technology, are found in
the works of Yemenite writers of the Arabic Middle Ages, and continue in part to survive
today in Yemenite Arabic dialects (see al-Selwi 1987).
In the monotheistic period, the vocabulary of the Sabaic inscriptions is augmented by
some Greek and Jewish Aramaic expressions, especially in the religious sphere (see Beeston
1994).

7.

R EADING LIST

An informative cultural and historical survey of the present state of research into Ancient
South Arabia is presented in the catalog of the Vienna Yemen-Exhibition (Seipel 1998),
in which additional literature is also cited. A tightly packed, informative summary of the
individual dialects is given in Beeston 1984; the detailed review of Müller 1986 should be
consulted for corrections. The grammars of Höfner 1943 and Bauer 1966 contain much
useful information, particularly as far as the older material is concerned, but for recently
published texts, the number of which has increased sharply in the last two decades, they are
no longer up to date. Recently, a detailed analysis of Sabaic phonology and morphology based
on the entire epigraphic material has been prepared by Stein 2003. The relevant dictionary
is Sab. Dict., in which the epigraphic material published up to 1981 is critically reviewed in
very succinct form. The other dictionaries are helpful only for the advanced student. Still
lacking are detailed monographic presentations of the phonology, morphology, or syntax,
as well as a concordance that would systematically make the vocabulary of the Ancient South
Arabian dialects accessible.
Since 1973, W.W. Müller has produced an annual annotated bibliography on Ancient
South Arabia in the journal Archiv für Orientforschung (Vienna), now available as Müller
2001, and since 1985, in Bibliographie linguistique, a bibliography on the South Arabian
languages, in which the Ancient South Arabian dialects are also covered. A comprehensive
bibliography for the ancient source material has been published recently by Kitchen 2000.
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chapter 8

Ancient North Arabian
m. c. a. macdonald

1. HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS
In the western two-thirds of the Arabian Peninsula, from southern Syria to Yemen, inscriptions testify to the use of a number of different ancient languages and scripts. In the
southwest, these inscriptions may date from as early as the thirteenth century BC and continue up to the seventh century AD, while in central and north Arabia they seem to be
concentrated in the period between the eighth century BC and the fourth century AD. Some
languages, like Aramaic and, later, Greek, came to the region from outside, but the rest were
indigenous tongues expressed in scripts developed locally.
Literacy seems to have been extraordinarily widespread, not only among the settled populations but also among the nomads. Indeed, the scores of thousands of graffiti on the rocks
of the Syro-Arabian desert suggest that it must have been almost universal among the latter
(see Macdonald 1993:382–388). By the Roman period, it is probable that a higher proportion of the population in this region was functionally literate than in any other area of the
ancient world.

1.1 North Arabian
The ancient languages in the southwest of the Peninsula are known as Ancient (or Old) South
Arabian (see Ch. 7), while those in central and northern Arabia and in the desert of southern
Syria are classed as North Arabian. This latter category is divided into two subgroups. The
first of these is Arabic, which is subdivided into (i) Old Arabic (that is Arabic attested in
pre-Islamic texts which have survived independently of the early Arab grammarians, thus
the Namārah inscription but not the “Pre-Islamic poetry,” see Macdonald, forthcoming);
(ii) Classical and Middle Arabic; and (iii) the vernacular dialects. The second subgroup is
called Ancient North Arabian. The most striking difference between the two subgroups lies
in the definite article, which is al- in Arabic, but is h- or zero in Ancient North Arabian (see
§4.3.1). Until recently, this division was largely unrecognized by linguists working outside
the field, and Ancient North Arabian (which was sometimes misleadingly called “ProtoArabic”) was usually treated as a collection of early dialects of Arabic. However, it is now
clear that Ancient North Arabian represents a linguistic strain which, while closely related
to Arabic, was distinct from it (Macdonald 2000:29–30).

1.1.1 Arabic
Arabic, and thus by implication the North Arabian group as a whole, has traditionally
been classified, along with the Ancient South Arabian, Modern South Arabian and Ethiopic
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languages, as South West Semitic (e.g., Brockelmann 1908–1913: i, 6). However, more recently, it has been grouped instead with Canaanite and Aramaic, under the rubric Central
Semitic (e.g., Faber 1997; see Appendix 1, §2.3), and this classification is certainly more
appropriate for Ancient North Arabian.
Old Arabic seems to have coexisted with Ancient North Arabian throughout north and
central Arabia but, in contrast to Ancient North Arabian, it remained a purely spoken
language. The earliest Old Arabic inscriptions in what we think of as the Arabic script
(in fact the latest development of the Nabataean Aramaic alphabet) date from the early
sixth century AD. Before that, Old Arabic was written only on very rare occasions and then,
necessarily, in a “borrowed” script (Ancient South Arabian, Dadanitic, Nabataean, or Greek).
At present, seven such documents in Old Arabic have been identified, and in a number
of others, Old Arabic features occur in texts which are otherwise in Sabaic (an Ancient
South Arabian language), Dadanitic, Safaitic, Nabataean, and possibly East Arabian Aramaic
(see Macdonald 2000:50–54 and forthcoming).
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1.1.2 Ancient North Arabian
Ancient North Arabian is made up of a number of interrelated dialects, attested only in
inscriptions. These are dated roughly between the eighth century BC and fourth century
AD, after which the language disappears from the record. Well over forty thousand of these
texts have been discovered so far and it is known that scores of thousands remain to be
recorded. However, approximately 98 percent of these are graffiti, informal inscriptions
the majority of which consist only of names. The amount of linguistic evidence they can
provide is therefore relatively meager and our knowledge of the structure of these dialects is
extremely fragmentary – a situation exacerbated by the nature of the writing systems used
(see §2). Despite this, a surprising amount of information is to be found in these inscriptions,
and more is being identified every year.
Ancient North Arabian was used by the settled peoples and nomads of central and north
Arabia and by the nomads in what is now southern Syria and eastern and southern Jordan.
It is attested in the following dialects (see Macdonald 2000:29–30, 32–36, 40–46): (i) Oasis
North Arabian (ONA), consisting of Taymanitic, Dadanitic, Dumaitic, and Dispersed Oasis
North Arabian; (ii) Safaitic; (iii) Hismaic; (iv) Thamudic B, C, D, and “Southern Thamudic”;
and, possibly, (v) Hasaitic.

1.1.2.1 Oasis North Arabian
Of these dialects, the earliest attested are those belonging to the group known as Oasis North
Arabian. From at least the middle of the first millennium BC, local dialects of Ancient North
Arabian were spoken in the major oases of northwest Arabia: Taymā, Dadan (modern
al-Ulā; for the spelling Dadan, see Sima 2000 and Macdonald 2000, n. 1) and probably
Dūmā (modern al-Ğawf); see Figure 8.1. The populations of these settlements were heavily
involved in the trade in frankincense and other aromatics which were brought from South
Arabia to Egypt, the Mediterranean coast, Syria, and Mesopotamia where there seems
already to have been a considerable Arab presence. It is therefore not surprising that brief
texts in scripts similar to those used in these oases have been found outside Arabia, principally in Mesopotamia. In the past they have been known by such misnomers as “Chaldaean”
and “Old Arabic,” but I have recently suggested that a better term would be Dispersed Oasis
North Arabian (Macdonald 2000:33), a label which I hope emphasizes the fact that they
are a heterogeneous collection of texts which have in common only the fact that they are
written in varieties of the Oasis North Arabian alphabet and that they were found outside
Arabia.
Dumaitic is so far represented by only three brief texts found near Sakākā in northern
Saudi Arabia (Winnett and Reed 1970:73, 80–81 [WTI 21–23], 207, 216, where they are
called “Jawfian”). They are in a distinctive variety of the Oasis North Arabian script (see
Fig. 8.3) which differs in certain important respects from Taymanitic and Dadanitic. At
present they are undatable, but they may be from the middle of the first millennium BC.
Taymanitic refers to the dialect and script used in the oasis of Taymā and its surroundings, probably in the sixth and fifth centuries BC. It is represented by short inscriptions with
very distinctive linguistic and orthographic features. The number of known Taymanitic texts
has recently been doubled (from c. 200 to c. 400) by Kh. M. Eskoubi’s edition of new texts,
including two which mention nbnd mlk bbl “Nabonidus king of Babylon,” who spent ten
years of his reign 552–543 BC, in Taymā (Eskoubi 1999: nos. 169 and 177; Müller and Said
2001).
Dadanitic is a new term which covers the inscriptions in the local language and script of
the oasis of Dadan. These were formerly divided into “Dedanite” and “Lihyanite,” following

Figure 8.2 Examples of the Ancient North Arabian scripts
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the nomenclature of successive kingdoms in the oasis, but, needless to say, linguistic and
paleographical developments did not necessarily parallel political changes, and this particular subdivision has proved misleading. Dadanitic is the only Ancient North Arabian
dialect and script in which large numbers of monumental inscriptions were written. These
are concentrated in and around the oasis, with only occasional examples found elsewhere.
In addition, there are hundreds of Dadanitic graffiti in and around the settlement. There is
no firm dating evidence for the inscriptions of Dadan, though dates ranging from the sixth
century BC through the first century AD have been proposed. Dadan was also the site of a
South Arabian (Minaean) trading station and there are numerous monumental inscriptions
and graffiti in Madhābic, the South Arabian language used by the Minaeans (see Ch. 7). The
prosperity of Dadan may have been eclipsed in the first century AD by the neighboring oasis
of H
. egrā (modern Madāin S.ālih.), some twenty kilometers to the north, which became an
important city of the Nabataean kingdom.

1.1.2.2

Safaitic

This is the language of most of the graffiti found in the deserts of black, broken-up lava in
southern Syria, northeastern Jordan, and northern Saudi Arabia. The vast majority were
written by the nomads who lived in this area between roughly the first century BC and the
fourth century AD. So far, some twenty thousand Safaitic inscriptions have been recorded,
and there are many times this number still awaiting study, as can be seen by any visitor to
these desert areas.

1.1.2.3

Hismaic

Hismaic was the language of the nomads of the H
. ismā sand-desert of southern Jordan and
northwest Saudi Arabia, and some of the inhabitants of central and northern Jordan. They
were contemporaries and close neighbors of the Nabataeans, whose capital, Petra, was not
far away from the northern end of the H
. ismā in Wādı̄ Ramm, southern Jordan. Thus, they
probably date to the first centuries BC/AD and possibly a little later. In the past, Hismaic has
been called “Thamudic E” (see below), and misleadingly “Tabuki Thamudic” and “South
Safaitic.” The last-mentioned is a complete misnomer since the dialect and script are quite
distinct from those of Safaitic.

1.1.2.4

Thamudic

Thamudic is not the name of a dialect or script but of a sort of “pending” category into
which are placed all texts which appear to be Ancient North Arabian but which are not
Oasis North Arabian, Safaitic, or Hismaic. Both Taymanitic (formerly “Thamudic A”) and
Hismaic (formerly “Thamudic E”) were originally included in this category until the advent
of properly recorded texts and intensive studies made it possible to define them as distinct dialects with their own scripts (see Macdonald and King 1999). The rubrics “B,” “C,”
“D,” and “Southern Thamudic” represent relatively crude subdivisions of those texts still
in this “pending” category. There is no way of dating most of these inscriptions, though
one Thamudic B inscription (Ph 279 aw) appears to mention a “king of Babylon” and so
presumably dates to a time before the fall of the Babylonian Empire in 539 BC. By contrast,
a Thamudic D inscription (JSTham 1) at Madāin S.ālih. (ancient H
. egrā) gives a summary of
an adjacent Nabataean tomb inscription which is dated to AD 267. The vast majority of the
Southern Thamudic texts remains unpublished, but for an excellent summary presentation
see Ryckmans 1956.

1.1.2.5

Hasaitic

This term refers to the language of a number of inscriptions, almost all gravestones, most of
which have been found in northeastern Arabia. They consist almost entirely of genealogies
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and exhibit very few linguistic features. The language is regarded (provisionally) as Ancient
North Arabian because of certain characteristic expressions such as d l “of the lineage of ”
(see §3.1.1). They are written in the Sabaic (Ancient South Arabian) script, with certain
minor adaptations.

1.2 Sources of Ancient North Arabian
A large number of the Safaitic, and the vast majority of the Thamudic, inscriptions published
so far, were recorded in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and are known only
from hand copies, often by copyists who could not read the script. Many of these copies
are inaccurate, and, in the case of the texts classed as Thamudic, this has proved a major
obstacle to their successful interpretation. It is only since large numbers of texts have been
photographed that the study of Taymanitic, Safaitic, and Hismaic has been placed on a
secure footing.
The dialects of Ancient North Arabian on which we have most information are Dadanitic
and Safaitic. The discussion below will therefore concentrate mainly on these, with details
from the others where they are available.
The principal resource in the interpretation of the Ancient North Arabian inscriptions
has always been the grammar and vocabulary of Classical Arabic and this has been both a
blessing and a curse. On the credit side, Classical Arabic has provided a model against which
the linguistic phenomena attested in Ancient North Arabian can be evaluated, though there
is always a temptation to interpret the, often enigmatic, data in such a way as to make them fit
this model, thus obscuring real differences (as is the case in Caskel 1954). Moreover, it should
never be forgotten that, unlike most languages, Classical Arabic represents a conscious choice
and amalgam of dialects and, to a greater or lesser extent, a systematization of grammatical
structures by Arab scholars of the eighth and ninth centuries AD.
Similarly, it should be remembered that the concept of a descriptive dictionary of a living
language is no older than the nineteenth century. Prior to that, the purpose of a dictionary
was prescriptive, fixing the language in what was considered to be its most “correct” form.
Thus, even the immensely rich vocabulary of Classical Arabic represents a choice by the
grammarians and lexicographers of what was available to them, and much that might have
helped in the reconstruction of Ancient North Arabian was no doubt excluded. Arabic
dictionaries can anyway be a trap to the unwary, since they contain meanings which have
developed over a wide geographical area and many centuries of intense literary activity, but
with little or no indication of when and where a particular sense is first attested. Moreover,
as in all languages, words can have meanings which are restricted to certain contexts, and,
unless these are quoted (as they are in the great Arabic-Arabic lexica, but not in shorter
European compendia), a completely false interpretation can be given. The widespread
misapprehension that Ancient North Arabian texts can be read simply by using an Arabic
dictionary has led many astray and has resulted in a far greater degree of uncertainty in the
interpretation of Ancient North Arabian than in most other ancient languages.
One further point should be noted. In the past, some discussions of Ancient North
Arabian grammar have sought to identify linguistic features in the personal names found in
Ancient North Arabian inscriptions and have then treated these as if they represented the language of the texts (e.g., Littmann 1943:xii–xxiv; Caskel 1954:68–71; and even sporadically in
Müller 1982). Not surprisingly, this has led to confusion, with marked differences appearing
between the apparent linguistic features of the names and those of the language used by
their bearers. It is important to remember that a name does not “mean” anything except
the person, group, place, and so forth to which it refers. It is usually only in exceptional
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circumstances that parents invent one (e.g., the seventeenth-century English Puritan called
“Praise-God Barebones”). Names often continue in use over a very long period and can
travel extensively, so the vast majority of names available to parents in any particular society at any particular time have been inherited, often from a linguistic environment very
different from their own. The etymology of a name, while interesting in itself, is therefore
linguistically irrelevant to the text in which it appears.
In this chapter, the following conventions will be used: /d/ = the etymological phoneme;
[d] = the sound; d = the letter in a particular script. Letters between { } are doubtful
readings. Many Ancient North Arabian texts have been reread or reinterpreted since their
original publication, so in some cases the readings and interpretations quoted here will differ
from those in the original editions. All examples quoted have been checked on photographs
whenever these are available.

2. WRITING SYSTEMS
It is generally held that the Semitic consonantal alphabet was invented in the first half of
the second millennium BC (see Ch. 5, §2.2). Later in the same millennium, two separate
traditions developed out of the proto-alphabet, each with its own letter-forms, letter-order
and (possibly) letter-names. One was the Phoenico-Aramaic (or Northwest Semitic), from
which are ultimately derived almost all traditional alphabetic scripts in use today. The other
was the Arabian (or South Semitic) alphabetic tradition, which was used almost exclusively
in Arabia in the pre-Islamic period and which was the basis of the Ethiopic syllabary (see
WAL Ch. 14, §2), the only form in which it survives today (Macdonald 2000:32).
The Arabian alphabetic tradition is subdivided into two families: (i) the Ancient South
Arabian, of which Sabaic is the most famous and from which the Ethiopic syllabary was
developed; and (ii) the Ancient North Arabian. While the Ancient North Arabian scripts are
clearly related to each other and to the Ancient South Arabian, the exact relationship has
not yet been established. One problem is the lack of securely dated texts from both North
and South Arabia; a second has already been touched on – the fact that so many Ancient
North Arabian inscriptions are known only from unreliable hand copies. However, the major
obstacle to a paleographical analysis of the Ancient North Arabian inscriptions is the fact
that the vast majority of them are informal texts written by innumerable individuals who
learned to write, not in schools, but casually from a companion, and whose letter-forms were
not therefore part of a slowly evolving tradition, but represent a multiplicity of individual
choices (Macdonald 1993:382–388; 2004a).
An indication of this is provided by the four Safaitic abecedaries which have been discovered so far. Each is in a different letter-order and none of them bears any relation to
the inherited orders of the Northwest and South Semitic alphabets. The letters have simply
been arranged according to the writers’ differing perceptions of similarity in their shapes
(see Macdonald 1993:386 and Macdonald et al. 1996:439–443). By contrast, the only known
Dadanitic abecedary is in the South Semitic letter-order, while the unique Hismaic example
more or less follows the Northwest Semitic order, but with significant differences which
suggest that it was unfamiliar to the writer (Macdonald 1986:105–112).
The alphabets of Dadanitic, Hismaic, and Safaitic are each made up of twenty-eight letters.
This is probably also true of Thamudic B, C, and D and Hasaitic, though some signs have yet
to be identified in these scripts. Taymanitic seems to have had a slightly different phonemic
repertoire from the other Ancient North Arabian dialects (see §3.1.2), and only twenty-six
or twenty-seven letters have been identified with certainty.
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Figure 8.3 shows the most common letter-forms in the different Ancient North Arabian
scripts. With the exception of the sign for ġ and the leftmost sign for f, the forms in the
Hasaitic row are those of the South Arabian alphabet. It will be noted that the forms of some
letters are remarkably stable throughout all the scripts: for example, , t, w, and y. On the
other hand, in some cases the same, or very similar, shapes are used in different alphabets
to represent quite different phonemes. Thus, the sign used for g in Hismaic is identical to
that for t in Thamudic B, Safaitic, and South Arabian/Hasaitic; while the sign for d in South
Arabian (and Hasaitic) is used for d. in Thamudic B, C, and D and in Safaitic, but for t in
Hismaic. The reasons for this are not yet understood.
In the scripts used by the inhabitants of the great oases, namely, Dumaitic, Taymanitic, and
Dadanitic, the direction of writing is almost always right-to-left. In Taymanitic, texts of more
than one line were often, but by no means always, written boustrophedon (i.e., continuously,
with the lines running in alternate directions). However, the practice of breaking at the end
of the line and placing the beginning of the next line under that of the one before is also quite
common in Taymanitic and is the norm in Dadanitic. Texts were written without spaces
between the words, but word-dividers are the norm in Dadanitic monumental texts and
are commonly, though not consistently, used in Dadanitic graffiti and in Taymanitic and
Dumaitic. Hasaitic is written either in separate lines or boustrophedon and, since it uses the
South Arabian script, employs word-dividers.
By contrast, the scripts used primarily by nomads (Thamudic B, Hismaic, and Safaitic)
can be written in any direction (left to right, right to left, downwards, upwards, in a circle or
coil, etc.). They meander across the uneven surfaces of the rocks on which they are carved,
over the edge onto an adjacent face and occasionally onto an adjacent rock. They are written
continuously without word-dividers (Macdonald 2004c). This absence of word-dividers
applies equally to Thamudic C and D, which were probably also written by nomads, though
these show a marked preference for writing in vertical columns.
In common with all Semitic alphabets, the letters of the North Arabian scripts represent
consonants only. However, in contrast to most of the Northwest Semitic scripts, none of
the South Semitic alphabets, with the exception of Dadanitic, developed matres lectionis,
letters which, in addition to their consonantal values, can in certain contexts represent a long
vowel. It has been suggested that in Safaitic the letters , w, and y were occasionally used to
represent long vowels (Winnett and Harding 1978:12; Robin 2001:553), but this is incorrect
and the handful of examples quoted can all be more convincingly explained in other ways.
However, in Dadanitic, final /a:/ was usually represented by -h (as in Hebrew) and final
/u:/ by -w, though the evidence for other matres lectionis is less convincing (Drewes 1985).
In contrast to the Northwest Semitic scripts, the letter alif does not seem to have been used
to mark a vowel in Ancient North Arabian.
The diphthong /ai/ is represented in final position in Dadanitic (pace Drewes
1985:170–171), though the representation of final /au/ is much less certain. However, diphthongs (if they existed) are rarely if ever represented in the other Ancient North Arabian
scripts. Thus, in Safaitic the word for “death” appears as mt (cf. Arabic mawt), that for “raiding party” as gs 2 (cf. Arabic ǧayš ), and so forth. Littmann claimed that Greek transliterations
of names apparently similar to those found in the Safaitic inscriptions showed that the diphthongs /ai/ and /au/ had been monophthongized to [e:] and [o:] respectively (1943:xiii).
However, by the Roman period, there were no appropriate diphthongs left in Koine Greek
with which to transliterate any which may have existed in Safaitic, so the question must
remain open.
As in all Semitic alphabets, doubled consonants are written singly in the Ancient North
Arabian scripts (e.g. ∗ umm “mother” appears as m). However, it has been suggested

Figure 8.3 Letter-forms in the Ancient North Arabian scripts
N.B. There are no chronological implications in the order in which the scripts are arranged. The numbers above the letter-forms in the ‘‘Dispersed ONA’’ row refer to the photographs of the inscriptions in which they occur, published in
Sass 1991.
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that doubled /l/ and /n/ are occasionally expressed in writing. This is based mainly on the
spelling kll “all” (cf. Classical Arabic kull) which is found in Dadanitic, Hismaic, and Safaitic
(Littmann 1943:xiii). But it is perfectly possible that the word was pronounced with a short
vowel between the two l’s (e.g., ∗ kulil). The other supposed examples of this feature are
also capable of alternative explanations (see §4.2.1) and at present the hypothesis must be
regarded as not proven.

3. PHONOLOGY
3.1 Consonants
Given the nature of the sources, our knowledge of the phonology of the dialects of Ancient
North Arabian is necessarily fragmentary. Most dialects appear to have had a consonantal
phonemic repertoire of roughly twenty-eight sounds. Unless there is evidence to the contrary, these are usually assumed to have been similar, though not always identical, to their
equivalents in Classical Arabic. They are presented in Table 8.1 using the Roman letters with
which Ancient North Arabian texts are conventionally transliterated, rather than phonetic
symbols, to emphasize that this is a purely hypothetical schema based partly on the traditional pronunciation of the cognate phonemes in Classical Arabic, as described by the early
Arab grammarians (eighth century AD), and partly on reconstructions (see below).
The phonemes /b, /d/, /d/, /h/, /k/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /t/, /t/, /w/, /y/, /z/ were probably pronounced more or less like their equivalents in Classical Arabic. There is no way of telling
whether certain phonemes had aspirated allophones (the so-called “bghadhkphath”), as,
for example, in Masoretic Hebrew and Aramaic of the Christian era. The phoneme shown
here as /f/, could have been pronounced [p] in some or all positions (as in Ugaritic, Hebrew,
Aramaic, Akkadian, etc.) or as [f] throughout, as in Arabic. It is worth noting that in Safaitic
(as also in early Arabic) the letter f is used to transliterate both Greek  and  (e.g., flfs.
Table 8.1 The consonantal phonemes of Ancient North Arabian
Manner of
articulation

Stop
Voiceless
Emphatic
Voiced
Fricative
Voiceless
Emphatic
Voiced
Emphatic
Trill
Lateral cont.
Voiceless
Voiced
Nasal

Bilabial

Labiodental

Interdental

f

t
z.
d
d.

s3
s.
z
r

m

Place of articulation
Palatoalveolar Palatal Velar

t
t.
d

b

w

Dental/
Alveolar

s2
l
n

k

Uvular

Pharyngeal

Glottal



q

g (?)
s1

y

h
ġ

h.


h
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for  ), the well-known confusion of [b] and [p] in Arabic being a much later
phenomenon.

3.1.1 Stops
In Hismaic, there is a small amount of evidence for the occasional confusion of /d/ and
/d/, probably under the influence of the Aramaic used by the neighboring Nabataeans: for
example, d-s 2 ry for the divine name d-s 2 ry; dkrt for dkrt; and d l “he of the lineage of ” for d l
(Macdonald 2004d). However, there is no evidence for the supposed alternation of /t/ and
/t/ in this dialect. On both these, see King 1990:69–70. However, in Dadanitic the numerial
“three” is found as tltt, tlt, and tlt (see §4.4.1 and Table 8.2) which might suggest a weakening
of the distinction between these two sounds in this dialect, though it may equally have been
confined to the phonetic conditions of this particular word.
It is impossible to tell whether /g/ was pronounced [g], as in some Arabic dialects, or []
as in Classical Arabic, or even [ž] as in some dialects of Syria and Southern Iraq. It is also
impossible to determine whether /k/ had an allophone [č] in certain positions, as in many
dialects in Syria, Iraq, Arabia and the Gulf Coast.
The phonemes /h/ and /ġ/ were probably realised as [x] and [γ ] respectively as in Arabic.
The consonant transcribed /q/ in Table 8.1 may have been a uvular stop as in Classical
Arabic, or, alternatively, an “emphatic” correlate of /k/ (i.e., /k’/), as in Hebrew and Aramaic. Whatever its exact pronunciation it appears generally to have remained distinct since
only one instance has so far been identified in which it is confused with another phoneme.
This is in an unpublished Safaitic text in which the author spells the word qyz. “he spent
the dry season” as  yd. in an unequivocal context. This is the earliest attestation of a pronunciation in which the etymological phonemes /q/ and /z./ had fallen under / / and /d./
respectively, a feature of modern urban Arabic in such cities as Damascus, Jerusalem, and
Cairo.
In the orthography of the Ancient North Arabian scripts, the letter  represents a phonemic
consonant in all contexts and never the equivalent of Classical Arabic hamzat al-was.l, that
is, a prosthetic glottal stop, the sole function of which is to carry an initial vowel and
which disappears when the latter is assimilated to a preceding vowel. Thus bn (“son,” in all
positions) as against Classical Arabic ()ibn. This contrasts with Old Arabic personal names
found in Nabataean orthography (for instance in the Nabataean inscriptions of Sinai), where
 is regularly written in bn (e.g., the name bn-l-qyny). For a discussion of this phenomenon
see Macdonald, forthcoming. There are a few personal names in Safaitic texts written with
two successive  s, e.g.,  s1 d (cf. Classical Arabic āsud < ∗ asud; see Littmann 1943:xii–xiii),
but as yet no examples in words have been identified, so we do not know whether this was
a living feature of the language or merely a fossil inherited in particular names.
Very occasionally,  is found unexpectedly in medial position and it has been suggested
that this may represent a medial /a:/ (Winnett and Harding 1978:12). However, this is highly
unlikely and the few examples cited are all capable of other explanations.
The ending which in Arabic appears as -ah in pause but -at before a vowel (i.e., tā
marbūt.ah), is always written as -t in Ancient North Arabian, implying that it was pronounced
∗
-at in all contexts.

3.1.2 Fricatives
The voiceless nonemphatic sibilants in Ancient North Arabian, Ancient South Arabian, Old
Arabic, and Classical Arabic up to the ninth century AD, present a complex problem (see
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Beeston 1962). Proto-Semitic had a voiceless dental fricative ∗ /s/, a voiceless palato-alveolar
fricative ∗ /š/, and a third sibilant, conventionally written ∗ /ś/, the exact nature of which is
uncertain but which may have been a lateral dental fricative []. While the Ancient (and
Modern) South Arabian languages (in common with Hebrew and early Aramaic) retained
all three, in Arabic and, with one possible exception, the Ancient North Arabian dialects
they were reduced to two:
(1) The voiceless nonemphatic sibilants in Ancient North Arabian

ProtoSemitic
∗ 
/š/
∗

/s/
∗
/ś/

Ancient North Arabian
(except Taymanitic)
−→

[š] (written s )

−→

2

ProtoSemitic
/š/

−→

[š] (written s1 )

∗

/s/
/ś/

−→
−→

[s] (written s3 )
[] ? (written s2 )

1

∗

[] ? (written s )

Taymanitic

∗

We know from the phonetic descriptions by the early Arab grammarian Sibawaihi (died
c. AD 796) that in early Classical Arabic,
the reflex of Proto-Semitic ∗ /s/ + ∗ /š/, was
pronounced something approaching [š], and that
the reflex of Proto-Semitic ∗/ś/, was
pronounced something approaching []. It was only subsequently that the pronunciation of
shifted to the [s] (sı̄n), and that of to the [š] (šı̄n) of later Arabic. This can be tabulated as
follows:
(2) The voiceless nonemphatic sibilants in Arabic

Arabic before the
9th century AD

Proto-Semitic
∗ 
/š/
∗

/s/
∗
/ś/

Arabic after the
9th century AD

−→

[š] (written

)

−→

[s] (written

)

−→

[] (written

)

−→

[š] (written

)

This means that Ancient North Arabian /s1 / (which is cognate with later Arabic
sı̄n)
was actually pronounced like something approaching [š], while Ancient North Arabian
/s2 / (which is cognate with later Arabic
šı̄n) was probably pronounced something like
Welsh -ll- []. These findings are confirmed by the treatments of loans from Aramaic. Thus,
for example, the Aramaic name of the great Syrian sky-god, Baal-Šamı̄n “lord of heaven,”
was borrowed into Dadanitic and Safaitic as bls1mn, that is, with Aramaic /š/ represented
by Ancient North Arabian s1 , not s 2 .
It follows from this that Ancient North Arabian (and Arabic before the ninth century
AD) had no [s]. However, there is one possible exception. Taymanitic appears to have had
a letter, graphically related to South Arabian s 3 (= [s]), which seems to represent [s] in
transliterations of the name of the Egyptian god Osiris occurring in two personal names.
Rather different forms of what is probably the same letter have been identified in two other
Taymanitic texts (see Müller and Said 2001:114–116) and there is one further example on
a seal of Babylonian design, but in a context which raises considerable difficulties. Since,
at present, only a little over four hundred Taymanitic inscriptions are known, and few of
them are more than twenty letters long, no firm conclusions can be drawn from this until
more evidence appears. However, it seems unlikely that the Taymanitic alphabet would have
employed a letter to represent a sound which did not exist in the Taymanitic dialect, and
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so there is certainly a possibility that, at some stage in its history, Taymanitic used all three
voiceless nonemphatic sibilants (see Macdonald 1991).
In Taymanitic, Thamudic D, and possibly Thamudic C, it seems that /d/ had probably
merged with /z/ (as in Hebrew), since the z sign is used for both phonemes.

3.1.3 Emphatics
The etymological phonemes /s./, /t./, /d./, and /z./ are emphatics. In most Semitic languages
/s./ is the emphatic correlate of [s]. However, since there was no [s] in Safaitic and Hismaic,
 [“Caesar”];
.s is often used in these dialects to transliterate Greek sigma (e.g., qs.r for
flfs. for  [“Philip”]; etc.) and in the Hismaic abecedary .s is put in the position of
Phoenico-Aramaic samek (= [s]). It is not certain whether this implies a weakening of the
“emphatic” quality or whether it was simply felt to be the nearest equivalent to the foreign
sound. The fact that in other transliterations the letter s1 (approximately[š]) was used for
Latin s (e.g., tts1 for Titus) and Greek sigma (e.g., grgs1 for  [George]), points perhaps
to the latter (see Macdonald 1992b).
The phoneme /t./ was almost certainly the emphatic correlate of /t/, and /d./ was, at
least in origin, that of /d/. However, the Akkadian transliteration of the Ancient North
Arabian divine name rd.w as Ruldaiu points to a strongly lateralized pronunciation of /d./,
at least in North Arabia in the seventh century BC. It has also been suggested that the god
’, who Herodotus says was worshiped by the Arabs in eastern Egypt in the fifth
century BC, represents a garbled transliteration of a similar pronunciation of the divine
name rd.w, though this is more speculative. On the other hand, in the Roman period, Greek
transcriptions of names which include /d./ always represented it by sigma (e.g.,   for
h-d.fy, “the D.ayfite”, Macdonald 1993:306). In Nabataean, native Aramaic words show the
cognate of North Arabian /d./ as // ([]) (e.g., Nabataean ragainst Safaiticrd. “earth, land”),
as is normal from Imperial Aramaic onwards. However, in loanwords and transcriptions
of names which are linguistically North Arabian, /d./ is consistently represented by .s (e.g.,
Nabataean .sryh. from Arabic d.arı̄h. “trench, cist,” or the name rs.wt as against Safaitic rd.wt).
Kofler quotes examples of the confusion of /d./ and /s./ in early Arabic dialects and suggests
that /d./ may have been pronounced more as a fricative than a stop (1940–1942:95–97). There
is no example in Safaitic and Hismaic of a confusion of /d./ and /s./, so the two sounds seem
to have remained distinct in these dialects. However, if /d./ was pronounced as the emphatic
correlate of /d/ (rather than of /d/), i.e., as an emphatic interdental fricative, as it is in all
modern Bedouin dialects, it would have shared its place of articulation, emphatization, and
fricative release with /s./, and the two sounds would have been sufficiently similar for /d./ to
be transcribed by /s./ in scripts such as Nabataean Aramaic which had no letter for /d./ (I owe
this interesting observation to Professor Clive Holes).
The conventional symbol z. (originally taken over from the Cairene pronunciation of
Classical and Modern Standard Arabic) is unfortunate since the phoneme it is intended to
represent was probably the emphatic correlate of an interdental (/t/, or perhaps /d/), and
not a dental sibilant. The former would be more likely, at least in Hismaic and Safaitic, if, as
suggested above, /d./ was pronounced as the emphatic correlate of /d/. In Dadanitic, Hismaic,
and Safaitic, /z./ is clearly distinguished from other phonemes except in the one example of
 yd. for qyz. mentioned above. It has been suggested that, in Dadanitic, /z./ might have fallen
under /t./ (as in Aramaic), but no conclusive evidence has yet been presented for this shift and
the two phonemes appear to be represented by distinct letter-forms. A sign for z. has not yet
been identified in Dumaitic, Taymanitic, Thamudic B, C, and D, or in Hasaitic, but since it is
a relatively rare phoneme, it is, at present, impossible to determine whether this is significant.
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3.1.4 The sounds /w/ and /y/
In Safaitic, there is considerable alternation of /w/ and /y/, which when represented in
the Ancient North Arabian scripts are always consonants, not vowels (Robin 2001: 553 is
incorrect on this point). This variation is found in all positions, e.g., wrh/yrh “month”;
ts2 wq/ts2 yq (unpublished) “he longed for”; s 2 ty/s2 tw (CSNS 324) “to winter.” In each case,
the first item in these pairs is the common form and the second a much less frequent
variant. Given the difficulty of dating most of the texts, it is impossible to say at present
whether these variations represent chronological developments or synchronic dialectal
differences.
However, forms with -w and -y are almost equally common in the divine name rd.w/rd.y
in Safaitic inscriptions. This deity is also found in Dumaitic and Thamudic B texts, but
there only as rd.w. The Dumaitic, and at least some of the Thamudic B inscriptions, are
considerably earlier than the Safaitic, and this might seem to suggest that the form rd.w is the
older and that the advent of rd.y marks a change of pronunciation. However, the Akkadian
transliteration Ruldaiu, which is securely dated to the early seventh century BC, implies a
pronunciation ∗ rud.ayu (i.e., rd.y), and it therefore seems more likely that the two spellings
represent dialectal (?) differences. It is not yet possible to tell whether the same is true of the
other cases of w/y variation.
In a number of other cases, Safaitic and Hismaic have /-y/ where Classical Arabic has /-a:/
or /-a:/, thus Safaitic s1my “sky, clouds,” as against Arabic samā, or Safaitic and Hismaic
bny “he built” and byt “he spent the night,” as against Arabic banā and bāta. In some of
these cases, there is evidence that Dumaitic and Thamudic B agreed with Arabic. Thus, the
divine name tr-s1m, which occurs in Dumaitic and Thamudic B texts and in which s1m is
the word for “heaven,” implies a pronunciation ∗ s1amā (in which the /-a:/ would not appear
in the consonantal script), as opposed to Safaitic s1my (∗ s1umiyy ?), see Macdonald et al.
1996:479–480.
Conversely, there are some words in which final /-a:/ is written with a -y in Arabic, but
which in Ancient North Arabian did not end in consonantal /y/. These are most notably
the prepositions which in Safaitic, Hismaic, and Thamudic B appear as l (cf. Arabic ilā)
“towards, for,” and  l (cf. Arabic alā) “on, over, against.” In Dadanitic, both  l and  ly
are found, though the former is more common. This implies that the final sound may
have been a diphthong -ay (/-ai/), which would have been left unwritten in all the Ancient
North Arabian scripts, except Dadanitic (see §2), where it would appear as -y (pace Drewes
1985, who believes diphthongs had been monophthongized in Dadanitic and that final -y
represented [e:]). The forms without -y in Dadanitic may then represent either an uncertainty
about writing diphthongs or a pronunciation with a final short vowel, as in some modern
Arabic dialects (i.e., ∗ ai > ∗ ā (as in Classical Arabic) > ∗a).

3.1.5 Nasal assimilation
As in Hebrew and Aramaic, but in contrast to Arabic, vowelless /n/ is frequently assimilated
in most Ancient North Arabian dialects. This is particularly common in Safaitic and Hismaic
where, for example, mn (cf. Arabic min) “from” and mn (cf. Arabic man) “whoever” are
sporadically reduced to m (though curiously not in mn ngd “from high ground,” CSNS 381).
Thus, the plural of nfs1 t (“funerary monument”) sometimes appears as fs1 (< ∗ anfus1), and
the verb ∗ intaz.ar (“to wait for”) always appears as tz.r (= ∗ ittaz.ar ?). Similarly, in Taymanitic,
Thamudic B, Hismaic, and Safaitic (though rarely in Dadanitic), bnt (“daughter”) is occasionally spelled bt. However, this feature has not yet been identified in Hasaitic, where we
find bnt (passim) and ntt, “wife” (CIH 984a) compare Dadanitic and Thamudic B tt, though
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the corpus of Hasaitic texts is as yet so small that no firm conclusions can be drawn from
this.
Assimilation of vowelless /n/ would also account for a feature characteristic of Taymanitic,
that is the reduction of bn to b (“son of ”) in genealogies, which contrasts with bn (= ∗ banı̄,
lit. “the sons of ”) where the /n/ is followed by a vowel (Macdonald 1992a:31).

3.2 Vowels
Little of substance can be said about the vowels of Ancient North Arabian. The vowel
inventory is assumed to have consisted of both short and long /a/, /i/, and /u/, but there is
no evidence for or against this, except for final /a:/ and /u:/ in Dadanitic (see §2). Attempts
to show that the diphthongs /au/ and /ai/ had been monophthongized to /o:/ and /e:/
respectively (as in many spoken Arabic dialects) are not convincing, though they cannot
entirely be refuted either (see, again, §2).

4. MORPHOLOGY
Since Safaitic and Dadanitic are by far the best attested of the Ancient North Arabian dialects,
the morphological descriptions below will concentrate on them, with information from the
others when it is available.
It should be noted that several unusual forms have been attributed to Dadanitic on the
basis of their apparent occurrence in JSLih 71 (= CLL 91). However, it is now recognized
that, with the exception of the article hn- in the tribal name, the language of this text is
Old Arabic, not Dadanitic. See Beeston et al. 1973:69–70 and Macdonald 2000:52–53 and
forthcoming.
As in all Semitic languages, the morphology of the Ancient North Arabian dialects is
based on the triliteral root, found in its simplest form in the third singular masculine of the
suffix-conjugation (often known as the “perfect”).
The fact that, in most dialects of Ancient North Arabian, final -y is written in words
such as bny “he built,” s1my “sky, clouds” and the gentilic ending (e.g., Safaitic h-nbt.y “the
Nabataean” which in Arabic would be al-nabat.ı̄) suggests the presence of final short vowels,
since without them the /-y/ would have become a long vowel [i:] or a diphthong [ai], and
would not then have been represented in the orthography of any of the scripts, except in the
case of the diphthong, that of Dadanitic. By contrast, the tiny amount of evidence available
suggests that final short vowels may not have been present in the forms of Old Arabic
represented in the documents so far identified (see Macdonald, forthcoming).

4.1 Nominal morphology
Nouns, adjectives, and pronouns will be discussed in this section. The purely consonantal
Ancient North Arabian scripts must often conceal distinctions of number and possibly of
case which would have been marked by changes in vowels. As in Arabic, the endings of nouns
and adjectives can vary according to whether they stand alone (“in pause,” “pausal forms”)
or are annexed to another noun or to an enclitic pronoun (“in construct”), see §5.1.3 below
and Appendix 1, §3.3.2.1.

4.1.1 Gender
The normal feminine singular ending in all Ancient North Arabian dialects is -t (even
in pause; see §3.1.1): for example, mr t “woman,” Dadanitic (JSLih 64/2); frs1t “mare,”
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Thamudic B (e.g., HU 494); bkrt “young she-camel,” Safaitic (e.g., WH 344). Participles
(see §4.2.6) are also marked for gender, and the feminine singular takes the -t ending of the
nominals, as in rġmt (∗ raġı̄mat) “humbled” (fem.), Safaitic (NST 2).
The word ∗ym “day” (attested only in the dual ymn and the plural ym) appears to have
been treated as feminine in Dadanitic and Safaitic, as it is in Jibbālı̄ and Mehrı̄, though it is
masculine in most other Semitic languages (see §4.4.1).

4.1.2 Number
Nominals in Ancient North Arabian have three numbers, singular (unmarked), dual and
plural. On “external” (§4.1.2.2) and “internal” (§4.1.2.3) plurals in Semitic, see Appendix
1, §3.3.2.4.

4.1.2.1

Dual

Clear evidence of the dual is found only in Dadanitic, Thamudic B, and Safaitic.
“In pause” (see §4.1), the normal ending of the dual is -n (cf. Classical Arabic -āni): for
example, Dadanitic h-mtbr-n “the two tomb-chambers” (JSLih 45/3); Thamudic B, h-gml-n
“the two camels” (HU 296/2); Safaitic, h-bkrt-n “the two young she-camels” (e.g., WH 402,
beside a drawing of them), ym-n “two days” (CSNS 796 and see p. iii).
A curious, and as yet unexplained, form of the dual in pause is found in one Safaitic
text (LP 305), where d.ll-y “lost” (i.e., “dead”) refers to two people and is contrasted with
d.ll-n, referring to three, in the same text (see §4.1.2.2). D
. ll-y is similar to the form of the
dual which, in Classical Arabic, would be used in the oblique case “in construct” (see §4.1),
namely d.alı̄lay. However, in LP 305, while it would be in the oblique case (if this existed in
Safaitic), it is clearly in pause and one would anyway not expect y to be used to represent a
diphthong in the Safaitic script.
In Classical Arabic the -n of the dual is dropped in construct, leaving a long vowel
(-ā), in the nominative, or a diphthong (-ay) in the oblique case. In Dadanitic, the only
dialect with an orthography that represents some final long vowels and diphthongs, the
ending seems to be a diphthong, represented by -y, regardless of case (if, indeed, this existed);
thus, “nominative” kbry s2 t h-n{.s}, “the two kabirs of the company of H-NS.” (JSLih 72/3–4;
cf. Arabic kabı̄rā); “oblique” b-h.qwy kfr, “on two sides of a tomb” (JSLih 77/7; cf. Arabic
h.aqway). As yet, there are not enough examples to assess the significance of this. Compare
the situation in the modern spoken Arabic dialects where the dual ending in nouns is
always -ē(n) (presumably <∗ ay(n)) regardless of whether the noun is grammatically in the
“nominative” or “oblique” case. Again, this is a feature found in the early Arabic papyri
(see Hopkins 1984:98–104).
When the second element of the construct was a pronominal suffix, the diphthong (∗-ay)
was considered to be medial and was therefore not represented in the Dadanitic script.
The result is that the form hw-hm (JSLih 79/3) could represent either the dual “their two
brothers” (∗ ahaway-hum, cf. Classical Arabic ahawā-hum, since the context requires it to
be in the nominative) or the plural “their brothers” (cf. Classical Arabic uhuwwuhum).
A similar problem is found in Safaitic, where one of the few examples of the dual in
construct yet identified is hw-h “his two brothers” (see LP 386, where the two persons are
named). However, in C 657 hw-h is followed by the names of three persons, and in the other
examples the numbers are not specified. It therefore appears that the form hw in Safaitic
probably represents both the dual (∗ ahaway) and the plural (∗ uhuww) as in Dadanitic. The
supposed plural hwn (in C 2534, 2779, 2955, cf. Arabic ihwān) should almost certainly be
read hwl (plural of hl “maternal uncle”).
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The form bny-h in Safaitic has also been regarded as a possible dual (e.g., in C 3365, WH
1249, 3838, cf. Arabic ibnay-hi “his two sons,” oblique case). However, since Safaitic orthography does not show diphthongs, it is more likely that bny-h represents a diminutive (cf.
Arabic bunayyi-hi, “his little son”), as it must do in C 4076, where it refers to only one person.

4.1.2.2

External masculine plural

In pause this is formed by adding -n to the singular and is thus indistinguishable in the
purely consonantal script from the regular form of the dual in pause. In construct the -n is
dropped:
(3)

A. Dadanitic
In pause
In construct
B. Safaitic
In pause

.sdqn “rightful heirs[?]” (CLL 65/2)
bnw s1 d l “the sons of S1 d l ” (AH 1/2–3, see Sima 1999:35–36)

z.byn “male gazelles” (CSNS 550 beside a drawing of six,
cf. Ar. z.abyān)

Participles (see §4.2.6) are similarly marked: thus, d.ll-n “lost” (i.e., “dead” in LP 305,
referring to three people, cf. Arabic, oblique case, d.alı̄lı̄n).

4.1.2.3

Internal masculine plural

In Arabic, this type of plural is often marked by changes in vowels within the word, and such
changes would be invisible in the Ancient North Arabian consonantal scripts. Still, a few
types have forms which show up even in the Ancient North Arabian orthographies, such as
the following:
(4)

Pattern Dadanitic
af āl
ym (sg. ∗ ym, “day,” e.g., JSLih 68/4, 349, cf. Ar. ayyām)
z.ll (sg. z.ll, “z.ll-ceremony”, U 43, 115, etc. see Sima 1999: 95–96)
z.l (sg. z.ll, “z.ll-ceremony”, U 50/3)
af ilat z.lt (sg. z.ll, “z.ll-ceremony”, U 32/3–4 and see Wright 1896–1898: i, 212)
filat
z.lt (sg. z.ll, “z.ll-ceremony”, U 13/3, and see Stiehl 1971:6 and
cf. Wright 1896–1898: i, 209, XII/4 for the form)
fuāl
h.gg (sg. ∗ h.g, “pilgrim”, JSLih 6/4, cf. Ar. h.uǧǧāǧ)

Note also Dadanitic hw-hm (“their brothers,” JSLih 79/3, ∗ uhuww as in Safaitic, see
§4.1.2.1).
Pattern Safaitic
af āl
s2 y (sg. ∗ s2 , “companion,” cf. Ar. ašyā)
hwl (sg. hl, “maternal uncle,” e.g., HCH 71, cf. Ar. ahwāl)
ht..t (sg. ∗ ht., “line, carving,” cf. Ar. hut.ūt.)
fuūl
Note also Safaitic hw-h, see §4.1.2.1.

4.1.2.4 External feminine plural
This is -t, and so is identical in appearance to the singular (see §4.1.1), the change presumably
lying in the vowel of the ending (cf. Arabic sg. -ah/at; pl. -āt); thus Safaitic z.byt “female
gazelles” (WH 3373, the plural confirmed by the accompanying drawing); and Hismaic nrt
“girls” (unpublished).
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4.1.2.5

Collective nouns

These are represented in Safaitic by bl (“camels,” cf. Arabic ibil ), and mzy (“goats,” cf.
Arabic mizan). It is not clear whether they are grammatically feminine, as in Classical
Arabic.

4.1.3 Case
Since the Safaitic script shows no vowels, it is impossible to be certain whether case endings
existed. However, by the same token, the spelling of such nouns as mzy, z.by, and the gentilic
(see §4.1.6) – for example, h-yhdy, “the Jew” (which in Arabic would be al-yahūdı̄) – imply
that the final -y was pronounced with a short vowel, since, if it were not, it would itself
become a long vowel and so would not be shown. Beyond this, little can be said with
certainty at present. The same applies to Dadanitic.

4.1.4 State
Caskel argued that the expression h-{.s}lmn (CLL 19/3–4 = JSLih 62/3–4) indicates that, at
an early period, a determinate state, marked by a suffixed -n, existed in Dadanitic, as in the
Ancient South Arabian languages (1954:68). However, such an explanation would mean that
the word was doubly defined (with a prefixed article h- and the suffixed -n), and Caskel’s
attempt to explain the former as a demonstrative is unconvincing in view of the fact that
elsewhere in Dadanitic the demonstrative adjective always follows the defined noun, thus
h-{.s}lmn hdh (JSLih 82/1). It is much more likely that .slmn is a dual or an external plural,
or perhaps a diminutive (see Brockelmann 1908–1913: i, 394), with a specialized meaning
such as “statuette” as opposed to “statue” (cf. Aramaic .slmnyt which seems to mean “small
female idols” in Israel Exploration Journal 29 (1979), p. 119).

4.1.5 Determination
There is no visible mark of indetermination (comparable to tanwı̄n in Arabic), and had
tanwı̄n been present it would have been represented in the Ancient North Arabian scripts.
Determination is marked by the definite article (see §4.3.1) or annexation either to another
noun or to a pronominal suffix.

4.1.6 Diminutives
If diminutives were formed in Ancient North Arabian in the same way as in Arabic, by use of
the fuayl form, they would be invisible in the Ancient North Arabian orthographies. Only
exceptional forms such as hyt (cf. Arabic uhayyat “little sister”, C 893) and bny (cf. Arabic
bunayy “little son”, WH1249) can be identified.

4.1.7 Adjectives
These follow the noun and agree with it in gender, number, and determination: for example,
in Safaitic h-gs2 h-rdf (∗ ha-gays2 h-radı̄f) “the rear guard” (LP 146); or kll s2 r .sdq “every
true kinsman” in Safaitic (HCH 191) and Hismaic (MNM 6).
As in Arabic, an adjective referring to a noun in the plural signifying nonsentient beings
is put in the feminine singular, thus rtg {q}ds1t (cf. Arabic rutuǧ qadı̄sah) “sacred portals”
(CLL 85/3).
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A gentilic adjective (Arabic nisbah) is formed with -y: for example, h-rmy, “the Roman.”
For demonstrative adjectives, see §4.1.8.4.

4.1.8 Pronouns
Independent and enclitic personal pronouns are attested in Ancient North Arabian, as are
relative and demonstrative pronouns.

4.1.8.1 Independent personal pronouns
Only three independent personal pronouns are so far securely attested in Ancient North
Arabian:
1.

2.
3.

First singular n: There is only one certain example in each of Safaitic (WH 1403b)
and Dadanitic (JSLih 347/2). It is found occasionally in Hismaic (unpublished) and
Thamudic D (e.g., JSTham 637), and is frequent in Thamudic B and C. It has not yet
been found in Hasaitic.
Second singular t: two possible examples are known so far, both in Thamudic B (HU
796 and 627?).
Third plural masculine hm: known from only one example in Dadanitic (JSLih 79/3).

4.1.8.2 Enclitic personal pronouns
Enclitic personal pronouns can be attached to verbs representing the object (e.g., qtl-h “he
killed him”) or to nouns indicating possession (e.g.,  b-h “his father”) or to prepositions
which govern them (e.g., l-h “for him”). Those so far attested on verbs in Ancient North
Arabian are shown in 1 through 4.
1.

2.

3.

4.

First singular or plural -n: If the enclitic pronouns of the first persons singular and
plural on verbs were similar to those in Classical Arabic (i.e., -nı̄ = “me,” -nā =
“us”) they would be indistinguishable in all Ancient North Arabian scripts except
Dadanitic, where no certain example of either has yet been found. Thus, in Safaitic
wd-n “protect me/us” (unpublished); in Hismaic dkrt-n lt “may Lt be mindful of
me/us” (unpublished); and in Thamudic B, where it is best attested, as in flt.-n “deliver
me/us” (LP 495).
Third singular masculine or feminine -h: This occurs in Dadanitic: for example, rd.-h
w-s1 d-h “favor him and help him” (e.g., U 4/4); rd.-h w- hrt-h w s1 d-h “favor her and
her descendants and help her” (U 6/4–5). It is surprisingly rare in Taymanitic and
Thamudic B, C, and D, but is found in both Safaitic – thus ywr-h “he will scratch it
out” (e.g., LP 329), qtl-h “he killed him” (LP 385, etc.); and in Hismaic: for example,
ht..t-h “he inscribed it” (JSTham 665).
Third dual -hmy: Several examples are found in Dadanitic, such as s1 d-hmy “help both
of them” (U 69/5–6). This presumably represents a diphthong ∗-humay in contrast to
Classical Arabic -humā.
Third plural -hm: This is found in Dadanitic rd.-hm “favor them” (of four persons,
AH 1/5 [see Sima 1999:35–36]).
On nouns and prepositions, the following enclitic personal pronouns are found:

5.

First singular: If the enclitic pronoun of the first person singular was ∗-ı̄ on nouns
and prepositions, as in Arabic and most Semitic languages, one would not expect it
to show up in any of the Ancient North Arabian orthographies. However, there are a
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6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

handful of possible examples in Thamudic B: for example, wdd-y “my beloved” (HU
736), s1m l-y “listen to me” (HU 713). Since, the orthography of Thamudic B does
not represent vowels in other cases, as far as we can tell, it would seem that the enclitic
pronoun may have been pronounced ∗ ı̄ya or ∗ ayya, as when in Classical Arabic it is
attached to a word ending in a long vowel, a diphthong, or alif maqs.ūrah.
Second singular -k: Safaitic wd-k “your protection” (referring to one deity, unpublished) and Thamudic B b-k “in you” (e.g., HU 207, WTI 25, etc.) are attested. It is
not yet identified in Dadanitic, Thamudic C and D, Hismaic, or Hasaitic.
Third singular masculine and feminine -h: This is common in Safaitic b-h “his father”
(e.g., WH 1275), l-h “for him” (e.g., WH 3420), “for her” (e.g., CSNS 412). The frequent
omission of the definite article h- immediately after the third singular enclitic personal
pronoun (e.g., l-h rgm “the cairn is his/hers,” as in the examples above) suggests that
the suffix may have been pronounced ∗-uh (masc.) / ∗-āh (fem.), as in many Arabic
dialects, rather than ∗-hu (masc.) / ∗-hā (fem.), as in Classical Arabic. The /h/ of the
article may have been assimilated to that of the enclitic pronoun, leaving only its
vowel and the possible reinforcement of the initial consonant of the following word
(see §4.3.1), thus ∗ l-uh ha-(r)rugm > ∗ l-uh-a-(r)rugm “the cairn is his.” See also
s1d-h-rd.w for ∗ s1 d-h h rd.w “help him O Rd.w” (CSNS 2), though this could also
represent an optative perfect s1d-h rd.w “may Rd.w help him.” In Hismaic we find kll-h
“all of it” (unpublished), b-h “in it” (unpublished); and in Dadanitic ml-h “his winter
crop” (e.g., U 35/5), “her winter crop” (U 6/3). In Hasaitic there is ht-h “her sister”
(Ja 1046). The nature of the texts in Taymanitic and Thamudic B, C, and D means
that no certain examples of this suffix have yet been identified.
Second dual -km: In Safaitic there is wd-km, “your protection” (referring to two
deities, unpublished); compare Classical Arabic -kumā.
Third dual -hmy: This is found only in Dadanitic: tmrt-hmy “their fruit-trees” (U 69/4);
compare Classical Arabic -humā.
Third dual -hm: In Dadanitic there are also examples of -hm being used to refer to
two people. This could represent a difference in orthography or in pronunciation,
or could simply be the use of the plural instead of the dual (see §5.2). Thus ml-hm
“their winter crop” (referring to a man and a woman, following a verb in the dual
U 19/5); ml-hm (referring to two men but following a verb in the 3rd pl. masc., U
36/4). In contrast to Dadanitic (cf. 9), this is the form which would be expected in the
Thamudic B and Safaitic orthographies which show neither vowels nor diphthongs.
There is one possible example in Thamudic B, {h-}gml-n kl-hm “both the camels”
(HU 160) and one in Safaitic, l-hm “on account of both of them” (HCH 34, referring
to two persons).
First plural -n: Safaitic provides lh-n “our god” (C 2526), l-n “for us” (C 2840).
Hismaic has s 2 y-n “our companions” (unpublished); wq-n “our inscription”
(MNM 6).
Third plural masculine -hm: Examples include Dadanitic hrt-hm “their descendants”
(referring to three persons, U 90/5); Thamudic B: kl-hm (?) “all of them” (HU 160);
Safaitic h-hm “their brother” (LP 413); Hismaic kll-hm, “all of them” (unpublished).
Third plural feminine: At present there is no certain evidence for this, though Caskel
sought unconvincingly to restore one, -[h]n, in CLL 69/1, 2.

4.1.8.3
1.

Relative pronouns

mn/m “who, whoever”: Compare Arabic man. In Safaitic this relative pronoun occurs
in the very common curse wr m(n) ywr “blind whoever scratches out [the writing],”
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and in Hismaic in the expression kll mn yqry “anyone who may read” (MNM 6). No
certain example of mn has yet been found in the other dialects. There is no example
in Ancient North Arabian of mn or m used as an interrogative pronoun, but this is
probably due to the nature of the texts.
mh “which, that which”: So far this has been found only in Dadanitic: for example,
m{h}  hd “that which has been taken” (CLL 82/2–3); and m-l-hm “that which [belongs]
to them” (U 19/5, where the three elements are treated as one unit and the ∗ ā of mh
is not shown by a mater lectionis since it is no longer in final position).
d “who, whoever, which, that which”: Compare the relative pronoun dū which was
particularly characteristic of the early Arabic dialect of the tribe of T.ayyi (Wright
1896–1898:i, 272–273; Kofler 1940–1942:259–260; Rabin 1951:203–205). In Safaitic,
this relative pronoun has so far been found only with reference to people, thus in the
very common wr d ywr h-s1fr “blind whoever scratches out the writing,” or yr m-d
qtl-h “recompense from him who killed him” (LP 385). In Dadanitic, however, d- is
found referring to both people and things. Thus, d-kn l-hm b-bdr “that which [belongs]
to them at Bdr” (U 73/4–5) which parallels m-kn l-h b-dtl “that which [belongs] to
him at D-tl” (U 59/3–4). There are as yet no certain occurrences in the other dialects.
d followed by the name of a social group is the normal way of expressing group
affiliation in Dadanitic (cf. 5), as in South Arabian (e.g., AH 1/1–3 [see Sima 1999:
35–36]: N w-N w-N w-N bnw N d-N.Trib., see also JSLih 197/2, 216/2).
d l: This phrase is used as one of three ways of expressing affiliation to a social group
in Safaitic and is the only method used in Hismaic and Hasaitic. There is no certain
example of d  l in Dadanitic, where d- plus the ethnicon is the norm (cf. 4, the apparant
example in AH 19/2 [= U 47/2] has been reread from the photograph as d lh and
interpreted as an error for d hl (?) in Sima 1999:19, 84–85). It is not found at all
in Taymanitic, where l is simply placed after the last name in the genealogy (see
Macdonald 1992a:31, 40, n. 74). There is also no certain example in any of the types
of Thamudic. The phrase d l is made up of a particle d +l, a noun meaning any social
group from immediate family to nation (cf. Arabic āl). It is placed before the name
of the group, thus d l h.z.y “of the lineage of H
. z.y.” The masculine d seems to have
been considered an inseparable particle, since in texts employing word-dividers it is
always attached to l, in contrast to the feminine dt, which is always separated from l.
The feminine, dt l, is found in Safaitic (e.g., CSNS 412), Hismaic (unpublished), and
Hasaitic (e.g., Atlal 6, 1982:139, lines 6–7). Here the  is consonantal, in contrast to
Classical Arabic dāt (perhaps < ∗ dat [?]; cf. the Hebrew feminine demonstrative
zōt < ∗ zāt?). A possible plural is found in Safaitic dw l yz.r “members of the l Yz.r”
(C 2156); compare Classical Arabic dawū. Littmann (1943:xvi) compared this particle
d to Classical Arabic dū “possessor of ” (< “he of . . . ”?). This is probably also the case
with d (without l) in Dadanitic (see 4). The exact relationship of this particle to the
relative and demonstrative pronouns (§4.1.8.4) is not yet clear.

4.1.8.4

Demonstrative pronouns

A demonstrative pronoun, zn (or perhaps dn) is found in Thamudic D (zn N, “this is N”)
and is used for both masculine and feminine: thus zn ġnm bn bdmnt “this is Ġnm son of
bdmnt” (JSTham 584); and zn rqs2 bnt bdmnt “this is Rqs2 daughter of bdmnt” (JSTham
1, and another example in 219). It has been suggested that another demonstrative pronoun,
zt, is attested in Thamudic C, but this is highly questionable. No demonstratives have yet
been identified in Taymanitic or Thamudic B.
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The only evidence at present for a demonstrative pronoun in Dadanitic is the adverb
b-dh “here”, literally “in this”, (Jshih 279). Caskel (1954:64) suggested that some Dadanitic
inscriptions begin with a demonstrative pronoun d, “this”: for example, d / ms1lmh “this is
Ms1 lmh” (CLL 102); d lm fkl lt “this is lm priest of Lt” (CLL 104). However, the d-sign
at the beginning of these graffiti is almost certainly an apotropaic sign (perhaps d for the
deity d-ġbt); see JSLih 284, where it occurs at the beginning and the end of the text and 297,
where these signs are excluded from the cartouche around the name.

4.2 Verbal morphology
The different dialects of Ancient North Arabian contribute fragmentary evidence on verbal
inflection for three persons (first, second, and third), three numbers (singular, dual, and plural) and two genders (masculine and feminine), at least in the third-person singular in which
the vast majority of these inscriptions are couched. The various verb-stems (see §4.2.2) are
inflected in two conjugations – one suffixed, the other prefixed (see §4.2.3). The verb appears
in active and passive voice, though the morphology of the latter is difficult to identify, as discussed in §4.2.4. In a similar fashion, modal distinctions are obscured by the orthography; see
§4.2.5.
A notable difference between Arabic and Ancient North Arabian lies in the treatment
of verbs in which the third radical is /w/ or /y/. In Arabic, even in the pre-Islamic period,
verbs of the form ∗ šatawa (“to pass the winter”) and ∗ banaya (“to build”) appear to have
been contracted to ∗ šatā and ∗ banā respectively, since in purely consonantal scripts (e.g.,
Sabaic) they appear with no final radical (e.g., bn for ∗ banā in the Igl bn Hf m inscription from Qaryat al-Faw, see Beeston 1979b:1–2) and in those which use matres lectionis
(e.g., Nabataean) they appear with final - (= -ā). However, in Ancient North Arabian the
third radical is always retained, thus s2 tw (more commonly s2 ty, see above) and bny (see
Macdonald, forthcoming).
This feature is also found in verbs which have a middle radical /w/ or /y/. In Classical Arabic,
this is commonly reduced to -ā- when between two short vowels: for example, ∗ h.awara >
h.āra, and ∗ bayata > bāta. But in Safaitic, these verbs are written with the middle radical
intact, both in the base stem (cf. Arabic Form I), for example h.wr “he returned,” byt “he
spent the night,” etc.; and in the -prefix stem (cf. Arabic Form IV), for example, wr “he
blinded in one eye” (MSTJ 11, cf. Arabic aāra but also awara). It has been suggested
that verbs of this type are sometimes found in a contracted form in the base stem (e.g.,
Safaitic .sf [supposedly representing ∗ s.āfa] for .syf “he spent the early summer”), and that
the forms with medial w or y represent the equivalent of the Arabic Forms II (faala) or III
(fāala), where the middle radical has a consonantal value (for Dadanitic, Caskel 1954:67;
for Safaitic, Littmann 1943:xvii–xviii). However, the only plausible case of such contraction
yet identified in an Ancient North Arabian text is kn (cf. Arabic kāna “he/it exists”) in
the Dadanitic phrase d kn-l-h “that which is to him” (i.e., “is his,” e.g., in U 85/3). In
most cases, the sense requires the verb written with medial w/y to be the equivalent of
Classical Arabic Form I rather than Forms II or III, though it should be noted that in
most modern Arabic dialects forms I and II of many verbs are used interchangeably with
little discernible difference in meaning (I am most grateful to Professor Clive Holes for this
information).
There appears to be an interesting difference between Safaitic and Hismaic as regards verbs
which (in Arabic) have  as their third radical. Thus, yqr “he may read” (C 4803) in Safaitic
(and Classical Arabic) as against yqry in Hismaic (MNM 6). On this root’s significance for
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the etymology of Classical Arabic qaraa (meaning “to read”) in Ancient North Arabian,
see Macdonald, forthcoming. See also Safaitic ks1  “a track” (C 523, cf. Arabic kus “rear,
behind”) as against Hismaic ks1y, “pursuing” (unpublished, cf. Arabic kas). It is also possible
that this  /y contrast is sometimes found in medial position. In one Hismaic text (CTSS 3)
we find dyl for d l, the normal marker of affiliation to an ethnic or social group. However,
this example is so far unique, and elsewhere in Hismaic we find d l, as in Safaitic. All in all,
there are at present too few examples of this apparent  /y contrast to be sure that it is really
a dialectal feature.
In certain cases, Safaitic has a geminate verb where the equivalent in Classical Arabic has
w or y as the third radical. Thus Safaitic ġzz “to raid” as against Arabic ġazā (root ġ-z-w, see
Beeston 1979a:134).

4.2.1 Verb patterns
Arabic grammar knows fifteen possible forms or patterns of the verb (conventionally
illustrated by the verb faala), of which only the first ten are common. Several of these
are distinguished by vowel lengthening or by doubling of the second or third radical. Since
vowels and doubled consonants are not expressed in the Ancient North Arabian scripts
(apart from some final long vowels in Dadanitic which are irrelevant in this case), it would
be impossible to distinguish between the equivalents of Arabic Forms I (faala), II (faala),
and III (fāala), all of which would appear simply as ∗ f l, except possibly in the case of geminate verbs (see below). Similarly, V (tafaala) and VI (tafāala) would both appear as ∗ tf l.
This means that there is no way of telling whether Ancient North Arabian had a structure of
verbal Forms similar to that of Classical Arabic. It therefore seems more prudent to describe
the stems simply by the ways in which they appear in the texts.
It might be thought that the geminate verbs would be an exception to the above, since one
would expect the equivalent of the Arabic Form I to appear as h.l (∗ h.alla), and the equivalent
of the Arabic Form II to appear as h.ll (∗ h.allala). However, the h.l form is rare in Safaitic
and is always found in exactly the same contexts as h.ll with no apparent difference in sense
between the two. Similarly, the verb wdd “he loved,” which is very common in Thamudic B,
is rarely, if ever, found as wd. In Dadanitic, there is no clear example of the h.l form in the base
stem, though there is considerable variation in the -prefix stem, namely: z.ll (U 14/2, etc.)
as against z.l (U 18/2, etc.); z.llt (U 68/4, etc.) as against z.lt (U 6/2, etc.); z.llw (U 119/5, etc.)
as against z.lw (U 90/3, etc.) – where Arabic would have az.alla, az.allat, az.allū, respectively.
Similarly, in Dadanitic, the active participle rr (HE 1) implies a pronunciation such as
∗
ārir, in contrast to Arabic ārr. This suggests that in most contexts the second and third
radicals of geminate verbs were separated by a vowel in Ancient North Arabian (at least in
the pronunciation of some speakers), thus ∗ h.alal, ∗ ārir, ∗ az.lal, and so forth, in contrast to
Classical Arabic where they were not, thus h.alla, ārr, az.all. These verbs cannot therefore be
used as evidence of a faala (Form II) in Ancient North Arabian.

4.2.2 Verb-stems
Before presenting the Ancient North Arabian verb-stems, three things must be noted. First,
because in Arabic, verbs which contain one or more of the phonemes //, /w/, or /y/ behave
somewhat differently from those which do not, examples of such verbs in Ancient North
Arabian are listed below with the form of the cognate verb in Classical Arabic given for
comparison. Second, reconstructions of the vocalized and unassimilated forms of Ancient
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North Arabian verbs are purely hypothetical and are based on the equivalent forms in
Classical Arabic. They represent only one of several possible realizations of the forms found
in the texts, and should not be taken as anything more than a working hypothesis. Finally,
references to texts are usually given only for unique or unusual occurrences.

4.2.2.1

Safaitic verb-stems

(5) Base Stem f l (cf. Arabic Forms I, II, and III)

Radicals
I=
I = , III = y
I=w
I = y, II =
II = w
II = w, III = y
II = y
III = 
III = w
III = y
II = III

Safaitic
dbh. “he sacrificed”
hd “he took possession of ”
ty “he came”
wgm “he grieved”
ys1 “he despaired” (SIJ 118)
h.wr “he returned”
nwy “he migrated with the whole tribe”
byt “he spent the night”
dt “he spent the season of the later rains”
s2 tw “he spent the winter”
bny “he built”
h.ll “he camped”

cf. Arabic
dabah.a
ahada
atā
waǧama
yaisa
h.āra
nawā
bāta
šatā
banā
h.alla

Three derived stems can be identified in Safaitic: (i) the -prefix (f l) stem (cf. Arabic
Form IV af ala); (ii) the t-prefix (tf l) stem (cf. Arabic Forms V tafaala and VI tafāala);
and (iii) the t-infix (ft l) stem (cf. Arabic Form VIII ifta  ala). These are illustrated
below.
(6)  -prefix stem fl (cf. Arabic Form IV)

Radical
I = y, II = 
II = w
III = y

Safaitic
s2 rq “he migrated to the inner desert”
ys1 “it drove to despair” (root y--s1 , WH 1022)
wr “he blinded in one eye” (root -w-r, MSTJ 11)
ly “he raised up” (root -l-y, WH 1696)

cf. Arabic
 ašraqa
ayasa
aāra / awara
alā

Note that ys1 presents a rare occasion when a diphthong may have been expressed in Safaitic
(∗ ayasa), unless a short vowel or, more likely, a shewā was inserted to ease the transition to
the second.
Safaitic t-prefix stems are illustrated by the following:
(7) t-prefix stem tfl (cf. Arabic Forms V and VI)

Radical
I=n
II = w

Safaitic
tnz.r “he looked out for” (root n-z.-r, WH 3294)
ts2 wq “he longed for” (root ∗ s2 -w-q)

cf. Arabic
tanaz.z.ara
tašawwaqa
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(8) t-infix stem ftl (cf. Arabic Forms VIII)

Radical

Safaitic
qttl “he died mad” (root q-t-l, MHES p. 286)
tz.r “he waited” (root n-z.-r)
ts1 “he despaired” (root y--s1 , LP 679)

I=n
I = y, II = 

cf. Arabic
iqtatala
intaz.ara
ittaasa

On the assimilation of ∗ ntz.r to tz.r, see §3.1.5.

4.2.2.2

Dadanitic verb-stems

The Dadanitic base stem can be illustrated by ndr “he vowed” (U 10/2). Examples of base
stems with , w and y radicals and with geminate radicals are presented in (9):
(9) Base stem fl (cf. Arabic Forms I, II and III)

Radical
I=
I = , III = w
I = w, III = y
II = w
III = y
II = III

Dadanitic
ndr “he vowed” (U 10/2)
hd “he took possession of ” (JSLih 45/3)
gw “he made provision for, attended to” (?)
(U 71/2), see Müller in Stiehl 1971:566
wdy “he erected” (?) (JSLih 40/5)
kn “it is” (e.g., U 73/4)
bny “he built” (CLL 74/1)
rr “he dishonored” (HE 1/4–6)

cf. Arabic
nadara
ahada

kāna
banā
arra

Regarding gw, note, however, that Sima (1999: 93–94) takes this as an -stem of a verb ∗ ngw
which he interprets as “to clear out [an underground water channel].”
Dadanitic is the only Ancient North Arabian dialect in which there is clear evidence of a hprefix stem (10) and even here it coexists with the -prefix (11) which is the norm in Safaitic.
There are insufficient clear examples of verbs in the other dialects to draw any conclusions:
(10) h-prefix stem hfl

Radical
I=w

Dadanitic
hmt meaning uncertain (∗ hamtaa, root ∗ m-t-, JSLih 7/3)
hdqt “she offered” (∗ hawdaqat, root ∗ w-d-q, JSLih 62/3)
hwdqw “they offered” (∗ hawdaqū, 3rd pl., JSLih 49/5–6)

The retention of the initial w of the root in hwdqw may reflect uncertainty about representing
diphthongs in the Dadanitic script.
(11) -prefix stem fl (cf. Arabic Form IV)

Radical
I=w
I = w, III = y
II = III

Dadanitic
dq “he offered” (root ∗ w-d-q, CLL 62/3)
fy “he accomplished” (root ∗ w-f-y, U 4/2)
z.ll “he performed the z.ll-ceremony”
(root ∗ z.-l-l, e.g., U14/2)
z.l “he performed the z.ll-ceremony”
(root ∗ z.-l-l, e.g., U 18/2)

cf. Arabic
awdaqa
awfā
az.alla

It is possible that tqt. (e.g., in JSLih103) represents a t-infix stem (ftl) in Dadanitic.
Caskel interpreted this as a metathesized t-infix stem of qt..t, thus ∗ iqtat.t.a > ∗ itqat.t.a (CLL
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p. 64). However, this is improbable. More likely it represents the t-infix stem of a root ∗ wqt.
(∗ ittaqat.a), or of a root ∗ nqt. (∗ intaqat.a which, with the expected nasal assimilation (§3.1.5),
would become ∗ ittaqat.a).
Caskel sought to identify one verb with an n-prefix (equivalent to the Arabic Form VII)
and another with a st-prefix (equivalent to the Arabic Form X), but in both cases the
interpretations are very uncertain (Caskel 1954:64–65).

4.2.3 Verb conjugations
Two conjugations are identifiable in Ancient North Arabian, one in which person, number
and gender are indicated by suffixes and one in which these are indicated by prefixes (and
in some persons suffixes as well). If two prefix-conjugations existed, as in some Semitic and
Hamitic languages, the Ancient North Arabian writing system, which shows neither vowels
nor doubled consonants, has rendered them indistinguishable. On the uses of the suffixand prefix-conjugations see §§5.3.1 and 5.3.2.

4.2.3.1

Safaitic verb conjugations

Examples of those forms which are attested for the suffix-conjugation in Safaitic are listed
in (12).
(12) The suffix-conjugation in Safaitic

Base stem
Person
3rd sg. masc.

3rd sg. fem.
2nd sg. fem.
-prefix stem
Person
3rd sg. masc.
t-prefix stem
Person
3rd sg. masc.
3rd sg fem.

t-infix stem
Person
3rd sg. masc.

Radical

Safaitic
cf. Arabic
dbh. “he sacrificed”
dabah.a
atā
I =  III = y ty “he came” (e.g., NST 3)
II = y
myt “he died” (e.g., WH 387)
māta
III = y
ry “he pastured”
raā
II = III
h.l “he camped”
(Form I) h.alla
h.ll “he camped”
(Form II) h.allala
gls1 t “she stopped briefly” (SIAM i 30) ǧalasat
II = y
mtt “she died” (NST 2)
mātat
whbt “may you give”
wahabti
(C 4037, optative §5.3.1)
Radical

Safaitic
 s2 rq “he migrated to the inner desert”

cf. Arabic
ašraqa

Radical
II = w

Safaitic
ts2 wq “he longed for”
ts2 wqt “she longed for”

cf. Arabic
tašawwaqa
tašawwaqat

Radical
I=n

Safaitic
tz.r “he waited”

cf. Arabic
intaz.ara

The terminations of the dual, if it existed (cf. Dadanitic and Classical Arabic -ā) and the
plural (cf. Dadanitic and Classical Arabic -ū) of the suffix conjugation are not visible in
Safaitic orthography.
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Examples of those forms which are attested for the prefix-conjugation in Safaitic are listed
in (13).
(13) The prefix-conjugation in Safaitic

Base stem
Person
Radical
3rd sg. masc.
I=w

Safaitic
yhbl “he may damage”
ywr “he may scratch out”

III = 
III = y
II = III
3rd pl. masc. II = w
1st pl.

yqr “he may read” (C 4803)
yqry “he may read” (Hismaic, MNM 6)
yrbb “he is training” (C 1186)
ywrn “they may scratch out”
(WH 2112)
III = y
nngy “may we escape” (WH 135)
II = III = y nh.yy “may we live prosperously”
(Thamudic B, LP 495)

cf. Arabic
yahbalu
yaūru
yuawwiru
yaqra’u
yurabbibu
yaūrūna
yuawwirūna
nanǧū
nah.yā

 -prefix stem

Person
Radical
3rd sg. masc.
t-prefix stem
Person
Radical
3rd sg. masc. II = n

4.2.3.2

Safaitic
cf. Arabic
2
2
ys rq (in l-ys rq “in order to go into the yušriq
inner desert”, LP 180)
(Jussive)
Safaitic
ytz.r “he will wait for” (?) (WH 3929)

cf. Arabic
yantaz.iru

Dadanitic verb conjugations

(14) The suffix-conjugation in Dadanitic

Base stem
Person
Radical
3rd sg. masc. I = 

Dadanitic
hd “he took possession of ”
(e.g., JSLih 45/3)
I =  , III = w gw “he made provision for” (?) (U 71/2)
(see Müller in Stiehl 1971:566)
III = y
bny “he built” (CLL 74/1)
II = III
rr “may he dishonor” (HE 1/4, see §5.3.1)
3rd sg. fem.
ndrt “she vowed” (JSLih 73/4–5)
III = y
bnt “she built” (root b-n-y, CLL 90/3)
3rd pl. masc. I = 
hdw “they took possession of ”
(JSLih 79/2)
III = y
bnyw “they built” (CLL 26/2)

cf. Arabic
ahada

banā
arra
nadarat
banat
ahadū
banaw

On this last, bnyw, compare the form binyaw (instead of Classical Arabic banaw) in some
“old sedentary dialects” of eastern Arabia and many others in Saudi Arabia [Clive Holes].
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-prefix stem
Person
Radical
3rd sg. masc. I = w
3rd sg. fem. I = w, III = y
II = III

3rd du. masc. II = III
3rd pl. masc. II = III

Dadanitic
dq “he offered” (?) (root w-d-q, CLL 62/3)
ft “she accomplished” (root w-f-y, U 5/2)
z.llt “she performed the z.ll-ceremony” (U 68/4)
z.lt “she performed the z.ll-ceremony” (U 6/2)
z.lh “they two performed the z.ll-ceremony”
(U 19/3, but see §5.2)
z.llw “they performed the z.ll-ceremony”
of four persons (AH 1/3-4, see Sima 1999:35–36)

cf. Arabic
awdaqa
awfat
az.allat
az.allā
az.allū

h-prefix stem
Person
Radical
3rd sg. masc.
3rd sg. fem. I = w
3rd pl. masc. I = w

Dadanitic
hmt meaning uncertain (∗ hamtaa, root m-t-, CLL 39/3)
hdqt “she offered” (?) (∗ hawdaqat, root w-d-q, JSLih 62/3)
hwdqw “they offered” (?) (∗ hawdaqū, JSLih 49/5-6)

t-infix stem
Person
Radical
3rd sg. masc. I = n or w

Dadanitic
tqt. (∗ ittaqat.a ? root n-q-t. or w-q-t., e.g., CLL 6, JSLih 103)

(15) The prefix-conjugation in Dadanitic

Base stem
Person
3rd sg. masc.

Radical

Dadanitic
cf. Arabic
yqd “it will remain” (?) (JSLih 40/4) yaqudu

4.2.4 Voice
Since no short vowels are expressed in the Arabian consonantal scripts, it is impossible to tell
whether the Ancient North Arabian verbal system had a fully operational passive voice, indicated by changes of internal short vowels, as in Arabic. Thus, s1 nt qtl mn (LP 297) presumably
means “the year Mn was killed,” but it is not clear whether qtl here is a verb in the passive of
the suffix-conjugation (equivalent to Arabic qutila), or a mas.dar, or verbal noun (equivalent
to Arabic qutl, i.e., “the year of Mn’s being killed”), or even a passive participle (cf. Arabic
and Aramaic qatı̄l) acting as a verb to produce a virtual relative (i.e. “the year [in which]
Mn [was] killed”), as, for example, in Nabataean (Cantineau 1930–1932:i, 108); see §5.4.
In Dadanitic, a verb in the passive can occasionally be identified. Thus, for instance,
the context in CLL 82/3 requires hd to be a third singular masculine passive of the suffixconjugation in m{h} hd l-hmy “that which has been acquired on behalf of both of them.” A
possible example of the passive of the prefix-conjugation is lh yd “he will not be threatened”
(root ∗ w--d, CLL 31/6, cf. Arabic lā yūadu).

4.2.5 Mood
Similarly, the fact that no short vowels are indicated in the scripts makes it impossible to
tell whether there were indicative, subjunctive, and jussive moods in the prefix-conjugation,
distinguished by final short vowels (or lack of them) as in Classical Arabic.
The absence of short vowels in the scripts also means that the imperative can only be
identified from context, and there is no visible distinction between the masculine and
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feminine forms. Thus, in Safaitic, for example, flt. “deliver!” occurs in some contexts where
it must be masculine (cf. Arabic iflit. [masc.]) and others where it must be feminine (cf. Arabic
iflitı̄ [fem.]); similarly with wr “blind!” (masc. and fem.; cf. Arabic awwir [masc.], awwirı̄
[fem.]).
In Dadanitic, many inscriptions end with invocatory formulas consisting of a series of
verbs in the imperative or in the suffix-conjugation with an optative sense (see §5.3.1). The
most common of these formulas is f-r d.-h w-s1 d-h w-hrt-h “and so favour him and help
him and his descendants” (see JSLih 8, where the deity is mentioned, and U 14/5–6, etc.,
where it is not; see Sima 1999:105 for the variants of this formula at al-Udayb). Here rd. is
the masculine imperative of rd.y “to favor” (equivalent to Arabic ird.a) whereas s1 d can be
compared with the Arabic Form III imperative sāid.
In the case of verbs whose first radical is w there seems to be a distinction between Safaitic
and Thamudic B, though the small number of examples is restricted to the verb whb, which
in Classical Arabic is exceptional in this respect (see Wright 1896–1898:i, 78–79). We cannot
therefore be certain how widespread a phenomenon this was. In Safaitic (in all but two
examples), the initial w of whb is retained in the imperative, whereas in Thamudic B it
seems to be dropped (as in Classical Arabic). Thus, in Safaitic we find w-whb l-h nqmt “and
give to him booty” (C 1808, cf. Classical Arabic hab); and h rd.w whb l-h . . . “O Rd.w give to
him . . . ” (WH 190). On the other hand, there are two Safaitic texts in which the imperative
appears as hb: h rd.w hb l-bd l nqmt “O Rd.w give to bdl booty” (LP 460) and h lt flt. l-bg
w-hb l-h nm “O lt [grant] deliverance to Bg and give to him prosperity” (LP 504), though
in both cases this could be due to haplography, as it could be in the Thamudic B text h rd.w
hb s2 km “O Rd.w give a gift” (unpublished).

4.2.6 Participles
As a verbal noun, the participle in Ancient North Arabian was inflected according to gender,
number, and voice. On the uses of the participle see §5.4.

4.2.6.1

Active participle

Base stem
sg. masc. qtl (cf. Ar. “qātil): Safaitic, in tr mn qtl-h “revenge on his
killer” (CSNS 1004);
pl.
qbrn (cf. Ar. qābirūna): Safaitic, in qbrn dw  l yz.r
“members of the l Yz.r having performed the burial”
(C 2156), see §5.4;
II = w
sg. masc. mwr (cf. Ar. muawwir): Safaitic, in wr l-m wr
“blindness to a scratcher-out” (WH 408, etc.)
II = w, III = y sg. masc. nwy (cf. Ar. nāwin): Safaitic, in ry h-nhl nwy “he
pastured this valley while on migration” (C 3181)
III = y
sg. masc. ry (cf. Ar. rāin): Safaitic, in .syr ry h.rt “he was on his
way to permanent water pasturing the h.arra [basalt
desert]” (C 3131)
II = III
sg. masc. rr (∗ ārir, cf. Ar. ārr): Dadanitic, in rr dgbt rr h-s1 fr
dh “may Dġbt [the chief deity of Lih.yān] dishonor him
who dishonors [lit. ‘the dishonorer of] this inscription”
(HE 1)
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4.2.6.2

Passive participle

There appear to be two morphological types of passive participle in the base stem – the
faı̄l-type and the maf ūl-type. Safaitic singular and plural examples of each follow:
1.

2.

The faı̄l-type: Singular masculine qtl “killed” (e.g., LP 658; see §4.2.4); singular feminine (i.e., of the form faı̄lat) trh.t “untimely dead” (e.g., NST 2); plural masculine
h.rbn “plundered and left destitute”(C 657, pace ed.; cf. Arabic h.arı̄bı̄n, oblique case).
The maf ūl-type: Singular masculine mqtl “killed, murdered” (e.g., HCH 76; cf. Arabic
maqtūl); plural masculine mh.rbn “plundered and left destitute” (HCH 71; cf. Arabic
mah.rūbı̄n, oblique case).

In Dadanitic, the only clear participial form, h-mqtl (JSLih 40/9), is in a damaged context
and could represent either an active participle (cf. Arabic muqattil “mass killer”) or a passive
(cf. Arabic maqtūl “killed, murder victim”). There are no certain cases in the other dialects.
The feminine, dual, and external masculine plural forms of participles are similar to those
of other nouns; see §4.1.2.

4.3 Particles
4.3.1 The definite article
The most obvious difference between the two branches of North Arabian lies in the form
of the definite article. In Old and Classical Arabic and the majority of the vernaculars, it is
al-, while in Ancient North Arabian it is either h- (hn-) or in some dialects possibly zero.
The earliest evidence for both comes from the fifth century BC in the epithet of a goddess
which Herodotus (3.8) quotes in its Old Arabic form, ’A (∗ al- ilat), and which occurs
in its Ancient North Arabian form, hn-lt, in a number of Aramaic inscriptions on silver
bowls found at Tell al-Maskhūt.ah in northeastern Egypt (Rabinowitz 1956). In both cases,
it means literally “the goddess.”
A definite article has not yet been identified in Hasaitic (except in names) or in Thamudic C
and D, and there are doubts whether Hismaic employed one at all (see below). In Taymanitic,
Thamudic B, and Safaitic, it is h- in all contexts. Since the script shows neither vowels nor
the doubling of consonants, it is impossible to tell how this h- was vocalized and whether
it was followed by systematic strengthening or doubling of the following consonant (as,
for instance, in Hebrew, but in contrast to Arabic; see Macdonald, forthcoming, contra
Ullendorff 1965). In Dadanitic (and in some names spread over a wide geographical and
chronological range) it has the form hn- before  and . In an inscription in the Safaitic script,
the gentilic hn-h.wly (a tribe apparently from the region of Dadan) attests to the use of this
form before h. (Macdonald 1993:308). There are as yet no examples of the article before a
word beginning with h, but it is possible that it was hn- here as well.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that this hn- in Dadanitic was the survivor of the original
form of the article before all phonemes, in all Ancient North Arabian dialects. However,
had this been so, we would expect to find scattered examples of this form in other dialects
(which so far we have not) and in front of other phonemes in Dadanitic (see Macdonald
2000:41–42). At present, therefore, it seems more likely that this was a development peculiar
to Dadanitic and that, even there, it was simply a euphonic or dissimilatory phenomenon
before glottal and pharyngal consonants.
It was once thought that a definite article hl- existed in Dadanitic. However, the only
examples were in two texts, one of which has now been identified as being an abecedary
in the South Semitic order (JSLih 158, see Müller 1982:22); while the other is not in the
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Dadanitic language but in Old Arabic written in the Dadanitic script, where h-l- represents
a preposed demonstrative, h-, plus the Old Arabic definite article ( )l- (JSLih 71/8, see
Beeston et al. 1973:69–70 and Macdonald 2000:70, n. 90 and forthcoming). Compare the
situation in many modern Arabic dialects, where an invariant demonstrative ha- with a
relatively weak demonstrative force is placed before the article (e.g., ha-l-bēt “this house,”
ha-s-sana “this year”; Holes 1995:152–153).
In Safaitic, the distinction between the definite article and the nearer demonstrative
(“this”) is not always clear and it is possible that the article had a mild demonstrative implication (e.g., h-dr “the/this place,” h-s1 nt “this year”), as it can have in Arabic (e.g., al-yawm
“the/this day,” i.e., “today”). This, of course, is different from the case in JSLih 71/8 and the
modern Arabic dialects mentioned in the previous paragraph, where the demonstratives
h- and ha- respectively are prefixed to the article. In Hismaic, on the other hand, h- is
relatively rare in contexts where it would appear to represent the definite article. Thus, for
instance, there is, as yet, no example in Hismaic of affiliation to a social group being expressed by the nisbah (see §4.1.6), in contrast to Safaitic where it is common (e.g., h-gdly “the
Gdlite”), while in “signatures” to rock drawings l N bkrt alternates with l N h-bkrt, “by N is the
young she-camel,” where in Safaitic only the latter is found. The few possible examples of has definite article in Hismaic could equally well represent the nearer demonstrative “this” and
there is, as yet, no case where it could not. It is therefore an open question whether Hismaic
employed a form of determination which does not show up in the script (e.g., a final vowel,
as in the Aramaic “determined state”), or had no definite article (as, in effect, in Syriac).

4.3.2 Demonstrative adjectives
In Dadanitic and Hismaic demonstrative adjectives are formed with d and follow a noun
defined by the article or a pronominal suffix.
In Dadanitic the masculine demonstrative adjective is dh (probably ∗ dā), for example
h-s1fr dh “this writing” (HE 1) and the feminine is dt (probably ∗ dāt), for example h-s.fh.t dt
“this section of cliff ” (JSLih 66/2). The demonstrative adjective hdh (probably ∗ hādā) is
found in h-{.s}lmn hdh “this statuette (?)” (JSLih 82/1, cf. Arabic hādā).
In Hismaic, a demonstrative adjective d is attested only once, in wq-n d “this our
inscription” (MNM 6, pace ed. who reads dh, though  is clear on the photograph). This is
a curious form since it would be highly unusual for the  to represent a vowel in Hismaic. If
the  represents a consonant, perhaps compare dt in §4.1.8.3, 5. It seems possible that in the
relatively rare cases in Hismaic where h- is prefixed to a noun with no other visible form of
definition, that this represents a demonstrative adjective rather than the definite article. See
the discussion in §4.3.1.
In Safaitic, the prefixed h- is the only form of demonstrative so far clearly attested (see
§4.3.1).

4.3.3 Introductory particles
Most of the Ancient North Arabian graffiti and the majority of the Dadanitic monumental
inscriptions begin with the name of the “author” (see §5.1.1). In the Taymanitic, Thamudic
B, C, and D, Safaitic, and some Hismaic graffiti, the name is usually introduced by a particle.
In Taymanitic, this is often l (known as the lām auctoris), which is probably the preposition
“for, of ” (see §4.3.4) which in this context means “by” in the sense of authorship, as it can in
Arabic. However, a particle lm is also used, apparently with the same meaning (perhaps cf.
Hebrew lemô, found only in the Book of Job, the language of which is thought to exhibit many
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North Arabian features). This particle is characteristic of Taymanitic (Winnett 1980:135–
136). What is possibly a dialectal variant of this, nm, is found as an introductory particle in
Thamudic B, while Thamudic D texts often begin zn “this is . . . .” In Safaitic, all but a handful
of texts begin with the lām auctoris, while in Hismaic the author’s name can be introduced
by the lām auctoris, or by the conjunctions w or f (see §4.3.6). In Dadanitic, no introductory
particle is used (except possibly in JSLih 128). Since most of the Hasaitic inscriptions are
gravestones they begin wgr w-qbr “tomb-chamber and grave” (see Livingstone 1984:102) or
nfs1 w-qbr “memorial and grave.”

4.3.4 Vocative particles
The vocative particle is h in Dumaitic, Dadanitic (JSLih 8), Thamudic B, Safaitic, Hismaic,
and Hasaitic (sole example unpublished). None has yet been identified in Taymanitic and
Thamudic C and D. Given the nature of these texts it is not surprising that it has been found
only in prayers (e.g., h rd.w s1 d N, “O Rd.w help N”; h lt s1 lm, “O Lt [grant] security”).
In origin, it was probably a sound used to attract attention (∗ hā), and can be paralleled
in Arabic by the hā which forms the initial part of a number of interjections and of the
demonstrative hādā “this” (Wright 1896–1898:i, 268, Brockelmann 1908–1913:i, 503).
It has been suggested that in Safaitic the forms hylt “O Lt” (or “O Ylt”) and so forth
represent a variant vocative particle, hy, equivalent to Arabic hayā (Winnett and Harding
1978:47) or ayyuhā (Littmann 1943:21), though other explanations for this are possible.
In fact, the particle yh (∗ ayyuhā) occurs in the invocation w-yh lt “and O Lt” in a Safaitic
inscription (unpublished) recently found in southern Syria.
In some Hismaic texts an -m is suffixed to the divine names Lh and Lt in invocations,
thus h lh-m, h lt-m (King 1990:80). This is probably an asseverative particle which may be
compared with the -mma in Arabic allāhumma (sometimes yā allāhumma), and possibly
the -m- in such names as abı̂māēl (Genesis 10:28), and bmttr, and others from Haram and
its environs on the northern borders of Yemen, where the local form of Sabaic may have
have included a number of North Arabian features (Müller 1992:20).

4.3.5 Prepositions
1. l “towards” (cf. Arabic ilā), “for” (after the verb ts2 wq “to yearn”): Safaitic and Hismaic.
2. dky “up to”: Dadanitic (JSLih 72/6, see Müller 1982:33 and Beeston 1979a:4).
3. l “over, on, for, against” (cf. Arabic alā): Safaitic and Hismaic; in Dadanitic it is usually
found as ly with nouns (e.g., JSLih 81/4, 5) but as l with pronominal suffixes (e.g., JSLih
77/3). This suggests that the final sound was a diphthong, which would not be represented
in the Safaitic and Hismaic scripts. Since Dadanitic orthography only shows diphthongs in
final position, the -y was not written when followed by a pronominal suffix. However, there
are also a few examples in Dadanitic of the form l without a pronominal suffix (e.g., U
73/4) which may indicate a pronunciation with final -ı̄ or simply an uncertainty about the
representation of diphthongs.
4. n pace Caskel (1954:72), there is no clear evidence in Ancient North Arabian for a
preposition n “from” (cf. Arabic an).
5. b “in, at, with, by” (cf. Arabic bi-): Taymanitic, Dadanitic, Thamudic B, Safaitic, and
Hismaic.
6. bd “after” (cf. Arabic bada): Safaitic (e.g., SIJ 787).
The preposition occurs in Dadanitic with the meaning “for the sake of ” (e.g., U 5/4, etc.).
Compare Hebrew baad which is used in this sense and in a very similar context in Ezekiel
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45:22 and Job 42:8 (see Stiehl 1971:9). Clive Holes informs me that in eastern Arabia a woman
will plead with a loved one yā baad rūh.-ı̄! yā baad ēn-ı̄! yā baad čibd-ı̄!, which is usually
explained as “O you who are [the dearest thing to me] after my spirit/eyes/liver,” but may
in fact mean “please, O X, for the sake of my spirit/eyes/liver” (personal communication)
Note that Sima (1999:99–105) interprets bd as “in the direction of ” in the same Dadanitic
texts.
7. bn “between” (cf. Arabic bayna): Safaitic, in h lt whbt s2 n-h bn yd-h “O Lt may you give
his enemy into his hands” (C 4037). In Arabic, the expression bayna yaday-hi, “between
his hands,” has come to mean “in front of,” but in Safaitic it seems to retain its literal
sense. In the phrase s1nt ws1q bn rm nbt., which appears to mean “the year of the conflict
between the Romans and the Nabataeans” (C 4866), either the connective w (see §4.3.5)
was not considered necessary between the two nouns (as it would be in Arabic), or it was
accidentally omitted by the author or the copyist.
8. dn “without” (cf. Arabic dūna): Hismaic (unpublished).
9. f pace Winnett and Harding (1978:643) and Caskel (1954:72), there is no clear evidence
in Ancient North Arabian for a preposition f “in” (cf. Arabic fı̄).
10. hlf “after, behind” (cf. Arabic halfa): Dadanitic (JSLih 70/4).
11. l “to, for, on behalf of ” (cf. Arabic li-): Taymanitic (ns.r l-s.lm, “he gave help to S.lm,”
e.g., WTay 15), Dadanitic, Thamudic B, Safaitic, Hismaic. The preposition is attested in
several additional uses:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Indicating possession: Safaitic (e.g., l-N bn N h-rgm “the cairn is N son of N’s”, WH
329); Dadanitic (e.g., l-N bn N h-qbr dh “this grave is N son of N’s”, JSLih 312).
In dating formulas: Dadanitic (e.g., s1 nt hms1 l-hns1 bn tlmy mlk l h.yn “year five of
Hns1 son of Tlmy, king of Lh.yn”, JSLih 75/5–7).
Indicating motion: Safaitic (e.g., l-mdbr “to the inner desert”, LP 180).
Indicating purpose: Safaitic, used with verbs in the prefix-conjugation (e.g., l-ys2 rq “in
order to migrate to the inner desert”, LP 180).

12. ldy “to, up to” (cf. Arabic ladā): Dadanitic (JSLih 77/3).
13. m “in company with” (cf. Arabic maa / ma ): Safaitic (e.g., LP 325); Dadanitic (JSLih
52/3).
14. mn/m “from” (cf. Arabic min): Thamudic B, Dadanitic, Safaitic, Hismaic passim. In
Safaitic also with the sense “on account of ” (e.g. SIAM:34).
15. qbl “before” (temporal, cf. Arabic qabla): Dadanitic (CLL 80/4).
16. th.t “below” (cf. Arabic tah.ta): Dadanitic (JSLih 50/4).

4.3.6 Conjunctions
Two conjunctions, w “and” and f- “and (so)” “and (then)”, are attested in Ancient North
Arabian. The former is found in all dialects, the latter so for only in Dadanitic, Safaitic, and
Hismaic (see the discussion in Sima 1999:110–114).

4.3.7 Other particles
1.
2.

dh “when” (cf. Arabic idā): Dadanitic (JSLih 55/2).
n “that” (cf. Arabic an): Safaitic, in s1m n myt flfs. “he heard that Philip had died”

3.
4.

n “if ” (cf. Arabic in)?: Dadanitic (JSLih 40/6, in a very damaged context).
n “verily” (cf. Arabic inna)?: Dadanitic (JSLih 40/7, in a very damaged context).

(MHES p. 286).
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5.
6.

lh negative particle (cf. Arabic lā): Dadanitic, f-lh yd, “and so he will not be threatened”
(?) in a very damaged context (JSLih 40/6).
lm negative particle followed by the prefix-conjugation (cf. lam plus the jussive in
Classical Arabic): Safaitic (unpublished). This particle, which is characteristic of North
Arabian, is also found in some of the texts from Haram on the northern borders of
Yemen which are in Sabaic with some North Arabian features (see Macdonald 2000:49–
50, 55–56).

4.4 Numerals
4.4.1 Cardinal numbers
These are attested in Dadanitic, Safaitic, and Hasaitic.

4.4.1.1

Cardinal numbers in Dadanitic

The Dadanitic cardinal numbers are presented in Table 8.2.
The final entry in the table is so read by Sima, though the first and last words are more or
less invisible on the published photograph and these lines were not copied by Abū al-H
. asan.
It will be seen from Table 8.2 that there are some interesting similarities and differences
between the treatments of numerals in Dadanitic and in Classical Arabic.
1. As far as we can tell on present evidence, numerals precede the nouns to which they
refer; nouns following the numbers three to ten are in the plural, while those following eleven
and upwards are in the singular, as in Classical Arabic. However, the situation is obscured
by the fact that, in Dadanitic, the vast majority of the examples of numerals are in dates,
where the noun (s1nt) precedes the number and is, by definition, singular.
2. The principles of agreement in gender with the preceding or following noun appear to
be roughly the same as in Classical Arabic, namely that numerals of a feminine form refer
to nouns which (in the singular) are masculine and vice versa. Since  ym “days” follows the
forms of numerals referring to a feminine noun in both Dadanitic (s2 r  ym) and Safaitic
(s1 t  ym), it seems probable that the word ∗ ym “day” must have been regarded as feminine
in these dialects (see §4.1.1).
3. If this is correct, it is probable that the final t in tlt (tlt ym) is part of the root (tlt < ∗ tlt)
rather than the equivalent of Arabic tā marbūt.ah (see §3.1.1). Unfortunately, the word mn
in tlt mn has not yet been satisfactorily interpreted and so we cannot be certain whether or
not it is the plural of a feminine noun and therefore whether the second t in tlt should be
explained in the same way. However, it should be noted that the development ∗ /t/ > /t/ is not
typical of Dadanitic and so far appears to be peculiar to this word. The Dadanitic form, tltt,
used with masculine nouns and Safaitic tltt/tlt are identical to the Classical Arabic forms.
4. In compound numbers, the units continue to take the opposite gender to the noun, but
from twenty upwards the tens are (probably) of common gender, again as in Classical Arabic.
However, an interesting difference is observable in the numbers thirteen through nineteen,
where in Classical Arabic (and Safaitic, see §4.4.1.2) the ten takes the same gender as the
noun and the unit the opposite. In the only Dadanitic example available so far, s1nt {s2 }r
w-s1 b (where Classical Arabic would have sanat saba ašrata), either the ten was regarded
as of common gender (like twenty, etc.) or it behaved in the same way as the units, taking
the opposite gender to the noun.
5. In the compound numerals, the larger unit is generally placed before the smaller,
contrary to the practice in Classical Arabic. This occurs both in the numbers from thirteen
through nineteen (e.g., s2 r w-s1 b “seventeen,” cf. Classical Arabic saba ašrata and Safaitic
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Table 8.2 The cardinal numerals in Dadanitic
Masculine

1
2
3

Common

s1 nt h.dy “year one” (CLL 26/4)
s1 nt ttn “year two” (JSLih 45/3)
tlt ym “three days” (JSLih 68/4) notes 2,3

tltt z.lt “three z.ll ceremonies”
(U 32/3–4)
tltt z.l “three z.ll ceremonies”
(U 50/2–3)

tlt mn “three . . . ” (?, JSLih 47/2) note 3
s1 nt hms1 “year five”
(JSLih 75/5; Scagliarini
1996:96–97)
s2 r ym “ten days” (CLL 86/3) note 2

5

10

Feminine

s2 rt mnh{l} “ten canals”
(JSLih 177/1)

s1 nt {s2 }r w-s1 b “year
seventeen” (U 8/4–5)

17
s1 nt s2 rn “year twenty”
(JSLih 68/2–3;
AH 63/5, 64/7–8? see
Sima 1999:38)

20

s1 nt s2 rn {w}-ttn “year twenty-two”
(JSLih 77/11)
s1 nt s2 rn w-ts1  “year twenty-nine”
(CLL 86/2–3; JSLih 83/6)
s1 nt tltn w hms1 “year thirty-five”
(JSLih 82/3–4)

22
29
35

rbn s1 lt “forty
drachmas” (JSLih 177/2)
mt w-s2 rn . . . (JSLih 77/5)
mt w-rbn . . . (CLL 33/2)
mt w-rbn w-hms1 nhl?
“one hundred and forty-five
palm trees” (U 23/4–5 = AH 41)

40
120
140
145

tmn s2 rt, see §4.4.1.2), and from twenty onwards (e.g., tltn w-hms1 , cf. Classical Arabic
hamsun wa-talātūna). Note also that, in the teens, unit and ten are connected by w- in
Dadanitic but not in Arabic. See the discussion in Sima 1999:119, but note that the supposed
examples of s1tt s2 r and s1t s2 r are very doubtful and that the restoration s2 r w-t[s1 ]{} in
AH 81/6 (n. 28) looks unlikely on the published copy.
6. The form ttn may have resulted from an original ∗ tintān (i.e., without a prosthetic
initial vowel, cf. Classical Arabic tintāni beside itnatāni, also tintēn in modern dialects of
central and eastern Arabia) with the assimilation of vowelless /n/ characteristic of Dadanitic
and other Ancient North Arabian dialects (see §3.1.5).

4.4.1.2

Cardinal numbers in Safaitic

In Safaitic no example of the numeral “one” has yet been found, though a verb wh.d “he was
alone” is well attested. The dual is used for “two”. The other Cardinal numbers attested in
Safaitic are as follows:
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(16)

3

Masculine
tltt s2 hr “three months”
(WH 3792a)

Common

4
hms1t mny “five minas”
[a coin] (C 3916)

5
6
18

Feminine
tlt s1nn “three years”
(AZNG)
rb s1nn “four years”
(WH 3094)
hms1 ws1q “five herds
of camels” (C 2088)
s1 t ym “six days”
(unpublished)
s1 nt tmn s2 rt “year
eighteen” (LP 1064)

mt frs1 “a hundred
horsemen” (WH 1849)

100

In contrast to Dadanitic, the rules of agreement in gender and number between a numeral
and the noun to which it refers appear to be the same in Safaitic as in Classical Arabic, except
in the case of s1t ym (see note 2 above). Similarly, the form of the single example of a
compound number in s1nt tmn s2 rt is paralleled almost exactly by Classical Arabic sanat
tamāniya ašrata.

4.4.1.3

Cardinal numbers in Hasaitic

The following cardinal numbers, all feminine, are attested in Hasaitic:
(17)

6
27
34

s1 nt s1 t (unpublished)
s1 nt s2 {rn} w s1 b{} (Robin-Mulayh.a 1, contra ed.)
rb w-tltn s1 nt giving a person’s age (Livingstone 1984:100)

4.4.2 Ordinal numbers
No ordinal numbers have yet been identified.

4.4.3 Totality
The notion of totality is expressed in Safaitic, Hismaic, and Dadanitic by kll (∗ kulil (?), cf.
Arabic kull). As in Arabic, when kll is followed by an undefined entity it means “each, every”:
for example, kll s2 r .sdq “every true kinsman” (HCH 191, Safaitic; MNM 6, Hismaic). When
it is followed by a defined entity (so far only pronominal suffixes are attested), it means “all”
or “the whole”: for example, in Dadanitic h-mqd kll-h “the whole sitting-place” (HE 1);
Safaitic s2 y- h kll-hm “all his companions” (LP 243).

5. SYNTAX
Given the fragmentary and formulaic nature of the available documents, no coherent description of Ancient North Arabian syntax can yet be attempted. The following notes represent some miscellaneous features which can be gleaned from the Dadanitic and Safaitic texts.
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5.1 Word order
5.1.1 Word order in verbal sentences
5.1.1.1

Dadanitic

The majority of Dadanitic inscriptions begin with the subject followed by the verb followed
by the object (i.e., they are SVO) and then adverbial or prepositional phrases:
(18) 1. N bn NN qrb h-s.lm l-dġbt

“N son of NN offered the statue to Dġbt” (JSLih 41/1–3)
2. N ktb-h b-dh
“N wrote it here” (JSLih 279)
3. N1 w-N2 [subjects] z.lh [verb] h-z.ll [object] l-dġbt b-khl bd ml-hm b-bdr
[prepositional phrases]
“N1 and N2 have performed the z.ll ceremony for Dġbt in
Khl for the sake of their winter crops in Bdr” (U 19/1–6)
This order may not reflect normal practice but rather the nature of the texts, which are
mainly dedications, records of the performance of religious rites, and graffiti, in which the
name of the “author” was inevitably given prominence.
By contrast, the VSO (or VOS) order, which is the norm in Classical Arabic, is very rarely
attested in the Dadanitic inscriptions:
(19) hls1 N1 bn

N2
died N1 son of N2
“N1 son of N2 died” (literally “was carried off,” CLL 78, 79, 80)

5.1.1.2

Safaitic

Unlike the Dadanitic inscriptions, the Safaitic graffiti usually begin with the lām auctoris
(see §4.3.2) followed by the author’s name and part of his genealogy. Any statement is then
linked to the genealogy by the connective w “and.” This permits a natural word order within
the statement, in contrast to the Dadanitic texts where it may have been distorted by the
need to begin the first sentence with the author’s name for the sake of emphasis.
The usual word order in Safaitic is VSO or VOS, as in Classical Arabic. Even if they
existed, case endings, being short vowels, would not show up in Safaitic orthography and it
is therefore sometimes impossible to decide which is the subject and which the object in a
sentence. Thus:
(20) 1. s1 nt h.rbt l wd l .sbh.,
“the year the l wd made war on [or “plundered”] the l S.bh.,” or vice versa

(SIJ 59, see also C 2577)
2. s1 nt s1 lm l bd l wd,
“the year the l Bd made peace with the l wd,” or vice versa
(C 4394, wrongly transliterated in C)
The indirect object can also precede the direct object:
(21) 1. ngy

b-h-bqr
h-nhl,
he fled with-the-cows the-valley
“and he fled the valley with the cows” (LP 90)
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2. bny
l-s1 d
h-rgm,
he built for-S1 d the-cairn
“he built the cairn for S1 d” (WH 421)
Verbs in Safaitic can take multiple direct objects: for example, ry h-bl h-nhl bql, “he
pastured the camels (h-bl) [in] the valley (h-nhl) [on] spring herbage (bql)” (C 2670).
Compare ry h-nhl bql nm-hm, “he pastured their small cattle (nm-hm) [in] the valley [on]
spring-herbage” (C 1534).

5.1.2 Word order in nominal sentences
In common with Arabic and other Semitic languages, the Ancient North Arabian dialects
used nominal sentences instead of employing the verb “to be” as a copula.
Thus in Dadanitic: w-n N bn N, “and I [am] N son of N” (CLL 57/2; also in Thamudic D
e.g., JSTham 637, and Hismaic e.g., King 1990: KCJ 646)
l-N h-mtbr (literally “to/for N [is] the grave-chamber”), i.e., “the grave-chamber belongs
to N” (JSLih 366/1)
There are numerous examples in Safaitic. Thus
l-N h-ht..t, “By N [are] the carvings” (e.g., WH 368)
l-N w-h-ht..t, ‘By N and the carving [is by him?]’ (WH 353)
l-N w-h-rgm, “For N and the cairn [is his]” (HCH 1, 2), where we know from other texts
that this person was the occupant of the grave under the cairn.
l-N w-l-h h-bkrt, “By N and the young she-camel [is] his [or “is by him”]” (WH 2833b)
l-N w-l-h-rgm, “For N and for him/her [is the] cairn” (WH 3420, etc.); for the assimilation
of the article to the preceding enclitic personal pronoun, see §4.1.8.2, 7.
w-b s1 l-h, literally “and distress [was] to him”, i.e. “he was in distress” (CSNS 779)
l N h-dr, literally “ by/for N the place”. This ia a very common expression in the Safaitic
inscriptions. It is unlikely to be a claim to personal real estate, something which is impractical
in the nomadic life. Instead, it almost certainly means simply “N was here”.
Note also the word order in the nominal phrase
l-N b-ms1 rt  l mrt frs1 , “by N, a horseman (frs1 ) in the unit (ms1 rt) of the l mrt”
(Macdonald 1993: 374).

5.1.3 Annexation
Annexation (the id.āfa of the Arab grammarians) is a fundamental feature of Semitic grammar (see Ch. 2) in which two or more elements are bound together to form a grammatical
and semantic unit. Nothing is allowed to intervene between the elements (except in certain
very specific circumstances of which we have no examples in Ancient North Arabian) and
thus items such as adjectives (including demonstrative adjectives) follow the final element
even if they refer to the first. The unit as a whole is defined or undefined according to the
nature of the final element even if one of the preceding elements would otherwise normally
take the definite article (see under Safaitic, below).
Examples of annexation in Dadanitic are:
Undefined b-h.qwy kfr (∗ h.aqway) ‘on two sides of a tomb’ (JSLih 75/3)
Defined 3-element annexation kbry s2c t h-ns. “the two kabı̄rs of the association of H-NS.”
(CLL 77/3-4)
Defined + a demonstrative rr h-s1 fr dh “the dishonorer of this inscription” (HE 1/5-6).
Examples of annexation in Safaitic are:
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Undefined + adjective kll s2 r .sdq “every true friend” (HCH 191, also in Hismaic MNM 6)
Defined by the article (1) mwr h-s1 fr “the scratcher-out of the writing” (e.g., WH 1679),
(2) nmrt h-s1 lt.n “Namārah of the government” (LP 540). When not
annexed, the place-name is h-nmrt (e.g., LP 330, cf. the modern name, al-Namārah)
Defined by a name h.rb nbt. “the war of the Nabataeans” (C 3680).

5.1.4 Demonstrative Adjectives
When the modified noun is part of a noun phrase, two constructions are possible:
(i) h-z.ll dh l-dġbt (U 33/2-3) or (ii) h-z.ll l-dġbt dh (U 4/3), both of which mean “this
z.ll-ceremony for Dġbt.” The second construction is bizarre and may be an error on the part
of the engraver.

5.2 Agreement
In Ancient North Arabian verbs agree with their subjects in gender and number, regardless of their position in the sentence (in contrast to Classical Arabic, Wright 1896–1898:
ii, 289–290).
In Dadanitic, the only dialect in which it is identifiable, the use of the dual in verbal
agreement is erratic. Thus, it is used after two subjects in some texts:
(22) N1 w-N2 z.lh h-z.ll

“N1 and N2 have performed the z.ll-ceremony” (U 19/1–4)
whereas in others the plural verb is used:
(23) A. N1 w-N2 wdyw

“N1 and N2 have erected (?)” (JSLih 77/2)
B. kbry s 2 t h-ns. hdw
“The two kabı̄rs of the association of H-NS. have taken possession” (CLL 77/3–4)
The same variation can be seen in the use of enclitic personal pronouns (§4.1.8.2). Thus,
in U 19 the two subjects are followed by a verb in the dual (z.lh), but are later referred to by
the plural enclitic personal pronoun -hm (lines 5–7). By contrast, in U 69, the two subjects
are followed by a verb in the plural (z.llw), but are referred to later by the dual pronominal
suffix -hmy. See Sima 1999:117–118 for tables showing the variations in agreement in the
inscriptions from al-Udayb. Compare the situation in the modern spoken Arabic dialects,
where the dual is in general use on nouns, but requires plural concord in the verb, adjectives,
and pronouns (Clive Holes). This is a very old feature in the dialects which can already be
seen in the earliest Arabic papyri (see Hopkins 1984:94–98).

5.3 Verb conjugations
The suffix- and prefix-conjugations are each associated with particular usages.

5.3.1 The suffix-conjugation
In Dadanitic, the suffix-conjugation is used of completed acts, e.g., N hd h-mqbr, “N has
taken possession of the tomb” (JSLih 306), and for the optative: rr dġbt, “may Dġbt dishonor”
(HE 1/4–5); or rd.y-h, “may he [the deity] favor him” (U 18/4–5) in contrast to the imperative,
rd.-h, “favor him,” which is more common in this formula.
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In Safaitic, the suffix-conjugation has four distinct functions. First, it is used for completed
acts and, in particular, acts which preceded the author’s present state or actions (where
Classical Arabic would have the perfect, or kāna + the perfect, or qad + the perfect): for
example, nfr mn rm “he had fled from Roman territory” (e.g., C 3721); wgd tr m-h f-ng, “he
had found the inscription of his grandfather and so he was grieving” (e.g., C 793); wgm l N
mqtl qtl-h l h.wlt, “he was mourning for N, a murder-victim, whom the  l H
. wlt had killed”
1
(lit. “. . . killed the  l H
wlt
killed
him,”
HCH
126);
s
m


n
myt
flfs
“he
heard
that Philip had
.
.
died” (MHES p. 286).
Second, the suffix-conjugation is used for descriptions of the author’s state, or acts which
were not complete, at the time of writing: dt “he is spending the season of later rains”; ry
“he is pasturing”; wgm “he is grieving”; hrs. “he is keeping watch” (where Arabic would use
the imperfect).
Third, in Safaitic, as in Classical Arabic, it is used for the optative: f-h lt whbt s2n-h bn
yd-h “and so, O Lt, may you give his enemy into (lit. between) his hands” (C 4037). This
construction is also frequent in Hismaic: for example, in dkrt lt, “may Lt be mindful of ”
(e.g., TIJ 58, etc.).
Fourth, the suffix-conjugation can be used as a virtual subjunctive: s1lm l-d s1r w- wr l-d
wr h-s1fr, “security to whoever leaves (i.e., “may leave”) intact and blindness to whoever
scratches out (i.e., “may scratch out”) the inscription” (e.g., LP 361). Compare the same
formula using the prefix-conjugation in §5.3.2.

5.3.2 The prefix-conjugation
The handful of Dadanitic examples of the prefix-conjugation are all in damaged or doubtful
contexts.
However, four distinct uses of the prefix-conjugation can be identified for Safaitic. First,
it is used in clauses expressing purpose: l-ys2 rq “in order to migrate to the inner desert” (LP
180).
Second, the Safaitic prefix-conjugation occurs with a jussive implication: nngy “may we
escape” (WH 135). Note also nh.yy “may we live prosperously” in Thamudic B (LP 495).
Third, after the negative particle lm the prefix-conjugation has a perfect implication as in
Classical Arabic (in an unpublished text).
Finally, the prefix-conjugation is used with a subjunctive implication: s1lm l-d s1r w-wr
l-d ywr, “security to whoever leaves (i.e., “may leave”) intact and blindness [cf. Arabic
awar] to whoever scratches out (i.e., ‘may scratch out’)” (e.g., LP 391). There seems to be
no difference in meaning between invocations which use the suffix-conjugation (see §5.3.1)
and those which use the prefix-conjugation.

5.4 Participles
Several different uses of participles are attested in Safaitic. An active participle can function
as a finite verb with a perfective sense: for example, w-wgd tr gs2-h qbrn dw l yz.r “he found
the traces of his raiding party, members of the l Yz.r having performed the burial” (C 2156);
wlh l s2 y- h h.rbn l .t{y} “he grieved for his companions [who were] raiding [∗ h.āribı̄n] the
tribe of T.y” (C 2795). In addition, active participles often form a circumstance clause (in
Arabic grammar, a h.āl): for example, w-wh.d ġzz “and he was alone on a raid” (WH 128),
where ġzz is an active participle (∗ ġāziz); h.ll h-dr .syr m-mdbr “he camped at this place while
returning to permanent water [s.yr] from the inner desert” (C 2590), where .syr is an active
participle (∗ s.āyir).
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Participles can be used as virtual relative clauses (see §5.5). The active participle can take a
direct object, as in C 2795 above, while a passive participle can be used either on its own (e.g.,
wgm l s1yd mqtl “he mourned for S1 yd who had been killed”; CSNS 1004), or in construct
with another word (e.g., N mqtl .ty “N victim of [i.e., who had been killed by] T.y”; CSNS
1011). This is probably the explanation of the passive participles which often follow the
names of those for whom an author mourns: thus N trh. (∗ tarı̄h.) “N who is untimely dead”;
N rġm mny (∗ raġı̄m manāyā) “N who has been humbled by (lit. “of ”) the Fates.”

5.5 Relative clauses
In Safaitic, relative clauses can be formed with the relative pronoun d (see §4.1.8.3, 3).
lt yr
m-d
qtl-h
O Lt recompense from-who killed-him
“O Lt [grant] recompense from [him] who killed him” (LP 385)

(24) h

and with the relative mn (∗ man; see §4.1.8.3, 1):
(25) wr

l-mn
ywr
h-s1 fr
blindness to-whoever scratches out the writing
“And blindness to whoever scratches out the writing” (SIJ 284)

Relative clauses can also be formed without a relative ponoun simply by using the prefixconjugation with an implied or explicit reference back to the antecedant. This type of
relative clause can be used in Safaitic even after a defined antecedent, contrary to the practice in Classical Arabic, though it is found at earlier stages of the language (cf. Beeston
1970:50, n.1):
(26) l-h

h-mhrt
yrbb-h
to-him [is] the-filly he is training-it
“His is the filly which he is training” (C 1186)

Such a relative clause can also be constructed using the suffix-conjugation, and again can
be employed even after a defined antecedent:
l nm
qtl-h
l .sbh.
he mourned . . . for-nm killed-him l S.bh.
“He mourned . . . for nm whom the l S.bh. had killed” (C 4443)

(27) wgm . . .

5.6 Invocations
In Safaitic, invocations can be expressed in three different ways: (i) by the vocative particle
h + divine name + imperative + predicate (e.g., h lt wr d ywr h-s1 fr “O Lt blind whoever
scratches out the writing”); (ii) by the vocative particle h + divine name + an understood
verb + noun (e.g., h lt ġnmt “O Lt [grant] booty”; cf. Arabic h.anānayka yā rabbi “O Lord
have mercy on me” for tah.annan alayya h.anānan, Wright 1896–1898:ii, 73); and (iii) by
a verb in the suffix-conjugation with an optative implication + divine name + predicate.
This is particularly common in Hismaic: for example, dkrt lt N., “may Lt be mindful of N.”

6. LEXICON
Since Ancient North Arabian is known only from inscriptions, 98 percent of which are
graffiti, there is a vast disproportion between the size of the recorded onomasticon and
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the surviving lexicon. The former is huge, perhaps the largest collection of personal
names in any group of Ancient Near Eastern texts. Indeed, in reality it is even larger
than it appears, since no vowels or doubled letters are shown and in many cases the
same group of consonants must have covered several different names distinguished only
by their vocalizations or by consonant doubling (e.g., S1lm could represent ∗ S1 alm, ∗ S1 ālim,
∗ 1
S alı̄m, etc.).
By contrast, the lexicon that has survived is tiny and is severely limited in range by the
subject matter of the texts. This is particularly true of Dadanitic, where the vast majority of
the monumental inscriptions are dedications, or record the performance of religious duties,
whereas the graffiti consist almost entirely of names. Similarly, since the Hasaitic inscriptions
found so far are virtually all gravestones, they have yielded a very limited vocabulary. On
the other hand, the Safaitic (and, to a lesser extent, the Hismaic) graffiti deal with a wide
range of subjects, albeit very laconically.
In the past, the main resource for interpreting the Ancient North Arabian lexicon has
been Classical Arabic. However, Modern Arabic dialects are being used increasingly to help
explain features in Ancient North Arabian (particularly Safaitic) which do not occur in the
Classical language. For instance, the word s2 rq (found in Safaitic) has traditionally been
translated “he went east,” based on Classical Arabic šarraqa. However, it is clear from the
texts that their authors used s2 rq in the same way as the modern bedouins of the same area
use šarraq, in the sense of “he migrated to the inner desert,” regardless of whether that meant
traveling north, south, east, or west. There are also a number of words where the meaning has
not been preserved in Arabic, but can be found in the cognate in another Semitic language,
for example the word nhl in Safaitic which means “a valley” (cf. Hebrew and Aramaic nah.al),
as opposed to Arabic nahl “a palm tree.” Similarly, the word s1 in Taymanitic and possibly
Lihyanite is probably to be interpreted as “leader” on the basis of Sabaic (see Macdonald
1992a:30–31).
However, there are also a number of words for which etymology does not seem
to provide an appropriate meaning and which therefore, at present, have to be explained from their context: for example, hrs. in Safaitic which appears to mean “he
kept watch,” or wgm, which seems to be one of the numerous words for “to mourn”
in that dialect. Sima argues that the key words in the Dadanitic vocabulary of the
inscriptions from al-Udayb (a side-valley near al-Ulā) relate to the maintenance
of the irrigation system (1999:90–105), but this is often difficult to justify philologically, and the context usually seems to point to the performance of a religious
ceremony.
Given the nature of the material, a complete description of Ancient North Arabian will
never be possible. However, large numbers of new, well-recorded texts are becoming available
(particularly in Safaitic) and much careful analysis is being undertaken. It may therefore not
be too long before it will be possible to present a rather more detailed description than that
offered here.

7. READING LIST
In Macdonald 2000, I have discussed the languages of pre-Islamic Arabia (i.e., not just
Ancient North Arabian) at a more general level and explained the terminology. For a masterly
brief discussion of Ancient North Arabian (with some different views from those expressed
here) see Müller 1982. Sass 1991 presents a detailed analysis of the dispersed ONA texts
though for a brief critique of his use of paleography see Macdonald 2004a. Caskel 1954 is
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still the most recent published overall description of Dadanitic (Lihyanite), though a number
of unpublished doctoral theses have been devoted to the subject. Caskel’s work is marred
by many strained interpretations of the texts and an attempt to force the language into the
mold of Classical Arabic. However, Sima 1999 presents an excellent edition and analysis of
an important group of Dadanitic texts and, although some of his conclusions are disputed,
this marks a significant advance in our knowledge of the language. For a brief general outline
of the present state of Thamudic studies (plus Taymanitic and Hismaic), see Macdonald and
King 1999 and references there. For a similarly brief outline of Safaitic, see Müller 1980 and
Macdonald 1995. Readings of the full corpus of the Hasaitic inscriptions (though regrettably
without photographs) together with an excellent study can be found in Sima 2002. Finally, it
should be noted that readings and interpretations of Ancient North Arabian texts published
by A. Jamme and A. van den Branden should be treated with great caution.

Abbreviations
AH

Dadanitic inscriptions originally published in Abū al-H
. asan 1997 and
republished in Sima 1999
AZNG
Safaitic inscription in Abbadi and Zayadine 1996
C
Safaitic inscriptions in Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. Pars V. Paris,
1950–1951
CIH
South Arabian and Hasaitic inscriptions in Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. Pars IV. Paris, 1889–1932
CLL
Dadanitic inscriptions in Caskel 1954
CSNS
Safaitic inscriptions in Clark 1979
CTSS
Hismaic inscriptions in Clark 1980
HCH
Safaitic inscriptions in Harding 1953
HE
Dadanitic and Taymanitic inscriptions in Harding 1971b
HU
Taymanitic, Hismaic, and Thamudic B, C, and D inscriptions copied by
C. Huber and renumbered in van den Branden 1950
Ja 1046
Hasaitic inscription in Jamme 1966:72–73
JSLih
Dadanitic inscriptions in Jaussen and Savignac 1909–1922
JSTham
Taymanitic, Hismaic, and Thamudic B, C, and D inscriptions in Jaussen
and Savignac 1909–1922
LP
Safaitic and Thamudic B inscriptions in Littmann 1943
MHES
Safaitic inscriptions in Macdonald 1995b
MNM
Hismaic inscriptions in Milik 1958–1959
MSTJ
Safaitic inscriptions in Macdonald and Harding 1976
NST
Safaitic inscriptions in Harding 1951
Ph
Taymanitic, Hismaic, and Thamudic B, C, and D inscriptions copied by
H. St.J. B. Philby and published in van den Branden 1956
Robin-Mulayh.a 1 Hasaitic inscription in Robin 1994:80–81
SIAM i
Safaitic inscriptions in Macdonald 1979
SIJ
Safaitic inscriptions in Winnett 1957
TIJ
Hismaic inscriptions in Harding and Littmann 1952
U
Dadanitic inscriptions from al-Udayb published (and republished) in
Sima 1999
WH
Safaitic inscriptions in Winnett and Harding 1978
WTay
Taymanitic inscriptions in Winnett and Reed 1970
WTI
Dumaitic, Hismaic, and Thamudic B, C, and D inscriptions in Winnett
and Reed 1970
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Afro-Asiatic
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1. THE AFRO-ASIATIC FAMILY
1.1 Introduction
In the following paragraphs only a brief overview of the Afro-Asiatic family can be given,
with some of the shared features that have prompted recognition of the family. Work on
Afro-Asiatic is still in its infancy, and work on the reconstruction of Proto-Afro-Asiatic has
barely begun. The remainder of this chapter will be concerned with one of the two wellknown ancient branches of Afro-Asiatic, the Semitic branch (the other ancient branch is
Egyptian, for which see WAL Ch. 7; for a probable ancient form of Berber, see below, §1.1.3).
The original homeland of Afro-Asiatic has been the subject of some discussion. Most
scholars would place it somewhere in the vicinity of the center of the family’s current
geographical range, or rather further to the east, in far southern Egypt or northern Sudan. A
few scholars, however, have argued for an original location in southwest Asia (see Militarev
1994; Diakonoff 1998).
Older names of the Afro-Asiatic family, still used by some scholars, include HamitoSemitic and Semito-Hamitic, names that have generally been abandoned because they imply
a subgroup of “Hamitic” languages (i.e., of all languages in the family apart from the Semitic
languages) that is not indicated by any isoglosses.
The Afro-Asiatic family comprises at least five and as many as eight branches.

1.1.1 Egyptian
See WAL Chapter 7.

1.1.2 Semitic
See §§2–3 below.

1.1.3 Berber
Berber was formerly spoken across much of Africa north of the Sahara, but with the spread
of Islam, it has been reduced to a series of linguistic islands in a sea of Arabic. Even so, Berber
languages are still spoken by 10–15 million people. Berber languages in Morocco include
Tashelhit in the High Atlas mountains, Tamazight in the Middle Atlas mountains, and Tarifit
in the Rif mountains. In Algeria the main Berber language is Kabyle, though several other
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forms of Berber also occur. Tuareg is also spoken in Algeria, as well as in Mali and Niger.
Smaller Berber dialects are spoken in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt (oasis of Siwa), and Mauritania.
The Guanche language of the Canary Islands, extinct since the sixteenth century AD, was
probably also a Berber language.
A Berber dialect (or dialects) is probably represented in the corpus of over a thousand
Numidian (or Lybian, or Lybico-Berber) inscriptions in a consonantal alphabet that have
been found in Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. Most of the inscriptions date to the second
century BC (only one is actually dated, however, a Numidian–Punic bilingual from 139 BC).
The texts are difficult to interpret, and thus of limited use for the earlier history of Berber.
The script resembles the Tifinigh (or Tifinagh, “Punic [letters]”) alphabet that is now used
among the Tuareg (see O’Connor 1996).

1.1.4 Cushitic
Some forty Cushitic languages are spoken by about 15–20 million people in Ethiopia,
Somalia, and surrounding countries. The earliest records of Cushitic languages date to
the eighteenth century AD. Cushitic is divided into four branches:
1.
2.

3.

4.

North Cushitic: the Beja language (claimed by some scholars to be a separate branch
of Afro-Asiatic; see below, §1.1.6).
Central Cushitic or Agaw: formerly the major Cushitic language in Ethiopia, which
had significant influence on the later Semitic languages there, today represented
by a number of languages with small numbers of speakers (Awngi, Bilin, Kemant,
Xamir).
East Cushitic: numerically by far the largest branch of Cushitic, and itself further
subdivided into Lowland East Cushitic (including Oromo, formerly called Galla, a
pejorative term, with 8–10 million speakers in central Ethiopia; Afar-Saho, along the
Red Sea coast of Eritrea; and Somali, the official language of Somalia), Highland
East Cushitic (or Rift Valley Cushitic, including especially the Sidamo language), and
smaller subbranches.
South Cushitic: includes languages spoken in Kenya and Tanzania (such as Alagwa,
Burunge, and Iraqw).

1.1.5 Chadic
Chadic is a very large family of some 140 languages spoken by perhaps 30–40 million people
in Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Niger, and Nigeria. One Chadic language,
Hausa, also serves as a lingua franca in much of western Africa. There are no records of
Chadic languages before the modern period. The Chadic languages are divided into three
large branches, each of which is further subdivided:
1.
2.
3.

West Chadic: including Hausa, the Ron languages, and the Bauchi subbranch.
Central Chadic: languages such as Bura, Margi, Kotoko-Logone, Masa.
Eastern Chadic: languages such as Kera, Migama, Mubi.

1.1.6 Other possible branches
The Omotic languages, about forty in number, are spoken by about 3 million people, mostly
along the Omo River in southwestern Ethiopia. The most prominent language is Wolaytta,
with about 2 million speakers. Omotic was formerly considered a western branch of Cushitic,
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but is now considered by many scholars to be an independent branch of Afro-Asiatic,
although there continues to be discussion about its status.
The Beja language, spoken by about a million people along the Red Sea coast of Sudan and
southeastern Egypt, is usually considered to be North Cushitic, but it has sometimes been
proposed as a separate branch of Afro-Asiatic (Hetzron 1980). It has a number of intriguing
archaic features.
A language spoken by fewer than twenty individuals along the Woito River in southwestern
Ethiopia, called by themselves Ongota and by their neighbors Birale or Birelle, has recently
been described (Fleming et al. 1992) and claimed to be the remnant of another distinct
branch of Afro-Asiatic (Fleming 1999).

1.2 Subgrouping of Afro-Asiatic
A number of morphological features indicate that Berber, Egyptian, and Semitic may constitute a North Afro-Asiatic subgroup. A connection between Berber and Chadic has also been
suggested. Various other, more comprehensive subgroupings of the Afro-Asiatic branches
have been proposed, but none has gained a consensus.
Macro-comparisons of Afro-Asiatic with other language phyla, such as Indo-European
(the so-called Nostratic hypothesis), have not met with general acceptance.

1.3 Features of Afro-Asiatic
Most of the features enumerated here are attested in several, but usually not all, of the
branches of the family.

1.3.1 Phonology
Phonological commonalities include the pharyngeal fricatives [ʕ] and [ ], and a third series
of consonants (in addition to the usual voiced and the voiceless), often called “emphatic,”
which in most of the branches have a glottalized realization (but are pharyngealized in
Berber and in Arabic).

1.3.2 Morphology
In the morphology, the personal pronouns exhibit a number of common features across
Afro-Asiatic. Most branches, for example, have both independent and suffixed forms, the
latter used both for objects when attached to verbs and for possession when attached to
nouns. Common forms include ∗ʔan(V) and ∗ʔana(:)k(V) for the first-person singular, and
∗
k as marker of the second person. Demonstrative pronouns also show a number of common
elements across the branches.
The “root and pattern” system of noun and verb bases that is well known among the Semitic
languages (see §3.3.1) seems to be a common Afro-Asiatic feature, as does the existence of
a preponderance of triconsonantal roots (but also a significant number of biconsonantal
roots).
Among inflectional features of the noun may be noted (i) the presence of ∗-t as marker of
feminine; (ii) a case system similar to that of Proto-Semitic (Sasse 1984); (iii) pluralization
by means of the insertion of ∗a before the final root consonant (Greenberg 1955a), as well
as other “broken” plurals (see below, §3.3.2.4); (iv) a prefix ∗ma- to form nouns of place,
instrument, and agent; and (v) a denominative adjectival ending ∗-i:(y).
In verbal morphology, it is likely that the following may be reconstructed for ProtoAfro-Asiatic: (i) a prefix-conjugation, which marked person much as in Semitic, with
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ʔ- for first-person singular, ∗t- for second-person (and perhaps for third-person fem.),

and ∗y- for third-person (masc.); (ii) the presence of ∗a to mark the imperfective form of
the verb; and (iii) a set of derivational consonant affixes, ∗s for causative, ∗t for reflexive or
middle, and ∗n for passive.
On the cusp bridging nominal and verbal morphology is the predicate adjective or suffixconjugation, a predication composed of a verbal adjective and an enclitic subject pronoun
(found in Semitic [see §3.3.2.1], Egyptian, and, probably, Cushitic).

1.4 Afro-Asiatic vocabulary
One of the greatest hindrances to the reconstruction of Proto-Afro-Asiatic has been the
difficulty of establishing clear cognate sets across the vocabularies of the several branches
(this has also, of course, impeded efforts to establish sound correspondences across the
branches and to reconstruct Proto-Afro-Asiatic phonology). Essentially, this must await
the working out of reconstructed proto-vocabularies for the individual branches, which is
still in its beginning stages, except for Semitic. Nevertheless, a few lexical items common
to at least several of the branches may be mentioned, such as ∗lis “tongue,” ∗m-w-t/mut
“to die,” ∗s(i)m “name,” and ∗sin(n) “tooth.”

2. THE SEMITIC LANGUAGES
2.1 Introduction
Semitic is a close-knit family of languages first attested inAkkadian names and loanwords
occurring in Sumerian cuneiform texts of the first half of the third millennium BC. Akkadian
texts proper begin to appear about 2500 BC, and Eblaite shortly thereafter. Many Semitic
languages continue to be spoken to this day, including (i) Arabic in many countries of Asia
and Africa; (ii) Amharic, Tigrinya, and other related languages in Eritrea and Ethiopia;
(iii) Hebrew in Israel; (iv) South Arabian languages such as Mehri, Jibbāli, and Soqot.ri in
Yemen and Oman; and (v) many varieties of Aramaic, now scattered around the globe.

2.2 The prehistory of Semitic
It is not known when Semitic hived off from the common Afro-Asiatic stock, other than
that the separation must antedate the third millennium BC; nor can anything be said with
confidence about the original homeland or early movements of the ancestral Semitic speakers
beyond what has been observed above in §1.1. As noted in §1.2, the closest relatives of Semitic
within Afro-Asiatic seem to be Egyptian and Berber.

2.3 The subgrouping of the Semitic languages
The earliest partition within the Semitic family separated West Semitic from Akkadian and
Eblaite (see WAL Ch. 8), which together are termed East Semitic. West Semitic languages are
characterized by an innovative perfective form of the verb, a suffix-conjugation, exemplified
by Arabic katabtu “I wrote.” The West Semitic group in turn is comprised of three branches:
1.

Central Semitic: includes (i) the Northwest Semitic languages Ugaritic; Hebrew,
Phoenician, and other Canaanite dialects; and Aramaic (see Chs. 2–6); (ii) the S.ayhadic
(Old or Epigraphic South Arabian) languages (see Ch. 7); and (iii) the various forms
of Arabic (see Ch. 8).
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Ethiopian Semitic: attested in the ancient period in classical Ethiopic, or Gə əz (see
Ch. 14).
Mahrian Semitic or Modern South Arabian: not attested until the modern period
(unless the Old South Arabian language H
. ad.ramitic reflects an ancient member of
this group).

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROTO-SEMITIC
3.1 Introduction
What follows summarizes some of the reconstructable features of Proto-Semitic as a linguistic system. It is based, of course, on the work of many scholars, not all of whose studies
could be mentioned in such a brief overview; nor has it always been possible to allot space
for a detailed defense of some of the reconstructions offered here.

3.2 Phonology
3.2.1 Consonants
Common Semitic is uncontroversially reconstructed with twenty-nine consonantal
phonemes. The original pronunciation of the consonants is disputed, but a likely set of
phonetic values is given in Table A.1:

Table A.1 The consonantal phonemes of Common Semitic
Place of articulation
Manner of
articulation

Stop
Voiceless
Emphatic
Voiced
Affricate
Voiceless
Emphatic
Voiced
Fricative
Voiceless
Emphatic
Voiced
Lateral continuant
Voiceless
Emphatic
Voiced
Tap/Trill
Nasal
Glide

Bilabial

Interdental

p

Dental/
Alveolar

Palatal

t
t’
d

b

Velar

Pharyngeal

Glottal
ʔ

k
k’
g

t

s
s’
d
z

t

θ
θ’
ð

m
w

s


’
l
r
n
y

x



γ

ʕ

h
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As Table A.1 indicates, Proto-Semitic was characterized by a number of consonant triads
consisting of a voiceless, an ejective (i.e., a so-called emphatic), and a voiced member. For
two of the obstruent sets that are lacking an ejective member, namely the bilabial stop and
the velar fricative sets, that member has been posited for Proto-Afro-Asiatic – ∗p’ and ∗x’. The
consonantal repertoire of Proto-Afro-Asiatic is in general assumed to have been significantly
larger than that of Proto-Semitic.
All of the consonants could be geminated.
In the traditional Semitological literature, the consonants here characterized as ejective
are normally transcribed with an underdot, for example, .t for /t’/, θ. for /θ’/, and so forth, as
is the voiceless pharyngeal fricative, in other words, h. for /  /. The velar fricatives /x / and /γ /
are usually written by Semitists as h and either ġ or ǵ, respectively, while the voiceless and
emphatic lateral fricatives / / and /˘’/ are usually written as ś and either ś. or ð. , respectively.
Further, the consonants here characterized as alveolar affricates are traditionally represented
as simple fricatives, s, s’ or .s, and z, while the sibilant given above as /s/ is traditionally
represented as š.
At least one assimilation process may be ascribed to Common Semitic, namely, the
assimilation of w to a following dental or alveolar, as in Akkadian ittarad < ∗ yawtarad
“he has descended”; Arabic yattaidu < ∗yawtaidu “it will be united”; Hebrew yis’s’or <
∗
yaw ts’ur- “he fashions.” Attested in only part of the Semitic area, perhaps reflecting
an areal development, is the assimilation of ∗n to a following consonant, which occurs
regularly in Akkadian and the Northwest Semitic languages; compare Common Semitic
∗
yanθ’ur “he guarded” > Arabic yanz ur, but Akkadian is’s’ur, Hebrew yis’s’or, Aramaic
yit’t’ar. In S.ayhadic inscriptions the same assimilation is frequently, but not consistently,
reflected.
The consonants ∗w and ∗y were regularly lost in the environment C V̆, with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel, as in ∗maka:n- < ∗makwan- “place”; ∗madi:nat< ∗madyinat- “administrative region.”
The existence of syllabic allophones of the sonorants ∗l, ∗m, and ∗n in certain environments
has been suggested to account for a number of phenomena attested in the descendant
languages (Testen 1998). Examples include the ancient substantives ∗bn- “son” and ∗sm“name,” the pronominal forms ∗sm “they (masc.)” and ∗sn “they (fem.),” and the proclitic
asseverative particle ∗l -.

3.2.1.1

Major developments in the descendant languages

In most of the West Semitic languages, the common Semitic alveolar fricative ∗s underwent
a change to ∗h when prevocalic (i.e., s > h / V) as in Common Semitic ∗suʔa > West Semitic
∗
huʔa “he”; Common Semitic ∗yusaʕbir > West Semitic ∗yuhaʕbir “he sent across”; Common
Semitic ∗baytisa > West Semitic ∗baytiha (eventually to Hebrew bayθɔh) “to the house.” In an
interesting development resulting from the morphological patterning of Semitic (see §3.3.1),
this sound change was blocked in most nominal and verbal forms because the conditioning
environment – namely, the following vowel – did not appear in all forms; for instance,
although ∗sarik’- “stolen” would have developed into ∗∗harik’- by the sound rule, no change
would have occurred in the verbal form ∗yasrik’ “he stole,” where ∗ s was not followed by
a vowel; a principle of root integrity (essentially an overriding avoidance of root allomorphism) then blocked the change ∗sarik’- > ∗∗ harik’- as well. Thus, ∗s generally remains in West
Semitic nominal and verbal roots, but is otherwise missing. In a number of languages, including Aramaic, Hebrew, Jibbāli (Mahrian branch), and the Babylonian form of Akkadian,
∗
s became a palato-alveolar š; note, for example, Arabic and Ethiopic sala:m “well-being,”
but Babylonian šala:mum, Aramaic šəla:m, Hebrew šɔlom.
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The early dental/alveolar affricates ∗ts , ∗ts’, ∗dz were deaffricated in most of the attested
languages, becoming ∗s, ∗s’, and ∗z, respectively. In Arabic and Ethiopic, the new voiceless
∗
s < ∗ts merged with Common Semitic ∗s. In the Assyrian form of Akkadian, however, ∗ts
became š.
The Common Semitic voiceless and ejective lateral fricatives, ∗ and ∗’, underwent changes
in most of the attested languages, although the nonejective ∗ is still preserved as such in
the Mahrian languages, and was probably also pronounced as such in early Akkadian,
Hebrew, and Arabic. The ejective ∗’ merged with ∗ts’ in Hebrew, in Akkadian, and in
Ethiopian Semitic (although it is preserved as a distinct phoneme in the earliest classical Ethiopic, pronunciation unknown). In Aramaic, however, it became first γ and finally ʕ;
compare Hebrew ʔέrεs’, Akkadian ers’etum, but Aramaic ʔarʕa:, from Common Semitic
∗
ʔar’- “earth.”
In Arabic and perhaps in some other Central Semitic languages, most of the common
Semitic ejective or glottalic consonants became pharyngealized, for example, ∗t’ > t , ∗ts’ >
∗
s’ > s . The velar ejective ∗k’, however, became a nonejective uvular stop q. The Arabic
reflexes of ∗θ’ and ∗’ vary according to dialect, but for the classical language are usually said
to be a voiced interdental or dental/alveolar fricative, ð or z , and a voiced dental/alveolar
stop, d , respectively.
As the result of an areal spread, the bilabial stop p became a labiodental fricative f in several
branches of Semitic, namely, Mahrian, Ethiopian, and the S.ayhadic and Arabic subbranches
of Central Semitic.
A characteristic of the Northwest Semitic languages is the change of initial ∗ w to ∗ y, as in
Hebrew yέlεð, Aramaic yalda: “child” < Common and Central Semitic ∗ wald-.

3.2.2 Vowels
Proto-Semitic (and probably Proto-Afro-Asiatic) may be reconstructed with three vowels,
high front ∗ i, high back ∗ u, and low central ∗ a, each of which could occur short or long.
On diphthongs and triphthongs see §3.2.3.
The presence of ∗ i(:) in the base of a Proto-Semitic word seems to have precluded the
presence of another high vowel elsewhere in the base. In other words, bases with the vowel
melodies i . . . i, i . . . u, and u . . . i do not seem to have occurred, though bases with two u
vowels, CuC(C)u(:)C-, can be reconstructed.
Internal reconstruction indicates the existence of a Proto-Semitic rule of vowel syncope:
a > φ / aC1
C1 V, as in ∗ k’alalum > ∗ k’allum “light, small.”

3.2.3 Syllable structure
It is likely that only three syllable shapes are to be reconstructed for Proto-Semitic – two open,
CV and CV:, and one closed, CVC. These syllable-types may also be classified quantitatively,
as either light, CV, or heavy, CV: and CVC. Thus, all syllables contain a single vowel, begin
with a single consonant, and end either in a single consonant or in a vowel. The following
conditions are not permitted: (i) sequences of two or more consonants word-finally; (ii)
sequences of three or more consonants within words; (iii) sequences of two or more vowels;
(iv) long vowels in closed syllables.
Since only one vowel quality was permitted in each syllable, true phonemic diphthongs
did not occur in Proto-Semitic (nor are they attested in most of the descendant languages).
Semitists, however, often speak of the phonetic sequences [V + glide] (i.e., Vw and Vy) as
“diphthongs,” even though Semitic syllable structure dictates that the glide functions as a
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consonant in such cases. The sequences ∗aw and ∗ay were common in Proto-Semitic, as in
∗
mawt- “death” and ∗bayt- “house.” These were frequently monophthongized, usually to [o:]
and [e:], respectively, in many of the languages.
Already in Proto-Semitic the sequences ∗iy and ∗uw were realized as [i:] and [u:], respectively; thus the noun ∗ di:n- “judgment,” from the root d-y-n, may be said to be equivalent
to ∗diyn- (i.e., a noun of the pattern CiCC), and so comparable in form to the noun ∗ðib“sacrifice” from the root ð-b-. Similarly, ∗k’u:m- “height,” from the root k’-w-m, is equivalent to ∗k’uwm- (i.e., of the pattern CuCC) and comparable to ∗ʕumk’- “depth,” from the
root ʕ-m-k’.
The sequences VwV and VyV, sometimes called “triphthongs” in Semitic studies, tended
to be unstable and to be reduced to “diphthongs” or to simple vowels, as in ∗mawit-/mayt(< mait-)/mi:t-/mit- “dead.” For the sequences CwV and CyV see §3.2.1.
The implications of reconstructing a set of syllabic allophones of certain consonants (see
§3.2.1) require further investigation. Clearly, however, the generalizations just enunciated
would need to be modified if forms such as ∗bn- + case ending – that is, ∗ [bnum] “son”
(CCVC?, CVVC?) – are to be considered valid in Proto-Semitic.

3.2.4 Stress
The evidence suggests that Proto-Semitic word stress was not phonemic, but assigned
automatically (i) to the rightmost nonfinal heavy syllable (CV: or CVC), or (ii) in words
having only nonfinal light syllables, to the initial syllable: ∗salima, ∗salimu:, ∗ salimta(:),
∗
yislam, ∗yislamu:, ∗ yislamu:na. This is essentially the pattern assumed to operate in both
classical Arabic and Akkadian, which are widely separated within the Semitic family.
There are instances in which stress is phonemic in some of the descendant languages, but
these are undoubtedly the result of internal developments: for example, classical Ethiopic

sətat “she erred,” but sətat “error”; rakaba: “they (fem.) found,” but rakaba: “he found
her”; Hebrew k’ɔmɔ “she stood” versus k’ɔmɔ “standing” (fem. sg.), rɔs’u “they ran” versus
rɔs’u “they were pleased.”

3.3 Morphology
3.3.1 Morphological type and word structure
Common Semitic, like its descendants, may be characterized as a fusional language.
Certain pronouns and a small but important number of isolated substantives, that is,
substantives not associated with a verbal root, may be reconstructed for Proto-Semitic as
discrete, and complete, lexical items with no formal restrictions other than those imposed
by the constraints of syllable structure: for example, ∗ʔanti(:) “you (fem. sg.),” ∗suʔa “he,”
∗
yadum “hand,” ∗ʕi’um “tree,” ∗kalbum “dog,” ∗ʔud znum “ear,” ∗ima:rum “(male) donkey,”
∗
ʔarnabum “hare” (see Fox 1998).
But a remarkable characteristic of Semitic morphology is that the majority of words – all
verbal forms and most nouns – reflect the interdigitation of a root, consisting of an invariable
sequence of consonantal radicals (usually three in number), and a pattern of vowels and
other features, which include gemination of one of the root consonants (other than the first)
and affixation of a small subset of the consonantal repertoire (especially ʔ, m, n, s, t, y ; these
also appear commonly in the pronominal systems). As examples the following forms of the
root ∗s-l-m “(to be) whole, sound, well” may be cited, with R1 and so forth representing the
root consonants:
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pattern R1 aR2 i R3 (a common adjectival form): ∗ salim- “whole, sound, well”;
pattern R1 aR2 a:R3 (a common verbal noun form): ∗ sala:m- “wholeness, well-being”;
pattern muR1 aR2 R2 i R3 (participle of a derived verbal form): ∗ musallim- “(one) who
makes whole.”

It is possible that verbal roots consisting of fewer than three consonantal radicals were
not unusual in Common Afro-Asiatic. By the Proto-Semitic period, however, the triradical
root was the norm, roots that earlier may have had fewer radicals having been conformed
to that norm by various analogical developments. Original biradical bases may perhaps be
detected in some roots with first radical w, such as ∗ w-θ-b “dwell,” that lack the w in certain
forms, such as the verbal noun ∗ θib-t- “dwelling,” across the descendant languages and even
occasionally in cognates in Egyptian; and in some biform root pairs of the type R1 -R2 -R2 ∼
R1 -R2 -w/R1 -R2 -y, that must also be reconstructed to the proto-language. Common Semitic
also probably had a small number of quadriradical roots, most of them with a sonorant in
second position.
Certain constraints on the composition of the Semitic verbal root have been noted
(Greenberg 1950): roots with identical first and second radicals are unattested, and roots
with identical first and third radicals are extremely rare. In addition, homorganic consonants
tend to be avoided within a root, except for the common root type known as the geminate,
in which the second and third radicals are identical.

3.3.2 Nominal morphology
Reconstruction indicates that Proto-Semitic nouns occurred in two states, bound and free
(adjectives also in a third, predicative); two genders, masculine and feminine; three cases,
nominative, genitive, and accusative (and perhaps a fourth, directive); and three numbers,
singular, dual, and plural. Proto-Semitic did not have a definite or an indefinite article. A
definite article first evolved in the Central Semitic branch, while an indefinite article failed to
develop in most of the descendant languages (apart from the occasional use of the numeral
“one” for “a certain”).

3.3.2.1

State

Proto-Semitic nouns occurred in two syntactic states, either (i) bound to a following qualifier
or (ii) not thus bound, in other words, free. Free forms were marked with an ending that
exhibited two allomorphs, ∗-m after short vowels, ∗-na after long vowels and diphthongs:
for example, nominative singular ∗ wa:θibum “inhabitant,” plural ∗ wa:θibu:na “inhabitants”
(see further below). Bound forms (also called construct forms), which lacked this ending,
governed an immediately following constituent, which was either a noun in the genitive case
(2A–B), a (genitive) pronominal suffix (2C–D), or a nominalized (relative) clause (2E–F):
(2)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

∗

wa:θibu baytim “inhabitant of the house”
wa:θibu: baytim “inhabitants of the house”
∗
wa:θibu-su(:) “its inhabitant”
∗
wa:θibu:-su(:) “its inhabitants”
∗
wa:θibu yamu:tu “the inhabitant who died”
∗
wa:θibu: yamu:tu:na “the inhabitants who died”
∗

Nothing was permitted to intervene between a bound form and the constituent governed
by it; an attributive adjective (in the free form), for example, followed the construction:
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∗

wa:θibu baytim salimum “the sound inhabitant of the house” (vs. ∗wa:θibu baytim salimim
“the inhabitant of the sound house”).
In addition to occurring in the bound and free forms, adjectives of verbal roots, when
functioning as the predicate of their clause, entered into a special morphological construction
which was comprised of the simple base of the adjective (unmarked for case, gender, or
number) followed by an enclitic subject pronoun, as in ∗ salim-ti(:) “you (fem. sg.) are well”;
∗
salim-at baʕlatum “the lady (she) is well.”
The comparative degree was expressed syntactically rather than morphologically; that is,
there was no special comparative form of the adjective, a comparison such as “their army is
larger than our army” being expressed as “their army is large from/against our army.” For
the superlative, Akkadian and Arabic attest a form of the adjective augmented by a prefix
resembling the causative marker of the verbal system, but it is unclear whether this reflects
a Proto-Semitic feature (Speiser 1952). It is likely that the superlative could be expressed by
a bound-form adjective governing a plural noun, as in “the great one of the gods” = “the
greatest god.”

3.3.2.2

Gender

The evidence of the descendant languages suggests that in Common Semitic any given
substantive was construed either as masculine or as feminine. Of the two genders, the
masculine was generally unmarked formally, whereas most feminine nouns were marked
with an ending. Each of the languages, however, attests a number of unmarked words that
are construed as grammatically feminine, including: (i) the words for “mother” (∗ʔimm-),
“ewe” (∗laxir-), “female donkey” (∗ʔata:n-); (ii) words for the parts of the body that occur in
pairs – for example, ∗ʕayn- “eye,” ∗birk- “knee,” a curious phenomenon that undoubtedly
arose because the ending of the dual on nouns (nominative) and verbs and the ending of
the feminine plural on some verbal and adjectival forms were formally identical, namely,
∗
-a:; and (iii) a semantically disparate group of other words for inanimate objects that varies
from language to language and is thus difficult to reconstruct in the proto-language with
any certainty. A few unmarked nouns in each language – again the set varies – are construed
as both masculine and feminine.
The marker of the feminine is ∗-t or ∗-at, which appears after the base but before a
case ending; examples are ∗ baʕl- “lord,” ∗ baʕl-at- “lady”; ∗wa:θib- “inhabitant (masc.),”
∗
wa:θib-t- (fem.). The original distribution of ∗-t versus ∗-at is difficult to recover with certainty. In all of the languages, for reasons of syllable structure, the ending ∗-at appears
after bases ending in two consonants (a sequence of three consonants being prohibited),
as in ∗ baʕl-at-. In some of the descendant languages, such as Akkadian and Aramaic, ∗-at
appears only on such bases, ∗-t occurring on all other forms. In Arabic, ∗-at has been generalized (with a few exceptions, such as bin-t- “daughter”). Classical Ethiopic patterns for the
most part like Akkadian and Aramaic, in other words, with ∗-t unless ∗-at is phonologically
necessary; but there are a number of exceptions, such as ʕəlat “day,” xat’iʔat “sin.” In Hebrew,
∗
-at (> Hebrew -ɔ, bound-form -aθ) predominates on verbal adjectives (as in kβeðɔ <
∗
kabidat- “heavy”); but otherwise the occurrence of the two endings suggests a certain free
variation at an earlier period: for example, dέlε θ < ∗dal-t- “door,” versus ʔɔmɔ < ∗ʔam-at“female slave.”
The endings ∗-at/-t have a number of semantic functions: (i) to mark the feminine singular
of adjectives; (ii) to denote the female member of various pairs of words, such as ∗baʕl(-at)-,
“lord/lady” and ∗kalb(-at)- “dog/bitch”; (iii) to denote the single member of the class represented by a collective noun (termed in traditional Semitic grammar the nomen unitatis),
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as in ∗bak’ar- “cattle,” ∗bak’ar-at- “a cow” and ∗iʕar- “hair,” ∗iʕar-at- “a hair”; and finally
(iv) as a suffix on many substantives with no obvious feminine or other common semantic
connotations.
The various descendant languages preserve vestiges (less rare in Arabic) of other markers
of the feminine that must be reconstructed to Proto-Semitic, including ∗-ay and ∗-a:ʔ.

3.3.2.3

Case

Traditional Semitic grammar recognizes three cases of the noun, each of which is marked,
in singular forms, by one of the short vowels. These cases are given labels borrowed from
the classical Indo-European languages: nominative, marked by ∗-u; genitive, marked by ∗-i;
and accusative, marked by ∗-a.
The nominative is used for the subject of a clause, for the predicate of a verbless equational
clause (as in “my brother is the king”), and as a citation form and for extraposition (“as for
the king” = nom.). The ending -u also functions in a locative sense (∗libbum “in the heart”)
in Akkadian and vestigially in other languages; it is unclear whether the nominative and
locative functions are to be considered reflexes of a single case at an earlier stage.
The genitive is an adnominal case, used after all bound forms and all prepositions (many of
which originate as bound-form nouns). The ending that marks the genitive, ∗-i, is undoubtedly connected to the morpheme ∗-i:y that is suffixed to substantives to form denominative
adjectives (see §3.3.2.6 below).
The so-called accusative is indeed used to mark the object, usually the direct object, of
the verb, but also in a host of other adverbial functions, such as to indicate manner, means,
location, and “time when.” If, as has been suggested, Proto-Semitic at an early stage had
an ergative verbal system, ∗-a may have marked the absolutive case (see, e.g., Diakonoff
1988:59,101).
In dual and plural forms, the genitive and accusative are invariably marked by a common
set of endings, and the two cases are sometimes jointly termed the oblique.
Another common Semitic noun ending that may perhaps be considered a case marker is
∗
-isa, the reflexes of which, in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Hebrew, have a directional nuance,
as in ∗baytisa “houseward.” In Akkadian, further, and more commonly, it is attached to
adjectives to create adverbs: t’a:bum “pleasant (nom. sg.),” t’a:biš “pleasantly.” This ending
occurs only on singular forms.

3.3.2.4 Number
The dual was marked by a set of endings attached to the singular base of the noun, following
the feminine marker if one was present. The evidence of Old Akkadian, Ugaritic, S.ayhadic,
and Arabic indicates that the dual was regularly used to indicate “two” of anything. In later
Akkadian, in Hebrew, and in early Aramaic the use of the dual came to be restricted to
words for naturally occurring pairs of objects and certain time words. In later Aramaic, in
Ethiopian, and in some of the Mahrian languages the use of the dual has become obsolescent
or has been lost entirely.
The plural in a northern group of the Semitic languages – namely, Akkadian and the
Northwest Semitic subbranch – is indicated by a set of endings attached to the singular base
of the noun, replacing the case endings of the singular; the feminine ending is altered from
∗
-(a)t to ∗-a:t in the plural. These plural endings may to a certain extent be seen to involve
the feature [+ length] vis-à-vis their singular counterparts. In the rest of the languages –
Ethiopian, Mahrian, S.ayhadic, and Arabic – pluralization is normally expressed by means
of pattern replacement (called “broken plurals” or “internal plurals”), of the type ∗ kalb-
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“dog,” plural ∗ kila:b-. Such forms take the same case endings as singular forms. Since there
is evidence for both types of pluralization in both groups of languages, in other words,
vestigial use of pattern replacement in the northern group, and the use of external plural
endings for certain noun types in the other languages, it is clear that both types are to
be reconstructed for Proto-Semitic. It seems plausible that the external plurals were at
first restricted to verbal adjectives (the endings are clearly related formally to the endings
on predicate adjectives with third-person subjects), and that most other nouns either had
plurals formed by pattern replacement or were collectives that had no special plural forms (or,
perhaps, were simply unmarked for number). Certain features of the pattern-replacement
plurals, such as a-insertion between the second and third root radicals, can be traced back
to Common Afro-Asiatic (Greenberg 1955a; Ratcliffe 1998).

3.3.2.5

Declension

Below is presented a sample Proto-Semitic nominal paradigm, that of the active participle
of the root ∗w-θ-b “to sit, dwell,” including feminine and external plural forms. The elements
-m and -na are present only in the free (unbound) forms of the noun, but missing in bound
forms (see §3.3.2.1).
(3) The Proto-Semitic nominal paradigm

Singular
Nominative
Genitive
Accusative
Dual
Nominative
Genitive-accusative
Plural
Nominative
Genitive-accusative

3.3.2.6

Masculine

Feminine

wa:θibu-m
wa:θibi-m
wa:θiba-m

wa:θib(a)tu-m
wa:θib(a)ti-m
wa:θib(a)ta-m

wa:θiba:-na
wa:θibay-na

wa:θib(a)ta:-na
wa:θib(a)tay-na

wa:θibu:-na
wa:θibi:-na

wa:θiba:tu-m
wa:θiba:ti-m

Noun derivation

A number of specific nominal patterns, when applied to verbal roots, may be identified
with certain semantic classes (see Barth 1894, Fox 2003). Thus, for example, the pattern
R1 a:R2 i R3 is reconstructable as the active participle of nonstative verbal roots. Nouns of the
monosyllabic patterns R1V R2 R3 are normally substantives rather than adjectives, whereas
nouns of the patterns R1 aR2V R3 tend to be (but need not be) adjectives. Of the monosyllabic
patterns just mentioned, R1 i R2 R3 substantives are frequently passive: ∗θik’l- “weight, what
is weighed,” ∗simʕ- “report, what is heard,” ∗ ðib “sacrifice, what is sacrificed.” The pattern
R1 uR2 R3 is often used for abstracts of stative roots: ∗ ʔurk- “length,” ∗murr- “bitterness,” ∗t’u:b(< ∗t’uyb-) “goodness.” In general, however, it is only the patterns of such deverbal forms
that are reconstructable for the proto-language, not individual lexemes, much reshuffling
having occurred in the various branches and individual languages.
Derivational endings include the following: (i) ∗-a:n, an individualizing morpheme,
as in Akkadian šarra:k’a:num “the thief in question,” from šarra:k’um “thief ”; (ii) ∗-i:y,
which forms denominative adjectives (including gentilics), such as ∗sapli:y- “low,” from
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sapl- “bottom, under part”; and (iii) ∗-u:t, which forms abstracts, as in ∗baʕlu:t- “lordship,”
from ∗baʕl- “lord.”

3.3.3 Personal pronouns
The personal pronouns, like nouns, have three numbers, singular, dual, and plural. Firstperson forms are of common gender, while both the second and the third persons exhibit
distinct masculine and feminine forms in the singular and the plural. Duals are of common
gender. First-person dual forms are only rarely attested in the descendant languages, and
where attested may be later innovations rather than vestiges of Proto-Semitic forms. The
enclitic forms of the pronouns distinguish a nominative set, used as the subjects of predicate
adjectives, as in ∗salim-nu(:) “we are well” (see §3.3.5.1), and a genitive/accusative set, used
as possessive pronouns on nouns, as in ∗ baytu-ka(:) “your (masc. sg.) house,” and as objects
on verbs, as in ∗yanθ’ur-ka(:) “he guarded you (masc. sg.).” For the first person, distinct
genitive and accusative forms existed.
In Table A.2, the vowels occurring at the ends of many of the forms are marked as optionally long; they are short when word-final, long otherwise. The second- and third-person
plural forms must be reconstructed with optional extensions, namely, ∗-u: on masculine
forms (e.g., ∗sumu: in addition to ∗sum), and ∗-na(:) or ∗-a: on feminine forms (e.g., ∗sinna(:)
or ∗sina: in addition to ∗sin). If Proto-Semitic is to be reconstructed with syllabic sonorants
(see §3.2.1), then the second- and third-person dual and plural pronouns may be reconstructed as, for example, second masculine plural ∗-tm/, second feminine plural ∗-tn/, and so
forth, rather than with the sequence [homorganic vowel + sonorant] as given in Table 6.2.
Possessive adjectives are attested in several of the Semitic languages, but their divergent
construction makes it difficult to reconstruct such forms for the proto-language.
The Semitic languages do not attest a true reflexive pronoun, and it is unlikely that one
existed in the proto-language. The reflexive was expressed by a set of derived verbal forms

Table A.2 Proto-Semitic personal pronouns
Independent
Nominative

Singular
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
Dual
1st com.
2nd com.
3rd com.
Plural
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.

Nominative

Enclitic
Genitive-accusative

ʔana(:), ʔana:ku(:)
ʔanta(:)
ʔanti(:)
suʔa
siʔa

-ku(:)
-ta(:)
-ti(:)
-a
-at

-i:/-ya (gen.), -ni: (acc.)
-ka(:)
-ki(:)
-su(:)
-sa(:)/-si(:)

?
ʔantuma:
suma:

-nuya:?
-tuma:
-a:

-niya:? (gen.), -naya:? (acc.)
-kuma:/-kumay
-suma:/sumay

ninu(:)
ʔantum
ʔantin
sum
sin

-nu(:)
-tum
-tin
-u:
-a:

-ni(:) (gen.), -na(:) (acc.)
-kum
-kin
-sum
-sin
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(see §3.3.5.2) and by means of a substantive meaning “person” or “body”: for example,
∗
yanθ’ur napsa-su(:) “he guarded his person” = “he guarded himself.”

3.3.4 Demonstrative and interrogative pronouns
Proto-Semitic had a determinative-relative pronoun, ∗ðu: or ∗θu: (the initial consonant is
voiced in West Semitic, unvoiced in Akkadian), declinable for gender, number, and case
(e.g., fem. sg. nom. ∗ða:tu), always used as a bound form, with the meaning “the one of,
that of, he/she of,” as in ∗θu: baytim “the one of the house, he of the house”; θu: ʔanθ’uru
“the one whom I guarded.” It was commonly used in apposition to (and agreeing in case
with) an antecedent: ∗baʕlum θu: baytim “the lord(, the one) of the house,” ∗baytu baʕlim θi:
ʔanθ’uru “the house of the lord(, the one) whom I guarded.”
In West Semitic, the determinative-relative pronoun entered into the formation of a set
of demonstrative pronouns, such as masculine singular ∗ðin, feminine singular ∗ða: “this.”
Another demonstrative base was ∗ʔV l(l), which appears in the plural of near demonstratives
in West Semitic and as a far demonstrative (sg. and pl.) in Akkadian.
The third person pronouns were used as anaphoric or far demonstratives, as in ∗baytum
suʔa “that house,” “the aforementioned house.”
The evidence of the descendant languages for the interrogative pronouns is inconsistent. For “what?,” Akkadian and Ethiopic suggest a form ∗min-, while Central Semitic has
∗
ma:-/mah-; for “who?” most languages have ∗man-, while in Ugaritic and Canaanite the
form is ∗mi:y-. A common Semitic interrogative adjective is ∗ʔayy- “which?”

3.3.5 Verbal morphology
Proto-Semitic had two basic indicative forms, which differed primarily in aspect. The forms
were conjugated for person, gender, and number by means of prefixes and, in some instances, suffixes. Essentially, a perfective, punctive form prefix+R1 R2 V1 R3 contrasted with
an imperfective form with gemination of the middle radical, prefix+R1 aR2 R2 V2 R3 , as in
∗
yanθ’ur “he guarded” versus ∗ yanaθ’θ’ar “he guards.”
It seems likely that the bases of these forms were originally verbal adjectives, perfective
(and passive) ∗naθ’ur- “guarded” (note, for example, Akkadian nas’ir and Hebrew nɔs’ur
with that meaning) and imperfective (and active) ∗naθ’θ’ar- “guarding” (note the Common
Semitic adjectival pattern R1 aR2 R2 V2 (:)R3 for nouns expressing durative or habitual activity,
as in ∗dayya(:)n- “judge”). The pattern of the imperfective base, at least, was probably an
inheritance from Common Afro-Asiatic (Greenberg 1952).
The perfective paradigm of the root nθ’r “to guard” is presented in (4):
(4)

Singular
1st com.
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
2nd com.
3rd masc.
3rd fem.
3rd com.

Dual

ʔanθ’ur
tanθ’ur
tanθ’uri:

Plural
nanθ’ur
tanθ’uru:
tanθ’urna(:)

tanθ’ura:
yanθ’ur
tanθ’ur

yanθ’uru:
yanθ’urna(:)
yanθ’ura:

Akkadian attests a third inflected indicative verbal form, called the Perfect, of the structure
prefix+R1 taR2 V2 R3 , as in ∗yantaθ’ar, which functions as a present perfect, “he has guarded.”
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The existence of similar forms in other Afro-Asiatic branches, especially Berber and Cushitic,
has been noted, and the suggestion offered that the Akkadian Perfect reflects a Proto-Semitic
form that has been lost in West Semitic. But the Akkadian Perfect is formally identical with
the perfective form of a Common Semitic – and ultimately also Common Afro-Asiatic –
derived, mediopassive verbal class, and it seems likely that the former arose from the latter
in an internal Akkadian development, perhaps under Sumerian influence.
In addition to these indicative forms, a number of modal forms may be posited. The
imperative was confined to second-person forms, and had the shape of the perfective form
without its prefixes, the initial consonant cluster being resolved by either prothesis or anaptyxis:
(5)

Singular
2nd masc.
2nd fem.
2nd com.

Dual

nuθ’ur / ʔ unθ’ur
nuθ’uri: / ʔ unθ’uri:

Plural
nuθ’uru: / ʔ unθ’uru:
nuθ’urna(:) / ʔ unθ’urna(:)

nuθ’ura: / ʔ unθ’ura:

By itself or with a prefixed asseverative particle ∗l(a)-, the perfective form could be used
injunctively, as a jussive, “let him guard.” Other modal forms, likewise related to or based
on the perfective ∗yanθ’ur, probably also occurred, but are difficult to reconstruct for ProtoSemitic with certainty, since they appear only in one or two of the branches of the family
(e.g., ∗yanθ’ura, with final -a; one or more “energic” forms, such as ∗yanθ’uran(na)).
Akkadian verbs in subordinate clauses are obligatorily (and usually redundantly) marked
with an ending -u or -ni (probably < ∗-na). It is likely that this mark of nominalization is
of Proto-Semitic origin. In Central Semitic, the perfective verb with this ending came to be
used as an imperfective form, replacing the inherited Proto-Semitic form ∗yanaθ’θ’ar.

3.3.5.1

Verbal nouns

Two verbal adjectives may be reconstructed for Proto-Semitic: (i) an active participle of the
form R1 a:R2 i R 3 , as in ∗na:θ’ir- “guarding, who guards” (probably only for verbal roots expressing actions); and (ii) a perfective adjective of the form R1 aR2V R3 , the meaning of which
depended on the lexical meaning of the root: passive for transitive verbs (6A), resultative
for intransitive active verbs (6B), and descriptive for stative verbs (6C):
(6)

A. ∗naθ’ur- “guarded” (n-θ’-r “to guard”)
B. ∗waθib- “having sat, seated” (w-θ-b “to sit, dwell”)
C. ∗adaθ- “new” (-d-θ “to be(come) new”)

The uninflected base of the verbal adjective could be combined with an enclitic nominative
form of the person pronouns (see §3.3.3) to create a verbless (and thus tenseless) predication:
(7)

∗

naθ’ur-ta(:) “you (masc. sg.) are/were guarded”
waθib-nu(:) “we are/were seated”
∗
adaθ-at “it (fem.) is/was new”
∗

This construction is also attested in the oldest dialects of ancient Egyptian. In West Semitic
the construction evolved in nonstative roots into an active, perfective verb, which began
to replace the inherited form ∗yaR1 R2VR3 ; the development entailed a change of vocalism
between the second and third radicals, to ∗a: ∗naθ’arta(:) “you (have) guarded,” ∗waθabnu(:)
“we (have) sat.”
It is likely that more than one pattern was used for the infinitive, including R1 aR2 a:R3 and
R1 i R2 R3 , as in ∗naθ’a:r- and ∗niθ’r- “to guard, the guarding.”
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3.3.5.2

Derived verbs

The examples of verbs that have been cited thus far in this chapter reflect the basic stem of the
verbal root, which Semitists usually call the G stem, after German Grundstamm. From this
basic stem are derived other stems, each with a fairly predictable semantic range vis-à-vis
the basic stem; derivation is by means of one of a set of prefixed consonants or by means of
the doubling of the second or third root consonant:
1.

2.

3.

The N stem: With prefixed n, the perfective form of which was based on the basic verbal
adjective of the root, turning the latter into a fientic verb; for most roots the semantic
result is a passive: for example, G stem perfective ∗yapk’id “he sought”; adjective
∗
pak’id- “sought,” N stem perfective ∗ ya-n-pak’id “it became/was sought.”
The C (causative) stem: With prefixed s (originally, in all likelihood, a third-person
pronoun serving as an agent), with causative force: ∗yusapk’id “he caused (someone)
to seek”; especially common with verbs of motion: G stem ∗yaʕliy “he went up,” C stem
∗
yusaʕliy “he caused (something) to go up” = “he sent/took/brought/led up.”
The D (doubled) stem: Marked by gemination of the second radical, the effect of
which was to increase the transitivity of the basic stem (Kouwenberg 1997); for
stative verbal roots, the result is a factitive: G stem ∗yilal “it was/became pure,”
D stem ∗yuallil “he purified”; for transitive verbal roots, the D stem is most often
pluralic.

The G, C, and D stems could all be augmented by a prefixed t, associated with the
notions of reciprocity, reflexivity, and the mediopassive; perfective forms of these may
be illustrated by tG ∗yatpak’id; tD ∗yutallVl; Ct (with t following the causative prefix s)
∗
yustaʕliy.
4.

The R stem: With reduplication of the third radical (perfective ∗yV R1 aR2 R3 i R3 , imperfective ∗yVR1 aR2 aR3 R3 aR3 , verbal adjective ∗ R1 aR2 VR3 R3 or ∗ R1 aR2 R3V R3 ). This
stem is likely also to be reconstructed for Proto-Semitic; further investigation is required to elucidate the semantics of the stem, which is only vestigially preserved in most
of the languages (apart from Arabic). It tends to involve description of physical qualities
or states.

As noted above, most of these derived verbal stems have analogues elsewhere in AfroAsiatic (Lieberman 1986).

3.3.6 Compounds
The Semitic languages, and presumably Proto-Semitic as well, exhibit remarkably few instances of compounding in either the nominal or the verbal morphology.

3.3.7 Numerals
The Proto-Semitic cardinals 1 through 10 were declined like singular nouns, except for
2 which was declined as a dual. They occurred in both masculine and feminine forms.
In an unusual – and still unexplained – syntactic phenomenon reflected in nearly all the
descendant languages, for the numbers from 3 to 10 the masculine form of the cardinal was
used when the counted item was a feminine noun, and the feminine form of the cardinal
with masculine nouns. The basic forms of the cardinals were as follows; feminine forms
were marked with the addition of ∗-(a)t.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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ʔa adθin-/∗ θn∗
θala:θ∗
ʔarbaʕ
∗

∗

xamissidθ∗
sabʕ∗
θama:niy∗
tisʕ∗
ʕar∗

The cardinal 20 is the dual of 10, ∗ʕara:-; the other tens have the appearance of being duals
(plurals in Central Semitic) of the corresponding units: for example, ∗θala:θa:- 30. “Hundred”
is ∗miʔ(a)t-; higher numbers are difficult to reconstruct with certainty (“thousand” is West
Semitic ∗ʔalp-, East Semitic ∗liʔm-; for “10,000; myriad” West Semitic has forms derived
from the root r-b-b “to be(come) much, many”).
Unlike the cardinals, the ordinals are generally constructed on a single pattern; the pattern,
however, varies from language to language (e.g., the pattern R1 a:R2 iR3 in classical Arabic
and classical Ethiopic, as in θa:liθ- “third,” ra:biʕ “fourth,” xa:mis- “fifth”), and so cannot
be reconstructed to the proto-language.

3.4 Syntax
3.4.1 Word order
Proto-Semitic was probably a VSO (Verb–Subject–Object) language. This is true of the
earliest forms of most West Semitic languages. Most dialects of Akkadian were rigidly
SOV, but word order in poetic texts is much freer; further, early Akkadian personal names
composed of a subject and a verb are frequently VS, as in Iddin-Si:n “[the god] Sin has
given [a child].” The normal SOV order of Akkadian is undoubtedly due to Sumerian
influence.
Modifiers, including adjectives, genitives, and relative clauses, follow their head noun.

3.4.2 Clitics
Semitic is characterized by a number of prefixed monosyllabic relational particles, including
the coordinating conjunction ∗wa- “and,” the asseverative particle ∗l(a)-, and, in West Semitic,
the prepositions ∗ba- “in,” ∗la- “to, for,” and ∗ka- “like” (in early Akkadian dialects, too,
proclitic forms of certain prepositions are attested: an-, in-, and el- for ana “to, for,” ina “in,”
eli “on,” respectively).
Much of the personal pronoun system consists of suffixed morphemes, as in ∗la-su(:) “to
him” ∗baytu-su(:) “his house,” ∗ʔanθ’ur-su: “I guarded him”; two of these suffixes, denoting
indirect and direct objects in sequence, could appear on finite verbs: ∗yantinu:-ni:-su(:) “they
(masc.) gave me it (masc.)” (Gensler 1998).
The enclitic particle ∗-ma(:) served to topicalize the word to which it was attached; in
Akkadian and in several modern Ethiopian languages it also developed into a coordinating conjunction. The Proto-Semitic status of other enclitic forms attested in the various
languages remains to be investigated, as, for example, ∗-mi(:), an emphasizing particle in
Northwest Semitic, but a marker of direct speech in Akkadian.
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3.4.3 Coordination
The essential Proto-Semitic coordinating conjunction was the proclitic particle ∗wa-, which
was used to connect words, clauses (including connecting main clauses to preceding subordinate clauses), and sentences. Unclear as yet are the Proto-Semitic status and functions of
the Central Semitic proclitic clause connector ∗pa-, meaning, inter alia, “and then, and so”
(for the very common Akkadian enclitic clause connector -ma, see §3.4.2).

3.4.4 Subordination
Subordinate clauses are less common in Semitic than in some languages, simple coordination usually being preferred. Nevertheless a few subordinating conjunctions may be
reconstructed. A general subordinating conjunction was ∗ki: (also ∗ki(:)ma(:)), attested
in a number of the descendant languages with the meanings “when, because, that.” Several words functioned both as prepositions and as conjunctions: for example ∗ʕad(ay)
“up to, until.” Certain bound-form nouns could also function as the equivalent of conjunctions, as in ∗yawma ʔanθ’uru “the day (= when) I guarded” (with the accusative of
∗
yawm- “day” used adverbially; also with a preposition: ∗ba-yawmi ʔanθ’uru “on the day I
guarded”).
Subordination was also expressed by means of infinitives, especially with the preposition
“in” for circumstance and the preposition “to, for” for purpose and result: ∗ba-naθ’a:ri-su(:)
“in his guarding” = “while he guards/guarded” (or “while guarding him”); ∗la-naθ’a:risu(:)
“for his guarding” = “(in order) that he guard” (or “(in order) to guard him”).

3.4.5 Verbless clauses
While a verb “to be, become” can be reconstructed for Proto-Semitic, namely, ∗hawaya, the
notion “to be” was not normally expressed and verbless clauses were a common feature.
With a nominal or pronominal subject, the predicate could be (i) adverbial (adverb or
prepositional phrase: “he [is] in the house”; “my sister [is] here”); (ii) adjectival, in which
case the construction described in §3.3.5.1 was used; or (iii) nominal, with both subject and
predicate in the nominative case (∗ʔimmu-su(:) baʕlatu-nu(:) “his mother is our mistress”). A
third-person pronoun in apposition to the subject could be included in the clause, probably
either before or after the predicate (∗ʔimmu-su(:) siʔa baʕlatu-nu(:) or ∗ʔimmu-su(:) baʕlatunu(:) siʔa “his mother [she] is our mistress”; the pronoun is traditionally said to function
as a copula in such instances).
For existential sentences, the phrase “in it,” ∗ba-su(:), with the meaning “there is” may
perhaps be reconstructed to Proto-Semitic, since “in it” is so used in classical Ethiopic
(bo < ∗ba-hu:, botu), various Arabic dialects (fi: < fi:-hi), and Akkadian (in which by the
time of the earliest dialect the construction had developed into a finite verb, ∗basa:ʔum “to be
present, on hand”). A particle ∗yiθ- “there is/are” can be reconstructed for Central Semitic;
it is cognate with an Eblaite infinitive, i-ša-wu = /yVθa:wu(m)/, known from a lexical text,
where it is equated with Sumerian A/AN.GÁL “be.”
For “to have” Akkadian attests the irregular verb išûm, of uncertain etymology (connected
by some scholars with ∗yiθ-, etc., cited in the preceding paragraph, but the few Old Akkadian
writings of išûm suggest that the middle radical was not ∗θ). In West Semitic, however,
possession is expressed with the dative preposition either as the predicate of a verbless
clause or governed by the verb “to be” (e.g., “the lord has a house” by “[a] house [is] to [the]
lord”).
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3.5 Lexicon
Additional research is needed before the percentage of Proto-Semitic vocabulary inherited
from common Afro-Asiatic can be estimated.
A few Common Semitic words resemble Indo-European words or roots: ∗θawr- beside
PIE ∗tauro- “bull”; ∗k’arn- beside PIE ∗kr -n- “horn”; and ∗ʕaθtar- “morning/evening star”
beside PIE ∗h2 ste:r- “star”; the significance of these similarities is unclear. Other words show
by their divergent reflexes in the descendant languages, as well as by their unusual patterns,
that they were not native to Common Semitic, such as ∗b/par dzil- “iron,” ∗ ʔan(n)a(:)k“lead,” ∗ʔuk’niy- “lapis lazuli” (with the last compare Hittite ku(wa)nna-, Greek küános).

4. READING LIST
Surveys of the Afro-Asiatic languages and of common Afro-Asiatic features are given in
Greenberg 1955b, 1970; Hodge 1971; Sasse et al. 1981; Hetzron 1987; D. Cohen 1988; Diakonoff 1988; Petráček 1988; and Hayward 2000. Important works dealing with specific features include Rössler 1950; Greenberg 1952, 1955a; Lieberman 1986; Voigt 1987a; Zaborski
1995. A pioneering treatment of common Afro-Asiatic vocabulary is M. Cohen 1947; the
recent dictionary of Orel and Stolbova 1995 has been widely criticized in scholarly reviews.
A recent compendium in which all of the major Semitic languages are covered is Hetzron
1997. The fundamental reference work on Semitic grammar is Brockelmann 1908–1913;
other general works on Semitic are Nöldeke 1904, 1910; Bergsträsser 1928; Gray 1934;
Kurylowicz 1973; Moscati 1964; Garbini and Durand 1994; Lipiński 1997; Bennett 1998;
Stempel 1999; Kienast 2001.
The internal classification or subgrouping of the Semitic languages has been a subject of
much discussion, and a consensus has not been reached. The subgrouping presented here is
that proposed by Hetzron 1974, 1976; as modified in Huehnergard 1991, 2002; Nebes 1994;
and Porkhomovsky 1997.
The current understanding of the consonantal phonology of Proto-Semitic is the result
of the work of several scholars, but especially Steiner 1977, 1982; Faber 1984, 1985, 1989;
and Voigt 1987b.
The Semitic root and pattern system is discussed recently in McCarthy 1979; Goldenberg
1994; and Fox 2003. The pronominal systems are considered in Barth 1913; Rundgren 1955;
Castellino 1962; Pennacchietti 1968; nominal inflection, inter alia, in Diem 1975; Voigt
1987a; Ratcliffe 1998. Of the many important studies of the Semitic verbal system only a
very small selection may be noted here: Rundgren 1959; Retsö 1989; Tropper 1990.
Works on comparative and historical Semitic syntax continue to be few, but mention
should be made of D. Cohen 1984; Khan 1988; and Gensler 1998.
The Common Semitic lexicon was considered in an important series of articles in
Fronzaroli 1964–1971. A complete Semitic etymological dictionary does not exist; the fascicles of the Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques (Cohen 1970–) that have thus far appeared
cover about one-third of the Semitic roots.
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